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Abstract 

In my thesis I shall be investigating two distinct metaplectic extensions of the general 
linear group. The first of these was discovered by Matsumoto, it's existence intimately 

connected with the deep properties of the r-th order Hilbert symbol. His construction relies 
heavily on class field theory and algebraic K-theory. Having constructed his metaplectic 
group, which is known to be universal, Matsumoto was then able to define the cocycle 

representing this extension. 
The second of these metaplectic extensions was found recently by Dr Hill at University 

College London. In contrast, his construction is very elementary. He was able to prove 
the existence of a continuous cocycle resulting in the construction of a new non-trivial 
metaplectic extension. It has already been shown, by Hill, that these two metaplectic 

extensions are isomorphic if we restrict to the special linear group. However, little is 

known of this isomorphism. 

Throughout this thesis we shall investigate these two cocycles, finding explicit formulae 

in both cases. We shall then show that the isomorphism between the group extensions of 
Matsumoto and Hill may be defined via the discovery of the coboundary which splits the 

quotient of the corresponding cocycles. Having found this coboundary we shall then be 

able to prove that, in specific cases, the two extensions are in fact isomorphic over the full 

general linear group. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this first chapter we shall discuss some of the background to the problem we are facing. 
Firstly, we shall look at metaplectic covers and metaplectic extensions. We shall then 

consider the situation locally, explaining the problem we are facing and the motivation 
behind this work. The remainder of this chapter will be concerned with defining the 

notation we shall require and then introducing the metaplectic cocycles with which we 
shall be working throughout this paper. 

1.1 Metaplectic Extensions 

Let k be a global field, with A the ad6le ring of k and k,, the completion of k at the place 
v. If we let G be an algebraic group defined over k then G(A) is a topological group with 
the adele topology. 

We define a metaplectic extension of G to be a topological central extension of G(A) 
by a finite abelian group y, 

1 --+ It & d(A) i G(A) --+ 1, 

such that the group extension splits over G(k). 

Thus, metaplectic extensions of G by y are classified by elements of H2(G(A), p) which 

split when restricted to G(k). The covering group O(A) is called a metaplectic group or 

a metaplectic cover of G. 

note: Let me point out that some authors have also required that a 2-cocycle UA corre- 
sponding to a metaplectic extension may be decomposed as, 

aA (a, a, (a,,, 3,, ), 
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where a,,, 3, are the components of a and 3 in G(k,, ) and the product is taken over all 
places of k with a,, being a 2-cocycle on G(k,, ). However, not all Metaplectic 2-cocycles 
have this property. That is, the metaplectic cocycle Dec, and corresponding metaplectic 
extension found by Hill, does not satisfy this condition. Instead, his cocycle results in a 
slightly different expression (Thm 4, [3]). 

If k contains some primitive qth root of unity then there exists a canonical metaplectic 
extension of the group SL,, /k by the finite abelian group Pq of all q th roots in k. This 

extension was first constructed by T. Kubota in [5], [6] in the case n=2 and by H. 
Matsumoto [7] for general n. This extension is always non-trivial and if n>3 and q is the 

total number of roots of unity in k then this extension is known to be universal amongst 
metaplectic extensions. Since GLn (A) and GLn(k, ) are not perfect, the group GLn has no 
universal metaplectic extension. However, a metaplectic extension of GLn/k with values 
in Aq may be constructed by embedding GLn in SLn+1 in a particular way. 

Given a metaplectic extension, 

1 --+ it --+ (ý(A) i G(A) --+ 1, 

and corresponding cocycle aA we are able to explicitly realize the metaplectic group (ý(A) 

as the set of pairs, 
G(A) = {(g, gE G(A), ýE 

where multiplication in the group is defined such that, 

(91i6)-(92t6) " (9192i6C20'A(91)92))- 

Let us also note that, given any central extension, we may recover a corresponding 2- 

cocycle aA by, 

aA(g, h) (jh)-1, 

where for each gE G(A) we choose a preimage § in (ý(A). 

Example 

Let k be a global field containing y. a group of roots of unity with q elements. For 

each a, 3E GL, (A), we define 

(a, 
iO)A, q = 

rj (a, 6, ) 
,,, q 

v 

where (-, -),, q is the qth power Hilbert symbol on k, for each place v. 
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Clearly this is a 2-cocycle and the power reciprocity law for k ensures that it splits 
over GLj(k). Therefore this cocycle corresponds to, 

Aq --+ GLI(A) GLI(A) 

a metaplectic cover of GLi by t1q. 

Local Metaplectic Extensions 

Let us now consider the situation locally. Let, 

1- it ---+ CTL,,, (A) 00 GL,, (A) --+ 1, 

be some metaplectic extension of GL,, (A) by a finite abelian group p corresponding to the 
2-cocycle oA. Then, having defined the 2-cocycle a, by, 

UP ý O'AIGL,, (k,, ) i 

it is clear that at the place v we shall have a local metaplectic cover, 

1- -p dL(k) - CL(k, ) - 1, 

where the local metaplectic group CTL,, (k,, ) is taken to be the pre-image 0-1(GL,, (k,, )) in 
GL,, (A). This group may once again be realized by, 

GLn (k, ) (g, 9E GL, (k, ), CE 

with multiplication, 
(911 W- (92 

1 
C2) : -- (9192 

16 
C2 O'v (91? 92)) - 

It is with these local metaplectic covers that our work in this thesis is concerned. 

1.1.1 The Aim of this Thesis 

At the place v it is known that there exist two realizations of the local metaplectic cover, 

GL�(k, ) 

1' Mm --+ 
Odecý, 

) GL�(k, ) --+ 1, 

represented by two distinct cocycles a,, and dec, in Z2 (GL,, (k, ), where p,,, C k" is a 
set of Mth roots of unity. 
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As we have seen we may realize each of these groups as the set of pairs CL.,, (k, ) x jim 

such that, 

((9,0 (9,0 
- 
(91, (991, Wan (9, g'))) 

Odec,, ((gy 0 (9, ý) 
- 
(9', (99', ýý' dec, (g, g))). 

If we restrict our extensions to SLm the metaplectic groups 0, and Odec,, have been proven 
to be isomorphic (Thm 6 [3]). Throughout the course of this thesis we shall endevour to 

explicitly define this isomorphism. That is, we know that 

ISL, gdec, ) given by, (g, ý) 

By considering the expression of 0, and Odec,, as the set of pairs GL. (k,, ) x p,,, it should 
be clear that the map ?P is precisely the cochain which splits the quotient of the cocycles 

a,, and dec,, over SL,,. That is, 

'go = 
dec, 
an 

In the work that follows, if m, the number of roots of unity in the group A,,,, is odd 

we shall in fact be able to go a little further than this. By slightly changing our original 
definition of the cocycle a,, we are able to show that we have, 

ýo, IGL, Odec,, 
i given by, (g, ý) i% (g, ýV) (g)), 

and are once again able to explicitly find the isomorphism. 

Structure of this Thesis 

Chapter 1: We begin by fixing some standard algebraic notation. We then discuss 

the two, very different constructions of the cocycles a,, and dec, which result in different 

metaplectic extensions of CL,, (k, ). 

Chapter 2: We concentrate on finding some algebraic expression to describe the cocycle 
dec, when restricted to the torus of diagonal matrices in GL,, (k,, ). In the case that m, 
the number of roots of unity in ym, is even we shall find that we are only able to calculate 
the value of this cocycle dec, up to some coboundary 07-,,. 

Chapter 3: We return to the case when m is even and calculate the value of the cobound- 
ary 97,, associated with dec, on the torus T in GL,,, (k,, ). 

Chapter 4: We calculate an expression for the cocycle dec, when restricted to the 

monomial matrices in GLn(ký, ). Since the cocycle an is defined differently to dec,, we shall 
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in fact consider the monomials to be defined in two different ways, calculating results for 
dec, in both cases. 

Chapter 5: We consider the value of the cocycle dec,, on the full general lineax group 
CL2(k,, ). Although we shall not be able to describe the value of the cocycle in full we are, 
however, able to find enough results to fully describe the splitting of the quotient dec" /Or2 

in Chapter 9. 

Chapter 6: We concentrate on finding results for the cocycle dec, when restricted to N, 
the subgroup of upper triangular matrices in GL,, (k,, ). 

Chapter 7: We return to the definition of the Matsumoto's cocycle a.. Extending some 
known results for the cocycle, found in [1], we are able to find expressions for the value of 
O'n on GLn(k, ) in much the same way as we did for dec,. 

Chapter 8: Having found formulae for both cocycles we consider the splitting of the 

quotient dec, la,, = c9,0 and the isomorphism between the related metaplectic extensions 
of GL,, (k, ). Concentrating on the groups T, M and N in turn we are able to go a long 

way to describing the function 0 on GL,, (k,, ). 

Chapter 9: In the final chapter we shall turn our attention entirely towards GL2(k,, ) and 
explicitly describe the function V) and the isomorphism between the metaplectic groups 
relating to dec, and 0'2. 

1.2 Notation 

The Local Field k, 

Throughout this paper we let k, be the completion of the global field k at some finite 

place v and define D,, c: k, to be the ring of integers. Having defined P,, to be the unique 
2 maximal ideal in D, we choose and fix a uniformizing element 7r E p,, \ pv. 

We have an absolute value on k, normalized such that, 

la I for each a 

Then, for our fixed uniformizer 7r E Dv, we have 

j7rjv =1=: p- 
pf 

where f= [i), /p, : Fp] is the degree of the extension. 
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1.2.2 The Finite Abelian Group tIq 

Let p. = Then, Pq is the group of all roots of unity in k,, with order coprime 
to p. Thus, we may write 

Pq /-12r E) Pti 

where q=p-1= 2t with t odd. 

Let (-i 
-)vq be the qth power Hilbert symbol on k, for each place v, 

(-ý 
-)Pq : k,, ' x k, X ----+ Pq- 

Using the Chinese remainder theorem we find that, for each a, bEk,, there exists integers 
Al, A2 EZ such that, 

(a, b),, q " (a, b)AI 
. 
(a, b) A2 

v, 2 V't 
The Hilbert symbol also satisfies, 

)2' (a, b)V, 2r '= (a, b)tv, 
q (a, b) vt = (a, b vq 

Since all of our cocycles are to be expressed as Hilbert symbols and since we already 
know that, 

H2 (C Ln (k,, ), liq) =H2 (C Ln (k, ), P2'*) (D H2 (GLn (k, ), /it) 7 

it shall be sufficient for us to consider local metaplectic extensions of GL. / k, with values 
in the group of roots of unity p,, where we have either m= 21 or m=t. 

In order to calculate the 2-cocycles in both cases m= 2r and m=t simultaneously, it 

shall be convenient for us to re-define the symbol (-1). That is, for the remainder of this 
thesis we shall define, 

CE/Im 

Then, clearly we shall have (-1) =1 is trivial, whenever m=t is odd. 

1.2.3 The General Linear Group GL,, (k, ) 

The Torus TC GL,, (k, ) 

Let T C: GLn (k,, ) be the torus of diagonal matrices with T=Tn SL. (k, ). Also let us 
define TZ CT to be the subgroup of matrices with entries ±1. Throughout this work we 
shall define, an, On ET by, 

7rx' al ... 0 7ry' bi ... 0 

a n7 On 
0 7rXn an 

)0... 

7ryn bn 
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Let ri :T i--* k,, to be the map which picks out the ith diagonal entry. Let us also define 

4) to be the set of roots of GL,, (k,, ) relative to T, given by 

4) = J(ij) :1<i, i<n, i 34 

Having defined 4) relative to T, for each C= (ij) E -D, we have 

4; = an 7-i(an)/7-j(an) = 7rxlai/7rxJaj. 

The root (i, j) is said to be positive if i<j. We define 4ý+ E 4ý :i< j} to be the set 

of all positive roots with the ordered base of simple roots, 

A=14; = (i, i+l) Ell): 1 <i<n}. 

The set 4)- is similarly defined. 

The Monomials MC GLn(kv) 

Let MC GL,, (k, ) be the group of monomial matrices with M being the restriction to 

SL,, (k,, ). 

We have an action of M on T by conjugation where, for each a, ý E T, mEM we have 

In 11= M-1 an := M- anM and Man: = ManM- an 

This action of M on T induces an action on 4). That is, m,; is the unique element of 4D 

such that 

an("; ) = (a'); for all Cen E T. n 

The group M also acts on the set of integers 11, n} with mi the unique element of 
the set satisfying, 

7*mi (an) = -ri (a') for all an E T. n 

As a consequence of this we have the relation, 

M(i, j) = (mi, mi) for all mEM, (i, j) E 4). 

Let us now define WCM to be the group of permutation matrices. That is the group 

of matrices such that each row or column has just one non-zero entry which is a 1. Then 

clearly we have M=T. W. 

Since, when we restrict to M, we still have an action on 4) with T acting trivially we 
have a well defined faithful action of W c-- M/T on -(D. Thus we may regard each wEW 
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as a permutation on 4P. Furthermore we define the weight space of w, "D(w), to be the set 
of all positive roots which, when acted upon by w, are no longer positive. That is, 

ID (W) = {1; E 'D+ : W,; ý 4)+} 

= {(i, j) E (D :i<j, w (i) > w(j)}. 

Since we have, 
W'-5'- S,, = ((i, i+ 1): 1<i 

the group W is generated by the simple reflections is.; + 1) E 
Therefore each wEW may be expressed as, 

w=s,;,... S,; e, where, ýk=(ibik+l)EA. (1.1) 

We now define the length of w, 1(w), to be the length of the shortest expression of w as 

a product of the s,, 's, with 1(1) = 0. If 1(w) = 1, then any expression of the form (1.1) is 

called a reduced expression for w. 
Let Mz be the monomials generated by the elements, 

jwq : 4; = (i, i+1) E A}, 

where w,, is the monomial matrix with a -1 in the (i, j)-position, a1 in the (j, i)-position 

and ones along the diagonal. 
Since W0 SL and the construction of Matsumoto's cocycle relies on the construction 

of the metaplectic cocycle on SL, we shall have to define a new set 9X as follows. 

For each wEW we define, 

77W : -- W-; i W-;,, 

where w=s,;, ... s,,, is some reduced expression for w with I(w) = 1. Then t7w E Mz and 

w ý-4 77,, is independent of the expression of w as a product of I(w) simple reflections. We 

now define the set 
9R = {77,,: w 

Then, although this isn't a group in general, the map w ý-+ 77w gives a bijection 

W-z+9R and 9R is a complete set of coset representatives for M/T. 

The Group of Unipotent Upper-triangular Matrices NC GL. (k, ) 

Our choices of the sets 4) and A in the previous section determine a Borel subgroup of 
GL,, (k,, ) whose unipotent radical we denote by N. For each (; E 4) we also let Nc be the 

standard unipotent subgroup of SL,, (k, ) corresponding to,;. 
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It is well known that the subgroups IN,, : 4; E (D} generate SL,, (k, ) as an abstract 
group. That is, the group SL,, (k,, ) may be generated by the following: 

1. For every,; E -(D+, aEk,,: 

n. (a) =I+a. e,,, 

(which is simply the matrix with an a in the ýth_position and ones on the diagonal. ) 

2. For every -g E A: 

Wç = nc(1)n_c(1)nc(1). 
(which is the monomial matrix with a -1 in the -ý-position, a1 in the -4; -position 
and ones along the diagonal. ) 

3. For every o; E A, aEk, x: 

n,; (a)n-,; (-a-')n,, (a)w.;. 

(which is the diagonal matrix with a in the ith_position, a-' in the (i + 1)th-position 

and ones elsewhere. ) 

Let us also note that, for each 4; E ID, we may consider K, to be the image of the isomor- 

phism, 
n. : k, --+ SLn(k,, ), 

as described above in 1. 

Let us recall that having defined M= {77w :wE W}, the map w ý--+ 17", gives a bijection 
W-z+9R and 9A is a complete set of coset representatives for W M/T. 

Then, for GL,, (k, ), we have the Bruhat decomposition, 

GLn(k, ) = II NTi7wN. 
77wEM 

1.2.4 2-cocycles on GL,, (k,, ) 

A 2-cocycle on CL,, (k,, ) with coefficients in It,,, is a map o, : GL. (k,, ) x GL.,, (k,, ) 

such that 

a(9192)93)0'(91,92) a(91,9293)a(92,93), 91,921g3 E GLn(k, ), 

a (In i In) ý-- a (In 
19) a (9, In) : -- 1 for all 9E GLn(k, ), 

and where I,, is the identity in CL,, (k, ). We let Z2 denote the set of all 
such 2-cocycles. 
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1.3 Matsumoto's cocycle a 

In this section we shall consider the construction of an explicit metaplectic 2-cocycle 

O'SL E Z2 (SL,, (k,, ), p,,, ) representing the cohomology class in H2 (SL" (k, ), P,, ) of the uni- 

versal metaplectic extension of SL,, (k,, ) by p,,. Although this construction was first dis- 

covered by Matsumoto in [7], the main reference for the results in this section is the work 

of Banks, Levy and Sepanski [1]. 

Furthermore, in [1], by pulling back O'SL from SL,, +I(k, ) to GL. (k,, ) under a particular 

embedding, they obtained for every n ý: 1 an explicit 2-cocycle an E Z'(GLjt(k, ), pm) that 

represents the second cohomology class of the central extension GLn(k, ) of GLn(k, ) by 

p,, where CfLn(k,, ) is the pre-image of GLn(k,, ) in ftn+j(k,, ). They were also able to 

show that the cocycle 0'2 is identical to the cocycle O'k described by Kubota [5], [6]. We 

shall now give a brief description of the method they employed. 

Construction of the cocycle 

The projection Ly 

The metaplectic central extension of SL,, (k, ) by p,,, is constructed via the realization of 

a natural projection y: ft,, (k, ) ) SL,, (k,, ), giving an exact sequence, 

1 --> p�, --+ 9'L�(k�) -0--+ SL�(k�) -+ 1, 

In [8] Steinberg showed that there exist unique lifts, 

{n, *, : k, ý--* §Ln(k, ) : ý; E -(D} 

of the maps {n,, :; E 4)} given earlier, satisfying the same set of relations. In particular, 
Steinberg has shown that the projection Lo induces an isomorphism from the subgroup N* 

of §L,,, (k, ) to the subgroup N of SL.,, (k, ). 

For each ;E 4ý, aEk,, X, we define the elements of the metaplectic group 

tb,, (a) = n, *, (a)n*,, (-a-')n, *, (a), &, (a) = t7v,, (a)tv-,, (l)-l. 

It has also been shown by Steinberg (See [11) that there exists a presentation of S'Ln(k,, ) 

where the set of generators is the union of the sets, 

pm, jji,; (a): 4; EA, aEk, x}, jt7v,; : -ý E A}, {n, *, (a) : -; E -1)+, aEk, }, 

with ? D,, := i-v,; (-I) for all 4; E I,. 
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Using this presentation, we may now describe the natural homomorphism 

SL(k) '-' SL(k) 

by its values on the generators given above. That is, 

io(O I,, 

o(&, (a)) a,, (a), 

LOODO w.;, 

Lo (n, *, (a)) n,, (a), 

The section z 

E Am, 

E A, aE kx, 

E A, 

E, 1, +, aE kj,. 

In order to define the cocycle we must now look for a section of o- on SLn(k,, ), a map 
z: SLn(k,, ) -+ §L,, (k,, ), such that 

P(S(g)) = and s(I,, ) = 1. 

When Steinberg was able to show that o: N* A)N is an isomorphism, he proved 
that there exists a section SN of N with the property, 

SN(n,; (a)) = n, * (a) V; E (D+, aEk,,. 

We now define a section ST on T as follows, 

-ST 
(0,; (a)) :=d,, (a). (a, a),,,,, V,; E A, aEk,, '. 

It is easily shown that all aET may be uniquely expressed as a product, 
n-I 

a ai (ai), where ;k+ 1). 

Therefore, for general elements of the group T we define, 

, 6T(a) ST(acn-l (an-1)) 
--- -6T(a,; i 

(al)). 

We are now able to extend the above section from T to a unique section sm on M by 
defining, 

-sm (w.; ) ? Tj,; 
-SM(771772) SM(771)SM(q2) 

sm(a77) ST(a)sm(77) 

V4; EA 
V771 

1772 E0 such that 4771772) ý 4771) + 1(772) 

Va E T, i7 E 9A. 
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Having defined all of the sections SN, ST) sm and considering the Bruhat decomposition 

described earlier we are now able to define a section on the whole of SL,, (k,, ) as follows: 

SSL,, (nimn2) " SN(nl)sm(M)SN(n2)t 

for all nj, n2 EN and mEM. 

Definition: 
We are now in a position to define the cocycle t7SL,, E Z2 (SL,, (k,, ), p,, ) by 

aSL, (91192) : -- 
SSL,, (91)SSL,, (92) 

for all 91192 E SL,, (k, ). 
, SSL,, (9192) 

From the construction of our section -SSLt we immediately have the following relations: 

O'SLn (g, n) = O'SLn (n, g) =1VnEN, gE SLn(k, ) 
O'SLn (n I gl, 92n2) = O'SLn (91) 92) V nl, n2 E N, gi, 92 E SLn(k, ) 

USLn(gin, 92) = O'SLn (gl, n92) VnEN, gi, 92 E SLn(k,, ) 

O'SLn (a, q) = VaET, 77EM 

O'SLn (771s 772) = V771i 772EM : 1(? 71772)=1(7? 1)+1(772)- 

Defining the cocycle a,, on GL,, 

Finally, by considering the embedding %: GL,, (k,, ) -+ SL.,, +, (k,, ) given by, 

0 

0 det(g)-l) 

we are eventually able to define the cocycle an E Z2 (GLn (k, ), yn) corresponding to, 

1 --+ PM i a, --. * GL,, (k, ) --+ 1, 

the metaplectic cover of GL,, (k,, ) by, 

O'n (91 
s 92) " O'SL,, + I 

(Z (91)) 2 (92)). (det (91), det (92)) 
1-/, ml - 

We shall return to the definition of this cocycle and its properties later in Chapter 7. 
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Iý", 

1.4 Hill's cocycle Dec 

Hill's approach in constructing the metaplectic extension of GL,, /k, is very different 

to that of Matsumoto. He explicitly constructs Dec E Z2(GL,,, (k, ), p,, ), a continuous 

metaplectic 2-cocycle corresponding to the extension described earlier. We shall, using 
[3], briefly describe the ingenious method he employed. 

1.4.1 Construction of the cocycle 

For the remainder of this paper we shall, when convenient, refer to the general linear group 

as GL,,, (k,, ) =: G,. 

The Cup Product 

Suppose that a, e: and a,,, are all right G, -modules. Let us also suppose that we have a 
bilinear form < -I- >: axC-p,,, which satisfies, 

falma >=< f IM >C" Vf E a,, ME e: and aEC.,. 

Then there exists a cup product map, 

Hn (0�, 3) x Hm (G� E: ) ----+ Hn+m (G., im), 

such that, if nj and K2 are 1-cocycles, their cup product is defined to be, 

(Kl U K2)(a, ß) : =< Ki(a)1K2(ß-1) >ß - 

The C-modules 

We define (t to be the abelian group of all functions, 

k�'lp�, ---+ Z, 

which are continuous with compact support. We are able to give CaG, -module structure 
by defining, 

Ma(O) := M(ao) for all aE Gv- 

As such, we have a surjective G, -module homomorphism, 

deg: (t --+ Z, where deg(M): = M(O). 
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By letting (tO be the kernel of the degree map we are able to construct a short exact 

sequence of G, -modules, 
0 --. * Q: O ----+ Q: --+ Z 10. 

This, in turn, gives us a long exact sequence of homology groups. Within this sequence 

we have the map, 
Je: HO(G,,, Z) iH1(GCO). 

Since G, acts trivially on Z we have HO(G, Z) = Z, which allows us to describe a canonical 
element Je (1) EH1 (G, (0). 

Finally, by letting MEe: have degree 1 and defining, 

JM(a): = M- Ma, for eadi aEG,,, 

we find that JM is a continuous 1-cocycle representing the class Jt(l)- 

Remark: 

We should point out that any MEe: induces a p,, -invariant function, M: k"I Z' 

which we shall also refer to as M. 

The 3-modules 

We define a to be the group of all functions, 

k, ' \0 ---+ Z, which satisfy, E fý =: deg(f 
tEpm 

is a constant function on k,, ' \ 0. We refer to elements of I of degree 1 as fundamental 

functions. 

For each fE'3 and each aEG,, the composition of f with a, which we write as f a, is 

also an element of a and it is easily shown that deg (f a) = deg(f ). This continuous action 

of G, on a gives 'ý the structure of a right G, -module. Thus, the map deg :aaZ is 

a continuous G,, -module homomorphism. 
Defining the kernel of this map to be aO we once again have a short exact sequence of 

G,, -modules, 

The corresponding long exact sequence of homology groups gives us a map, 

Jg: HO(c" Z) =Z ----+ H' (0�, ý0), 

and thus, once again, we have a canonical element J, 1(1) E H'(G,,,, r). 
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Now, for a fundamental function fE -3 and for aE Gj,, we define 

Sf (a): = fa-f. 

Then, the function Jf is a continuous 1-cocycle representing J, 1(1). 

The Inner Product < -I- 

For each f, gEa and ME CO we define the inner product of f and g over M to be, 

f, gIM : ý,: = 
rj Cfk,,,, f (X)g(ýX)M(X)dX 

tEpm 

where this power of ý does indeed represent a well defined element of p,,. 

Hill was able to show (in [3]) that this inner product satisfies the following: 

< f, 91M> is trilinear in f, g and M. 

The inner product is skew symmetric in f and g and satisfies 

f, f IM >= 1 for any 

0 If f and g both have degree 0 then, 

< f, gim >= 1 for every ME (to. 

0 If f, g and h all have the same degree then, 

f, gIM >< g, hIM >=< f, hIM 

0 The inner product is G,, -covariant. That is, 

fa, galMa >=< f, gIM >Ct 

for every ME Co. 

for every aEG, 

0 The inner product is continuous on ax3x CO with respect to suitable 

topologies on 3 and Q: O. 

Now, let us suppose that g and g' are two fundamental functions and fE a'O. Then, 

using the properties described above, we have 

< f, gIm > 
< f, g, IM > =< f, g- g'Im >= 1, for all MEQ: O. 

Thus, the inner product < f, gIM > is independent of the fundamental function g. 
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Definition: 

We define the G, -module homomorphism, 

>: 
130 x Co -+ tim, by <f IM >: =< f, gIM >, 

for each fE 10 and ME CO, and where g is any fundamental function. 

Since < -I- >: 10 x itO o p,,,, is a bilinear map which commutes with the action of 
G,, we have a cup product map, 

U: Hl (G,, e) x Hl (G,, Co) ___+ 
H2(Gv, t, 7n). 

Finally, by taking the cup product of the canonical elements Je(l) E HI (G,, CO) and 
5,1(1) E Hl(G,,, 30) we are able to define a canonical element, 

Dec := Ja(l) li J(r(l) EH2 (G, p,,, ) - 

This class may be represented by a continuous 2-cocycle on G,, with values in it,,, defined 
by, 

DecM(a, 0) : =< fa -f IM - MO-1 >61 f 

where f is any fundamental function and M is any element of (t of degree 1. 

1.4.2 Defining the cocycle dec, 

Definition: 
m Z2(GL,, (k, ), p,,, ) corresponding to Finally, we axe able to define the cocycle Decj E 

Hill's metaplectic cover of GL,, (k, ) by 

1 --+ PM I 
Odec., 

1 GLn(k,, ) --+ 1. 

Since the action of G, on p,, is trivial, for each a, 6EG,, we define 

Deem (a, ß) =< fa -f IM - MP-1 

= 
11 ýfk,, nf(aX)f(tX)(M(X)-M(fl-'X))dX 

CEJIM 

where M: k,, ' -Z is a continuous, p,,, -invariant function such that M(O) =1 and 
f: k, ' \0 )Z is a continuous function satisfying, 

Ef (M = 1, for all XEk,, '\O. 
tEIATn 
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1.4.3 The functions f and M 

As we have seen, the cohomology class of the function Dec does not depend on f or M. 
However, the cocycle itself obviously does. Therefore, in order to calculate Decm we must f 
first fix suitable functions f and M. 

The function M 

Considering the properties satisfied by the function M, we see that when we restrict to 

one dimension and look at k, ' = GL, (k,, ) there appeaxs to be a canonical choice for M. 

If we define M, : k,, )Z to be the characteristic function of Dv, we have 

1 
Mi (x) = 

xE 

E k, \0,,. 

Then, as required, we find that MI is a continuous function which is p,,, -invariant and 
IM satisfies M, (0) = 1. So clearly, when defining the cocycle Decf on GL1 (k,, ) we may take 

M= M1. 

The function 

To define a suitable function f we shall once again restrict our attention to k, x= CLI (kv). 

Firstly we let SC (0, /p, ) \0 be an m-th set in D, /p,. That is, a complete set of 

representatives for M,, -orbits in \ 0. We then define the characteristic function of 

S in to be, 

fs : ('D"/Pv) \0i 

such that, fs (a) =1 
aES 

10 

aVS. 

Recalling that, in Section 1.2.1, we had chosen and fixed a uniformizer7r E 1), we are now 

able to define the function f, : k,, \0 --+ Z, by 

fl(7rxa) = fs(a (mod 7r)) for all V7rxa E k,, \0 with Ia1,, = 1. 

Then, as required, f, is indeed a continuous function satisfying, 

Z fi (eX) = 1, VX E kv \O. 
ZE, um 
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M Therefore, when we define the cocycle Decf on k, ' = GL, (k, ) we may let f=f, be 

the function described above. 

It should be noted that this function f=f, is clearly dependent on our eaxlier choice 
of the fixed uniformizer 7r E JD,,. 

Extending the functions fl and M, to GL,, 

Since the functions f, and M1 for k,, ' = GLI(k, ) satisfy the conditions of our cocycle, we 

use them to build suitable functions f. and M,, for any dimension n. 

Definition: 

Define M,, : k, ' --ý Z and f,, : k,, ' \0 --+ Z by, 

Mn(X) ý Mn«X1tX2)... 
2 Xn )T) : '-- Ml (X 1) Ml (X 2) ... 

Ml(Xn)i 

A (X) 
-: -- 

fn «Xl 
t X2) ... i Xn 

= fl (xi) -4=-* Ixil, > lxjl,,, Vj < i, and IXi1v ý: lXklviVk > i, 

then these functions, f,, and M, clearly satisfy the conditions given in the definition of 
our cocycle. 

Lemma 1.4.1 The function f,, satisfies the additional property, 

fn7r = fn- 

PROOF: 

The proof of this statement follows directly from the fact that f, 7r = fl. 13 

Definition: 
We are now able to define the cocycle dec, E Z2 (GL.,, (kv), p,,, ) with which this thesis 

is concerned. That is, we define 

dec� (a, ß) := Decfm (a, ß), 

where the functions f :=f,, and M :=M,, are precisely the functions described above. 

note: Rom now on we shall use the notation f :=f,, and M: = M,,, using the subscripts 
only when the dimension is to be emphasized. 
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Remark: 
Considering the definition, we see that the function f :=f,, will clearly depend on our 

eaxlier choice of uniformizer 7r E JD,,. However, this means that the cocycle dec, will also 

depend on the choice of 7r. Therefore, throughout this thesis, as in Section 1.2.1, we insist 

that the uniformizer 7r has been chosen and fixed. 

Proposition 1.4.1 The cocycle dec,, := DecM E Z2 (GLn(kv), /-Im) is independent of the f 
choice of m-th set S used in the definition of the fundamental function f. 

PROOF: 

Let us begin by considering the cocycle dec, over the groUP Pq = (0.1p. )l of roots 

of unity. As we have seen, on GLI, the function f :=f, satisfies 

f, (7rxa) = fs(a (mod7r)), 

where Sc\0 is a q-th set in i)vlp,,. 
M Let us now consider the cocycle Decý over Aq, where the fundamental function 

g: k,, ' \0 -+ Z is defined as follows: 

(X): -:: gn (X) : -- 91 (xi) 4=* Ixi 1� > lxj 1� Vj < i, and 1Xi Iv > lXk 1�, Vk > i, 

such that, 

gl(7rxa) = g7-(a (mod 7r)) where, gT(a) =1 
aET 

10 

aVT, 

and where T 54 S is a different q-th set in D, lp,. 

Since we are considering both the cocycles DecM and DecM to have values in pq f9 

(i), /p, )x and both T and S are q-th sets in D, /p, we must have S=cT for some 

6E liq- Using this fact and considering the definitions of the functions f :=f,, and g := gn 
we may immediately deduce that, 

gT(a) =1 4* fs(ea) =1 
gi = fie gn = fnE- 
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Let us now consider the quotient of the two cocycles Dec mM Z2 (G L,, (k, ), Pq) f, Decý E 
That is, 

Decfm(a, ß) <fa-fim-Mß -1 
Dec. m (a, ß) < ga - gim - Mß-, 

=<(f -g)ci-(f -g)lm-mo-l> 

< (f - g)l(m - Mo-')a -1 > 
< (f - g)lm - mo-I > 

< (f - g)IMa-' + M, 6-1 -M- ma-10-1 > 

< (f - fc)lma-1 + M, 3-' -M- ma-lo-l > 

tElAq 

However, this exponent will be zero unless ý=c. Noting that f (cX) =f (cX), our 

expression becomes, 

Decfm(a, ß) 
= 

-1X) + M(ß-1X) - M(X) - M(a-1P-1X»dX f 
efk, " 

f (EX) Xa 

Dec. m (a, 0) 

Finally, by using the result of Lemma 17 in Hill's paper [3], we have 

ei 
fk, 

" (M(a-1x) + m(ß-1x) - M(X) - M(a-lß-IX»dX q 

'(I det(a)1,, +I det(0)1, -1 -1 det(ap) I,, ) 
=eq 

'(I det (a) 1) (1 det (, 3) 
eq 

since (I det (a) 1, - 1) (1 det (, 3) 1,, - 1) =- 0 (mod q2) and CE I-Iq is a q-th root of unity. 
Using the transfer map (Thm 6 [3]) it may be shown that the cocycle dec, when 

restricted of to some group of roots IL,, C 1-1q, is simply some power of the cocycle, on l1q. 

Therefore we are finally able to conclude that, 

dec,,: = Decm = Decm 9f 

where decv E Z2 (GL,,, (k,, ), iz,,, ) has values in any group of roots p.,, C: ttq. 
That is, the cocycle dec, is indeed independent of our choice of m-th set S. 13 

This result implies that our choice of f was arbitrary with respect to the fact that any 
function chosen in this way gives us an identical cocycle. Therefore, as with the function 

M, the choice of the function f appears also to be canonical. 
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In order to conclude this chapter we shall consider a couple of results for the cocycle 
dec, which are found as a direct consequence of our choice of functions f and M. These 

results shall be used repeatedly throughout the proceeding chapters. 

Theorem 1.4.1 Let gl, 92 E GL,, (k, ), then the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec, (gl, 92) : -- li 

whenever the matrix 92 E GL,, (D, ). 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 
Using the definition of the cocycle dec, we have, 

dec�(g1,92) -. 2 < fql -f IM 
- M921 >- 

Now, since M is the characteristic function of JDI, whenever 92 E GL"'(D"), we are able 
to deduce that, 

M(X) =1 4==ý M(92-1X) 1 for each XE kt, ', 

M92 1A 

from which our result quickly follows. 0 

In order to prove the final theorem in this chapter we shall first require a few lemmas 

concerning the function f. 

Lemma 1.4.2 Let v= (vi, Vn)T EV where we define the set V= Dn \ 7, D, n. 

7ron). Then f (v) depends only on the value of v (mod 
V 

PROOF: 
Since we know that lvl,, := max f1vi 1, :1 -< 

i 
-< nj =1 we know that there exists an 

integer j with I<j<n sudi that, 

vj #0 (mod 7r) but, vk =- 0 (mod 7r) for all k 

Therefore we must have, 

f (v) =f (vj) = fs(vj (mod 7r)), 

which proves our original statement. 11 

Lemma 1.4.3 Let the matrix I, (mod 7r) and also let vEV, where V is as 
previously defined. Then, 

Agiv) = AV). 
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PROOF: 

The proof of this statement simply requires us to notice that, 

giv -v= (91 - In)v E 7rD' , 
Dn). g1v =- v (mod 7r . 

Then, our result is a simple consequence of the previous lemma. 11 

Lemma 1.4.4 Let the matrix gi =- In (mod 7r), then the function f satisfies, 

f9l = f. 
PROOF: 

If we let vEk, ' \0 then there exists a unique integer AEZ such that, 

A j)n \ 7ri)n Vo = 7r vEvv 

However, this enables us to use the previous two Lemmas together with Lemma 1.4.1 to 

conclude that, 

f (V) f (vo) =f (givo) f (giv), 

fg, = f. 

11 

Finally, we conclude this chapter with the following important theorem concerning the 

cocycle dec,. 

Theorem 1.4.2 Let gl, 92 E GL,, (k,, ), then the cocycle dec,, satisfies 

dec, (gl, 92) : '-- 1) 

whenever the matrix gi =- 1,, (mod 7r). 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Since the cocycle dec,, is defined to be, 

dec, (gI, 92) : -- < fgl -f IM - M921 >, 

and the previous lemma states that fg, =f we do indeed find that, 

dec,, (gl, 92) ý 1- 

13 
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Chapter 2 

Calculation of dec, on the Torus 

We begin by letting k, be a local field with valuation v and a fixed uniformizing element 

7r in D,, the ring of integers in k,. In this chapter we shall restrict our attention to the 

torus T of diagonal matrices in GL,, (k, ) and calculate explicit formulae for the 2-cocycle 

decv E Z2 (GL,, (kv), 

Having fixed k, and 7r we know that for each an, fln ETC GLn(kv) the cocycle 

satisfies, 

dec, (a�, fl�) : =< fa� -f IM - Mß, -, ' > 

= 
Il efk., nf(anX)f(EX)(M(X)-M(PZ'X»dX 

ZEAm 

where the functions f and M axe as previously defined and where the integral is taken 

over k,, ' with respect to a Haax measure normalized such that, 
14 

n 
M(X)dX = 1. 

We shall calculate this expression by first considering the cases when n=1,2 and 3. 
We shall then proceed by induction to include the general case for any dimension n. 

In order to begin this inductive process and calculate the integral in the case that n=1 
we shall need to employ the Gauss-Schering Lemma. For the purposes of this chapter we 
shall state this as: 

Lemma 2.0.5 

11 f (aX)f (CX) = (a, 
CE/zý 

where is the local Hilbert symbol as previously described in the introduction. 

PROOF: 

The proof of this statement can be found in Hill's paper [4]. 13 
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Notation 

Let us remind ourselves that, having fixed a uniformizer 7r in the ring of integers D,, C k, 

the diagonal matrices a,,, #,, ET have previously been defined as, 

Cen ý diag(7rxlal,... 7rxllan), fln = diag(7rylbl,... 7rynbn). 

Let us also be clear that we define the variables XEk, ' and ýEk, '-' such that, 

x�)' and jý = (x�... 
, Xn-j. 

We shall also use the notation, 

IXIv I(xl) 
... i Xn )Tlv 

AV I(xi? 
... i Xn-l )TI" 

= max jjxj I.,... 
iI Xn lv} 

= Max flxl Ivi... 
i 
lXn-I lv} 

- 

Before we begin the calculations we shall first refer to page 756 of Hill's paper [3], in 

which he proves the following important lemma: 

Lemma 1 For all MEC one has 

Ik, 

n 
M(X)dX M deg(M) (mod m). 

note: In Lemma 16, Hill proves slightly more than this. Instead of integrating over k"", 

we may instead integrate over an abelian, totally disconnected, Hausdorff, locally compact 
topological group. 

This lemma is important because it allows us to deduce the following: 
If M is the characteristic function of Aa compact, open, p,, -invariant neighbourhood 

of zero in k, ', then 
fA 

M(X)dX =- M(O) =1 (mod m). 

2.1 The cocycle dec, on k, ' = GL, (k, ) 

Theorem 2.1.1 Let k, be a localfield with valuation v. Then, for each 
al = 7rxa, 81 = 7ryb E k, ' the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec,, (7rxa, 7ryb) = (a, 7r), ý, (2.1) 
V, M- 
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In order to prove this we shall first consider a few simple lemmas: 

Lemma 2.1.1 For each aEk,, ' the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec,, (a, 7r) = (a, 7r),,,,,. 

PROOF: By definition we have, 

dec,, (a, 7r) = 
11 ý{fo,, -frC,,, jf(aX)f(CX)dX 

CEAm 

changing the integral for a sum this expression becomes, 
II ýExE(o,, \. D, )\Of(aX)f(CX) 

CE, um 

which, by the Gauss-Schering Lemma, is found to be 

= 7r),,,,. 

Lemma 2.1.2 For every 7rxa, 7ryb E k,, ' the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec, (7r x a, 7ryb) = dec, (a, 7ry). 

13 

PROOF: Using the notation of section 1.4.2 from the previous chapter, we may write 
this as, 

dec, (7rxa, 7ryb) =< f 7rxa -f IM - M7r-yb-1 >. 

However, using Lemma 1.4.1 and Theorem 1.4.1 from section 1.4.3, we find that the 
functions f and M satisfy, 

f7r =f and Mb-1 = M. 

Therefore we may conclude that, 

dec, (7rxa, 7ryb) =<f 7rxa -f IM - M7r-yb-1 

= fa -f IM - M7r-y >= dec, (a, 7r 

0 

PROOF OF THEOREM: In order to prove Theorem 2.1.1 we need simply use the 

previous two Lemmas and apply the cocycle rule (see page 14) inductively. That is, 

dec,, (7r x 
a, 7ryb) = dec, (a, 7ry) 

= dec, (a, 7r. 7r 
Y-1) 

= dec, (a, 7r). dec, (a, 7r 
Y-1) 

= dec,, (a, 7r) Y 

= (a, 7r) 
ym 
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2.2 The cocycle dec, on TC GL2(k, ) 

Theorem 2.2.1 Let k,, be a local field with valuation v. Then there exists an explicit 
function, 

-r2 :T {11 -1}1 

such that for each CE2,02 ETc GL2(k, ) the cocycle dec, satisfies, 
72 (a2) 72 (02) (Jam 

dec, (a2 
, 
82) = dec, (7rXI a 1,7rYI bi) dec, (7rX2 a2,7rYI b2) 

T2(a2P2) 
X2 YI 

T2 (012) 7*2 (32) Com 
= (aylay2,7r)VM ýýI) X2YI (2.2) 

12 72(a2P2) 

where -r2 and, as we have seen previously, (-1) are both trivial if m is odd. 

The function r2 will be described in more detail in chapter 3. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: Referring to the definition of the cocycle we find, 

dec, (a2,02) : -- 
][I Cfk,, 2\0f(Ck2X)f(CX) (M(X)-M(flý'X))dX 

=: 
11 ýJ(C)' 

tEpm tEtt. 

where we define the integral, 

I(0 = 
142 

\0 
f (a2X)f (V) (M(X) 

- M(Pý'X)) dX. 

In order to calculate this integral 1(ý) we first decompose k, 2 \0 into four disjoint open 

sets, 

Al {(Xl 
i X2)T E k, 2\0 Ixil, IX21., 17rX'alxllv ý: lirx2a2X21,, } 

A2 I(XliX2 )T Ek V2\0 
IXI IV IX2 Ivi I7rX' alxl 1. < 17r X2a2X21, } 

A3 {(XI) X2 )T E kv2\0 IX, I" < IX2 Ivi 17rX' alxl IV ý: 17rX2a2X21, } 
A4 {(XliX2)T Ek V2\0 

IX, IV < IX21., 17rxlalxllv <17rX2a2X21,, }, 

Enabling us to write, 
dec, (a2,02) = 

Il 

cel". 

where, ii(O = 
fA, f (a2X)f (V) (M(X) - M(6ý'X)) dX. 

Before we begin evaluating the integrals let us consider the value of our function f on 
each of our sets Aj. 

XEA, f (Ct2X) f (7rx' alxl), f (M =f (ýXl) 
XE A2 f (a2X) f (7rx2a2X2)i f (M =f (ýXl) 

XE A3 f (a2X) f (7rx' alxl), f (M =f (CX2) 
XE A4 f (Ck2X) f (7rX2a2X2)) f (V) =f (CX2) 

- 
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For reasons which shall become clear it is convenient for us to look at these four 
integrals in pairs and calculate them together. 

The integrals 11(ý) and 14(ý): 

Considering the table of results given above, the integrals 11(ý) and I4(ý) satisfy, 

I, W 
JA 

If 
(7rX'alxl)f (ýxj)(M(X) - M(flýlX))dX 

14 (0 
fA4 

f (7rX2a2l2)f (ýXO (M(X) 
- M(6ý'X))dX. 

For all xj, X2 E k, let us define the sets Ai(xi) and A4(X2) by, 

Al (X1) --: -- f X2 E k� : (Xl 
s XJ E Al}, A4(X2) ' {xi E k, : (X1eX2)T E A4}- 

Then both sets are compact, open, ti,,, -invariant neighbourhoods of zero in k, '. 
By restriction, M: Aj(xj) -+ Z is the characteristic function of Aj(xi) ni), and 

similarly M: A4(X2) -' Z is the characteristic function of A4(X2) n J),. Since both 

of these spaces are compact, open, ji,,, -invariant neighbourhoods of zero in k, we have 

satisfied the conditions of Lemma 1. Therefore we find, 

1, (0 Jkv 
f (7rxlalxl)f (ýxj) 

IAI(xj) (M(X) - M(, 6ý1X))dxjdX2 

f(7rxIajxj)f(Cxj) M(Xl)M(X2) - M(7r-ylbl lxl)M(7r-y2b2 IX2)dX2 dxj 

Aj(xj) 

I 

(xl)fM(X2)dx)-(M(7FY'bl-lxl)IM(7f-y2b-lX2)dX2) dxl f (7rxI alxl)f (Cxl) 
I (M 

22 
k,, Aj(xj) AI(xi) 

f (7rxI alxl)f (Cxj) (M(xl) 
- M(7r 1 

lxl))dxl (mod m). -YI b- 
k 

Similarly we also find that, 

14(0 " 
ff(7rX2a2X2)f(ýX2)f(M(X2)fM(Xl)dxl)- (M(7ry2b2lX2)fM(7rylbl-lxl)dxl)IdX2 

k,, A4(X2) A4(X2) 

=f f(7rX2a2X2)f(ýX2)(M(X2)-M(7r-y2b 
21 X2)) dX2 (mod m). 

k&I 
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Putting our results back together, we may conclude that, 

11 
= dec,, (7rxl al, 7ryl bi) dec, (7rx2 a2 , 7rY2 b2) 

ýEpm 

The integrals I2(ý) and 43(ý): 

We must now calculate the integrals, 

12 (0 " 
fA2 

f(wX2a2X2V(ýXI) (M(X)- M(flýlX))dX 

13 (C) "--: 
fA3 

f(7rX'alxl)f(CX2) (M(X)- M(Pý'X))dX. 

In order to solve these integrals we must consider the action of p,, ED p.. on k,, ED k, - 
Under this action it is clear that, 

A2, A3 and (M(X) - M(flý'X))dX 

are p.. E) p,,, -invariant. 
Thus, using this action of p,, E) p,,,, for the integral I2(ý) we calculate, 

m f(ýllrX2a2X2)f(ý2ýXl)(M(X)-M(pý'X))dX 

CI, C2E/lrn A2 

Ef (ý17rx2a2XW (C&O) (M(X) 
- M(#ý'X))dX. 

IA2 (642Eum 

Now, using the fact that f is a fundamental function, this simply becomes 

21 
2(ý) =f (M(X) - M(#ý'X))dX. 

A2 

Similarly, for I3(ý), we find 

21 
3(ý) =I (M(X) - M(flý'X))dX. 

AA3 

In particular we see that both I2(ý) := 12 and I3(ý) := 13 are independent of 
Therefore we axe able to write, 

][I ýI2(0+13(0 =( 
11 ý)12(0+13(0 = 

tEpm CE/Im 

where this expression is trivial when m is odd. 
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Since we are now only interested in 12 + 13 (mod 2), we actually calculate 12 - 13. In 

order to do this we first define the set S2 by, 

S2 " {(XI 
i X2)T E k, (1) k, : IXI Im ý! JX2 lv}- 

Then, using this definition we are able to write, 

A2 
- 

A3 = (A2 + A, ) - (A3 + A, ) = S2 - a2-lS2- 

Thus the difference between the integrals 12 and 13 may be expressed as, 

12 - 13 =1 (M(X) - M(3ý1X))dX ýT2 

Z2 

IS2 

fS2 

ct- 

I 

f (M(X) - M(, CI'X))dX 
S2 

det(a2) 
s2 

(M(a2 -1X) - M«a2ß2)-1X»dX. 

By defining the function J2 on the torus in GL2(k,, ) by, 

ss 
(M(X) J2(C12) M(a2 'X» dX, 

and substituting into the expression above we are able to write, 

12 - 13 ý -I- J2(02) +I det(Ct2) I, -, lJ2(Ce2) 
-I det(OL2)1-lJ2(OZ2,82) 

M2 

(v 

Flarthermore, let us define the function 32 by, 
I (_J)-m-7(J2(a2)-(1-j7rXIajj. )) 

32(Cf2) I 

where, since it has been shown by Hill (Page 761, [3]) that the function J2 satisfies, 

J2(a2) -2-2 1- 17r xI 
al I,, (mod m 

2). 

this definition does indeed make sense. 

Using this new cochain we are fina]IY able to calculate, 
det (a2) I; 11(Ii)) 

pI (-l)I2+I3 32(, 62)- 32 (Ck2) (1- + (32 
(a202) 

32(a2)32(, 62) 
2 -PT- p 

32 (a2)32) 
32(a2)32(, 32) 

-Mz -Py -I ; X2 
32 (a2,62) 

32 (a2)32 (62) (e, ýl) Y, X2 

32 (a2)32) n 
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In conclusion, on the torus TC GL2(k, ), we are able to deduce that the cocycle dec,, 

satisfies, 

Xi 32 (a2)32 (62) 
dec, (a2 1 02) = dec, (7r al, 7ryl bi ) dec, (7rX2 a2,7r2 b2) YIX2 

32(a2,32) 
Y2 -r2 (a2)r2 (02) (e, ýI) Yl X2 = (ayla 7r)vm m (2.3) 12 772 (Ct2,62) I 

where the function 72 ---ý 32, as described above. The reason for re-naming this function 

will become clear when we come to calculate it in the next chapter. 
11 

2.3 The cocycle dec, on TC GL3(k, ) 

Theorem 2.3.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then there exists an explicit 
function, 

7-3 :T --ý {1j -1}s 

such that, for each a3, P3 ETC: GL3(k,, ) the cocycle dec, satisfies, 
31 

73(a3)73(, 33) (P-1) (X2yl+(yl+y2)X3) dec, (a3 , 
83) = rj dec, (7rxi ai, 7r"4 bi) 

73 (CM33) 
i-I 

Y2 Y3 T3 (a3)T3 (, 63) (X2yl+(yl+y2)X3), 
= (ayla a 7r)vm m (2.4) 123 73(Ct3P3) 

where -r3 and (-l) are both trivial whenever m is odd. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: Once again, we begin by considering 

dec, (03 
1 
03) 11 ýfk,, 3\of(Ct3X)f(CX)(M(X)-M(P; 

'X))dX 

fE, um 
11 ý, W ýEfs=l MO. 

CEttm CEtzn 

That is, recalling that Aý := (XI)X2)T, we again decompose k '3\0 into four disjoint 

open sets, 

Ai X3 )T E kl, 3\0 
: ItIv JX31v 

, 
la2tl,,, ý: 17r3a3X31.1 

A2 X3 )T E k"3\0 : 
Av JX31v 

t 
102tli/ < 17rx3a3X31, } 

A3 {(IllývX3 )T EkL, 3\0 Av < IX31V 
i 

ja2sýjv ý! 17rx3a3X31, } 

A4 1 (t 
i X3 )T Ek1,3\0 ItIv < JX31v 

, 
la2tl, < 17rX3a3X31, }, 
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and then calculate each of the integrals, 

f (03X)f (V)(M(X) 
- M(Pý'X))dX. 

JAj 

Considering the value of our function f on each of our sets Ai we find, 

XEA, => f(a3X)=f(a2eÜ)t f (ex) =f wý) 

XE A2 => f (a3X) =f (7rX3a3X3)i f (ex) =f (&) 

XE A3 => f (a3X) =f (a2; Ü» f (eX) =f (ZX3) 

XEA4 => f (a3 X) =f (irX3 a3 X3) f (M =f (ZX3)- 

So, once again it shall be convenient to calculate these integrals in pairs. 

The integrals Ij(ý) and I4(ý) : 

Considering the integrals II (ý) and 14 (ý) we find, 

Il(Z)ýf f(a2tý)f(elý)(M(X)-M(ßj'X»d; ýdx3 

A ýA A. 1 

14 (Z) " 
1A4 

f(7rX3a3X3)f(eX3)(M(X) 
- M(ßj'X»d; ýdX3, 

Let us now define the sets, 

A, (t) : -- JX3 E k, : (ti X3)T E Al}, A4(X3) = it Ek "2 : (; ýs X3 )T E A4}s 

then both Al(t) and A4(X3) are compact, open, p,, -invariant, neighbourhoods of zero in 
2 k, and k" respectively. 

By restriction M: A1Z and M: A4 (X3) 
--+ Z are the characteristic functions 

of Al (t) n D, and A4 (X3) n 1), 2,. Since both of these spaces are compact, open, /I,, - V 
invariant neighbourhoods of zero in k,, and k, 2 respectively, we have again satisfied the 

conditions of Lemma 1. Thus, for the integral Ij(ý) we are able to calculate, 

I, W=ff (a2t)f (0) 
f 

(M(X) - M(flýlX))dtdX3 
42 \0 Al(t) 

f(a2t)f(ýt)I(M(t)IM(X3)dx3)-(M(Pýlt)IM(7f-y3b3lX3)dx3) dt 

k 1,2 \0 Ai(, ý) Al(t) 

=ff (Ce2t)f (ýt) (M(t) - M(, 3ýlt))dt (mod m). 
ký2 \0 
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A similar calculation for I4(ý) yields, 

14 
ff 

(7rx3a3X3)f (ýX3) 
(M(X3) f 

M(t)dt) - 
(M(7Fy3b3 IX3) 

f 
M(flý1t)dt)jdX3 

k "2 
\0 A4(X3) A4(X3) 

f (7rx3a3X3)f (ýX3) (M(X3) 
- M(7r-y3b 

3 
lX3))dX3 (mod m). 

4 \0 

We conclude this section by noting that the integrals Ij(ý) and I4(ý) have been found to 

satisfy, 
dec, (a2 

v 
02) dec, (7r X3 

a3,7ry3b3) 

The integrals I2(ý) and I3(C): 

In order to prove our theorem it simply remains for us to calculate the integrals, 

12 : -- 
fA2 f (7rX3a3X3)f (0) (M(X) 

- M(Oý'X)) dX 

13 (0 
JA3 

f (a2t)f (CX3) (M(X) - M(flý'X)) dX. 

To solve these integrals we note that there is an action of p .. a) p,, on k,, 2 (D k, where 

A2, A3 and (M(X) - M(0ý1X))&MX3 

are again p,,, E) y,,, -invariant. Using this fact, as on page 33, we are able to calculate 

m 21 
2 (ý) =E 

IA 

2f 

(7rX3 a3CIX3)f (ffit) (M(X) 
- M(3ý 'X)) dX 

Ci, C2E/Am 

f (M(X) - M(flý1X))dX 
A2 

m 21 
3 (ý) =E 

IA 
f (a2ý1fý)f (MX3) (M(X) 

- M(flý'X)) dX 
iý2 E/Im 3 

f (M(X) - M(flý-'X))dX. 
'A 3 

Once again we find that the integrals I2(ý) := 12 and 13(ý) := 13 are independent of 
This allows us to concentrate on calculating, 

H ýI2(0+h(O 

CEAm 

where, if m is odd, this expression is known to be trivial. 

CI, C2E/Ain - -' 

f (M(X) - M(flýlX))dX 
A2 

m 21 
3EI f(a2ýl; ý)f(ýý2X3)(M(X)-M(Oý'X))dX 

'A tliý2E/lm A3 

f (M(X) - M(flý-'X))dX. 
'A 3 
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Considering the proof of the previous theorem we define the set, 

S3 = {X E kv 3\O: pýIL, k 1x31v1) 

which allows us to write 

A2 - 
A3 ý (A2 + A, ) - (A3 + A, ) = S3 - a3 IS3- 

Therefore the difference of the integrals may now be written as, 

12 - 13 : -- ýT2 
(M(X) 

- M(flý'X))dX 
fS3 

- 

13 

S3 
(2.5) 

; ý2- 
S3(M(X)-M(OZ'X»dX-Idet(a3)Iv S. 

(M(a3 -M«C9303) 
) 

dX. 

We now define the function J3 on the torus in GL3(k,, ) by, 

h(Ce3) (M(X) 
- M(a3 'X))dX. 

S3 

Then equation (2.5) may be expressed as, 

m2 

(J3 
(03) +I det (a3) IV 

V 
12 - 13 : -- -'I- -lJ3(a3) -I det(a3)l-lJ3(a3P3) 

Since we know (Page 761, [3]) that the function J3 satisfies, 

J3(a3) 
- 

XI+X2 
ala2l, (mod m 

2), ý1- 17r 

we axe free to define the new function 33 by, 

33 (Ce3) := (_J)--IZ(J3(a3)-(I-IVXI+X2ala2l&, )), 

where the right hand side of this equation is a well defined element of p,,. 

Substituting for this function 33 and performing a similar calculation to that on page 
34 we eventually find that, 

12 +13 
= 

33 (Ct3)33 (03) (P- 1) (y, +y2)X3 
33(a3#83) 
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Using all that we have discovered in this chapter, on the torus T in GL3(k, ), we may 
conclude that the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

X3 33 (a3)33 (83) 
(_ 1) 

(P- 1) (YI +Y2)X3 dec,, (a3 1 03) = dec,, (C12 
1 
02) dec,, (7r a3 , 7ry3b3) - 33(a3fl3) 

m 

-1) Yl X2 dec, (7rxl a 1,7ryl bi) dec, (7r X2 
a2 , 7ry2b2) 

32 (a2)32 (02) (pm 

32(a2#2) 

x dec,, (7rX3 a3,7ry3 b3) 33 (a3)33 633) (Pvnl) (YI +y2)X3 
MaA) 

Y2 Y3,7r)V, 
M'r3(Ck3)r3(fl3)(-J)(P 

ý1)(YIX2+(yl+y2)X3) (ay' aam 123 7-3 (a3,83) 

where 7-3(a3) -. ' 32(a2)33(a3) and the functions 3i are as previously described. 

11 

2.4 The cocycle dec, on TC GL,, (k, ) 

Theorem 2.4.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then there exists an explicit 
function, 

7ý,: T ---ý 11, -1}, 

such that, for each a, On ETC GL,, (k,, ) the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 
n 

dec,, (Cen 
1 i8n) = rj dec, (7r4 ai, 7r"bi)rl(-l 

op-1) yxjrn 
(an)Tn (On) 

m 
i<j 

Tn(anfln) 

n (P- 1) y (an) Tn 66n) 
,,, jX, rn II(aili, 7r),,, n 

H(-l) (2.6) 

i=l i<j Tn(cenfln) 

where r,, and (-1) are both trivial whenever m is odd. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Considering the previous two theorems it should be clear that we intend to prove 
this result by induction. Therefore, let us assume that our result is indeed true in n-1 
dimensions. 

Let us now consider the situation in n dimensions. By definition the cocycle satisfies, 

dec,, (Ctn, On) ý-- Il ýfk,, n\of(anX)f(CX)(M(X)-M(, 6; 'X))dX 
=: 

rj 

CEJAý tE/Am 
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where the integral I(ý) is defined to be, 

i(Z) = 
lk�n 

\O 
f (anX)f (U) (M(X) 

- M(On-1X» dX. 

Let us now decompose k,, ' \0 into the four disjoint open sets, 

Al = f(t, Xn )T Ek n\o : llýlv > JXnjv 
t 

lCtn-ltlv ý: 17rxnanXnlv} 

A2 = f(tiXn )T E k, n\O: Av ý! JXnjv 
v 

JCfn-1, flv < 17rXnanXnlv} 

A3 = f(t, Xn )T E k,, n\o : 
Av < lxnlv 

, 
Icen-Av ý: 17rxnanxnlv} 

A4 = {(et, Xn )T E kLn\o : Av < lXnlv 
i 

Ian-Av < 17rXnanxnlv}, 

where, for 1<i<4, the integrals Ij(ý) are defined by, 

ii(O =Z4 f (a,, X)f (ýX) (M(X) - M(P; 'X)) dX. 
A, 

Considering the value of the function f on each of the sets Ai we find that, 

XEA, f (a,, X) =ff (m =f (0) 

XE A2 f(anX)=f(7rxnanxn), f (cx) =f (0) 

XE A3 =t,. f(anX)=f(an-14 f (CX) =f (Cxn) 

XE A4 =ý. f (anX) =f (7r Xnanxn), f (CX) =f (Cxn) 
- 

As with the previous sections we shall proceed by calculating the integrals Ij(ý) in pairs. 

The integrals Ij(ý) and I4(ý): 

Using the results on the previous page, for the integrals I, (C) and I4(ý), we find that we 
have 

,1 (0 = 
JA 

1f 

(an-1t)f (0)(M(X) - M(On-'X))dtdxn 

fA4 
f(7rxnanXn)f (ýXn)(M(X) - M(On-'X))dtdXn- 

Let us now define the sets A, (t) and A4 (x,, ) by, 

Al (, ý) = {xn E k, : ('t XJT E AI}, A4(xn) = {; ü EE kv n-1 : (ýÜ, Xn )T E A4}- 

Then by restriction M: A, (t) --+ Z and M: A4 (Xn) -+ Z are the characteristic func- 

tions of Al(t) n D, and A4(x, ) n I)n-1 v 
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Therefore we are once again able to use Lemma 1 to calculate, 

1, (0 =If (an-Af (0) 
f (M(X) 

- M(On-'X)) dtdxn 

k., n- 1 \0 Ai (, ý) 

=f (a�-1; Ü)f (e; Ü) 
f (M(; Ü)fM(xn)dx�) - 

(M(0, -, il; ý)IM(7CY"bjlxn)dxn)ld; ý 

k. n-1 \O Al (; e) Al (A? ) 

= .1 (mod M). 
k,, n- I \0 

and similarly for 14(ý) we find, 

f (7rxn a -Y. - 1Xn)jM(fln-jjt)dt) dXn 14 W"f 
nXn)f(ýXn) 

(m(Xn)fM(t)d+(M(7e bn 

k, \0 A4 (xn) A4 (xn) 

Y. - nXn)f(CXn)(M(Xn)-M(7r- 
bnlXn))dXn (mod m). 

ff 
(7rxn an 

k,, \0 

Finally we are able to conclude that, 

11 
= dec, (an-li On-1) dec, (7rxnan, 7rynbn). 

tEp. 

The integrals I2(ý) and 13(ý): 

For the integrals I2(ý) and I3(C) we find that we have, 

12 (0 7-- 
Af 

(7rXnanXn)f (ý; ý) (M(X) 
- 

M(fin-'X))dX 
f2 

43(ý) ý 
fA3 

f (an-llý)f (ýXn) (M(X) 
- M(On-'X)) dX. 

In this case we must use the action of p,,, a) p,,, on k,, '-' (D k,. Once again we find that 

the sets, 
A2, A3 and (M(X) - M(P, -, 'X)) dtdx,,, 

are all p,, ED p,, -invariant. 
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Therefore, since f is fundamental, we are able to deduce that these integrals satisfy, 

m21 2E 
fA 

f (7rXnan6XX (ffit) (M(X) - M(On-'X)) dX 
ClsC2Ep, n 2 

I (M(X) - M(On-'X)) dX 
A2 

m2 13(ý)= Ef f(an-lýll'ý)f(ýý2Xn)(M(X)-M(, O; 'X))dX 

A3 

(M(X) 
- M(On-'X)) dX. 

A3 

Both integrals 12(ý) := 12 and 13(ý) := 13 are again independent of ý. So again we need 

only concern ourselves with finding the value of the expression, 

ri ýI2(0+WO = (-J)I2+13 = (-J)I2-I3, 

CE/lin 

where (-1) is trivial whenever m is odd. 

By defining the set S,, = {X E k,, n\o : ItIm ý: lxnl, } and then noting that, 

A2 - A3 == (A2 + Al) - (A3 + Al) = Sn - a-'Sn, n 

we are able to express the difference of the two integrals as, 

Z'X» dX 12 - 13 :-2 
14 ý 

(M(X) 
- m(fl'-, 

ms 

-'X) dX ; ý2- 
S. 

(M(X)-M(ß, -, 'X»dX-Idet(a�)lv 
Sn 

(M(an 
-M«anßn) 

1 

,ý 
(J, 

(, 3, ) + ldet(a,, )I; 'J,, (a,, ) - ldet(a,, )I, -, 'J,, (a,, Pn) ýT2 vv)I 

where the function J,, on the torus in GL,, (k, ) is defined by, 

(M(X) - M(a-'X)) dX n Ss n 

and satisfies, 1- 17rXl+X2+---+Xn- lala2 ... an-11v (mod m 
2). 

Having defined the related function, 

1) -1 7 
(Jn(Qn)-(1-17rX' +X2+'-+Xvt-I al a2 an-11m)), 3n(an) : --ý 

(- 

it swiftly follows that, 

12 +13 
= 

3n (cen)3n (On) (pm -1) (yl+y2+---+Yn-I)Xn 

3n(cent6n) 
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Finally, using our inductive hypothesis we have proven that on the torus T in GL,, (k,, ) 

the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec, (an,, 3n) = dec,, (an- 1, fln- 1) dec, (7rXn an, 7r Yn bn) 

3, (a-)3- (pm (yl+y2+---+Yn-I)Xn 

3n (ani3n) 
n-1 

'rn-1 (Cen-1)7*n-I(fln-1) 
y dec,, (7rxi ai, 7ry4 bi) H(-l), p ixi 

Tn-l(an-li8n-1) i"cj 

Yn bn) 3n(Cen)Jn(fln) (-J) ('0-1) (yl+y2+---+Yn-I)Xn x dec, (7rXn an, 7r 
3n(an, 3n) rn 

Finally, since we have 

7, n-l(an-l)-3n(an) ---ý 32(a2)33(a3) ... 3,, -I(an-l)-3n(an) = Tn(an), 

we do indeed find, 

n 
dec, (an, P,,, ) dec,, (rX4 ai, 7ryi bi) 

iE 
m 

llyiXjrn(an)7n (On) 

i<j Tn (an On ) 

n- 
yx, 7-n (an) Tn(On) 

=rj(ajy4,7r),,,, njJ(-l)(Pml) - J- (2.7) 

i=l 
I 

i<j rn(anfln 

and hence our result is true for any dimension n. 
0 
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Chapter 3 

The Coboundaries a-F,, 

In this chapter we shall investigate the coboundaries 9, r,,, associated with the cocycle 

dec,, E Z2 (GLn (k, ), IL .. 
), when the number of roots of unity in An is even. In the previous 

chapter we had found that on the torus TC GL,, (k, ), the cocycle satisfies 

)(n 
7-n (an) 7n (On) 

P-') Y4xJ 
) 

dec, (an i On rjdec, (7rxiaj, 7rY'bj)) 
(rj(-l)(M 

r,, (anfln) 
i=1 i<j (3.1) 

where, 
Tn (an) " 32(a2)33(a3) ... 3n (an) 

7 

is trivial when m is odd and where the function 3,, is given by, 

-M, Z(Jn(a -(1-17rxl+---+Xn-lal ... an-11. )) Man) = (-1), n) 

3.1 The function n,, 

Definition: We define the function r..,, on GL,, (k, ) by, 

Kn(Cin) M(an-'X)dX 
SSn 

where, Sn = f(t, Xn )T E k, n\o : max {Ixl Iv.... 
i 
lXn-llv} ý! lXnlv}- 

Having made this definition we see that we are able to write, 

Sn 

(M 
- M(a-IX)) dX = Kn(In) - Kn(an)- Man) n 

Therefore, throughout the next few sections we shall concentrate on finding the value 

Of Kn (an) for any an E T. 
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3.1.1 Values of the function 

In order to see how to proceed to the rest of the torus in GL, (k, ) we shall first consider 

n,, on the identity in each dimension n. So we sliall begin by calculating, 

K,. (I. ) = M(X)dX. 

. 

fý5 

, 
Since the function M: A, ýý Z is the characteristic function of 0, we find that is 

simply the memilre of the set (s,, n 5D-). 

We start by considering the cases of n=2 and it =3 as these we are able to illustrate 

in diagrams and calculate explicitly. We shall then move onto the, general case, extending 

our work to any dimension it. 

Theorem 3.1.1 As in the previous chapters let us dcfinc p= pf = 17rlv-1. Then on 

GL2(kv) the fil", etiOR K, 2 8atisfie. 4, 
(p 

- 
K2 (12) 

(p2 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 
ID2 As we said, we inay graphically represent the ineasure of the set (S2n )andtlierefore 

the value of the finiction K. 2(I2) in a diagraiii. 

We inay consider the space 02 as a square of area I with (S2n 02) I)eilIg the area vv 
represented by the shaded region below. Considering the work to follow, we calculate this 

shaded area Iýy taking the area of the whole square and subtracting off the area of the 

unshaded region. 

x2 
This area is calculated to be, 

K, 2(I2) 

00 1(I-1) E 
(k 1) pk pk ýI 

k Op 
(P - 

(p2 - I)' 

x1 
F] 
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Theorem 3.1.2 On GL3(k, ) the function J-3 satisfies, 

(p 
(p3 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Once again we inay graphically represent the measure of the set (s, 3 n o: '). In three 

dimensions we consider the space 03 3) is again I/ as a cube of volume 1 where (s. 3 n 0. 

represented by the shaded region. We calculate the volume of this region by considering 
the volurne of the whole cube minus that of the unshaded region. 

This volume is then given by, 

00 1GI) 
-3(13) 

E, 
ý2(k+l) -k k-I 

k=O Ppp 

(p - 
(p3 - 

., G i 

F-I 

We now begin to have sorne intuitive idea of how to extend to any dimension n. 

Remark: 

It is worth pointing out that, since p= 171V', the formulae for the function K are 
reminiscent of local factors of L-functions. 
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Theorem 3.1.3 On GL,, (k, ) the function n,, satisfies, 

(p - (pn - 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

For the general case of any it we are looking for the volume of (S, n 01). We calculate v 
this as the volume of an n-dimensional cube minus some unshaded region. Although we 

cannot draw this we may project the volume onto each pair of dimensions. 

Having done so we find, 

Xn Xi 

D, 

TOD, 

)DI, 

, no, 

Considering these two diagranis we may deduce that as we move from S"_1 to S" we 

change the volume of the unshaded region, the volume to be subtracted, by a multiple of 

1 (k 1 1) /P 

Therefore we may conclude that, 

00 111) E 

p(n-1)(k+l) pk +-I 
kýO 
(p - 

(pn - 

11 
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3.1.2 Values of the function r.,, (a,, ) 

In this section we shall extend our knowledge of n,, to the whole of the torus in GL,, (k,, ). 

We know that the function n,, satisfies, 

Kn(Ctn) M(a-'X)dX, n sn 

and again we may consider this to be the measure of some set. Having reminded ourselves 
that the diagonal matrix a,, ET is defined to be, 

a,, = diag(7rxlal,... 7rx-an)i 

it is clear that n,, (a,, ) is the measure of 

sn n (7rx, i), x ... X 7rX-i)v), 

where (7rx'JD, x ... x 7rx-D, ) is the set for which M(a-'X) n 

Lemma 3.1.1 The function Kn satisfies, 

)= 17rinn Kn (7rCen 
v ln(Ctn)- 

PROOF: 

By simply calculating we do indeed find that, 

Kn(7ran) M(7r- la-'X)dX 
n Sn 

M(a-'X)d(7rX) n Ssn =7r- I sn 

= Ilrin M(a-'X)dX n Asn 

= 17rln 
v rvn (an) 

- 

13 

Remark: 
Considering this lemma we see that we may now simply concentrate on the an ET 

such that the exponents Xi >0 for all 1<i<n. 

Theorem 3.1.4 On the torus TC GL2(k, ) the function K2 satisfies, 

K2 
((7rxiai 

'0 
)) 

=1 
(p - 1) 

0 Xi aj pXi+max(Xi, Xj) - ýýax(Xj, Xj)(p2 

': -: rv2 A: Xj), 

where the notation K2(Xi : Xj) is defined for the later sections. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

In order to prove this theorem we note that we are still able to represent the value 

of the function r-2(012) graphically. However, in order to do so, we must appreciate that 

there are many cases to consider depending on the entries Of 02- 
To begin we shall assume that both the exponents X, and X2 are positive. Then we 

have either X1 > X2 >0 or X2 > X, > 0. These I have represented by the shaded area 

enclosed within the red box and the green box respectively. 

X2 X2 

71 
X2 D. 

71 
X2 

0 

x1 71 D, 
Using what we have learnt from the previous section on the identity we shall once again 

want to calculate these as the area of some rectangle minus the, area of some unshaded 

region. Since we are interested in a single formula, we look at both of these areas on the 

same diagram and then re-draw the red box. These areas may now be calculated as either 

the 'new' red box or the green box minus a similar unshaded region. 

412 

x1 

49 
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We calculate these areas to be, 

Xl k X2 > 0: 1 00 
K2(a2) 771 

1 
-k+ 1 p 2X1 

k=O pXi+k p Xl+k+l 

X2 > Xl > 0: 1 00 1 
K2(a2) ý 71+X2 -1(1 7+X2 

E 
; 72-+k+l 

pX2+k+l k=O 

Purthermore, by defining X= max (Xj, X2), we are able to conclude that whenever 
the exponents Xj, X2 ý: 0 the function K2 satisfies, 

00 
K2(a2) 71-+X 

k=O p%+k+l 

( 

pX+k pX+k+l 

1 (p 
- 1) 

7-1+x 
p2x(p2 - J)' 

Let us now suppose that at least one of the exponents X1, X2 in a2 is negative. Then, 

there exists an integer N large enough such that Xi +N>0 for all i. Now, by Lemma 

3.1.1, we know that 
N 17r I 2N 

N2(7r a2) v N2(Cf2)- 

Therefore, using our previous result and defining, 

2= rnax(N+Xl, N+X2) = N+ 

we have, 

K` I'M I -2NK2 (7rN a2) 2 (a2) 
-- v 

p2N 
(l (P-1) 

T(N-+XI)+g 
p2g(p2 - 1ý 

p2N 
(1 

---- 
(p 

p(N+3FI-)+(N+x) p 2(N+x)(p2 

(p - 
ýý(p2 

Therefore our result is true for any matrix Ce2 ET in GL2(k,, ). 

By substituting, 

a2 = diag (7rx' al, 7rx2 a2) ii diag(7rxi ai, 7r 
x Jaj), 

our original result quickly follows. 11 
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Theorem 3.1.5 On the torus Tc GL: j(k, ) the function K3 satisfies, 
I (p 

+I (K2(X2 : X3) 
- K2(Xl : X-3)) 

p 2xi iX p 3x(p3 PX1 

K, 3 (X 
1ý X2 : X3) 

i 

where X1 ý IIIýIX(XIýX2)i X2 = min(XjX2) and X= n1ax(Xj, X2, X,, ý) and the 

notation K3(XI! X2 : Xi) is defined for later sections. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

We are now looking for the volume of the inters3ection of (7rX10, X 7rX20V X 7rX31DV) 

with the set Sý, j. 

By considering the result of Lemina 3.1.1 we see that it shall be sufficient for us to 

prove this theorem for each diagonal matrix (x: j where the exponents X1, X2 and X3 are 

all positive. If we also notice that S, 3 is symmetric in the variables xj and X2 then by using 
the notation, 

Xl=IllýIX(XI, X2) alld X2ýlllill(XliX2)i 

we shall have only three possible cases to consider. These are, 

X1 ý! X2 ý! Xii Xl > X3 ý! X2ý X-3 ý-ýXl ý! X2- 

Since we are in three dimensions we shall once again be able to represent the value of 

the function K.: j graphically. 

0xI >- X. 3: 

7TX3 

71 
X1 

X2 J-) It A-/V 

Tux, ol 

TI XIJDV 
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Immediately we notice that the volumes represented in yellow are identical. Therefore 

we split this up as the volume in yellow V, and the volume which remains V2. For the 

volume VI we calculate, 

1 00 (P 
Vi =-I: --- WýW -- P 3XI 

k OP 
2(Xl+k+l) pXl-k P 3XI P 3X1 (p3 J)' 

When considering the volume V2 which remains wesee that the distance, 11pxI, in the 

xi-diniension is constant. So we may, almost, consider this as a two dimensional problem. 

That is, we are looking for the volume 

of the shaded region within the red 

and green boxes, minus the volume 

corresponding to the yellow box, 

which has already been counted. 

Looking back to the proof of Theorem 3.1.4, on page 49, we realize that we may again 

re-draw the red box, 

) gil N/ 
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Using our work from the previous theorem we are then able to write the volume V2 as, 

iKix, i11 v2 ýPX1 
OX2 1 inax (X2J3) -E (illax (X2J3) ýký 1) max (X2J3) tk pnlax (X2J3) tk-1 

k -0 
c�> 

-i- 
ý 

ý( -17-7k -17 p 2xi 
k0 

Fx 
pxl ýk-1 

Having calculated the volunies V, and V2 we may conclude that, whenever X, > )(3, 

t1le finiction r-3 '*Iti"&ý, 

I (p - 3x 3X] pp (P:, 
- 1) 

+ 
px, 

[K2(X2 
: Xi) 

p 2X1 p 2X I (p2 

'I X3 > Xl: 

We must now consider the case when X: 3 ý! XI. Once again we are able to represent this 

volume graphically: 

To calculate this we 

take the volume of the entire 

purple box and then subtract 

the unshaded volume froin the 

yellow box. 

7c 
XI)Dv 

, nX3)D, 

71 -ýý2)Dv 

lii conchision, wlieiiever X. i > X� we liave 

K: 3 ((-Y: I) ý1 
00 111 

p(XI +X2X3) -E-, 2(3ý3+k+l) X37 3-k-I 
k-Op 

(P 

PX 

Haviiig caIculated in each of tlie cases X, ýý X3 alld -XI ýý X, it siniply reinains, to 

expr(ss our results in a single equation. 
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Remembering the definition X= max (Xj, X2, X3) we may write, 

1 00 111 
r-3(03) = 2XI+X 

E 
2(X k+l) pX+k px+k+l p k=O 

00 
PXI pX2+MaX (X2pX3) p(MaX (X2, X3)+k+l) 7ý-(x2vX3)+k 

pmax(X2, X3)+k+l)) 
k=O 
00 

pXl+max (XT-tX3) 
E 

p(max (XI, X3)+k+l) 
(pmax 

(XI, X3)+k pmax (XI, X3)+k+l 
k=O 

))l 

1 (p - 1) 1 ýTx-j+x 
p3x(p3-T)+ýX-, 

(N2(X2: X3)-K2(XI: X3))i 

which completes the proof of our theorem. 11 

Theorem 3.1.6 Let Xli X21 ... i Xn-1 be any re-ordeTing of X1, X2,... 
, Xn-j, the 

exponents of an, such that 1 

Xl ý: X2 ý: 
... 

ý: Xn-l- 

Extending the notation of the previous few theorems let us define Kn-l(X2)-, Xn-l: Xn) to 

be the volume of the (n - l)-dimensional space, 

Kn-I (X27 
-) Xn-l : Xn) isn-, n(7rX2D,, X ... X 7rX--10,, X 7r 

X. JD, )I. 

Then on the torus TC GLn(k,, ) the function Kn satisfies, 

Xl ý! Xn: 

Kn (an) 
(P-1) 1 

Kn-l(X2)-iXn-I: Xn)- 
1 (P 1) 

pnxi (pn - pxl 

I( 
7(-n-l)xi - 

p(n-l)xt(pn-l7: 
--j))] 

': Kn(Xlv ... ? Xn-I : Xn) 

Xn ý! Xl: 

(p - 
Kn (an) = 

P(X, +... +X. ) pnX,, (pn 

=: Kn(Xit ... iXn-1 : Xn)- 

Although the previous theorems have allowed us to state our results in a single formula, 

for the purpose of the work to follow it is more convenient for us to leave this theorem as 
two cases. 

'note that this is consistent with our definitions of X, and X2 in the previous theorem. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

By using the result, 
N)= 17rlnN tC7, (7r an v Kn (an) 

i 

given in Lemma 3.1.1 we see that in order to prove this theorem we need only consider 
diagonal matrices a,, where each of the exponents Xi ý! 0,1 :5i :5n. 

0 xi 

In order to calculate the function n,, (a,, ) when X, ý: X,, we carefully consider the proof 
of Theorem 3.1.5. On page 51 we found the value Of K3(a3) by splitting the calculation 
into two parts and considering the volumes V, and V2 separately. We shall now repeat 
this procedure for any dimension n. 

The volume V, 

Firstly we shall consider the volume V1. If we had been able to represent this graphically V1 

would have been the volume of the shaded region within the n-dimensional cube (7rxl D,, )' - 
That is, 

00 
vi = Isnn (7rXID, )nl =1 

-E 111 pnXI 
k=O p(n-1)(Xl+k+l) 

( 

I+k pxi+k+l 

=-1 (p - 1) 
pnxi pnxi(pn - 

The volume V2 

Had we been able to draw all of the possible sets with X, ý: X,,, we would have noticed 
that in each case the distance in the Xl-dimension was constant (ie. 1/PXI). This allows 
us to project onto this dimension and consider the (n - I)-dimensional volume of the set 
which remains. Using the notation we defined earlier this volume is given by, 

r-n-I (X2j 
-) Xn-l : xn) = isn-, n (7rX2 D,, X ... X 7rXn-IDI, X 7rXnID,, )I. 

Finally, to conclude the calculation of V2 we must subtract the volume of the cube 
(7rxiD,, )(n-1) intersected with Sn-I as this has already been counted in V1. 
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Therefore we eventually find that the required volume V2 satisfies, 

V2 "1 [is,, 
-, n (7rx2D, xx 7rx-i),, )l - is,, -, n (7rXljD,, )n-11 

pxl 

I 

1 00 [Kn-l(X21 

-i Xn-l : Xn) T(-n-I)XI 
p(n-2)(Xl+k+l) pxl+k+l pxl 

1 (pxll+k 

k=O 

=1 
[Kn-I(X2)-tXn-l: 

Xn)- 
1 (p 

- 1) 

pxl 

( 

7(-n-l)xi - -p(n-l)xt (pn-l-:: 

Finally, by substituting our results for V1 and V2 we do indeed find that, 

Kn (an) =1 
(p - 1) 

+1 
[Kn-l(X21-iXn-l: 

Xn)- 
(1 

pnxi pnxi (pn - 1) pxl 
7(-n-l)xi 

0 Xn ý! Xl: 

Let us once again consider the proof of Theorem 3.1.5. There we calculated K3(a3) as 

the volume of the n-dimensional box (7rXID, x ... x 7rxnD. ) minus the unshaded volume 

within the n-dimensional cube (7rxnDv)n. Repeating this procedure we find that, in any 

dimension n, when Xn is the greatest of the exponents the function rn(an) satisfies, 

1 00 111 
Kn (an) = 

p(Xl+. --+Xn) 
-E 

p(n-1)(Xn+k+l) 
(ý ýn+k - ýYn+k+l) 

k=O 
1 (P-1) 

p(xi+... +Xn) pnXn (pn - 
13 

Remark: 
It is worth pointing out here that, as with the previous section when X, ý: X,,, we 

could have calculated n,, (a,, ) by splitting into volumes V, and V2. If we had done so for 

X,, ý: X1 we would have found, 

Kn (an) Vl + V2 

Sn (7rxnjD, )n +1 
[IjDn- 

In (7rxlj),, x. X 7rXn-liD,, )l _ 
IjDn- In (7rx-jD,, ) n-1 

n 
pXn vv 

I]. 

with the similarities between the two cases clear to see. 
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It should now be clear why it is difficult to summarise both results by a single formula. 

Since V1 is easily represented in both cases using X := max{xl, X"} the problem clearly 
lies with V2. 

In the case that X, ý! X,,, projecting onto the Xl-dimension leaves us searching for the 

volume of a subset of S,, 
-,. 

However, when X,, ý: X1, projecting onto the X, '-dimension 
leaves a subset of VI-1. This is most clearly illustrated by the projection of the space S,, 

onto each pair of dimensions as on page 47. Unfortunately these volumes are not easily 

related in mathematical formulae. 

3.2 The function j,, 

Having calculated the values of r.,, we are now in a position to consider the function 

1) 
-I-, ,)- 

(1 
- 17rxl+---+X--lal a,,, -11, 

) 
3n (an) = (- 27 

(JI, 
(a 

Before we begin this section we shall first consider a small lemma which shall be 

important in calculations throughout this thesis. 

Lemma 3.2.1 Let p be as previously defined, then we know that p =- 1 (mod m), where 

m= 2r is the number of roots of unity in pm. So, for any integers 0, kEZ we have, 

PO -= 
1/p 07pW=1 

and P(2k+1)0 = PO (mod 2'+'). 

We also find, 

gif Pal (mod 2'+') : 
(P 2k(O-1) +p 2k(O-2) ++p 2k + 

(p (2k+l)(0-1) +p (2k+l)(0-2) ++p 2k+l + 1) 
-= 

if p -= 2' +1 (mod 2'+') : 
(p2k(O-1) +p 2k(O-2) ++p 2k + 1) M0 

(p (2k+l)(0-1) + P(2k+l)(0-2) ++p 2k+l + 
(2'-' + 1)0 if 0 is even 

1(21-1 

+ 1)0 - 21-1 if 0 is odd. 

PROOF: 

The proof of these statements relies on the fact that p -= 1 (mod 21). Then by simply 
counting the terms in each expression our result quickly follows. 13 
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3.2.1 J2 on TC GL2(k,, ) 

Theorem 3.2.1 The function 32 on the torus TC GL2(k,, ) satisfies, 
(p-1) max (XI, X2)(max(XI, X2)+2XI +I) 

32(a2) m2 

I max (XI, X2) lax (XI, X2)+I) XI MaX (XI 
iX2) 

ý21 (22 
217- 

': 32 (Xl : X2) 
i 

where the notation 32(X1 : X2) is defined for the later theorems. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

As we have seen previously the function 32 is defined by, 

J2(Ce2) 
32(Cf2) " (-1) 

ý 

; 2-r 
(K2 (12) 

- K2 (a2) - 761)) '1 
_1)2 

r 

By defining, 
1 V : -` K2(I2) - N2(a2) 

and using the results of the previous section we find, 

1 p- 
(p2 - 1) PXI+X p2X(p2 ;; ý2- v ý2- 

Ki 

- 

(p 1) 1 

PX 

i K, 
-i)- 

(p - 1) (1 
-1- 1- 1 ; 72 

PXI+X (p2 - 1) p 2X 

)( 

PXI 

= ;, 
[, 

(PXI +x 
- 1) 

(P - 1) 
_(p2x _ 1) _1 (PX, - 1) 72 

OXI+x p 2X(p2 - 1) OXI 

1 

(P-1) 11 (XI+X)-l 
-1 (ý2(x-1) +. + 1) - --L(pXi-1 1 

1 

px, +x 
(P +-+ 1) 

2x 1+ 2r ir p PX 

where once again we have X= max (Xi, X2). 

Let us now define the expression, 

Tj :=1 (P(xl+x)-l +-+ 1) -1 (P, (X-I) +. + 1) -1 I 
PXI+X p 2X 71 

In order to calculate the function 3, it simply remains to consider T, modulo 2r+'. Since 

this will depend on the value of p (mod 2r+1) we shall consider each case separately. 
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Suppose p =- 1 (mod 2'+'): 

Since we have (p - 1) =- 0 (mod 2r+l), by Lemma 3.2.1, we find 

Tj =-Xl+X-X-Xl -=O (mod 2'+') 

In conclusion we have found that 32(a2) is trivial over /42" whenever p =- 1 (mod 21+1). 
Therefore we may indeed write, 

(p-1) X(X+2XI+I) 
32(a2) 2r 2 

Suppose p =- 2r +1 (mod 2r+l): 

We now calculate Tj (mod 21+1) by going through the four possible cases of X, and X 
being even or odd. Using Lemma 3.2.1 and calculating modulo 2'+' we find, 

xi x 

even even: 

even odd: 

odd even: 

odd odd: 

Tidying up t] 

(2'-' + 1)(Xi + X) 
(2r + 1)((2r-1 + 1)(Xl + X) - 2r-1 
(2r + 1)((2r-1 + 1)(XI + X) - 2r-1 
(2r-1 + 1)(Xl + X) 

ie expressions we have, 

-. -(2r-1 + 1)X, 

-x -(2r-1 + 1)X, 

-x -(2' + 1)«2r-' + 1)Xi - 2r-1) 

-x -(2r + 1)«2r-1 + 1)X, - 2r-1) 

xi x 

even even: -= 21-1X 

even odd: -=2'(2'-1+1)Xl+2'-1(2'+2+1)X-2'-'(2'+l) 
odd even: -=2'-1(2'+2+1)X 
odd odd: -=-2'(2'-1+1)XI+2r-lX+2r-1(2r+l). 

Since in the original expression we are in fact only interested in T1/2' (mod 2) we may 
divide out the factor 21-1 and then simply consider what remains modulo 4. Having done 

so we find, 

xi x 

even even: 

even odd: (2' + 2)Xl 

odd even: 

odd odd: -(2' + 2)Xl 

x case (i) 

+(2r +2+ 1)x -(2r + 1) case (ii) 

(2r +2+ 1)x case (iii) 

+X +(2r + 1) case (iv). 
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Cases (i) and (iii) 

Since we know that (-1)-1 = (-1) the overall sign of the expression is not important. 
Therefore in cases (i) and (iii) we may conclude that, 

-11 x 32(a2) = 
(-1)220-7 2. 

However, since we also have (-l)(2k+l) = (-l) for each kEZ and in both of these 

cases the expression (X + 2X1 + 1) is odd, we are free to express this as, 
I' X 

(x+2XI+l) (p-1) x(x+2XI+l) 
12 (a2) = 

[(-J)'21:; 
ý 

21= (- 1) 27 2 

Cases (ii) and (iv) 

Here we must also consider the value of the integer r, where m= 21. Re-arranging the 

expressions for cases (ii) and (iv) we find that modulo 4 they satisfy, 

2XI-X-1=-(X+2Xl+l) r>l 
(2r+ 2)Xl + (2r+ 2+ 1)X - (2r+ 1) = 

X+1=-(X+2Xl+l) r=l, 

as X, is even. 

-2Xl+X+1-=(X+2Xl+l) r>l 
-(2'+ 2)Xl +X+ (2+ 1) = 

I 

X-1=-(X+2Xl+l) r=l, 

as X, is odd. 

These results may be surnmarised by, 
I (i(+2XI+I) 

32(Cf2) 

Finally, since in both cases X is odd, we are able to write 
(x+2Xi+l) X (p-1) X(X+2XI+I) 

32(a2) 2qrj 21= (-l) 2r 2 

In conclusion we have shown that on the torus in GL2(k,,, ) the function 32 satisfies, 
(p-1) max (XI, X2)(max(XI, X2)+2XI +I) 

32(Ct2) : -": 
(-l) 

m2 

i; ll X1 max (XI 
*X2) 

M&x (XI, X2)(! Eax (Xl, X2)+I) `072 2 

11 
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3.2.2 j3 on TC GL3(kv) 

Theorem 3.2.2 The function 33 on the torus T C: GL3(k,, ) satisfies, 

7rxl at 0( 7rX2 a2 

7r 

A 
33(a3) --4 32 

((0 

7rx3 a3) 

)32( 

0 X3a3 

2L 
llx (P-1) max (Xi, X3)(Max (Xi, X3)+I) 

1) 
ie2 

max(Xi, X3)(-J) ;r22 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

We have defined the function 33 on Tc GL3(k, ) by, 

33(a3) pXl+ 
-2)) 

=(-I- 

(K3(13)-K3(CE3)- (I- 

_1) 
2-rr pXll+X2 

Throughout this proof we shall once again employ the definitions, 

Xl: --MaX(XlvX2)t X2=min(Xl, X2) and X=max(Xl, X2, X3). 

Having re-arranged the expression for the function N3 described in Theorem 3.1.5 we find 

that, 

K3 (a3) "..: 
1 (p 1)+1 

(K2(X2 : X3) - K2(XI : X3)) 
p 2XI+X p 3x(p3 

- pxj 

1 (p - 1) 1 ((K2(I2) 

- K2(Xl : X3)) - 
(K2(I2) 

- rv2(X2 : X3)) 
p 2XI+X p 3X(p3 - 1) 

+ 
pX1 

1 (p - 1) 1 
2XI+X 3x(p3-l)+ -(J2(XI: X3)-J2(X2: X3))i 

pp P%l 

where the notation J2(- : -) := r-2(I2) - K2(- : -)- 
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Using this result we are able to calculate, 

J3 (a3) 
-1-1) ý-- K3 (13) 

- K3 (a3) 
- 

(1 
-1 

pXI+X2 pXI+X2 

TX-1 7X- + -P»Xli 
(J2(Xl 

: X3) - J2(X2 : X3») 

i 
(p2xl+x _ 1) 

(P - 1) 
_(p3X _ 1) _1 

+X2 +1 (PX2-XI 
- 

p 2X1+X p 3X(p3 - 1) pXl+X2 
(PX' 

pxl+X2 

1 [(J2(Xl 

: X3) - 
(1 

-1»- 
(J2(X2 

: X3) 
- 

(1 
- -ý-»] ý x-, ý_X, 

PX2 

(P- 
(P (2xl+x)-l +. + (p3(x-1) +. + (P (XI+X2)-1 +. + 1) 

+ 
(P (X2-Xl)-l +. + 1) 

P 2xl+x p3x pXl +X2 pXI+X2 
[(J2(Xl 

: X3) - 
(1 )) 

- 
(J2(X2 

: X3) - 
(1 

-1 
))] 

- PX1 
TX I TX2 

Therefore, having defined the expression 

'12 
(P (2xl+x)-I+. +l) (p3(X-I)+. +l) (P (XI+X2)-l +. + 1) 

+ 
(P (X2-Xl)-l +. + 

P 2xl+x P 3X PXl+X2 pXI+X2 

we see that the function 33 satisfies, 

-, ( 1- 111 
ýP- 1)4 

-1) 
7 J2(Xl: X3)-( -Px-l -M7 

(J2(X2: 
X3)-(I- -PITY)) 

J3(a3) M2 .(m 

Concentrating on the expression '12 we see that, since JXI, X2} : -- jXlt X2b we may 

re-write this as 

T2 
(p (2XI+x)-l +. + (p3(x-1) ++ (p(XI+X2)-l +++ (p (X2-Xl)-l +. + 

p2xl+x p 3X pXI+X2 pXI+X2 

1 [(P(2xl+x)-l 
+ (p (X-l) +... + 

PX 
[(p(XI+X2)-l 

+... + 1) (p(X2-Xl)-l (mod 2'+'). TXI+X2 

Since, by Lemma 3.2-1, the expression T2 modulo 2'+1 will depend on the value of p 
(mod 2'+1) we shall once again split this up into two distinct cases. 
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Suppose p =- 1 (mod 2'+l): 

In this case we simply find, 

T2 M 2XI +x-x- (Xl + X2) + (X2 - Xl) -= 
0 (mod 2'+'). 

This allows us to deduce that, whenever p -= 1 (mod 21+1), we have 
(P-1) '12 

2r 2r 

Suppose p =- 2' +1 (mod 21+1): 

In order to calculate T2 (mod 2'+') in the case that p =- 2' +1 we must go through all 
the possibilities of X1, X2 and X being even or odd. Using Lemma 3.2.1 we find: 

X Xl X2 

eee =- (21-1 + 1)(2X, + X) - (21-1 + 1)X =0 

-(2'-' + 1)(Xi + X2) + (2'-' + 1)(X2 - Xl) 

eeo (2r-1 + 1)(2xi + X) - (2r-1 + 1)X = 

- (2r + 1) «2r-1 + 1) (X, + X2) - 2r-1 - (2'-' + 1)(X2 - Xi) + 2'-1) 

eoe (2r-1 + 1)(2X1 + X) - (2r-1 + 1)X = 

- (2r + 1) «2r-1 + 1) (X, + X2) - 2r-' - (2r-' + 1)(X2 - xi) 

eoo= (2r-1 + 1)(2X1 + X) - (2r-1 + 1)X =0 

-(2r-1 + 1)(X, + X2) + (2r-1 + 1)(X2 - Xl) 

oee -= 
(2r + 1) «2r-1 + 1) (2xi + X) - 2r-1 - (2r-' + 1)X + 2'-1) =0 

-(2r-1 + 1)(X, + X2) + (2'-' + 1)(X2 - Xl) 

oeo =- (2r + 1) «2r-1 + 1) (2xi + X) - 2r-' - (2r-1 + 1)X + 2r-1) =0 

-(2r + 1)«2r-' + 1)(Xl + X2) - 2r-' - (2r-' + 1)(X2 - Xi) + 2r-1) 

ooe (T + 1) «2r-' + 1) (2X1 + X) - 2r-1 - (2r-1 + 1)X + 2r-1) =0 

- (2r + 1) «2r- 1+ 1) (X, + X2) - 2r-1 - (2r-1 + 1)(X2 - xi) + 2r-1 ) 

00 0 (2' + 1) «2"-' + 1) (2X1 + x) - 2'-' - (2'-' + 1)x + 2'-1) 

-(2'-' + 1) (X, + X2) + (2'-' + WX2 - Xl) 
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Since in every case T2 =- 0 (mod 2r+') we may once again conclude that, whenever 
p =- 2r +1 (mod 21+1), we have 

ie 
2:; 'Il 24 = 1. 

In conclusion we have shown that the function 33 may be described as, 

27r- 
(J2 (X 1: X3) - 

(1 
- -P'XL1 

» (J2 (X2 : X3) 
pX2 33(a3) 

, P2 (XI : X3) 
- 

(1 1 (J2(X2: X3) 
- 

(1 
-I -27-r -27r- (-l) px-, 

32 7rxl al 0 
-32 

7rX2 a2 0 ((0 

7rX3 a3 

))0 

7rX3a3 

2 
][I(-1)22=FIIX' max (Xi, X3) -a xVi, x 3) Lax (Xi 'X fE2 12 

i=l 

which completes our proof. 

3.2.3 3n on the torus TC GL,, (k, ) 

Theorem 3.2.3 The function 3n on the torus Tc GLn(k, ) satisfies, 

n-1 
7rxiai 0 

3n (an) ý 
rI32(( 

0 7rXnan)) 

i=l 
n-1 

max (Xi, Xn)( (XJ, Xn)+I) 
= 

rj( 
_j)22;, 

IXj 
max (XivXn)(_j) 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

13 

Looking back to Theorem 3.1.6 we see that we have defined the function Kn in two 

separate cases X, ý! Xn and Xn ý! X1. Therefore, in order to prove this result we must 
again consider two cases. 

Before we continue let us remind ourselves of the notation defined earlier, 

{Xl) X21... i Xn-l} --ý 
{Xlj X21... 

) 
Xn-l} where, Xl ý! X2 ý: 

... 
ý! Xn-l- 
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0 Xl ý: Xn: 

If we refer back to Theorem 3.1.6 then we see that when X, ý: X,, the function K,, is 
defined inductively. Bearing this in mind and realizing that we have already proved the 
theorem in the cases n=2 and n=3 we shall now use induction to show that it extends 
to any dimension n. 

As we have seen the function 3,, has been defined by, 

-11 3n (an) : -- (-1) 2r, 
(Jn (an) - (1 - =-- 7)) 

= (- 1) 27-r rtn Vn) 
- Kn(Ctn) - 

(1 
- 

)) 
-i(1 

where, by Theorem 3.1.6, the function n,, satisfies 

Kn (an) =p1 
(p 1) 

+1 
(r-n- 

1 (X2 
t -) Xn- 1: Xn) -(1 

(p 1) 
-:: -71 nxi pnx i (pn - 1) pX1 

7(-n-l)xi - -p(n-l)xi (pn-I - 1) 

)) 

=1 
(p - 1) 

+1 
(Kn-l(In-1) 

-(1 
(p - 1) 

7-1))) 
pnxi pnxi (pn - pxl 

7(-n-I)XI 
p(n-l)XI(pn-1 

-1 
(r-n-I(In-l)-Kn-l(X2t-, 

Xn-l: Xn)-(l- -1 )) -1 
(l 

-1 pxl ý7X2+-+Xn-l pxl pX2+-+Xn-I 

(P «i (p- (P - 
x, x, pnxl (pn - 1) 

+ 
pxl (pn-1 - 1) p(n-1)xi p(n-1)xi (pn-1 - 1) 

» 

(r-n-1(In-1)-r-n-1(X2e-, 
Xn-1: Xn)-(1- 

PX1 pX2+-+Xn-1 pxi 
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Using this result we are able to calculate, 

Jn (an) - 
(1 ýyj+ 

1- 
Kn(a - (1 -1 

. +) _, 
) Kn(In) n) pXl+-+Xn-1) +Yn-I 

p- 
(pnl 

p p" vn-l(ln-1) 

(P 

(n-I)xl p(n- I)X I (pn- I 

pxl 

(rl-n-l(In-1) 
r%, n-l(X2t ... i Xn-l Xn) 

PX2+-+Xný1 

pxl X2+-+Xn-I Xl+-+Xn-I 
)- (i 

-p + 1- (1 

p 

1 (pnxi (pnxi 1 (p(n-1)xi (e-lý 
- 

(p(n-1)xi 
p nxl pyýxi - 

1) + 
p--nx 1 (pn -1 1) 

(pX2+-+Xn-1 1 (pxl+. +xn-1 
-1 

)] 
x1 X'2 XI+-+xn-1 + -V-T- 

1 

pX1 X2T--+Xn-1 p 

11 + _PX1 

[Kn-1 
(In-1) - Kn-1 (X2 

e -) Xn-1 Xn) - 
(1 

- 

ir£ (P�X, 
[1 

-1+. + (pn(x1-1) (P (n-I)%1-1+. ++ (p(n-I)(XI-1)+. + (P 
p nxl 

(++ 

1 (Xi+. +Xn-i)-1+ + 1) +1 (P (X2+-+Xn-1)-1+ 
.+ 7F:: Fxý 

(P 
pXI+X2+--#-xn-1 

+ --1- 

[Kn-J(In-1) 
- Kn-1(X2t ... s Xn- 1: Xn) 

PX1 

However, as a consequence of our inductive hypothesis in (n - l)-dimensions, 

modulo 2, we must have 

n-2 
1 

-x -27-r r2 (12) - K2 (xi : Xn- 1) 
277 

Ir-n-1 
(In- 1) - r, -n- 1 (Cfn- 1) 

-7 4. 

Therefore, by defining T3 to be the expression 

'13 : -' 
1p 
-JX , 

«p��-, 
+. + 1) _ (P�(XI-1) +. + 1) _ (P(n-1)xi-i +. + 1) + (p(n-1)(xi-1) +. 

1 (XI+. +X. 
-1)-1 +. ++1 

(X2+. +X. 
-1)-1 +. + 

p XI+-+-Xn-1 
(P 

pXI+X2+-+Xn 
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and using our inductive hypothesis we may write, 

,- 'I il n-I(In-l)-rn-I(X2, ---, Xn-I: Xn)- I- iL -1711- 
! 

Xn 2r 

(r 

X2+,, 7 
-1 3n (an)= 2 -; -n 

. 
(- 1) 

(p 

12(I2)-r-2(Xi: Xn)- 
(1-1/PX' 

l -1 r fL- i=2 -2 7r- 

n-1 
-2ý- 2ý . 

rl 
32 (Xi : Xn 

i=2 

So it simply remains for us to calculate the value of T3 (mod 2'+'). In order to make 

this easier to follow we shall define 3 ---: X2 +-.. + Xn-1- We are then concerned with 

finding, 

(eX, -l +. + (pn(xi-1) + (p(n-l)xl-l ++ (p(n-1)(xi-1) '13 ---: p -nxi 
(XI+3)-l +... + (P(3)-l + (mod 2'+'). 

pxl+3 
(p 

Suppose p =- 1 (mod 2'+'): 

Once again using Lemma 3.2.1 we find, 

T3 -= nX1 - Xi - (n - 1)Xl + X, - (X, + 3) +3 -= 0 (mod 2'+1). 

Therefore we may conclude that, whenever p =- 1 (mod 21+1), we have 

(-1) 
10-: 411 

124 =1. 

Suppose p =- 21 +1 (mod 21+1): 

In order to tackle this we shall first split it into the two distinct cases when n is even and 

odd. We shall then consider the value Of T3 modulo 21+1 in each of the possible cases 

when X, and 3 are even or odd. 
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Suppose n is even 

Using Lemma 3.2.1 we find that, modulo 2'+1, T3 is congruent to: 

xi 3 
e e: -= (21-1 + 1)nxi - xi - (21-1 + 1)(n - 1)Xl + (21-1 + 1)xl 

-(2r-I + 1)(Xl + 3) + (2r-1 + 1)3 

= 2r-lX, 

e o: =-(21-1+1)nXi-Xl-(2'-1+1)(n-l)X, +(21-1+1)xi 
(2' + 1) ((2r-1 + 1) (Xi + 2r-1) + (2r + 1) ((2r-1 + 1)3 - 2r-1) 

-2r-lX, (l + 2r) 

o e: =-(21-1+1)nXi-X, -(2'-1+1)(n-l)X, +2'-'+(2'-1+1)X1 

-2'-l - (2' + 1)((2'-' + 1)(XI + 2r-1) + (2' + 1)(2r-I + 1)3 

-2r-l(l + 2r)(Xl - 1) 

o o: =-(21-1+1)nXi-X, -(21-1+1)(n-l)XI+2r-'+(2r-1+1)Xl 

-2r-1 - (2r-1 + 1)(Xi + 3) + (2r-1 + 1)3 - 2r-1 

= 2r-l(Xl - 1) 

We complete this section by dividing out the factor 21-1 from the original expression T3/2' 

and considering the value of what remains modulo 4. 

xi 3 

e e: 

-xi r> 

Xi r= 

-(XJ -r> 
0 e: =- -(1 + 21) (X, - 1) - (X1-1) r=l 
0 0: =-(X, - 1) 

Since we are not interested in the overall sign of the expression, referring back to the 

proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we are able to summarise our results using the single formula, 

(p- e .r _A 
(P-1) xi(XI-1) 

m 2r (-J) 27 2 

= J2(X1 : Xn)i since Xl ýý X, 
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Suppose n i's odd 

Once again using Lemma 3.2.1 we find that, modulo 21+1, T3 is congruent to: 

xi 3 
e e: (21-1 + 1)nXi - (21-1 + 1)Xl - (2r-1 + 1)(n - 1)Xl + Xi 

-(2r-1 + 1)(Xl ++ (21-1 + 1)3 

-2r-1 xi 

e o: (2r-1 + 1)nX, - (21-1 + 1)XI - (2r-1 + 1)(n - 1)Xl + xi 

-(2r + 1)((2r-1 + 1)(Xi + 2r-1) + (2r + 1)((2r-1 + 1)3 - 2r-1) 

-2r-lX, (3 + 2r) 

o e: =-(21+1)((2'-1+1)nxi-2'-'-(2r-1+1)X, +2r-l-(2r-1+1)(n-l)Xl+Xl) 

- (2r + 1) ((2r- 1+ 1) (Xi + 2r- 1) + (2r + 1) (2r- 1+ 1)3 

-2r-l((Xl - 1) + 2r(Xl - 1)) 

o o: (2' + 1)((2'-l + 1)nXi - 2'-l - (2r-1 + 1)XI + 21-1 - (2r-1 + 1)(n - 1)Xl + xi) 

-(2r-1 + 1)(XI + 3) + (2r-I + 1)3 - 2r-I 
2r-1(3XI + 1). 

Dividing out the factor 21-1 from the expression T3/2r and considering the value of what 
remains modulo 4 we find, 

xi 3 

e e: 

X, r>1 
e o: -=-Xi(3+21) 

-xi r 

o e: -«Xi - 1) + 2'(X, - 1» - (X, -1) r>l 

(X, -1) r=l 

0 0: =- -(-X, + 1) 

Once again, by ignoring the overall sign of the expression, we may express these results 
by the single equation, 

1) a (P-1) xi(XI-1) m 2r 2r 2 

= 32 (Xl : Xn) since X, > Xn. 
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Finally we are able to conclude that the function 3,, does indeed satisfy, 

n-1 n-1 
Jn (an) 

--: -- 32 (Xl : Xn) 
- 

il 
32 (Xi : Xn) --' 

Il 
32 (Xi 

- 
Xn) 

i=2 

n-1 
32 (Xi : Xn) since JX1, 

-, Xn-l} = jXl, 
-, 

Xn-l} 

n-1 
irxiaj 0 A32 (( 

0 7rXnan)) 

Therefore, whenever X, ý: X,,, the original statement of our theorem is indeed true for 

any dimension n. 

ex, kxi - 
Referring back to page 56, whenever X,, -ý: X1, we have been able to show that the function 

r.,, satisfies, 
1 

-- (P-1) Kn(an) = 
P(xl+... +X, ) PnXn(pn - 1)' 

Therefore we are able to calculate, 

Jn(Cin) - (1 -1) Kn Vn) - Kn (Cfn) -1-1 pXl+-+Xn-I pXl+-+Xn-1) 

= 

(1- (P-1) )-(1 (p 
- 1) 1 

+-+Xn-I 
(gn 

- 1) p(Xl+---+Xn) oXn (pn :: -1) 

)- 

pXl+-+Xn-I 

(PX' 

(p 
- (ex, ý - 1) +1p Xl+-+Xn 

- 
1) -1 

(px, +. +X. -I 
pnXn (pn 71+-+Xn 

( 
pXl+-+Xn-I 

(pn(X. -I) + (P(Xl+-+Xn)-l +. + (p(Xl+-+Xn-l)-l +. + (P- 1) 
1 

pnxn 
+ 

pXl+-+Xn pXl+. +Xn-I 

Let us now re-define 3 := X1 +... + X,, -,. Then we see that the proof of this theorem 
reduces to the problem of calculating the expression T4 (mod 21+1) where, 

T4 =[-1 (e(x"-I) +... ++1 (p (3+Xn)-l +... + (P3-1 
pnXn p3+Xn 
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Suppose p =- 1 (mod 2'+l): 

Using Lemma 3.2.1 we find, 

'14 -=-- -Xn + (3 + Xn) -3 =- 0 (mod 2'+'). 

Therefore whenever p =- 1 (mod 21+1) we have, 

(P- 1) TA 

3n (an) 2r '2r* 

Suppose p =- 21 +1 (mod 21+1): 

In this case the value of the expression T4 modulo 2'+1 will again depend on whether n 
is even or odd. Therefore we shall split this into two cases and then consider each of the 

remaining possibilities. 

Suppose n is even 

By Lemma 3.2.1 we calculate the expression T4 modulo 2'+1 to be: 

21-1X� 

=--X,, +(21+1)((21-1+1)(3+Xn)-2'-')-(2'+l)((2'-1+1)3-2'-') 
2'-'Xn(3 + 2') 

=--X,, +(2'+l)((21-1+1)(3+X, )-2r-l)-(2r-1+1)3 

= 2r- IX,, (3 + 2r) + 2r- 13 (2 + 2r) - 2r- 1 (1 + 2r) 

=--X,, +(21-1+1)(X,, +3)-(2r+l)((2r-1+1)3-2r-1) 

= 2r-IX,, - 2r-13(2 + 2r) + 2r-l(l + 2r). 
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Once again, since we are interested in T4/2' (mod 2) we may divide out the factor 
2`1 and then concentrate on calculating what remains modulo 4. Disregarding the sign 
of the overall expression we find, 

X3 

Ce 

X� (3 + 21) -= 

oe =- X,, (3 + 21) + 3(2 + 2r) - (1 + 2r) = 
(X,, + 23 + 1) r>1 

lXn+l=-(Xn+23+1) 

r=l, 

as 3 is even. 

3(2 + 21*) + (1 + 21) 
(X,, + 23 + 1) r>1 

IX,, 

-l=-(X,, +23+1) r=l, 

as 3 is odd. 
So, when n is even, the function 3n may be described by, 

F +1 3n (an) = 
i82; 

'Il 3Xn 1)('0-; 
ýl Xn (-X2 

1 ! Ixn( n+l) 
= (-J)ie'27FII(Xl+---+Xn-I)Xn(-J)ie2: r 2ý 

Suppose n is odd 

In this case, when going through the possibilities, the expression T4 modulo 21+1 is found 

to be: 

X, 3 
ee -=-(2r-1+1)X�+(2"-1+1)(Xn+3)-(2r-1+1)3 

=0 

=--(2'-1+1)X, +(21+1)((2'-1+1)(3+X,, )-2'-')-(2'+l)((2'-1+1)3-2'-') 

= 2'-1(2 + 2)X, 

=--(21+1)((2r-1+1)X, -2r-l)+(2r+l)((2r-1+1)(3+X,, )-2r-l)-(2r-1+1)3 

= 2r-I (2 + 2r)3 

=--(21+1)((2r-1+1)X, -2r-l)+(2r-1+1)(X,, +3)-(2'+l)((2r-1+1)3-2r-1) 

-= -2r-1(2 + 2r)X,, - 2r-1(2 + 2r)3 + 2r-1(2 + 2r+l). 
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When we divide out the factor 2`1 and look at what remains modulo 4 in this case we 
simply find, 

X3 

eeO 

eo (2 + 21)X,, =- 0 since X,, is even 

0e (2 + 21)3 =- 0 since 3 is even 

0o -(2 + 2')X,, - (2 + 2')3 + (2 + 2'+') -= 2 since X,, +3 is even. 

After a moment's thought we see that these results may be expressed as, 

(P-1)3x 
3n(Cfn) (-J) 2F n 

(P-1) (Xl +-+ Xn-l)xn 
2F I 

since this does indeed give us the required solutions. 

Finally, we have shown that whenever X,, ý: X, the function 3,, satisfies, 

-1 Xn(Xn+') 

2 whenever n is even 

3n (an) 
II(Xl+-+Xn-l)Xn 

1) 
122F1 

whenever n is odd. 

-WL-1 

Xn(Xn+l) n-I (XI + rl -+Xn-I)Xn 22 

n-1 ip-L' 
-lXiXn(_1)'e2, 

'; ' Xn (Xn + 1) 
2ý 2 

n-1 iI ax (Xi, Xn)+I) I fe- -IM 
(xi, x 

lfý 
eP Xt max (Xi 

qXn) 2 21- 

n-I 
7rXi ai 0 1132 (( 

0 irXn an 
i=l 

at which point our proof is complete. 
13 
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3.3 The coboundaries c9-r,,, 

We are now able to state the main theorem in this chapter. 

Theorem 3.3.1 Let k,,, 7r be as previously defined. Then for each a, ETC: GL, (k, ) 

the cochain 7-n satisfies, 

7-,, (an) 32(a2)33(a3) ... 3n (an) 

( 
7rxkal rJ32 

0 7rxof al 
1=2 k=l 

7rxi ai 0 ri 
32 0 7rxJ aj 

(ij)Elý+ 

Ixi 

_j) 

(p 
2F 

(Xi, Xl)(m- (Xi, Xl)+1) 
max (Xi, Xj) ( -1) m 

2r 2 

(i, j)E'P+ 

where (-1) and 7-,, are both trivial if m is odd. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

The proof of this theorem follows immediately from our earlier results concerning the 
function 3n- 

11 
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Chapter 4 

Calculation of dec, on the 
Monornials 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we shall study the cocycle dec, on the group of monomials M in GL. (k,, ). 
We shall begin by considering M=T. W where, as in the introduction, T is the torus and 
W C: M is defined to be the group of permutation matrices. Once again we let k, be a 
local field with valuation v and fixed uniformizing element 7r E Dv- 

Root Spaces 

Previously we have defined the set -cD to be the roots of GL,, (k, ) relative to T, 

,D= {(i, j) :1 -< 
i, i :5n, i 34 

The set of positive roots 4)+ has an ordered base of simple roots, 

A= 14; = (i, i + 1) E 4): 1<i 

We have also seen that the action of M on T induces an action on (D which leads to a well 
defined faithful action of W on 4) which, for each wE IV, satisfies 

W4; = W(i, j) = Mi), w(j)). 
Therefore, each wEW may be regarded as a permutation on (D with the weight space of 
w defined to be the set, 

ID(w) = {4; E I'D+: W4; V D+} 

= {(i, i) E ID: i<j, W(i) > W(j)}. 
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Since W, -: - S,, = ((i, i+ 1) :1 <- i< n), it may be generated by the simple reflections 

{sç = 8(i, i-4-1) :c (i, i + 1) ¬} 

Therefore, each wEW may be expressed as a minimal product, 

SQ 84; 1, with '; k = (ik) ik + 1) EAI 

called a reduced expression for w where I(w) =t is defined to be the length of w. 

We shall now have a closer look at the action of W on 4P. In particular we shall need 
some well known results concerning root systems. 

Lemma 2 For each generator sc = s(i, i+l) EW we have, 

., p (s.; ) = {-; } =I (i, i 

Lemma 3 For each wE TV and each generators,, = s(i, i+, ) E TV we have, 

JýD(WSJI 
P(W)l + W(q) E 

I-D(W)l - W(,; ) E 

Lemma 4 Let w=s,;, ... s,,, be a reduced expression for w, E W. Then we have, 

I, D(w)l = l(w) = I. 

The proof of these three lemmas along with more results concerning root spaces and 
Coxeter Groups can be found in Carter [2]. Finally, putting these results together we are 
able to deduce the following: 

Lemma 4.1.1 Let w, = s,;, ... s,,, be sorne reduced expression for wEW where 

'; k = (ik 
i ik + 1) E A. Then we have, 

-D(w) = J(ij) E -(D': W(i) > w(j)} 

-'ý fQiSCt(Q-1)iSCjSCj-j(Q-2)i 
I scl ... SC2 ('; l )I 

-, ý I (it 
I 

it+ ')I SQ(it-11it-1 + 1)l 
,,, fS,; f-SI; 2('11'1 

+ ')}* 

Hence, for all WI i W2 EW such that I (W1 W2) : -- I (WI) +I (W2), we have 

-I ý5(WIW2) 
---ý'ýD(WJ)W2 UIý(W2), where the union is disjoint. 

PROOF: This follows directly from the previous three lemmas. 13 
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4.2 The cocycle dec, on the monornials M=T. W 

Theorem 4.2.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for each gE GLn (k, ) and 
each wEW the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec, (g, w) = 1. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

(4.1) 

Since we know that WC GL,, (3D, ) the proof of this statement follows directly from 

Theorem 1.4.1 (page 26) as given in the introduction. 13 

Furthermore, by applying the cocycle rule, we are able to deduce the following: 

Corollary 1 For each gj, 92 E GL,, (k, ) and each wEW the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec, (gl, 92W) = dec, (gl, 92). 

4.3 The cocycle dec, on MC GL2(k, ) 

We shall now consider the cocycle dec, on the full group of monomials M in GL2(k,, ). 

Since we are only dealing with GL2 we may simply write, 

W= (I, {I, (10 S2 where, IP = 8(1,2)- ol 
o' 

Theorem 4.3.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for any diagonal matrix 
a2 ET the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

max {XI, X21 dec� (ýb, a2) : -.,: dec� ( 01 a2) (1 0 where (-l) =1 whenever m=t is odd. 
Hence, on the full group of monomials in GL2(k, ) the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

j; 1I max dec, (Cf2V), 020) -1) 

ýE2 {xl'x2} dec,, (a2,0,82), 

for all a2 , 
32 ETc GL2 (k, ). 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Let us consider, 

fký, 2 \O f0 

dee, (ip, a2) -' 
Il e 

ZEI4M 

-1X»dX 
0 

)X)f(ZX)(M(X)-M(a2 

fký, 2 \O f(Z2 
1C2 

rI 

ZEM- ZEtz. 

In order to calculate the integaJ I(ý) we must first decompose k "2 \0 into three disjoint 

open sets, 

Al = {X E k, '\ 0: 1X1IV > 1X2lv} 

A2 =(X Ek2,2 \0: 1X11v = 1X2lv} 

A3 = {X EkL, 2 \0: 1X1iv < 1X21v}i 

and then calculate the integral lj(ý), over each of the sets Aj, separately. Considering the 

value of our function f on each of these sets Ai we find, 

f 
(X2) 

ff (X, XEA1 => 
Xl X2 

)f (ex, ) 

XE A2 f 2) f Xl) f (X2)f (eX1) 
ýx 

1 

ýeX2 

71 
XE A3 f (-2)f 

(eX1) 
= f(X2)f(ZX2)- 

Xl ZX2 

The integrals Ij(ý) and I3(C) 

Since the function f: k,, \0 --+ Z, given in section 1.4.3, is defined to be the characteristic 
function of a fundamental domain for the action of 1, L,,, on k, \0 we must have, 

f (X)f (ex) = 0, Vx E k� \O, 1 :ýe jim. 

Hence we are able to conclude that, for each C 54 1, we have 

il (e) = 
1A1 

f (xi)f (ex, ) (M(X) - M(a 2 'X» dX =0 

13 (Z) = 
1A3 

f (X2) f (EX2) (M (X) 
-M (a2 1 X» dX = 0. 
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The integral 12(C) 

Finally we must calculate the integral, 

12 
fA2 

f (X2)f (ýXl) (M(X) 
- M(a2 'X))dX. 

If we refer back to page 33, in Chapter 2, we see that we have an action of p,,, 6) Pm 
on k, ED k, such that, 

A2 and (M(X) - M(a2 'X))dX 

are both p,, (D p,,, -invariant. 
This enables us to write, 

M2 12 
JA2 

f (6X2)f (6ýXl) (M(X) 
- M(a 2 'X))dX 

Cl 
iC2 EJAIII 

(M(X) 
- M(a-'X))dX =: M212. 2 A2 

Since this expression has no dependence on ý we let 12 := I2(ý). Then we may deduce 

that, 

dec, (V), a2) == 11 J1 ý)h = (-J)r2, 

tEll. tEp. 

is trivial whenever m is odd. If however, m= 2' is even, it still remains to calculate the 

integral 12. 

We shall begin by considering matrices a2 ET such that the exponents X1 and X2 axe 
positive. If we note that the space we are integrating over is symmetric in the variables 
xj and X2, by defining 

Xl=max{Xl, X2} and X2=min{XlvX2}t 

we are left with just one possible case. 

That is, X, ý! X2 : ý* 0: 

i XI-I 11)2 (p - 1)2 1 XI-1 1 
12 -2r 

E( 
-pn -pn+ 1 22r 2 2n 

n=O P 
n=0 

P 

(p - 1) 1 
(p2(xi-1) + ... + 

(P - 1) 
xi (mod 2). 

2r 

)p 
2XI 2r 

So, whenever Xj, X2 ý: 0, we have found that the cocycle satisfies, 

2rU max {X,, X21 '7 dec,, (V), a2) = dec, ( 
10 ol 

), 
a2) = (- 1) *(P-2 (10 
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Let us now consider the matrices a2 ET such that at least one of the exponents X1 

or X2 is negative. Then there exists a positive integer NEZ large enough such that 
N+ Xi >0 for each i. 

Using the cocycle rule and the previous equation we now find, 

dec�(ý0,7r N a2) ý-- 
dec, (ý57rN 

, a2) dec� (0,7rN) 

dec, (7rN, a2) 

= dec, (7p, a2) dec, (V), 7r 

i=ll 
dec, (V), a2) (- 1) 2v- 

However this allows us to calculate, 

N 7rll N dec, (? P, Ce2) : -- dec, (? P, 7r CQ) 
IP-2 

_ 1) max {N+X,, N+X2) N 2 

=( 
121 (N+max{X,, X2))( 

- 1) L, -rl 
_1) 

IE2, -7, U 

ý411 max {XI, X2). 
-1)-(22 

Therefore our result is in fact true for any diagonal matrix Ce2 ETC GL2(k, ). 

Finally, using the cocycle rule, we may now conclude that on the monomials M in 

GL2(k, ) the 2-cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec,, (a20, P2V)) = dec,, (a2'0, P2) 

= dec,, (a2, iPP2) dec,, (iP, 02) 

= dec, (C12, IP02V)) dec, (O, 02) 

L: ýIl 1) 2 "' {y', y2) dec,, (a2,0,82)- 

13 
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4.4 The cocycle dec, on MC GL3(k, ) 

Before we begin this section let us note that we now have W 5-'-' S3 = D6. Let us extend 
the notation of the previous section by defining, 

100 and 001 8(2,3) `(). 
001010 

This allows us to write 

{11 NMI OpAll Ol MON), MO)IO 
: (, Oý0)3 =, 02 = j, V)(, OýO)V)-l 

Then, for each of the wEW, we find the following: 

w permutation 

(00 (1,2,3) 

(1,3,2) 

(1,2) 

(1,3) 

ONO)IO (2,3) 

weight space -(D(w) 

(1,3)(2,3) 

(1,2)(1,3) 

(1,2) 

(1,2)(1,3)(2,3) 

(2,3) 

Theorem 4.4.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then, for each CV3 ET and with 
, 0, VEW as defined above, the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

(1,2) 
dec, (, 0, a3) dec, (S(1,2), a3) = dec, (, S(1,2) , a2 

21 max JXI, X21 
-1)Q, 

-r'l 

(2,3) 
dec, (ýp, a3) dec, (S(2,3), a3) = dec, (8(1,2), 02 

max {X2, X3) (-J) 

01j) where (-1) =1 whenever m=t is odd and where we define a2 E GL2 (k,, ) to be the 
diagonal matrix, a("j) = diag(7rxi ai, 7rxJ aj). 2 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 
We shall begin by calculating, 

-M(, -lx» fkg, 3 \O f1003 dX 

dec. (ip, 

«) 
X) 

a3) rj 001 
eEMm 

fl efka, 3 (M(X)-M(a-1X»d, 72dx3 M) f( z3 (X3 3 

where as previously defined we have ý= (X1 
s XOT E k"2. 

Since we are hoping to build on the ideas used in section 4.3 we decompose k, 3 \0 into 

just two disjoint open sets, 

Al J(tiX3 )T Ek "3 
\0 ItIl, ý: IX31v} 

A2 {(fýtX3 )T E k"3 \0 ItIl, < IX31v}t 

where IXI,: = J(XlvX2 =maxflxllv, IX21,,. } asinSection2. 

Let us now define to be the integral over Ai for each i. Then, for each 1, we 
find 

It (o = f((o ')eý)f(ýt)(M(X)-M(a-lX))dtdX3 
JA 

I103 
0W=f (X3)f (ýX3) (M(X) 

- M(a-'X)) dX = 0. , 
29 

fA2 

3 

We now define the set Al (, ý) = {z E k,, Z)T E A, }. Then, using Lemma 1, we 
IN) satisfies, find that the integral Ii 

il"w f OPIý)f (0) 
j(M(t)jM(X3)dx3) 

- 
(M(a2 

1 
eý)JM(7rX3 a3 

lX3)dX3)ldt 

k,, 2 \0 AI(, ý) A, (, ý) 

10- M(a2 
fk,, 

2 \0 

f(( 01 (M('ý) -1t))dt (mod m). 

However, by referring to Section 4.3, we see that this integral has already been calculated. 
That is, 

12 W (mod m). 

Therefore we may immediately conclude that, 

(1,2) decv(, O, Ct3)=dec,, (S(1,2), a3) = dec, (S(1,2), a2 ) 

=( 
(V max {XI, X2) 

-1) 
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Next we must consider the generator V of W. In this case we must now concentrate 
on calculating, 

fký, 3 \O f01X f(eX)(M(X)-M(a3'X»dX 
,: 01 
010 dec, (V, a3) 

rl e« 

ý9 3 

ZE, Urn 

where we have defined e'k ý (X2 
i X3 )T with ltl,, =MaX{IX21,, IX31v}. 

We once again decompose k,, 3 \0 into two disjoint open sets, 

Al = i(X,,, 7? )T E k, 3 \0 IX11, ý: ltl, } 

A2 = I(XI, t)T E kj/3 \0 IX, It, < ltl"}. 

As in the previous section we define I? (ý) be the integral over Ai for each i. 
Then, for each C 54 1, we find 

IA 

1f 
(xi)f (Zxl) (M(X) 

- M(a 3 
'X»dX =0 

Ip 'Ü) XX) 
- M(a3 'X» dxld; ý. 

1A2 
f« 'l' 

0 
f(Ze 

Furthermore, by defining the set A2 (t) = {x E k, : (x, E A2} and once again 

using Lemma 1, we are able to express this last integral as, 

I 'o (2,3) Y(O f (V)t)f (Ct) 
I (M(t)fM(xj)dxj) 

- 
(M((a2 fM(7f-X'a-j'xj)dxj)jdt 

42 \0 A2(t) A2(t) 

f (( 0') t)f (Ct) (M(t) - M((a (2,3) )-1t))dt (mod m). 102 
42 \0 

(2,3) Once again we realize that by replacing a2 with the matrix a2 this is precisely the 

integral we had calculated in Section 4.3. That is, 

12'P(O =- 12W (mod m). 

So finally we are able to conclude that the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

(2,3) dec, (V, 03) = dec, (S(2,3) 
103) = dec, (S(1,2) i a2 ) 

= (_ 1) 
2ýýy 11 max {X2 X3). 11 
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Remark: 
By simply using the cocycle rule we discover that, 

dec,, (WIW2, a,, ) = dec, (wi, W2a,, ) dec, (W2, a,, ) 

= dec,, (wi W2 
a,, ) dec, (W2) an) - 

for each a,, ET and wl, W2 E W. 

Using this remark, for each wEW in GL3(k, ), we calculate 

dec, ((OW), a3) dec,, (0, ý' a3) dec, (W, a3) 

-1 max{Xi, X31( max IX2, X3) 21-1) 

dec,, ((V)V)2,03) dec, ((Oýp), ('O'P) 03) dec,, ((V)V), Ce3) 
fi! 

27F'l max {XI, X2) 122, 
-, 

ll 
max {XI, X3) 

dec, (iP, a3) dec, (V), a3) 

21 max JX1, X21 

dec, ((? Pýo) 0, a3) = dec, Ce3) dec, (? P, a3) 
-1 max{X2, X3) =? -'I Max JXI 

tX2} max {Xi, X3) i82r-I (e2 

dec, ((V)ýo)20, a3) dec, ((OV)2 0 a3) dec, (V), a3) 

(_ 1) 
iP-; ý' max V2 tX3 1. 

By considering the table on page 81 we see that we may express these results in the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 4.4.2 For each CQ ET and WEW we have, 

(-J)'ýý2maxjxj, xj). I 
dec,, (w, CE3) ý"I 

(i, j)EIII(w) 

By using the cocycle rule we may conclude that on the monomials MC GL3(k,, ) the 
2-cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec,, (Ce3Wl,, 83W2) dec, (a3, ", 83) dec, (wl, p3) 
2- 2- ' 57 fy"YJ I dec, (Ce3 wl, 83), 

(i, j)EID(wi) 

for each Wl i W2 
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4.5 The cocycle dec, on MC GL,,, (k, ) 

Theorem 4.5.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for each an, On ET and 

u; EW we find, 
maxiXi, xil, dec, (w, an) 

(ij)EIP(w) 

where 1 whenever m=t is odd. 
Hence on the full group of monomials MC GL.,, (k, ) the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec, (a�wl, ßnW2) ý decý, (a�"ß�) dec, (w1, ß�) 

1) ýP-2: P: 111 "' {yi, YJ} dec� (a�, wl 

for each Wl s W2 E W. 

We know that the group of permutation matrices W is generated by the simple re- 
flections. So in order to prove this theorem we shall first need to consider the value of 
dec,, (w, a,, ) where w= s(i, i+, ) is one such simple reflection. Before we begin let us define 

some new notation. 

Definition: 
For each root o; = (ij) E 4) we define, 

max {Xi, Xj}. 

Lemma 4.5.1 For each a7t ET and w= s(i, i+l) EW the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

(i, i+l)) dec, (w, a,, )=dec, (s(i, i+, ), Ctn) = dec, (S(1,2), 02 

itill max {Xi, Xi+ 1) =: ( : rll -; 
-(X) 

(-J) 02 1 
_1)122 7 

where c; = (i, i+ 1) E -1ý and (- 1) =1 whenever m=t is odd. 

PROOF: 

In order to prove this lemma we shall expand on the ideas used in Lemma 4.4.1. 

By definition we must calculate, 

11 ýfk,, n\of(s(i, i+I)X)f(CX)(M(X)-M(Q; 'X))dX dec,, (w, an) =n 
CE. Um 
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Instead of decomposing k, ' \0 into two sets, as we did on page 81, we must now use 
three. However this will require some new notation. 

Let us define, 

il/ I(xi, ---, xi-171, 
1, I(xi, xi+i)'I, 

I Iv I(Xi+2) 
... 9 Xn )TIJ, 

= max {I x, , 1xi-i 1, } 

= max II xi 1, lxi+l lv} 

= max I IXi+2 Iv 
s ... tI Xn lv}- 

Then we may decompose k,, ' \0 into the three disjoint open sets, 

Al = {X E k�n 0 I; elv k I; el� i; üiv > i; ülv} 

A2 = IX E k. n 0g Iv > 1, elv, pýIv > I; elv} 

A3 = {X E k. n 0 j; elv > j; elv, I; elv 2: 1, -ýlv}. 

Defining Ijl(ý) to be the integral over Ai for each i we immediately find that, as in the 

proof of Theorem 4.3.1, for ý01 our integrals satisfy, 

Ii (Z) =If(; Ü)f (e; e) (M(X) - M(a-1X» dX =0 
A, n 

Iw M(X) - M(a-1X»dX = 0. = 
1A2 

f ('lý) f( 

So we need only consider the integral I3(C) where, 

I-(e)=l f«" '); P)f(Z; Ü)(M(X)-M(a-1X»dX 
10n A3 

f 
«0 1) (xxiil» 

f 
(Z( xi M(a; 'X»dX. 

xi+1» 
(M(X) 

1A3 

10 l+ 

In order to calculate this integral we must first define the set, 

A3 (X) 
-' 

{(Xi X) TEk 
vn-2 

\0: (; ü 
, 
; e, e)T E A3}- 

Then, by expressing the diagonal matrix a., ET as, 

(i, i+l) an = diag(a, ý, a2 , 
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and using Lemma 1 we are able to write, 
lký, 

2 \O 
f (S(1,2)X)f (eX) 

I(M(R) 

A3 (R) 

M(t)M(t)dtdt) 

- 
(M((Ce(i, i+l))-Jfe) 

2 M(a-', ý)M(a-lt) dtdt dX 
A3 

fk,, 

2 ýO 

f (S(1,2)1ýý)f (Vý) 

(M(X) 

A3 Pý) 

M((t, t)T ) d(t, t)) 

(M(( (i, i+l))-JX) 
t(tj)T a2 M(a-1 d(t, t) dX 

A3(X) 

)1 

20 (mod m), 
fk,, 

2 of(( 
02 

which is once again identical to the integral we had calculated in Section 4.3. 
Therefore, letting 4; = (i, i+ 1) be any simple root, we are able to conclude that the 

cocycle satisfies, 

(i, i+l)) dec, (w, a,, )= dec, (s(i, i+, ), a,, ) = dec, (S(1,2), a2 
12; 

-Il max {Xi, Xi+ll 

0 

Proof of Theorem 4.5.1: 

Before we begin the proof of the main theorem in this section we let, 

sq, ... s,,,, with 4; k = (iki ik + 1) E 

be some reduced expression for w such that 1(w) = t. 
We have already seen that the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec,, (WlW2, an) = dec,, (wl, W2a,, ) dec,, (W2t an) 

= dec, (wl, W2 an) dec, (W2 
9 an) - 
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Therefore, by repeatedly applying the cocycle rule, we are able to calculate, 

dec, (w, an) = dec,, (s,, -.. s,;,, an) 

= dec,, (s,,, 
... S,; t- 1, 

"" an) dec,, (s,;,, an) 

dec, (s,,, S'; 1-2 IS"- an) dec, (s,;,, an) q'I an) dec, (sj 

and continuing in this way we eventually find, 

dec, (s,,, "ý2-*",; 1 an) ... dec, an) dec, (sq, an) 

an) 
k=1 

dec, (s,; 
h, an (4.2) 

k=1 
However, by Lemma 4.5.1, on the simple reflections the cocycle dec,, is known to satisfy, 

.; k (X) dec,, (s,;,, an) 1) 2 ma" 

Substituting this into the equation 4.2 we find, 

dec, (w, cen 
k=l 

'; (X) 

CEA 

where, by Lemma 4.1.1, the set A is given by, 

A {sce sç2(ci), �sct(c¬_i), c¬} = 

Therefore, in conclusion we have proved that the cocycle dec, satisfies, 
LP - dec, (w, a,, ) (-J) 

4; E'D(W) 

max{Xi, Xjj. 

(Q)EIP(w) 

We are now able to turn our attention towards on the full group of monornials M C: GL,, (k,, ). 

Using the cocycle rule we discover that, for each W1, W2 EW and a,,,, 8n E T, the cocycle 
dec, satisfies, 

dec,, (anwj, flnW2) dec,, (an, 'l, 3n)dec, (wj, pn) 

dec,, (an, " On) 
- 

Il (- 1) 
levPI 

max {Yi, Yj 

(ij)EITI(wi) 

which concludes the proof of our main theorem. cl 
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4.6 The cocycle dec, on the monornials M=T. TZ 

In the latter paxts of this thesis we shall be looking at the splitting of the quotient of 
the two cocycles dec, and a, However, as we have seen the cocycle a,, is defined on 
the monomials in a slightly different way to that which we have described above. Since 

a,, is obtained by restriction of a cocycle on SL,, +l we can no longer consider the group 

of permutation matrices W since these may have determinant ±1. As described in the 

introduction we instead consider a complete set of coset representatives for W. That is, 

we consider the set 
M= 177w: wE W} 

where, for each wEW, we define 

77W : -- Wq W-; et 

and w=s,,, ... s,,,, is some reduced expression for w. Let us also recall that the map w 1--+ 74, 
is independent of this representation of w as a minimal product of simple reflections. 

Since we clearly have, 
Il T77,,,, 

77wETZ 

for the remainder of this chapter we shall consider how the cocycle dec, behaves on the 

space Tx TZ instead of TxW. 

Remark: 
For each generator s,; EW with ;= (i, i+ 1) we have, 

77s, = W,; = fcs,; 9R, 

where c,; = ci is the diagonal matrix with a -1 in the ith position and ones elsewhere. 
Therefore, if w=s,;, ... s,;, EW is some reduced expression for w we must have, 

77w ---ý Wq ... W,; t 
ý fl; l s,; l C14 SCI 

E,;, SCIC 
C2 ... 

I &Z, . s,;, 

Sql 8-; 1 ... sce-l CC1 f'; 2 ... ect w 

=: C, W, 

where the diagonal matrix c,,, is defined to be, 

sel 8-ri S.; 1-1 'EW CIZI ýEI; 2 
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Theorem 4.6.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for each gE GLn (k, ) and 
each 77w EM the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec, (g, 77w) = 1. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

(4.3) 

Once again, since we have 9A E GLn(Dv), the proof of this statement follows from 

Theorem 1.4.1 on page 26. 13 

Corollary 2 By applying the cocycle rule we are able to further deduce that for each 

911 92 EGLn(k,, ) and each t7,,, E0 the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

decv(gl, 9277w) = dec, (gl, 92)- 

Theorem 4.6.2 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for each a,,, On ET and 

77w EM the cocycle dec, satisfies, 
LO-1 I max {Xi, Xj) dec, (77,,,, a,, ) = Il (- 1) 

PxJ 

(i, j)EID(w) 

where (-1) =1 whenever m=t is odd. 
Hence, on the full group of monomials Mc GLn(k, ) the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

dec,, (a,, 77,,,,, '6n77W2) 
{yi, YJ) dec,, (a,,, " 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

By considering the previous remark and applying the cocycle rule we find, 

dec,, (77w, a,, ) = dec, w, a,, ) 

= dec,, a,, ) dec, (w, a,, ). 

Therefore, using the result given in Theorem 4.5.1, in order to prove this statement it shall 
be sufficient for us to show that, 

(P- 1) xj dec,, a,,, ) m 
O, AEIý(W) 

However, using Theorem 2.4.1 from Chapter 2, we already know that on the torus T 

the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec,, (ci, a,, ) = dec, (- 1,7rxi ai) = (- 1) 
lp-21: ýIlXi 
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Let w=s,,, ... sq, EW be some reduced expression for w and let us also define 

77w :=c.. w as in the Remark on page 89. Furthermore, if we also let c,, = ej, for each 

'; k = (ik 
i ik + 1) E 4), then by repeatedly applying the cocycle rule we find, 

dec, a,, ) = dec,, (c,,, c;, " ... C.; "; '9cl -81; tan) Iv 
II 

8,; e ... dec,, (es;,,; "'*s'; "-', an n k 
-ý 

(ik), a 

k=l k=l 

'%"x. 
ce ... &,; I . sqj ... aq x 11 (- 1) -100 8; 1 ... SC/C 01c) 

k=l k=l 

Lo 
-1 2 SC, ... SCA; +I(iA; +I) 9x ri x ll(-J) 
215? 

k=l jEA 

However, by Lemma 4.1.1, we know that 

'(D(W) ýi Scl ... S4; 2 
(04) } 

= Wt, it + 1), Sl, (it-1, il-1 + 1)) S,; jScj-j 
(it-21 it-2 + 1)t 

... i SCI ... SC2 ('l I 
'l + 1) } 

UL k 11 
(Slýf 

... Sqk+ I 
(ik) 

i Sq ... Sck+l(ik + 1)))- 

After caxeful consideration we notice that the set A of subscripts is in fact the set of i's 
for which (i, j) is contained in the weight space -1) (w). That is, 

ýx a XJ 122; 11 
J. dec, a,, ) = Il (-1)2217 

jEA (ij)VD(W) 

Having obtained this result, by simply applying the cocycle rule, on the full group of 

monornials MC GL,, (k, ) we find, 

dec,, (a,, 77,,, l,, 
8n77W2) = dec, (an, wlpn)dec, (77,,,, On) 

'21 

as required. 
0 
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4.7 The coboundary i9, r,, 

To complete this chapter we shall once again consider the coboundary 07-,, associated with 
dec,, on the torus in the case that m, the number of roots of unity in P", is even. This final 

theorem shall be of importance when we come to consider the splitting of the quotient of 
cocycles dec,, and o,,, in the later chapters. 

Theorem 4.7.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for each an ET in GLn (k, ) 

and u; EW the function rn satisfies, 

T'n( an) : -- Tn(cin) 
22 1 Xi XJ max (Xi, Xj). w :; ýIl (4.4) 

,; EýD(W) 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Let us recall that in the previous chapter we had defined the function 7-,, by, 

Tn (an) ` 32 (a2)33 (a3) 
... 3n (an) 

'IXj 
max -1 x x! a Xi ' xj )+I) (Xi 

I 
XJ) 

(Xi' 

Since we have an action of W on the set 4) of roots and since we have 

max (Xj, Xj) = max (Xi, Xj) we are able to write, 

1: lXw(j) max RL Ic 1,2F xx; M 

, r,, (a') WMI lo(j))(-J)ý21 
n 

(ij)E4ý+ 
I inax(Xj, Xj)(2a LE2 ; -'IX,,, (i) max (XIIM 

IX-(J)) 2 -Z 
x (Xi'Xl)+I). 

(ij)Elý+ 

Therefore, considering the quotient we find that, 

w 7'n( an)= -IlXiMaX(Xi, XJ) Xw. l(i) max (Xw-j(j)tXw-j(j)). 

Tn (an) 
ie2-1 

r. 11 (-1) 
ie2rrl 

(i, j)E4, + (i, j)ED+ 

By simply relabeling this becomes, 

Max (Xi, Xj) ýý I xi (-J) 22; 11 
W-'(I)MaX(Xw-I 

Xw-l(in)). L021 ýl x 

(1, M)E'V+ 
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If we now let w(i) =I and w(j) =m we are further able to write, 

Tn (wan) 1IX4 max (Xi, Xj) 
-rn (an) = 

fj X4 max (Xi, Xj) 

(i, j)E4)+ (w(i), W(j))E(P+ 

Splitting the last product in this expression this becomes, 

:. a max xi 

2 -! Ixi 
227' max (Xi, Xj). 

(ij)Elý+ 

By simply canceling we are left with, 

Il ][I (-J) 
22:: IlXi 

max (Xj, Xj) 

(WM, W(J))E0+, (w(j), W(j))E4ý+, 
(i, j)Vý+ (i, J)EO- 

max (Xj, Xj) 

(i, j)E(D+\llD(w) (i, i)EID(w) 

max (Xi, Xj). 11 ( -, -rllxi max (Xi, Xj) 
227ý'Il xi-1) 

-(P-2 

(i, i)EIII(w) 

(Xi+Xj)max(Xi, Xj). 

Finally, carrying out a case by case analysis this is found to be, 

Tn (w an) Lý-rl max (Xi, Xj) 
2 

11 X4 XJ (- J)(22 
t Tn (Cin) 

11 (- 1) 

ýE, t(w) 

which completes the proof of our theorem. 
13 
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Chapter 5 

Calculation of dec, on GL2(k, ) 

5.1 Introduction 

Once again we begin by letting k,, be a local field with valuation v and a fixed uniformizing 
element 7r in D,. Let us recall that having defined 9X = {, q ..: wE W}, the map w ý-+ 77, " 
gives a bijection W-: +9X and M is a complete set of coset representatives for W C-'-- M/T. 

Using this, for GL,, (k, ), we have the Bruhat decomposition: 

GLn(kv) = 11 NT? 7, N, 
T7. EM 

and there exists a unique map t : GL,, (k,, ) --+ T such that 

t(nt77wn') = t, Vn, n' E N, tET, 77w E 9A. 

where t(g) may be easily computed for any g EGL,, (k, ). 

Let us also recall that in CL2(k,, ) the group N is simply generated by, 

1 7r- 
: 7r-z c 

(nl, 
2(7r-ZC) 

01 

zc) 

As with the previous chapters we define the diagonal matrix a2 := diag(7rxlal, IrX2a2)- 

Throughout this chapter we shall be using this Bruhat decomposition and finding 

some more results for the cocycle dec,,. In particular we shall be considering dec" on the 
following spaces: 

TxN, TW x N, NT x N, and NTW x N. 

Although these may seem fairly spurious there is a good reason why we concentrate on 
these particular results. Using the Bruhat decomposition for GL2 these results will allow 
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us, in the later chapters, to completely describe the splitting of the quotient of Hill's 

and Matsumoto's cocycles. We will therefore, in the case of GL2, be able to express the 
isomorphism between the corresponding metaplectic groups explicitly. 

5.2 dec, on GL2(k, ) xN 
Theorem 5.2.1 Let k,, be a local field with valuation v. Then, for any matrix g and for 

each nl, 2(7r-Zc) EN with Z<0, the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec, (g, nl, 2(7r-zc)) = 1. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Since we have Z<0 we find that nl, 2(7r-Zc) E GL2(0, )- Using this fact our result 
follows by Theorem 1.4.1.13 

5.2.1 Our Method of Calculation for dec,, (g, n2) 

For the remainder of this chapter we shall define, 

n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) EN with Z2 > 0. 

By definition, for each g EGL2(k,, ), we know that the cocycle satisfies, 

dec, (g, n 1,2 
(7r-Z2 C2)) ýfk,, 2f(gX)f(CX)(M(X)-M(n2lX))dX 

CE, um 

Jf02 
' fn2C)2 If (gX)f (ýX)dX 

=: 
11 CIM. 

ýE, um ýE. Un 

However, since Z2 >0 this is no longer trivial. Therefore, we shall need to find some way 
of calculating the integral I(ý). 

Firstly, we shall consider the space over which we are integrating. Having defined the 
2 

set II to be a set of representatives for D,, /7rD, including 0 we may dissect the space 
into disjoint sets A(i,,,... "Z2-1) defined such that, 

3D2 = 
XI 

.uUý 

(7rZ2X2 

+ 7rZ2 -1'Z2-1 ++ 7ril + io) : Xli X2 

SZ2-IEII ioEII 

U 
... 

U A(io,..., iz2-l). 
'Z2-iErI ioEII 
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If we now define, 

ill, (i 
..... . 

izl) =f (gX)f (ýX)dX 

and I2(l) ('0 
1 ... I 

'Z2-1) ýf (gX)f (ýX)dX, 

then, using this dissection, we may write 

I(o = 1: ... E- 
fn2A(i 

f (9X)f (ýX)dX 
'Z2-lErl ioEll "Z2-1) "Z2-1) 

1 

=Z... 
Z 

(�(4)(i 

03 *- 1'Z2-1) - 2(ý)('0) ''* 1'Z2-1» - 
'Z2-IEII i. EII 

Lemma 5.2.1 

2(ý) 
(01 

... 10) = 0- 

PROOF: 

By simply noticing that, 

n2A(O.... 10) =I 
7r-Z2C2 

)( X1 ý(O 

I 7rZ2 X2) 
: XltX2 E Dv 

Xl + C2X2 
XbX2 E Dv 

7rZ2X2 

I 

which, having made the simple change of vaxiable X1 + C2X2 xi, is equal to 

Z2X : XliX2 E J% A(O,... 10), =ý 
(7r XI 

2) 

1= 

our result quickly follows. 

Using the previous lemma we may now write, 

I(o =E... 
E I, ") (i 

2k 0) 1 
'Z2-1) ITNI 

7'Z2-1) 
'Z2-iEll ioEII 'Z2 

-1 E rl ioEII 

Z2-1 

=E(E... 
EE 

ý(, 
) (0) 

... i 
Oy iki 

... I 
'Z2-1)) 

k=O 'Z2-lErI ik+IEII ikErI\O 

Z2-1 

2 ... 1 
01 iki 

... I 
'Z2 

-I 
(ý) (0) -E(1: 

-E1: 2% k=O 'Z2-IEII iA, +IEII iiEII\O 

0 
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Now, in the theorems which follow we find that the integrals It(ý)(O)'Aikl'IiZ-1) 

depend only on the value Of ik. Therefore, in order to make the notation simpler, we shall 
immediately define 

Ii(ý) (ik) : --2 
11(4)(01 

-) 
0) ikt. 

9 
iZ2-1) and 12 )(ik) 

: ---2 
12(4)(07 

-, 
0) ik) 

-s 
iZ2-1» 

being careful to remember that we are in fact considering a set of similar integrals. 

The reason for choosing this dissection should now become clear as finally, using this 

new notation, we are further able to deduce that: 
Z2-1 Z2-1 

I (C) =E(E... 
EE Iý(') (io) 

-E(1: ... 
1: 1: 

2(ký)Ok)) 
k=O 'Z2-IEIT iA; +IEII iAErl\O k=O 'Z2-lerl ik+IETI ikErl\O 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

(t (mod m). 
E 1: IlC)(ik)- 1: E 12 ) Ok) 

k=O ikErl\O k=O iA; EII\O 

Therefore, when calculating the value of dec, (g, n2), we shall in fact concentrate on 

calculating the integrals Ij(ý) (ik) and I2'ý) (ik) with ik strictly non-zero. Once we have these 

results we will then be able to reconstruct the expression, 

dec, (g, nl, 2 
(7r-Z2 C2)) " 

rl ý, (O 

MAm 

ýEZ2-1 ý- 
rZ2-1 (0 (i, ý) 

(c) 00 k=O 
EikErl\012 ri k=O 

r-ikErl\o, 
l li 

CE/l. CEAm 

and use the following lemmas to evaluate the cocycle. 

Lemma 5.2.2 Suppose the expression J(ý) (ik) E Z/m is independent Of ik. Then we find, 

EZ2-lE, 
A; Crl oj(C) 

Z2-1 
k=O 

Ok) H 11 

k=O CEAn 

Z2-1 

k=O CEum 

is trivial since (p - 1) =- 0 (mod rn). 

(ýEikEn\O ')J(c ) ('h) 

(&-1))J(()(ik) 
= 1, 
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Lemma 5.2.3 Suppose that the expression J(ý)(ik) E Z/M is independent of ý. Then we 
find, 

ýEZ2-1 

Z2-1 

k=O 
F-ikEn\oJ(4)(ik) 

= 
11 

ýEpm k=O 

Z2-1 

= 
ri 

k=O 

( 11 oE iA; E TI\O J(C) (iA; ) 

ýEjlm 

(- J)EikEII\O J(O (iA; ) 
I 

where, as we have seen, this is trivial whenever m is odd. However, when m is even, we 
see that in order to calculate this we need only consider the expression J(ý)(ik) modulo 2. 

Finally, before we begin, let us recall the simplified form of the Gauss-Schering Lemma 

that we first saw in Chapter 2. For the purpose of this chapter it is more convenient for 

us to state this lemma in the following way. 

Lemma 5.2.4 Having fixed a uniformizing element 7r we have, 

11 ýEiklEr, \0 f(aiA; )f(Cijj (a, 7r),,,,,, 

CEp. 

where II is as previously described. 

Important Remark: 

Throughout this chapter, when calculating the cocycle, we shall repeatedly use these 
lemmas. That is, when calculating II(4)(ik) and 12(4)(ik), we shall simply ignore terms 
independent Of ik and only consider the terms independent of C modulo 2. We shall also 

use our simplified version of the Gauss-Schering Lemma without further reference. 
To this end, with regard to these integrals, we shall employ a serious abuse of notation. 

We shall use the equals sign to express the fact that two expressions are equal as exponents 
of the product of roots, even when the expressions themselves may not be equal. 
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5.3 dec, on TxN 

Theorem 5.3.1 For each a2 ET and each n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2C2) EN with Z2 >0 the 

cocycle dec, satisfies, 

* Xl - X2: ý 0< Z2: 

dec, 7rx, ai 0), (1 
7r-Z2C2 (a2/al, 7r)Z2 

(- 1) 
le2; 

ll'Z2(XI -X2) 
(( 

0 7rX2a2 01V, M 

0 0: 5 Xl - X2 '5 Z2: 

deq, 7rxl al 01 
jr-Z2C2 (a2/al, 7r)Z2 (-j)22S; 'lZ2(XI-X2) 

0 7rX2(12 01 VM 

(XI-X2)( I-X2-1) (-1)2; 711 ix 

*0 < Z2 <Xl -X2: 

7rxlal 01 Z2(Z2+1) 

dec,, ,(1 
w- Z2 C2 (C2,7r) Z2 (- 1) 

12; ýý 
2 

((0 

7rX2a2 

)01V, 

M 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

As we saw in the previous section 5.2.1, in order to evaluate the cocycle we must first 
(t consider the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and 12 )(ik)- 

The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Having made the substitutions, 

X2 i----> 7r 
Z2 

X2 + 7rZ2-liZ2-1 + ... + 7rk ik =* 
d-T2 1% 17rz21, dX2 =- dX2 (mod m), 

for the integral Ijý)(ik) we are able to write, 

k( XIajxj CX1 
IC) 

(ik) 
fD2 

f (7rX2 
a2 (77rrZ2X2+---+7rhik)) 

f (C(7rZ2X2+--. 
+7rkih)) 

dX 

7rxlalxi CxI )dX 
fD2 

f (? 
rX2+ka2i,, 

) f (c7rkik 

7rXIaIxI 7rXlalxl dX, f( 
irX2+ka2i 

)f(ýxi)dX + Mik) 
f0y f7rk+'Dm 

f(wX2+ka2i 
fD 

"f 
k) 

where, as we had previously stated, this integral depends only on the value Of ik- 

To solve these integrals shall require us to consider three separate cases, 

(i) 0: 5 k<X, - 
X2, (ii) 0<X, - X2: 5 k, (iii) Xi - X2: 5 0: 5 k. 
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Case (i) : O<k<Xl-X2 

I k( 
1ý) 

(ik) =f (a2ik) f (ýxj)dX +f (a2ik)f (VO dX 

However, since f is a fundamental function, this is simply 
1 (pý+' - 1)f (a2ik) +f (a2ik)f (Vk)- 
M 

So, taking the sum over the ik'Sy we find that 

11(0 (ik) 
1 

(pk+l _ 1) 1: f (a2ik) +Ef (a2ik)f (N) 
m 

iA; En\o iA; ikEn\o 

(pk+l _ 1) 
(P - 1) 

+Ef (a2ik) f (N) 
m iA; EII\O 

(p 
(k + 1) +Ef (a2ik)f (N)s 

m iicErl\O 

where, as in Lemma 5.2.3, we simply considered the first term modulo 2. 

Case (ii) : 0: 5 Xj - X2 < k: 

114) (ik) f (alxl)f (Zxl) dX +f (a2ik)1 
1f 

(exi) dX 
Dio £)V\7rk-(X1-X2)+lD, Dv irk-(X1-X2)+10, \7rk+Ii), 

+f (a2ik)f (Zik) dX 

Disregarding the first term (by Lemma 5.2.2) and using the fact that f is fundamental 

this is simply, 
1 

(p(XI-X2) - 1)f (a2ik) +f (a2ik)f (VO- 
M 

Using Lemma 5.2.3 and performing a similar calculation to that in Case (i), when summing 
over the WS, we find 

1: Il(ý) (ik) 
(p 1) 

(Xj 
- X2) +Ef (a2ik)f (Vk)- 

iA; Erl\O 
m 

ikErl\O 
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Case (iii) : X, - X2 <0<k: 

f (alxl)f (exi)dX +f (Zik)1 1f (alxl) dX 
JDV JD"\7rk+IJDý. ID, 7rk+ljD�\7rk-(X1-X2)+l0, 

+f (a2ik)f (N) dX 
fO., lk-(XI-X2)+Ij: 

), 

One again, disregarding the first term and noting that f is fundamental, we have 

1 
(P(X2-Xl) - 1V (N) +f (a2ik)f (Vk)- 

M 

Summing over the ik's, in this case we find 

Il(ý) (ik) 
(p 

m 

1) 
(X2 - Xj) +Ef (a2ik)f (Vk)- 

ilcEll\O ikEll\O 

We should point out that, since the first term is only considered modulo 2, Cases (ii) and 
(iii) are identical. However, for the purposes of this proof we shall leave these results as 
two distinct cases. 

The Integrals I2(ý) (ik) 

In order to calculate the integrals I2(ý) (ik) we shall require the substitutions, 

X1 X, + 7r-Z2 C2(7r 
Z2 

X2 + 7rZ2-1'Z2-1 + 
... 

+ 7rk ik) 

X2 0ý 7rZ2 X2 + 7r 
Z2-li 

Z2 _1 
+ 

... 
+ 7rk ik 

=: ý dX i1 p-z'dX =- dX (mod m). 

Using these substitutions we are able to calculate, 

12(ý) (ik) f( 7rxl ai(xi+7r-Z2c(7rZ2X2 +... +7rkik)) f(C(XI+7r-Z2C2(7rZ2X2 +*"+rk'k)) d; V 
rX2a2(irZ2X2+, -. 

+7rkik) C(7rZ2X2+. 
-, 

+7Tkik) 
D2 

7rXl-(Z2-k) f *24) f aIC21k dX. 
f02 

7rX2+ka2ik 

Clearly, in order to solve this integral we shall require just two cases. 

Case (1) : X, - X2 < Z2 

Since we have X1 -A- k) :5 X2 +k we simply find, 

I2ý)(ik) f(ajC2ik)MC2ik)- 

ikETI\O ikETI\O 
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Case (2) : X, - 
X2 > Z2: 

In this case we have Xj - (Z2 - k) > X2 + k. Therefore we find, 

12ý) (ik) f (a2ik) f (ýC24) 
- 

ikErl\O ikErl\O 

Since, for each 0 :5k< Z2, we have calculated the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and I2(ý)(ik) and 
found that these integrals depend only on the value Of ik we do indeed find, 

Z2-1 

I(o -= 1: E III, (ik) - 
k=O ikErI\o 

Z2-1 

1: E I2ý)(ik) (mod m). 
k=O ikEn\O 

Finally, in order to prove the theorem it simply remains to consider the various cases 

which can arise. Since this is the first time we are presenting these calculations we shall 
be careful to explain our method in detail. 

For each of the three cases we present a table showing which results we require for the 
integrals Ij(ý)(ik), I2(ý)(ik) for any given k. Then, compiling these results together with 
lemmas 5.2.2,5.2.3 and 2.0.5, we are finally able to calculate the cocycle. 

Results for X1 - X2: 5 0< Z2: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

Case (iii) 
47F F( 

ik Case (1) 

Using the results found in Case (iii) and Case (1) we find, 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

dec,, (a2, n2) " ][I ri 11 11 C- 
Ei, 

2 

k=O ýE/Am k=O ýEtt.. 
Z2-1 Z2-1 Z2-1 

V2 
ik 

f(ajC2ik)f(CC2ik) -XI) ýEjk f(a2WAN) 11 11 ý- F 

k=O tEpm k=O tEpm k=O tElim 

Z2-1 
(P-1) (X2-XI) 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

(a2y'7r)vm II (al, 7r)-1 V'm 
k=O k=O k=O 

z (-1)122:. IIZ2(X2-XI) (a2 /a 
1,7r),, 2, r 

V. M 
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Results for 0< Xi - 
X2 < Z2: 

0: 5 k<X, - X2 I X, - X2: 5 k< Z2 

Il%U Ok) Case (i) I Case (ii) 
-- T IT (ik) Case (1) 

In this case, depending on the value of k, we shall have two possible results for the integrals 

Ii(ý) (ik). Therefore, we shall split the product over k of the integrals I(ý) (ik) accordingly. 

XI-X2-1 
(C) 

Z2-1 
M 

Z2-1 

dec, (a2, n2) 
Il (ik) I, (ih 2'(ý)(ih) 

) 11 11 
k 

k=O CEum k=Xl -X2 tEllm k=O CEum 

(P-1) EXI-X2-1 
XI-X2-1 

m k=O (k+l) H 11 ýEif(a2WAVO 

CEjAm k=O tEpm 
Z2-1 Z2-1 

ý)('0-1)(XI-X2) ýEjf(a2ik)Mik) m 
k=Xl-X2 CEILm k=Xl-X2 tepm 

Z2-1 

11 Il ý-j: j,; f(ajC2ik)f(CC2ik) 

k=O CEILm 

(P- 1) (XI -X2)( X1 -X2+1) 
-X2 (a2,7r)L" 

V, M 

(-J)( m 7r) 
Z2 - (XI -X2) 

P-1) (XI-X2)(Z2-(XI-X2)) (a2, (a I, 7r)-Z2 V, M VM 

I -X2 -X2-1) . ý2 Z2 (XI -X2) 
(XI r' 

(a2/al, 7r)Z2 2 
V, M 

Results for 0< Z2 < Xi - X2: 

0: 5 k< Z2 
-I, U(ik) 

Case (i) 
Case (2) 

In this final case we simply find, 

Z2-1 Z2-1 
i(c)(4) 

dec, (a2, n2) fl 11 ý' ik 1 11 rl k2 
k=O ýEAm k=O ýE/An 

(P-1) EZ2-1 Z2-1 Z2-1 
m ýk=o (k+l) fj 11 CEj, f(a2ik)f(Vk) 11 Il C-Ej,, f(a2ik)f(CC2ik) 

CEIA, n k=O CEPm k=O CE/Am 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
in 2 -Z2 (a2l 7r)LZj, 2m (a2 IC2,7r)vm 

z 11 Z2 (Z2 + 1) 2 (C2 
, 7r) 

which completes the proof of our theorem. 13 
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5.4 dec, on MxN 

Theorem 5.4.1 Let 77V, E MI where 7P ": -- S(1,2) EW is as previously defined in chapter 4. 
Then, for each a2 ET and each n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2C2) EN with Z2 > 0, the cocycle dec, 

satisfies, 

OX2-Xl <O<Z2: 

7rxlal 02 Z2(X2-XI) 
dec, 0 -1) 7r-Z C2))= (a, /a2,7r) vZ, 

2m 
(( 

0 7rX2a2 1001 

00 '5 X2 - Xl < Z2: 

7r) 
Z2 L'I; 

ru Z2 (X2 -XI) dec, 7rx, ai 00 -1 7r-Z2C2 (al/a2, VM 0 7rX2a2 1001 

(X2 LC2 
2 

0< Z2! ý X2 Xl: 

7rxlal 00 -1 7r-Z2 
1 Z2(z2+1) 

dec, C2)) 7r)Z2 (-J)L2; -Yrl 2 
0 7rX2(12 1001= 

(C2, 
VM 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

The Integrals 11(ý)(ik) 

Having substituted, 

X2 a1 7r 
Z2 

X2 + 7r 
Z2-li 

Z2 
_1 

+ 
... 

+ 7rk ik =ý, dX2 1i l7rZ2 1,, dX2 =- dX2 (mod m), 

we may express the integral Ij(ý)(ik) as) 

%( f (-7rXI al (IrZ2x2+... +7rkiA, ) CX1. 
IlC)(ik) 

fD2 

7rX2a2XI 

)f(C(7rZ2X2+-- 
+7rkik)) dX 

v 
-7rXl+k alik CX1 

fV2 
f( 

7rX2a2XI 

)f(C7rki 

h) 
dX 

v 
f (N f (-irxl+kalik )dX + f(_7rXl+kalik )f (ýx 1) dX. ) 

k, frk+IJDV 

7rX2a2Xl 

fD,, fO,, 

\7rk+10v 7rX2a2XI 

As with the previous theorem, we shall again need to consider three separate cases. 

(i)O<k<X2-Xi, (ii) -1<X2-Xl<k, (iii)X2-Xl<-l<k. 

We should point out here that the "-1" in these cases comes from the way in which 

we have defined the function f (section 1.4.3) and the fact that we have switched our 

co-ordinates xi and X2- 
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Case (i) : O<k<X2-Xl: 

Ijý) (ik) f (-alik) f (ýxj)dX +f (-alik)f (VO dX 

1 (p k+1 - 1)f (-alik) +f (-alik)f (VO- 
M 

So, taking the sum over the ik'Si we find 

1 
(pk+l _ 1) Ijý) (ik) 

MEf 
(-alik) + 1: f (-alik)f (N) 

ikEII\O ikErl\O ikErI\O 

1 
(pk+l _ 1) 

(P - 1) 

+Ef (-alik)f (N) 
MM iA; ErI\O 

(p 

M 

1) 
(k + 1) +E f (-alik)f (N)i 

il, ErI\O 

where, by Lemma 5.2.3, the first term is only required modulo 2. 

Case (li) : -1 -< 
X2 - XI < k: 

Il(ý)(ik) -- 
Iff 

(a2Xl)f (ýXNX +f (-alik)f ff (ýxj) dX 
Ov 0, \irh-(X2-Xl)D, i3io 7rk-(X2-X0O, \7rk+10m 

+f (-alik)f (N) dX 

Disregarding the first term by Lemma 5.2.2, this becomes 
1 (p(x2-xl)+' - 1)f (-alik) +f (-alik)f (VO- 

M 

Now, using Lemma 5.2.3, when summing over the WS we find, 
(p - 1) ljý) (ik) 

M 
(X2-Xl+l)+ 1: f(-ajik)f(Vk)- 

ikEll\O iA: EII\O 

Case (iii) : X2 - X, < -1 < k: 

, 1(0 
(ik) "fff (a2Xl)f (ýXl)dX +f (a2ik)f 

ff 
(ýxj) dX 

Ov OL, \7rk+IjD,, 0,7rk+IJD,, \irk-(X2-X0JDý 

+f (-alik)f (N) 
fD,, fk-(X2-X0D,, 

dX 

Once again, by Lemma 5.2.2, we may write 
1 (p(X2-X')+' - 1)f (a2ik) +f (-alik)f (N), 
M 
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Finally, summing over the ik'S, in this case we find 

IIM (i k) 
(p 

m 

1) 
(X2 

- Xj + 1) + 1: f (-alik)f (VO- 

iA; Erl\O ikEn\O 

Since Case (ii) and Case (iii) are identical the "-1" mentioned earlier makes it conve- 
nient for us to combine them into a single case when evaluating the cocycle. 

Case (ii, iii) : X2 - Xj <k: 

Z 11(4) (ik) --'-2 
(P 1) 

(X2 - X, + 1) +Zf (-alik)f (Zik)- 

ikEII\0 
m 

ihErI\O 

The Integrals I2(ý)(ik) 

As with the proof of the previous theorem we shall employ the substitutions, 

X1 Xj + 7r-Z2 C2 (7r Z2 
X2 + 7r 

Z2-li 
Z2 _1 

+ 
... 

+ 7rk ik) 

X21 1 7rZ2 X2 + 7rZ2-li Z2 _1 
+ 

... 
+ 7rk ik 

=: ý dX ik p-z2dX =- dX (mod m). 

These substitutions allow us to calculate, 

I 
(t -7rXI aI (7rZ2X2+--, +7rhik) 

)) 
f (C(xi+7r-Z2c(7rZ2x2+... +7rkik)) 

2 
)(ik) 102 

f (7rX2a2 
(x I +7r-Z2C2(7rZ2X2+., -+7rj%) 

C(7rZ2X2+-,. +7rkik) 
)dX 

7rxl+k a f(ýC24) f(7rx2-(Z2-. 
k), 

"" 
- 

)dX. 
102 

a2C2tk 
v 

This will give us two distinct cases to consider. 

Case (1) : X2 - Xi > Z2 

Since XI +k -< 
X2 - (Z2 

- k) we find, 

E I2(ý) (ik) = 
1: f (-alik)f (ýC24)- 

ikEll\O iA; Erl\O 
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Case (2) : X2 - Xj < Z2: 

In this case we have Xj +k> X2 - (Z2 - k). Therefore we have, 

EI (t 
2 

)(ik) f (a2C2ik)f (ýC24)- 
ikEII\O ikclI\O 

Referring to our work on the integrals Ii(ý) (ik) and 12(ý) (ik) we see that, when calculating 
the cocycle dec, we shall have three distinct cases to consider. Using the results given in 

these sections together with Lemmas 5.2.2,5.2.3 and 2.0.5 we shall once again go through 

each of these cases in detail. 

Results for X2 - X1 <0< Z2: 

0<k< Z2 

ITJ"F(ik Case (ii, iii) 
1'2'ýT( ik Case (2) 

Using the results given in Case (ii, iii) and Case (2) we find, 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

dec, (a2770, n2) = 
11 ri 

k=O ýEjAm k=O fEAn 
Z2-1 

-') (X2 
Z2-1 Z2-1 

11 (H 0 
(p 

-Xl+l) Il fj ýEjfl-ajik)f(Cik) 11 ][1 ý- 
Fik f(a2C2ik)f(CC2ik) 

k=O tEp,,, k=O CEjA.. k=O CEILm 
'ýZ2(x2-xl+l)(-aj, 

7r), 
z2 

,,,, 
(a2,7r),,. Z2 

L UZ2(X2-XI) 
7r)Z2 (al/a21 

Vm 

Results for 0< X2 - X, < Z2: 

0: 5 k< X2 - X, I X2 
- X1: 5 k< Z2 

Ii"T(ik) 
- 

Case (i) Case (ii, iii) 
.5 IY (ik) Case (2) 

For this case we shall again need to split the product over k of the integrals 11(ý)(ik) into 
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the two possible cases depending on the value of k. Using our previous results we find, 

X2-XI Z2-1 Z2-1 

dec, (a2? 70, n2) 
rl rl 

ýEiý; 
ri 11 rj rj 

k=O tEllm k=X2-Xl+ltEAm k=O CEIAn 

(P-1) EX2-XI(k+l) 
X2-XI 

m k=O Il 11 ýF'ik f(-alik)f(Cik) 

tE/Lm k=O CEA7n 
Z2-1 

(X2 
Z2-1 

]rj ]rj -Xl+l) HH ýF-ik f(-alik)f(Cik) 

k=X2-Xi Mum k=X2-XI CE/Im 

Z2-1 
11 ][1 ý- Eik f(a2C2ik)f(CC2ik) 

k=O CEIAn 

(p-2) (X2-Xl+l)(X2-XI+2) 
m2 )X2-Xl+l k-al, 7r ,, m 

Z-1) (X2-Xl+l)(Z2-(X2-Xl+l)) 
7r)Z2-(X2-Xl+l) 7r)-Z2 

0m 
(-al, (a2, 

1 X2 -x I Z2(X2-Xl)(-J) lfý-rl ýX"Xl)ý 

(al/a2 , 
70 

vZ, 
2m 

LP-23výl 

Results for 0< Z2: 5 X2 - Xi : 

0<k< Z2 

Ifý5(ik) Case (i) 
I ItT7(ik) 

2' Case (1) 

Using the results of Case (i) and Case (1) we find, 
Z2-1 

esit IM(it) 
Z2-1 

rM(ik) 
dec, (a277, P, n2) -' 

rj il Il Il Z-Sikj2 

k=O ZEM, 7b k=O 4E11�. 

(P-1) rZ2-1 
Z2-1 Z2-1 

=( 
il Z) m k=O 

(k+1) rj rj ZE'k f(-alik)f(eik) Il Il e-Sik f(-alik)f(eC2ik) 

ZEpm k=O EEMm k=O ýEu�, 

(P- 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) 
m2 (-al, 7r)z2 . (-al/C2,7r)-Z2 v, m v, m 

( 7r) 
Z2 IELI-111 Z2 (Z2 + 1) 

C2 i Vm 
(-J) 22 

which completes our prooL 
11 
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Corollary 3 For each n2 := nl, 2(7r-z2 C2) EN and 77V, EM where 
0 

--"": S(1,2) EW the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

0 -1) 1 7r- Z2 C2 
))=1. 

dec, ((, 0 
(0 

1 

5.5 dec, on NY xN 

Theorem 5.5.1 Let a2 ET and n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) EN be as previously defined. 

Let us also define nj := nl, 2(7r-zlcl) E N. Then, whenever Zj <0 the cocycle dec,, 

satisfies, 

dec, 1 ir-zi ci 
)( 7rxl ai 02 

X2a2 
)'(1 

7r-Z C2 
»= 

dec, 
(( irx, ai 0), (1 

7r-Z2C2 
«0 

10 7r 010 lrX2a2 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

To prove this result we must simply notice that whenever Zj <0 the matrix nj satisfies, 

ni :=1 
7r- ZIC, 

01 
0 (0 

11)= 
12 (mod 7r). 

Therefore, by Lemma 1.4.4, we have f nj =f and it immediately follows that, 

dec, (n, a2, n2) =< fnja2 -f IM - Mnll 2 

fa2 
-f IM - Mn21 

= dec, (02, n2) . 

13 
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Theorem 5.5.2 Let Cf2 ET and also let, 

nl: =nl, 2(7r-Zlcl), n2: =nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) 

with Z, ý! 0, Z2 > 0. Then having defined, 

(alC2 + cia2) :: -- 7r D 

for some D>0 and where d=0 or Id1, = 1, the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

0 Z2 <A- X2) + Zl: 

2 
iLl-lll Z2 (Z2 + 

dec, (n 1 a2, n2) : -- (C2 
, 7r) vZ, m 

(- 1) 2,2 

0(X1-X2)+Zl <0 - 

dec, (nla2, n2) = (a2/al, 7r)Z2 (- 1) 
iiý 1112(11-X2) 

1/, M 

00< (Xl - X2) + ZI < Z2: 

21 dec, (nla2, n2) = 
(a2/al, 7r)2 (-l) 2; 

4"2(XI-X2) 
V, M 

(C,, 7r)(XI-X2)+Zl (-J)ia711(Xl 2ý-ý' 
-X2)((: ' -X2) lE2:; 

r)* 
ZI (ý21 + 1) 

V, M 27 

0 Xl - X2: -- Z2 - Zl: 

o (alC2 + cia2) --` 
0 or D :Z Zi, Z2: 

Z2: 5 Zl : 'I 
7r)Z2 (-J)ý225fl Z2(-1)221-FUZlZ2 dec,, (nia2, n2) ý-- (CIC2i 

p, m 

ZI: 5 Z2: Z2 = 11 Z2 (Z2 + 1) 1827-1'111 Zi(Zi+l) 

dec, (nia2, n2) '= (ClC2,7r),,. (-I)(22F 22 

o(aIC2+cla2)00, D<ZI, Z2: 

dec, (nia2, n2) --` 
(CIC2,7r), Z, 2 (a2 Id, 7r) 

' 2-D 
m 

D(D-1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) 
rUZiD 2rl 2 

ia2 
2 

122 

Before we continue with the proof of this theorem we shall first consider some calcula- 
tions which shall appear repeatedly throughout the course of this proof and the next. We 

shall present these calculations as three lemmas and then simply refer to them as required. 
However, before we can continue we shall first require the following: 
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Remark: 

At this point we note that we may discontinuously extend the function f, given in section 
1.4.3, to the whole of k,. 

For each 7rxa E k, \0 with ja 1,, =1 
f: k, \0 --+ Z by, 

we had previously defined the function 

f (7rxa) = fs (a (mod 7r)) =1 
aES 

10 

aýS, 

where S is a complete set of representatives for tt,,, -orbits in \ 0. 

Now, let us define the discontinuous function fo : ----+ Z by, 

fo (a) = 
fs(a) a00 

10 

a=0. 

Finally, we may discontinuously extend the function f to the whole of k, by re-defining 

f (7rx a) = fo (a (mod 7r)), for each aE i),, /7riD,. 

For the following lemmas, as with the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and I(ý)(ik), we shall once again 2 

abuse the notation with respect to the equals sign. That is, we shall use "=" to indicate 

that two expressions axe equal when considered to be exponents of the product of roots. 

Lemma 5.5.1 For any non-zero Al, 1\2 E JD,, /7r. 0, we define the integral Kj(ý)(ik) by, 

Kj(ý) (ik) - 
fx 

1E Dx 
f (AIX1 + A2ik)f (ýXl)dxj. 

AIX1+A2ik$0(7r) 

Then this integral K(ý)(ik) satisfies, 

EKJ(ý)(ik) (p - 1) 
-Ef (AlXl)f (ýXl)- 

ikErl\O 
m 

XiErl\O 

PROOF: 

Referring to the previous remark concerning the extension of our function f we are 
able to write, 

Kj(ý) (ik) -f (AlXl + A2ik)f (ýxj)dxj JxiE 
IDx, 

, 
\IXI+-\2ikgO(7r) 

Ef (I\lXl + A2ik)f (CXI) 

XiErl 
Xl0Oo-A-llA2ik 

E fO(I\lXl + A2ik)fO(CX1)- 

XlErl\O 

ill 



Thus, when we sum over the ik, we find that 

E Kjý)(ik) 1: MýXl) 7, fO(, \lXl + A2ik) 

ikErI\O XiErl\O ikErI\O 

E fo(cxl) 
(E 

fo(x) - fo(, \lxl)) 

XiEII\O XEII 

E fo(Cxi)E fo(x) -E fo(, \ixi)fo(Cxi) 

XjEII\O xErl XiErI\O 
(P 

m 
f(, Nixi)f(Cxi). 

XlEII\O 

13 

Lemma 5.5.2 For any non-zero A,, A21 A3 E Dv17rD. we define the integral 0)(4) by, 2 

0) (ik) `f (AlXl + A2ik)f (C, \3ik)dxl. 
211E 

Dix, 
. 
\IXI+, \2ikoO(7r) 

Then this integral 0)(4) 
satisfies, 2 

(k 0 (p - 1) EK2 (ik) "--1: f(A2ik)f(C, \3ik)- 
m 

ikEll\O ikErl\O 

PROOF: 

As with the previous lemma, using the extension of our function f, we have 

K2f (AlXl + A2ik)f (ýA34)dxi (ik) " JxiEJDmx 

, \IXI+, \2ik$0(7r) 

f (ýA34) f (AlXl + A2ik) 

XiErI 
XlitOw-A-j1A2ik 

fO(ýA34) E fO(AlXl + A2ik)- 

XiEll\O 

Therefore, when we sum over the ik) we now find 

K2ý) (ik) f (ýA34) E fO(, \lXl + A2ik) 

ikEII\O ikElI\O XiErI\O 

Ef (V\34) 
( 

1: fO(X) - 
fO(e\2ik) 

iA, ErI\O xErl 

(p 1) 
-Ef 

(e\2ik) f (V\3 ik) 
m 

ikErl\O 

11 
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Lemma 5.5.3 For any non-zero A,, A2t A31 A4 E Dvl7rJDv and any AEV: 0 we define 

the integral 0)(4) by, 3 

(Kfff ((A I Xl+, \2ik)+lr, \2ik+1+... +7rZ2-k, \2X2 

7 . 
ox 3ý) 

(ik) "0 
Ir 

WA A4ik f (ýA34)dX. 
fT= 

=0 , 
\IX1+, \2ik- (-) 

Then this integral satisfies, 

K3(ý) (ik) :` 
(p 

MA+1: 
f (, \4ik)f (CA3ik)- 

ilcEll\O 4Erl\0 

PROOF: 

Having made the substitution, 

Xl 6k 7rXI - A-11, \2iki dxl dxl (mod m), 

we have, 

Kff f(7r(, \IXI+, \2ik+ )+7r2 \2ik+2+... +7rZ2-k, \2X2 )f (C, \3ik) dX 3(ý)(ik) 13 7rA A4ik 

\IXI+, \2ik+1+7r, \2ik+2+... +7rZ2-k-'-\2X2) f (7r (, )f (CA3ik)dX. 

7rA, \4ik 

which with a simple change of variables, 

Xi m1 Xis (AlXl + A2ik+l + 7r, \2ik2 +'*'+ 7r Z2-k- lA2X2) a0Z 

dX li dxldx (mod m), 

becomes, 

K3(ý) (ik) 
ff (7rA"rx f (CA3ik)dxldx 

r 
A4ik) 

f (ýA34 )fD,, 
\7rAD,, 

f (x)dx +f (A4ik)f (ýA34) 
f7rAD, 

dx 

f (ýA34) 
1 

(PA - 1) +f (A4ik)f (ýA34)- 
m 

In conclusion we find that when we sum over the ik we have, 

1: K3(ý) (ik) A 
iA, Eri\o 

m 

1: f(A4ik)MA3ik)- 

ikEn\O 

11 
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Proof of Theorem 5.5.2: 
Once again we shall begin by considering the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and I2(ý)(ik), 

The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Having applied the usual substitution for the integrals Ij(ý) (ik) we see that these are indeed 

only dependent on ik and are given by, 

I, 7rx, aixi +7r-ZI +X2 cl a2 (7rZ2 X2+---+7rkik) )f (tt"h)dX. f( ki 7rX2 a2 (7rZ2 X2+---+7rkik) 7r 02 
V 

After careful consideration we see that in order to calculate this integral we shall need 
to consider three distinct cases. 

(i)0: 5k<(Xi-X2)+Zl, (ii)0: 5(Xi-X2)+Zl: 5k, (iii)(Xi-X2)+Z, <0: 5k. 

Case (i) : 0: ýk< (Xl-X2)+Zl 

In this case we shall have -ZI + X2 +k< X1 and -Z, + X2 +k< X2 + k. Therefore we 

simply find that, 

7rXl ajxj +7r-Zl +X2 cla2 (7rZ2 X2+-,, +7rkik 
Ilt) (ik) f( ))f (ttI'h)dX 

102 

jrX2 a2 (7rZ2 X2+,, -+7Tkik) 7rki 
A, 

f (cla2ik) fk)dX 
f02 

f (cla2ik) f (ýxi)dxl +f (cla2ik)f (N) dxl 
fD,, 

\7rk+10,17rk+lo,, 

=1 (pk+l - 1)f (cla2ik) +f (cla2ik)f (Cik)- 
m 

Finally, taking the sum over the ikt we find 

Ilm (ik) (p 
m 

1) (k + 1) 
ikErI\O 

E f(cja2ik)f(Vk)- 

ikEll\O 
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Case (ii) : 0: 5 (Xi - X2) + Zi <k 

In this more complicated case we find that our integral satisfies, 
10,, 

\7rk-ZI -(Xl -X2)0, 
f (alxl)f (ýxj)dxj 

f 7rxl aixi +7r-ZI +X2 
cl a2 (7rZ2 X2+-, -+7r 

kil) 

f (ýxj)dX 7rX2 a2 (7rZ2 X2+,., +7rk ik) 

Irk-ZI -(XI -X2)ý),, \7rk-ZI -(XI -X2)+l 0, 

f (cia2ik) 
Jlrk-ZI 

-(XI -X2)+10so\7rk+ID, 
f (ýxj)dxj 

f (cia2ik)f (Vk) 
17rk+ 

10, 
dxl. 

The first term in this expression may be disregarded by Lemma 5.2.2 while the third and 
fourth terms are easy to compute. Therefore, in order to calculate the integral Ij(ý)(ik) in 

this case we need to find 

f lrXlalxl+7r-Zl+X2C1a2(7rZ2x2+... +7rkik) 

7rX2a2(7rZ2X2+-�+7rkil, ) f (exi)dX. 
0, �k-Z1-(X1-X2)JD�\7rk-Z1-(X1-X2)+IJD� 

Having made the obvious substitution, 

XI 0 17r 
k-Zl-(XI-X2)XI, dxl ii dxl (mod m), 

this becomes, 

W 7rk-ZI+X2 (aixi+cla2ik+7rcia2ik+, +.,. +7rZ2-kcia2X2) 
1 (ik) 

xf 7rX2+ka2ik 
)f (ýxl)dX fop lop 

((al xj +cl a2 ik)+7rcl a2 ik+ I +,.. +7rZ2 -k cl a2 X2 f (ýxl)dX f 
7rZI a2ik 

f (aixi + cia2ik)f (ýXl)dX 
fD,, LED 

" 
alxl+cia2ikitO(7r) 

f ((al xl+cl a2iA; )+7rcl a2ik+l +... +7rZ2 -kcla2X2) 
f (ýxi)dX. 

x 
irZI a2ik 

+ 
L, IxIEDL, 

ajxj+cja2iký-0(7r) 

However, in the last term of this expression we have aixi + cia2ik =- 0 (7r), from which 

we may deduce, 
f (ýxj) =f (ý(-a-jlcja2ik))- 
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This enables us to write, 

1 (ik) = Kj(C) (ik) + K3(C) (ik) 

where the integrals K, (C)(ik) and K3(C)(ik) are those described in Lemmas 5.5.1 and 5.5.3 

respectively. 
Using the results proved in those lemmas and changing the necessary constants we are 

immediately able to conclude that, 

1 Ok) K, K3(C)(ik) (C) Ok) + 

ih: EII\O ikEII\O ikEII\O 

((P 

M 
1) f(aixi)f(ýxi)) + 

((P 

M 
1)Zl+ E f(a2ik)f(C(-aI1cja2)ik))- 

XiEIT\O ihEII\O 

1 Finally, having solved for f (t)(4), 
we are now able to calculate integrals Ij(ý)(ik)- 

That is, whenever 0< (Xi - X2) + Z, :5k, the integrals Il(t)(ik) satisfy 

E I. (ý) (ik) -( 
(p 

m 

1)(Zl+l)- 
-E f(ajxj)f(ýxj)+ E f(a2ik)f(ý(-aj'cja2)ik) 

ikErl\O XiEII\O ikEII\O 

+ 
(p 

((Xi - X2) + Zj) + 1: f (cia2ik)f (VO 
m 

ikEIT\O 
(p 

m 

1) 
((Xi-X2)+l)- E f(aixI)f(ýxi) 

xi ErI\O 

+E f(a2ik)f(ý(-aT1cja2)ik)+ E f(cja2ik)f(Vk)- 

ikErI\O ikErl\O 

Case (iii) : (Xi - X2) + Z, <0<k 

Returning to the original problem we now find, 

Ijý) (ik) f (alxl)f (Cxl)dxl 

+ Mik) f (alxl)dxl 

+f (VO 
ff( 

7rxlaixl+ir-ZI+X2cla2(irZ2X2+---+7rkik) ) dX 
7rX2a2(7rZ2X2+, --+7rkik) 

7rk-ZI -(XI -X2) 0, \7rA'-ZI -(XI -X2)+ 10, 

+f (cla2ik)f (VO dxj. 
f, 

k-ZI-(XI-X2)+Ij), 
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Once again, we may ignore the first term. However it is now the second and fourth 

terms which are easily calculated. Therefore, in order to find the integral Ij(ý) (ik) we need 

concentrate on calculating the term, 
-W 7rXlalxl+lr-ZI+X2cla2(7rZ2X2+---+Irkik) il (ik) :ýf (Vk) 

If( 

7rX2a2(7rZ2X2+, --+7Tkik) 

) dX. 

7rk-ZI -(X1 -X2)0, \Irk-ZI -(XI -X2)+1 Op 

If we employ the substitution, xi ii 7rk-Zl-(XI-X2)XI 
, dxl dxl (mod m), this 

expression simply becomes, 
W Irk-Z1+X2 (aixi+cia2ik+7rcla2ik+, +... +7rZ2-kcia2X2) 

I (ik) f (Vk) 
X 

f( 
lrX2+ka2ik 

)dX 

f (N) f ((alxl+Cla2ik)+7rcia2ik+l+... +7rZ2-kcia2X2 )dX 

X 7rZla2ik 

f (N) 
Xf 

(aix, + cia2ik)dX 
10., JXjE0 

" 
ajxj+cja2ik0-0(7r) 

+f (N) f ((alxl+cla2ik)+7rcla2ik+l+... +7rZ2-kcia2X2 )dX 
X 7rZ1 a2ik 

fX 

iE05 
ajxj+Cja2ikM0(7r) 

K (ý) (ik) + 
0) (ik) 

23 

where these are precisely the integrals calculated in Lemmas 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. By changing 

the necessary constants and using the results proved therein we are able to conclude that, 

11 (ý) (ik) 0) (ik) + 1: 0) (ik) 23 
ikE11\0 ikEII\O ikE11\0 

((P 

M 
f(cja2ik)AVk)) + 

((P 

M 

1) 
Zi +f (a2ik)f (VO) 

ikEH\O SA: Erl\O 

Finally we are able to return to the problem of finding Ij(ý)(ik)- Using what we have 

found in this section, whenever 0 :5 (Xi - X2) + Zi :5k, the integrals I(ý) (ik) satisfy 
(P - 1) 

11ý) (ik) 
M 

((X1 - X2) + Z1 
ikEr1\0 

11)(Z1+1)- Z f(cla2ik)f(Zik)+ Z f(a2ik)f(eik» 

ikEII\0 ikEn\O 

f (cla2ik)f(Zik) 

ikEn\o 

(P 1) 
(XI-X2)+ 1: f(a2ik)f(Vk)- 

m 
ikEn\o 
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The Integrals I2(ý) (ik) 

Having made the usual substitutions, 

XI Xj + 7r-Z2C(rZ2 X2 ++ 7r 
k ik) X2 i1 7r 

Z2 
X2 + IrZ2-1i Z2 _1 

++ 7r 
k ik 

=ý- dX % p-z2dX =- dX (mod m), 

we find that the integrals 12(t)(ik) satisfy, 

7rXI aIx I +7rxl -Z2aIC2(IrZ2X2+... +7rkik)+7rX2-zI a2CI (wZ2X2+-, 
-+7rhik) I2ý) (ik) 

2f( 7rX2a2(7rZ2X2+---+7rkik) 
)f (ýC24) dX. 

0" 
Before we begin let us note that we already have, 

X, >X, -(Z2-k) and X2+k>X2-Zl+k. 

Therefore whenever Xj - X2 0 Z2 - Zj the function f satisfies, 
f irxlal(xl+7r-Z2C2(... +IrkiA; ))+7rX2-'la2Cl(... +7rkik)) 

= f(7rXl-Z2+k + 7rX2-Zl+k 
7rX2a2(7rZ2X2+---+7rkik) 

ajC2ik a2CIik)- 

Using this fact we immediately see that, unlike the previous theorems, we must begin by 

splitting the integrals I2(ý)(ik) into three distinct cases. We shall start by considering the 

following two simple cases. 

Case (1) : Xl-X2 <Z2-Z, 

Since X, - X2 54 Z2 - Z, we simply find, 

E 
2(ý)(ik) 

iker, \o 

E f(ajC2ik)MC2ik)- 

ikEn\o 

Case (2) : X, -X2>Z2-Z, 

Once again we simply find, 

ikErl\O 

E f(a2ClikWýC24)- 
ikEII\O 

Case (3) : Xj -X2=Z2-ZI 

Now let us suppose that X1 - X2 = Z2 - Zi. In this case we are able to write, 
7rxI aix I +7rX2-ZI (at C2+cja2)(7rZ2X2+. --+7rAýik)) 12ý)(ik) : -- MC24) 

f02 
f( 

lrX2+ka2i/, dX. (5-1) 
a, 

However, in order to calculate this integral we shall need to split this up into a further 
four separate cases. 
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Case (3.1) : (alC2 + cia2) "0 

To begin with we shall consider the case when (ajC2 + cla2) = 0. Re-arranging (5.1) we 

quickly discover, 

wxlaixi )dX I2ý) (ik) =f (ýC24) 
f02 

f(rX2+ka2ik 

V 

f (a2ik)f (ýC24) (Xi - X2) >k 
If 

(a2ik) f (ýC24) +f (CC24) (pk-(XI-X2)+l _ 1)/rn (Xi - X2) :5k. 

This gives us a further two cases, 

(3.1.1) (Xi - X2) > k: 

I2ý)(ik) f (a2ik)f (ýC24), 

ikErI\O ikEll\O 

(3.1.2) (X, - X2) < k: 

(p - 1) I2ý)(ik)` E f(a2ik)f*2ik)+ 
m 

(k - (Xi - X2) + l)- 

ikETI\O ilgEn\O 

In the remaining cases we shall no longer have (ajC2 + cja2) = 0. Therefore, in order 
to continue we first define 

(alC2 + cia2) :: -- 7r 
Dd for some D>0 and where Id1,, = 1. 

Case (3.2) : Xi - X2 >k 

Referring to equation (5-1) we see that in this case we simply find, 

7rX2-Zl+k+Ddil, I2ý) (ik) "f *2ik) 
102 

f( 
7rX2+ka2ik 

)dX 

&I 
f (dik)f (ýC24) D< ZI 

f (a2ik)f (ýC24) D> Zi 

Therefore, whenever X1 - X2 > k, we shall again have two distinct results. 

(3.2.1) D 
-< 

Zi (aIC2 + cia2) 0(7r Zj+l 

I2ý) (ik) f (dik)f *2ik) 

ikErl\O iA; ErI\O 

(3.2.2) D> ZI (alC2+ cla2) 0(7r Zj+l 

I2C)(ik) f(a2ik)MC2ik)- 

ikEll\O ilEII\O 
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Case (3.3) : Xj - X2 <k 

In this case equation (5.1) becomes, 

I 
(t 7rXI alxl+7rXI +D-(Z2-k) (dik+O(w)) 
2 

)(ik) 
" 

f(ýC24) 
f02 

f( 
irX2+ka2ik 

)dX. 
10 

In order to calculate this integral we find that we must consider a further three possible 
cases. 

Case (3.3.1) :D< Z2 -k 

In this the simplest case we see that whenever (aIC2 + cia2) 0- 0 (7rZ2-k) the integral 

satisfies, 
I2ý) (ik) f (dik) f *24) 

- 
ikErl\O ikErI\O 

Case (3.3.2) : Z2 - k: 5 D< Zi 

Once again returning to equation (5.1) we find that, since Z2 -k<D< Z1, we are able 
to express the integral as, 

12ý) (ik) 
---: 

f (ýC24) 
fo,, 

\7rD-(Z2-k)o 
f (alxl)dxl 

7rx, alxl+7rxl +D-(Z2-k) (dik+0(7r)) 
+f 

I 
f( 

7rX2+ka2iA, 
f (CC24) dX 

ID, 7rD-(Z2-k)jo,, \7rD-(Z2-k)+10, 

f (dik)f (CC24) 
fop f7rD-(Z2 

_k)+Io" 
dX. 

Since the first and last terms in this expression axe easily calculated it remains only to 

find the integral, 

12 (4) (ik) f (eC2ik) irXlalxl+irXI+D-(Z2-k)(dik+O(ir» )dX. 11 f( 
7rX2+ka2ik 

ow 7rD- (Z2 - k) j)�\7rD- (Z2 - k)+ 10, 

However, having made the substitution x, i& 7rD-(Z2-k)Xl we once again find, 

(C) ((al xI +dil, ) +7rdik+ I +.. - 12 (ik) "f *24 f (alxl + dik)dX +f (CC2ik f IrZI-D 
)dX 

x 
)JD,, 

fx 

IE Dx, 
a2ik 

)fD,, 

EOv 
alxl+dikAO(7r) alxl+dik=-0(7r) 

=K 
(C) (ik) + K(C) (ik) 

- 23 
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Finally, using the results given in Lemma 5.5.2 and Lemma 5.5.3, we may conclude 

that whenever (ajC2 + cia2) =- 0(7rz2-k) with (ajC2 + cla2) 0- 0(7rZ'+I) we have, 

2(ý) 
(ik) (p 1) (D - (Z2 - m ikEn\o 

+ 
((PM 

f (dik)f (CC24) + 
(p 

m 
1) (Zi - D) 

ikErl\O 

+Ef (a2ik)f *2ik)) + 1: f (dik)f (CC24) 

iicErl\O ikErl\O 

(p 

m 

1) 
((Zi - Z2) + (k + 1)) + 1: f (a2ik)f (CC24) 

- 
iA; Erl\O 

Case (3.3.3) : Zi <D 

Finally, by considering equation (5.1) in the case when D>Z, we find that, 

f (r7ýrXla k)(ik) 
C2+k'ax2'ik)f 

(ýC24)dX 
Dr2 

M 

f (ýC24) f (alxl)dxl +f (a2ik)f (ýC24) dxl 
fiD, 

o\7rA'-(Xl-X2)+10,, 

fk-(XI-X2)+ID,, 

(p k-(XI -X2)+l - 1)f (ýC24) +f (a2ik)f (ýC24)- 
m 

Therefore, whenever 
(aIC2 + cia2) ---- 0(7r ZI +'), we have 

Z 12(4) (i k) --Z- 
(P 

m 

1) 
(k - (X, - 

X2) + 1) +Zf (a2ik)f (ZC2ik)- 

ikEri\o ikErI\O 

Having calculated all of the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and 12(ý)(ik), we are now in a position 

to consider each of the possible cases which arise when evaluating the cocycle dec, '. Let 

us note that, since we have already seen similar calculations throughout this chapter, we 

shall begin to omit some of the detail. 
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Results for (Xj - X2) + Zi < 0: 

0<k< Z2 

Ii (ik) 
- 

Case (iii) 
- -ý (ik) I? Case (1) 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

dec, (n 1 a2, n2) 
ri rj CEikI(()(i") 11 rl 

k=O ýEjl.. k=O CElim 
(2; ýI) Z2 (XI -X2) 7r) - 

Z2 
m (a2l7r),,,, 

n . 
(al, Z2 

VM 

z lIZ2(Xl-X2) (a2/al, 7r) 2 
V, M 

Results for 0 <- (X1 - X2) + Z1 < Z2: 

0: 5 k< (Xi - 
X2) + Zi (Xi - X2) + Z1: 5 k< Z2 

Im- 
1 

(ik) Case (i) Case (ii) 
ITF(ik) Case (1) 

(X1-X2)+ZI-1 Z2-1 Z2-1 
(4) r"k 12 

dec, (n 1 a2, n2) 
ri eSik e2 

k=O k=(X1-X2)+Zl EEMm k=O 4EMm 
(P-1) «X1-X2)+Zi)«XI j+1) 

rn 2 (c 
ja 29 70 v(X, ml 

-X2)+ZI 

�)Z2-«X1-X2)+ZI) 
«X1-X2)+1)(Z2-«X1-X2)+z1»(-al/ci, 

vm 

jr)Z2-«X1-X2)+Zl)(a 1,7r) 
Z2 

. (al, 7r) -Z2 (c, a2ý vm vm-«X1-X2)+z') vm 

= (a2/al, 7r)Z 2 (cl, 7r) 
(X, -X2)+z1 

v, m 

l 11Z2(X1-X2) (XI -X2)«X1-X2)-1) 112 11 z1 (Z1 +1). 
22 22 

Results for Z2 < (Xi - X2) + Zi : 

O<k< Z2 

ljý (ik) 11 _ Case (i) 
, 

2(ý 
(Zik) Case (2) 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

dec, (nia2, nj) 
11 rI ýIýik Il Il C- Eik 2 

k=O Celt,, k=O CEp,,, 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
m2 (cia2,7r)Z2 

. 
(a2CI/C2,7r)-Z2 

V, M V, M 
je-I Z2 (Z2+1) 

(C2 
, 7r) 

Z2 Irl 
,m 

(-J) 22 
'm 
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Results for X1 - X2 = Z2 - Z1, (ajC2 + cia2) = 0: 

Taking a moment to consider this case we see that, since we have X1 - X2,4-- Z2 - Z1 :5 Z21 

we shall in fact have three distinct results in this section. For each of these results, the 

integrals Ij(ý)(ik) shall be given by Case (i). When considering the integrals I(ý)(ik) We 2 

shall require the various results given in Case (3.1). 

0 Xl-X2ýZ2-Zl'50: 

0<k< Z2 

NO Case (i) 
, 

2? 
'tý (i k) Case (3.1.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) z (P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
7r). 2 

(0ý71)Z2(XI-X2) 
-Z2 dec, (nia2, n2) 2 kc, a2 

(-J) 
m2 

1) m (a2ft2i 7r)vm 

(Cl C2 , 7r) 
Z2 (-J) 22v Z2(-J)'f2W'ZIZ2 

V, M 

0 O<Xl-X2--`Z2-Zl<Z2: 

0: 5 k< (Xi - X2) I (XI - X2): 5 k< Z2 

If5ik) Case (i) 
I2M(ik) Case (3.1.1) 1 Case (3.1.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) (P-1) (Z2-(XI-X2))(Z2-(XI-X2)+I) 

dec, (n, Ce2, n2) m2 (cia2,7r)' 2 (-J) 
m2 (a2 IC2 

i 7r) -Z2 
1/, m V, M 

.1 Z2(Z2+1) 
7r) 

Z2 (-1)122 
12 

(-J)Iei; 
UZI(ý21+ (CIC2i : Pl 

V, M 

00< XI - X2 
-" 

Z2 
i 

Zl 0: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

I? 7(F2k) Case (i) 
'Tý 12 (2k) Case (3.1.1) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 

dec,, (nla2, n2) 2 (c, a2 , 70 vZ, 
2 

. (a2 /C2 
, 7r) -Z2 

7n VM 

(Z2+1) 
2 

Z 22 
'! 

1 Z2 
(Cl C2 , 70 v, 

2m 
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Results for X1 - X2 = Z2 - Z1, (aIC2 + cia2) 54 0: 

Let us remind ourselves that whenever (ajC2 + cia2) 00 we have defined, 

(aIC2 + cia2) : -= 7r Dd for some D>0 and where Id 1,, = 1. 

Once again, for each of the results in this section the integrals IJ(4) (ik) shall be given by 
Case (i). When considering the integrals 12(ý)(ik) we see that we no longer have just three 

cases depending on the value of X, - X2 = Z2 - Z1. That is, in this section each of these 
cases will further split depending on the value of the exponent D. 

0 XI - X2 --: -- Z2 - Zl '5 0: 

Throughout this section we have X1 - X2 :5k for all 0 :5k< Z2. Therefore, for the 
integrals I2(6)(ik)t we shall require the results given in Case (3.3). Now let us consider the 
value of the integer D>0. 

D=O: 

0<k< Z2 

Il (ik) Case (i) 
, 2' 

( k) 
TCýý Case (3.3.1) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
-Z2 dec, (ni a2, n2) 2 m2 (c, a2 , 7r) vZm . (d/C2 7r) V, M 

-1 Z2( +1) 
(Cl C2 a2 Id, 7r) 

Z2 (-I)ip-2 
1/, M 

irýl 
ý22 

1<D<Z2: 

O< k< Z2-D Z2 -D <k< Z2 

ITit (ik) Case (i) 
'ýIt7ik) Case (3.3.1) 1 Case (3.3.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 

7r)D-Z2. dec, (nla2, n2) m2 (c, a2 , 
7r) 

Z, 2 
. 

(d/C2t 
m vm 

(P 
-D)D( p- £ +ll (Zi 

m _1)(m1) 
4 (a2/C2i7r)v, 

m V, 
9 

z )D (ClC2a2/d, 7r) 2.. (d/a2 V, M V, M 
7r 

1 Z2(z2+1) 11 D(D-1) 1 ZID 1) 
iEý-rll 

2 (-J) i2r- 
2 

lp-i; l 
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Z2<D<Zl: 

0: 5 k< Z2 
Ii'M (ik) Case (i) 
ýT Ic (NI. ) 2' k) Case (3.3.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) - 1) (ZI Z2 V2 + 2) 

dec, (nia2, n2) m2Z2 7r) - Z2 (cl a2 , 7r) .. 
(-J) 

(p 
-Z2)Z2 m2 (a2/C2, 

,m 
(-l), 

Vm 

(Cl C2 , 70 vZ, 
2m :ý 11 (Zl-l)Z2 (- 1) 

le2 

ZI<D: 

0<k< Z2 

Case (i) 
, 727C(ik) Case (3.3.3) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
2 -Z2 dec, (nia2, n2) (-1) m2 (cla21 7r)vZ, 2m . 

(-1) 
('0-1)(x1-X2)z2(-1) ('o-') z2(z2+') 

(a2/C2i 7r)vm 

2 (- 1) 
ý22 

(C1C2)7r)vZ, 
m 

141 (X1-X2)Z2 

0 O<Xl-X2: '--Z2-Zl<Z2: 

For this more complicated case we can no longer just consider XI - X2 :5k. That is, in 

this section we shall have 

k <X, -X2 for 0: 5k< Z2-Zl, and Xi-X2: 5 k for Z2-Z,: 5 k< Z2. 

Therefore, for the integrals I2(ý) (ik) 
i we must consider the results given in both Cases (3.2) 

and (3.3). This will once again give us four possible results depending on the four possible 
values of the integer D>0. 

D=O: 

7- 
0: 5 k< Z2 - Z, I Z2 - Z1: 5 k< Z2 

T Ijý) (ik) Case (i) 
I2TC7 (ik) Case (3.2.1) Case (3.3.1) 

-( 
(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 

(c, a2 , 70 vZ, 
2m 

V, M 
dec,, (nla2, n2) ý -1) m2. (d/C2j 7r)-(XI-X2) 

(dIC2 
o 7r)-(Z2-(XI-X2)) v, m 

I Z2 (Z2 + 1) 
(ClC2a2/d, 7r)Z2 (- 1) 

LOý2 
2 &,, m 
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1: 5 D<Z,: 

0: 5k<Z2-Zi I Z2-Z,: 5k<Z2-D Z2-D-<k<Z2 
Il? 

TC(ik) 
Case (i) 

Iý27'ý7 (i k) Case (3.2.1) Case (3.3.1) Case (3.3.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 

rn 2 7r)-(XI-X2) dec, (nia2, n2) = (-') (cia2t7r)vZ, 2m-(d/C2p 
V, M 

7r)D-Z2+(XI-X2) . 
(_l)(Pml)(ZI-D)D( 

(p-1) D(D+I) 
7r)-D (d/C2 

i ti, m _ 1) in 2 (a2/C2t 
vm 

(Cl C2a2/d, 7r)Z2 (d/a2 
, 7r) D 

V, M VM 
J22 11 D(D I Z2 (Z2 + 1) 

2 07 ZI D 2 
L22 

D=Zl: 

0: 5 k< Z2 - Zi I Z2 - Z1: 5 k< Z2 

Il(ý) (ik) Case (i) 
I2TCT(ik) Case (3.2.1) 1 Case (3.3.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
-(XI-X2) dec, (n, a2, n2) m2 (cl a2 , 70 vZ, 

2m 
- (d/C2,70 v, rn 

(P-1) zl(zl+l) 
m2 (a2 /C2 

, 7r) v, m 
ZI 

(Cl C2 , 7r) 
Z2 (a2 Id, 7r) 

(XI -X2) 
V, M 1/, M 
Z2(Z2+1) (- 1), 

(, O-y I (zl+l) 
2 

; 11 z2 

Z, <D: 

0: 5 k< Z2 - Zi I Z2 - Z1: 5 k< Z2 

r7t Ii (ik) Case (i) 
IPT(ik) Case (3.2.2) Case (3-3.3) 

(P-1) Z2(z2+1) 
7r)-(XI-X2) dec,, (nlC12, n2) 2 (cia2 170 

(a2/C2, 
m v, 7n 

(P- 1) ZI (ZI + 1) 
(a2/C2,7r)(x'-x2)-z2 

V, M 
Z2(Z2+1) 

2 1)ýP21? 2 (Cl C2 
, 7r) 

Z2 (-J)KE2 
z (z +1). 

V, M 
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*0< Xl - X2 Z2: 

In this the simplest case we must have Z1 = 0. Since we always have k< X1 - X2, for 
the integrals I2(ý)(ik), we need only consider the results given in Case (3.2) where Z1 has 
been replaced with 0. This leaves us with just two possibilities. 

D=O: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

- 
Case (i) 

, 72 (ik) ýtT Case (3.2.1) 

(P-1) Z2( 2+1) 
-Z2 dec, (nla2, n2) 

ý2 
(cia2,7r)2 . 

(dIC2 7r) V, M VM 

21 
Z2 (ý2 + 1) 

(Cl C2a2/d, 7r)z 
ý2 

2 V, M 

D>O: 

O<k<Z2 
Il(ý) (ik) 

- 
Case (i) 

c (( i ki. , 2'4 
T Case (3.2.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 
-Z2 dec, (n 1 a2, n2) 2 7r)'2 

. 
(a2/C2,7r) (cla2) Vm VM 

01 Z2(Z2+1) 
(ClC2s 7r)vZ, 2m 

Li 
241 2 

In order to complete this proof it simply remains to note that the results given in the 
theorem do indeed coincide with the results for the cocycle that we have calculated above. 

11 

Once again, as an immediate consequence of the previous theorem we are able to 
deduce the following Corollary. 
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Corollary 4 As with the previous theorem we define, 

ni := nl, 2(7r- 
zi 

cl), n2 := nl, 2 (7r-Z2 C2) EN with Z2 > 0. 

Then, having defined (Cl + C2) :" 7r Dd for some D>0 and where d=0 or Id 1, 

the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

*Zi < 0: 

dec, (1 jr-Z1C1 
), (1 

7r-Z2C2 
»=1. 

(0 101 
00: ý ZI < Z2: 

-1 Zi( +I) 

dec, ir-zlci lr-Z2C2 (Cl, 7r)ZI (-J)i821--? 'll 
ý21 

(0 101 VM 
00 < Z2 < Zl : 

ý1 1 7r- Zl C, 2-n 
Z2(Z2+1) 

dec�( 7r-Z C2 Z 71,2 (0 
101 --2 

(C2 
, 

7r) �2.22 

*Zl=Z2, D>Zl or (Cl+C2)=0: 

dec�( 1 ir-Z1C1 22 )1 -Z c2» = (C1C2)7r)vým 
2(Olr v, m (0 101 

*Zj = Z2, D< Zj: 

dec,, ( I 7r- Z1 C, 1 7r-Z2C2 2D (0 
101 

(ClC2/d, 7r)z (d, 7r) 1/, M V, M 
Z2( ý2+1) Z2D. 12217ý 

2 2; 
U RLýP 

5.6 dec, on N. M xN 

Theorem 5.6.1 Let 77, p E 9R, a2 ET and nj := nl, 2(7r-zlcl), n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) EN 

be as previously defined. Then, whenever Zi < 0, the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec, 1 ir-zi cl 
)( irxl al 0)(0 -1 ), (1 

ir-Z2C2 
) )= 

dec, (a277e, n2). 
((010 

lrX2 a2 1001 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Whenever Zj <0 the matrix nj satisfies, 

ni :=1 7r-zlcl a(10)= 12 (mod 7r). (0 1)- 01 Therefore, by Lemma 1.4.4, we have f nj =f and our result immediately follows. 13 
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Theorem 5.6.2 Let 77V, E 9A and a2 ET be as pmviously defined. Also let, 

ni := nl, 2(7r-Zl cl), n2 := nl, 2 (7r-Z2 C2) 

where ZI ': E! 0, Z2 > 0. Then, having defined 

(a2ClC2 - al) := 7rH 

for some H>0 and where h=0 or Ih1,, = 1, the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

0 Z2 <A- Xl) - Zl: 

ýE I Z2(Z2+1) 

dec, (nia2? 7.0, n2) " (C2)7r)vZ, 2m (-J) ; ýl 
2 

0(X2-X1)-Zl <0-' 

V, M 'M 
(-J) 2'7rlIZ2(X2-XI). dec, (nia2770, n2) = (al/a2, lr)Z2 (cl, 7r), -, 22 ia I 

* 0: 5 V2 - Xl) - Zl < Z2: 

I dec,, (nla277.0, n2) = (al/a217r)2 (cl, 7r),,, 2MI2 (-1)182)7rlZ2(XI-X2) 
V, M 

(X2-Xl)((X2-Xl)+I) Lo I ZI( +I) Ir (X2-Xl)-ZI (-J)i82 I ý23 (Cl, 7r)vm 
PI (- 1) ; 

* X2 - XI ý-- ZI + Z2: 

o (a2ClC2 
- a, ) =0 or HZ Zj, Z2 : 

Z2 :5 Zl :i IIZIZ2 
2; - dec, (njCe277.0, n2) = (al/a2,7r), Z, 2,, (-l) LO 
2 

Zl :5 Z2: ip-1 Z, 2(z2-1) :I Zi(Zi+, ) 
z2 

dec,. (nia277, P, n2) 2 (- 1) 2"U, 2 (al/a2,7r),,. 

o(a2ClC2-al)=ý60, H<Zl, Z2: 

dec, (nia277V), n2) = (a, /a2,7r)Z2 (a2C2/h, 7r)z2-H 1/, M VM 

-1 Z2(Z2-1) ( 11 E Lf 
2L--ll --ril ZIH. 1) 

22171 
2 -1)22 

L'-2 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

As with each of the theorems in this chapter we shall begin by considering the integrals 
Ij(ý)(ik) and 12(t)(4). 

The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Having applied the usual substitution we find that the integrals Ii(ý)(ik) are dependent 

onlY on ik and are given by, 

%( IrX2-ZI a2CIXI -7rxi ai (7rZ2 X2+-- +Irk ik) 
11ý) (ik) f( )f (Jxký )dX. (5.2) 

f02 

7rX2a2XI 7r %A, 
V 
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Now, in order to calculate this integral we shall need to consider three distinct cases. 

(i)0: 5k<(X2-Xi)-Zi, (ii)0: 5(X2-Xi)-ZI: 5k, (iii)(X2-Xi)-ZI<0: 5k. 

Case (i) : 0: 5 k< (X2 - XI) - Zi 

In this, the simplest case, we already know that X2 ý> X2 - Z1 > X1 + k. Therefore the 
function f must satisfy, 

f( 7rX2-ZI a2CIxl-7rxl al (7rZ2 x2+... +7r4ik) f 
7rX2a2XI 

Returning to equation (5.2) this allows us to simply write, 

exi 11(4) (ik) --2 
1D2 

f (-alik)f (4�ki. )dX 

m 

f (-alik) 
fo"\7rk+'JD,, 

f (ýxj)dxj +f (-alik)f (N) 
k+ I JD 

dxl f, 

1ý 
f (-alik) (p +1 - 1) +f (-alik)f (N)i 

m 

and taking the sum over the ik'S we find, 

11(0 (ik) 
(p 1) 

(k+l)+ E f(-ajik)f(Vk)- 
m ikEll\O ikErl\O 

Case (ii) : 0: 5 (X2 - XI) - Zi <k 

In this case, when considering equation (5.2), we find 

ilW(ij ý 
ID�\7rk+ZI 

- (X2 -X1) jDý, 

f(a2C1X1)f(eX1)dxl 

irX2-ZI a2C1X1 -7rX1 al (7rZ2x2+... +irkik) )f (exi)dX + f( 
7rX2a2x1 

DY lrAI+ZI -(X2 -X1) iD, \lrk+ZI -(X2-Xl)+l D&, 

+f (-alik) 
ff 

(ýxj)dxj 
7, k+Zl -(X2 -Xl)+l 0, \7rh+l 0, 

+f (-alik)f (Cik) dxl. 

Once again we may disregard the first term by Lemma 5.2.2 as it has no dependence on ik- 

The third and fourth terms in this expression are easily calculated so in order to evaluate 
this integral we need only concentrate on calculating, 

7rX2-zi a2C1X1-7rxlal(lrZ2X2+�-+7rl'ik) f 
lrX2a2X1 

)f (Zxi)dX. 
Dg, irk+ZI - (X2 -X1) £), \lrk+ZI - (X2 -XI)+ 1 D, 
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Having made the substitution, 

XI F--+ 7rZ' -(X2-Xl)+k Xis dxl ai dxl (mod m), 

we find that, 
W irxl +k (cl a2X I -al ik -7ral ik+ I -... -7rZ2-kal X2) 

I (ik) 
xf 7rk+XI+ZI a2X I 

)f (ýXl)dX fo" fou 

f ((cia2XI-alik-7ralik+, -... -7rZ2-kalX2) f (ýxj)dX = 
k, L., 

7rZla2XI 

fD,, 11 

ED "X 

f (cla2Xl 
- alik)f (ýXl)dX 

cla2XI-alik#0(7r) 

I a2XI -al iA; )-7ral il, +1 -... -7rZ2 -ka, X2) f (ýxj)dX. 
xf 7rZla2XI 

+ )D., 
LED 

" 
cia2XI-alik=-0(7r) 

However in this last integral we have the condition cl a2X1 - alik 0 (mod 7r). Therefore 

we must have, 

f (ýxj) =f (ý(ajc-j I a2 
1)ik) 

and f (7rzl a2Xl) f (7rzl a2 (al cl 1 a2 
lik)) 

This allows us to write, 

-W Il (ik) 
xf 

(cla2Xl - alik)f (Cxl)dX 
fo,. IIE 

SD v 
cia2xl-alik#0(7r) 

I a2XI -al il, )-7raliA; + I -... -7rZ2-kalX2) 

x 7rzla2(aicT'al'iA; 
f (C(alc-l'a2 lik))dX + 

fD., fxiED 

"f 

((C 
12 

cia2XI-aliA; =-0(7r) 

= Kj(ý)(ik) + K3(ýý(ikb 

where the integrals K(ý)(ik) and K(ý)(ik) are those described in Lemmas 5.5.1 and 5.5.3 3 

respectively. 
Using the results given in Lemmas 5.5.1 and 5.5.3 we are able to conclude that, 

(ik) KjC) (ik) +E K3C) (ik) 

ikErI\O ikErl\O iA; Erl\O 

f (a2CIX1)f (ýXl) 

XjErI\O 

+ 
((P 1) 

Z, +E f(a2(alcl'a2l)ik)f(C(alclla2l)ik))- 
m ikEn\O 
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Returning to our calculation of the integrals Ii(ý)(ik) we find that whenever 
0 :5 (X2 - XI) - Z, :5k these integrals satisfy, 

Ij(ý) (ik) 
(p 

m 

1) (Zi + 1) -Ef 
(a2ClXl)f (CX1) 

ikEn\O XiEll\O 

f (a2(alcl la2 1)ik)f (e(alcl la2 1)ik» 

ikEII\0 

+( 
(P - 1) 

(Zl - (X2 - X, » +Zf (-alik)f (Zik» 
m 

ihErI\O 

(p 

m 

1) 
((X2-Xl)+l)- 1: f(a2CIXOAýXl) 

XiErl\O 

f (a2(alcl 
la2 1)ik)f 

(ý(ajcj 
la2l)ik)+ 1: f(-alik)f(Vk)- 

ikErI\O ikEll\O 

Case (iii) : (X2 - Xj) - Zi < 0: 5 k 

Returning to the original problem, - in this case equation (5.2) becomes, 

- -M N'. -V 

+f (N) 
lk+l 

Dtl\lrk+Zl -(X2 -XI) 0,, 
f (cia2Xl)dxl 

+ AN)l IrX2-ZI a2CIX I -7rxl aI (7rZ2X2+, 
-, 

+7rkik) )dX f( 

7rX2a2XI 

7r"+ZI -(X2 -Xl)D, \7rk+ZI -(X2 -Xl)+1 D,, 

+f (-alik)f (N) dxl. 
flk+Zl 

-(X2-Xl)+1 0, 

Ijý)(ik) f (cia2Xl)f (ýxj)dxj 

Again we may disregard the first term but now it is the second and fourth integrals 

which are easily solved. Therefore in order to calculate Ii(ý)(ik) we must concentrate on 
the term, 

7rX2-zla2CIXI-7rxl al (7rZ2X2+---+Irhik) 
f (Cik)f f 

7rX2a2XI 
)dX. 

7rk+Zl-(X2-Xl)ý),, \7rk+Zl-(X2-Xl)+10,, 

Once again substituting, 

X, ý. --+ 7rZi-(X2-Xi)+k X17 dxl Ao dxl (mod m), 
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this integral becomes, 
W 

1 (ik) f (N) 
xf 

(cja2X1 - alik)dX 
JD,, 1xiM, 

cja2XI-ajikO0(7r) 

+f (N) f ((cia2XI -ajij, )-7rajik+j -... -7rZ2-kaIX2 ) dX. 
fJD, 

j 

fx 

1E Dx, 7rzla2XI 
cja2XI-ajik=-0(7r) 

However, in this last integral we have cja2XI - alik 0 (mod 7r). This implies that, 

f (7rzI a2X1) f (7rzI a2 (a, cl 1a2 lik))- 

So in fact we find, 
W (ik) 

-*--: 
f (VO 

X 
f(cla2XI - alik)dX 

fo 

" 

LED,, 

cja2X1-ajik; 90(7r) 

((cl a2. T I -a I ik) -7ral ik+ I -... -lrZ2 - kal X2 )dX +f (N) f 

7rz1a2(ajcT1aj1)iA; 

fD,, JxjEVx 

2 

cla2XI -ajik=-O(ir) 

0)(4) + 0)(ik)s 
23 

with these integrals identical to those calculated in Lemmas 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. Using these 

results we find, 

E P)(ik) E 0)(4) 
+E 0)(4) 

23 
ikErl\O ikErl\O iEn\o 

(P-1) 
-Ef 

(-alik)f (VO) 
ikETI\O 

+ 
((P 

M 

1)Zl+ 1: f(a2(ajc11a21)ik)f(Vk) 

iA, Erl\O 
In order to complete this section we must return to the calculation of the integrals 

Ijý) (ik) 
. Using our previous results we are able to conclude that whenever' 

(X2 - Xj) - Zi <0 :5k these integrals satisfy, 

E Ii(ý) (ik) = 
(P 

A- V2 X1) - 1) + 
(P-1)(Zl+l)- 1: f(-alik)AN) 

ikErI\O 
MM 

ikErl\O 

+E f(a2(ajc11a21)ik)f(Vk)+ 1: f(-ajik)f(Vk) 

ikErI\O ijErI\O 

= 
(P 

M 

1) 
((X2-Xi))+ E f((ajcj-1)ik)f(Vk)- 

iA; ErI\O 

Having completed our calculations concerning the integrals 11(ý)(ik) we must now turn 

our attention towards solving the integrals I2(ý) (ik) 
- 
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The Integrals 12(ý) (ik) 

Having employed the usual substitutions for I2ý)(ik) we find that these integrals are de- 

pendent only on ik and are given by, 
7rX2-z1 a2CI (xl+7r-Z2C2(7rZ2X2+-, 

. 
+7rkik ))-7rxl al (7rZ2X2+---+7rhiA; ) )f (ýC24) dX I2ý) (ik) 

102 
f( 

wX2 a2X I +7rX2-Z2 a2C2(7rZ2 X2+-, . 
+7rkik) 

7rX2-ZI a2CIX I +7rX2-ZI-Z2a2CIC2(... +7rki. ý))-7rxI aI (+... +7rkik) f (ýC2 ik) dX. 
102 

f( 
jrX2 a2xl+7rX2- Z2 a2C2 (7rZ2 X2 +... +7rk ik) 

M 

Before we begin let us note that we already have, 

X2-Z, >X2-Z, -(Z2-k) and X2>X2-(Z2-k)>X2-Z, -(Z2-k). 

Therefore whenever X2 - X1 34 Zi + Z2 we find, 
7rX2-ZI a2CIxl+7rX2-ZI-Z2a2CIC2(... +7rkik))-7rXI al (... +irAýik) X2-ZI-Z2+k Xi+k f( 

7rX2 a2X I +7rX2- Z2 a2C2 (7rZ2 X2+-,, +7rkik) 
)= f(7r a2CIC2ik - 7r alik)- 

Using this fact we see that we must begin by splitting the integrals I2(ý) (ik) into three 

distinct cases. We shall start by considering the two simplest of these. 

Case (1) : X2-Xl <Zl+Z2 

Since X2 - X1 34 Zi + Z2 we simply find, 

I24)(ik) f(ClC2a2ik)f(ýC2ik)- 

ikErl\O ikErI\O 

Case (2) : X2-Xi >Zl+Z2 

As with the previous case, since X2 - X, 34 Z, + Z2, we have 

I2ý) (ik) f (-alik)f (CC24) 
- 

ikErl\O ikETI\O 

We must now consider the last of the three cases when X2 - X, = Z, + Z2. Unfortu- 

nately this is not so simple. 

Case (3) : X2-Xi =Zl+Z2 

For this case we are able to write, 
7rX2-ZI a2CIX1+7rX2-Zl-Z2 (a2CIC2-al)(... +7rhik) I2ý) (ik) 

-" 
f(CC2ik) f 

-Z2+ka2C2iA; 
)dX. 

7rX2 o2 

(5.3) 

In order to calculate this integral we shall need to split this up into many more cases. 
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Case (3.1) : (a2ClC2 
- al) = 

First of all we shall consider the case when (a2C1C2 - a, ) = 0. Here we find that the 
integral I2(6)(ik) satisfies, 

7rX2-ZI a2CIXI dX I2ý) (ik) :: -- f (ýQik) 
102 

f (7rX2-Z2+ka2C2ik) 

v 

f (a2C2ik)f *2ik) Z2-Zi >k 

f (a2C2ik)f (CC24) +f *24) (pk-(Z2-Zl)+l - 1)/7n Z2 - ZI :5k. 

Therefore we shall have two possible results: 

(3.1.1) (Z2 - ZI) > k: 
E I2(ý)(ik)'- T_. f(a2C24)MC24), 

ikEll\O ikErI\O 

(3.1.2) (Z2 - Zj) <k: 

I (c (p - 1) 2 
(ik) f (a2C2ik)f (ýC24) +m (k - (Z2 - Zj) + 1). 

iA; En\O ikEll\O 

In the remaining cases we shall no longer have (a2CIC2-al) = 0. So, as in the statement 

of the proof, we must define 

(a2ClC2 - al) := 7r Hh forsome H>-O and lhl,, = 1. 

Looking back to equation (5.3), when (a2C1C2 - al) 34 0, we shall be required to consider 

two distinct cases X2 - Z2 +k< X2 - Zi and X2 - Z2 +ký: X2 - Z1. 

Case (3.2) : Z2 - Z, >k 

If we return to equation (5.3) we see that in this case we find, 
7rX2-ZI -Z2 (a2ClC2-aj)(7rZ2X2 +... +7rkik) )dX I2ý)(ik) ý 

MC24) 
10 

f( 
7rX2-Z2+ka2C2ik 

ý f(ýC24) 7rX2-ZI-Z2+k+Hh ik )dX 
f02 

f( 
wX2-Z2+ka2C2ik 

V 

" f*2ik) IrH -Zlh i k)dX 
fV2 

f( 
a2C2ik 

V 

f (hik)f(ýC24) H< Zi 

f (a2C2ik)f (ýC24) H> Zi 
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In conclusion, whenever we have Z2 - Zj >k we shall have two distinct results: 

(3.2.1) H<Z, => (a2C1C2 
- al) #0 (7r ZJ+l ): 

11 (4 :2 (ik) f (h ik)f (ZC2ik)i 

ikErI\O ikErI\0 

(3.2.2) H>Z, (a2ClC2 - a, ) 0 (7r zj+l ): 

12(ý) (ik) = 
1: f (a2 C2 ik) f (ýC2 ik) 

- 
ikErl\O ikEII\O 

Case (3.3) : Z2 - Zj <k 

In this case equation (5.3) becomes, 

I(0(i, )=mc, i, )f f( 7rX2-Zla2CIXI+7rX2-ZI-Z2+k+H(hik+0(7r)) dX. (5.4) 
jD2 

7rX2-Z2+ka2C2ik 

After some consideration we see that this will provide us with a further three possible 
cases to consider. 

Case (3.3.1) :H< Z2 -k 

Suppose that H< Z2 -k then we simply find, 

12ý)(ik) : -- 
JD2 

f (hik)f *2ik)dX =f (h ik)f *24)- 

Thus, whenever (a2CIC2 - a, ) 0 (7rZ2-k) we have, 

E 
2(ý)(ik) 

ikEII\O 

E f(hik)f(ýC24)- 

ikEll\O 

Case (3.3.2) : Z2 -k<H<Z, 

In this case we must calculate, 

I(o (ik) ýf (ýC24) f( 7rX2-zl a2CIXI+irX2-ZI -Z2+k+Hh(ik+7riA; +l +... +7rZ2-AX2) ) dX 2 

f02 

7rX2-Z2+ka2C2ik 
&I 

f (ýC24) 
fo,, 

\7rH-(Z2-1c)i) 

f(a2ClXl)dxl 

+f (ýC24) 7rX2-ZI a2ClXl +7rX2-Zi -Z2+k+Hh(ik+... ) fi: 

),, 

fH-(Z2 
f( )dX 

- k) 0,, \7rH- (Z2 - k) +I JD, 7rX2-Z2+A; a2C2ik 

+f (hik)f (ýC24) 
f0to 17rH-(Z2-k)+Ii),, 

dX. 
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The only difficulty in solving this expression lies in calculating the integral, 

12 (4) (ik) ýf (ZC2 ik) 
10 

ý, 

il'H 

- (Z2 - k) £%, \, rH- (Z2 - k) +1 

f( lrX2-ZI a2C1X1 +7rX2-Z1-Z2+k+H(hik+O(lr» )dX. 
0, irX2-Z2+ka2C2ih 

Using the substitution xi A) 7rH-(Z2-k)XI this becomes, 

12(ý) (ik) "f (CC2ik) 
fx 

f (a2ClXl + hik)dX 

a2CIxl+hik#0(7r) 

((a2clxl+hik)+lrhik+l+... ) dX +f (CC2ik) 
10, fxlEDx, 

f 
7rzl-Ha2C2ik 

a2CIXI+hik=0(7r) 

= K(C) (ik) + K(C) (ik) 
- 23 

Finally, putting everything back together and using the results given in Lemmas 5.5.2 

and 5.5.3, we may conclude that whenever we have 

(a2CIC2 
- al) = 0(7rZ2-k) and (a2ClC2 

- a, ) # 0(7r Zl+l )l 

the integrals I2(ý) (ik) satisfy, 

2(ý) (ik) ` 
(p 

m 
1) (H - (Z2 - k)) + 

(p 

mf 
(hik)f (ýC24) 

ikErl\O ikEII\O 

+ 
(p 

m 
1) (Zi - H) +Ef (a2C2ik)f *2ik) +Ef (hik)f (CC24) 

ikEII\O ikErl\o 

= 
(p 

m 
1)((Zl-Z2)+(k+l))+ 1: f(a2C2ik)f(CC2ik)- 

ikErI\O 

Case (3.3.3) : Z, <H 

For the final case when H> ZI we simply find that, 

7rX2-ZI a2CITl I2ý) (ik) ýf (C. C2ik) 
42 

f(wX2-Z2+ka2C2ik )dX 
fV 

`f (ýC24) f (a2ClXl)dxi +f (a2C2ik)f (ýC24) dxl 
10,, 

\7rk-(Z2-Zl)+20, 

firk-(Z2-Zl)+10,, 

(p k-(Z2-Zl)+l 

- 1)f (ýC24) +f (a2C2ik) f (ýC24)- 
m 

Therefore, whenever (a2C1C2 - al) =- 0(7rzl+l) we simply find that, 

(P - 1) I2ý) (ik) «"2 (k - (Z2 - Z, ) + 1) +Zf (a2C2ik)f (ZC2ik)- 

ihErI\O 
m 

ikErl\O 
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Having completed all of the calculations concerning the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and I2(ý)(ik)p 

we are now able to consider each of the possible cases which arise when evaluating the 

cocycle dec, Since we have seen these calculations many times throughout this chapter 

we shall leave some of the detail to the reader. 

Results for (X2 - Xj) - Z, < 0: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

Case (iii) 
I FT(ik) 
2' Case (1) 

Z2-1 Z2-1 

dec,, (nia2? 7V,, n2) 
ri 11 ýZiA, -r()(4) 11 11 

k=O Mim k=O ýEjin 

m 
1) Z2 (X2 

-XI) 
V, M Vm 

(al Icl 
I 7r) Z2 

. 
(a2 Cl , 7r) -Z2 

-2Z2 
La (aj/a2,7r)'2(cj, 7r) (-J) 2rrlIZ2(X2-XI). 1/, M V, M 

Results for 0: 5 (X2 - Xj) - Zi < Z2: 

0<k< (X2 - XI) - Zj (X2 
- Xj) - Z1: 5 k< Z2 

Case (i) Case (ii) 
I2TtT(ik) Case (1) 

We must once again split the product of the integrals 11(ý)(ik) into the two possible 
results depending on the value of k. This allows us to calculate, 

(X2-Xl)-ZI-1 Z2-1 
rI Cal, IM (iA; ) 

Z2-1 

2(()('k) dec, (nla277.0, n2) ýH- 
11 

) 
ri 

( 
ii 

k=O k=(X2-Xl)-ZI Mt. k=O tEpm 

(P-1) ((X2-Xl)-Zl)((X2-Xi)-Zl+l) 
-Xl)-ZI m2 al 7r)(X2 I VM 

2 -(Z2-((X2-Xl)-Zl)) X -X')(Z2-((X2-X')-Z')) (cla2)7r)v, 
m 

-XI) - ZO (a 1,7r) 
Z2 - ((X2 -XI) - ZI) -Z2 (a21 

v, m . 
(cl a2 , 70 7r)Z2 

((X2 
V, M V, M 

2x -2Z2 (al/a2,7r)Z (cl, 7r)( 2-xl)-Zl (CJ, 7r)v, m V, M V, M 
11 (X2-Xl)((X2-Xl)+I) IE- -11 ZI (-1)12; -rlZ2(X2-XI) (-1)i82PI 5- (- 1) 2'r 21+1). 
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Results for Z2 < V2 - Xi) - Zi : 

0: 5 k< Z2 
719k) Case (i) 

aT , 2' 
((ikl. )) Case (2) 

Z2 -1 Z2-1 
rj 11 11 ][1 ý- 

Eik 12 
dec, (n 1 a2 770, n2) : 

(t) 

k=O tE/I,,. k=O ýEktrn 
(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 

m2 (al, 7r)2 . 
(al/C2,7r)-Z2 (-l) 

V, M 1/, M 

Z2 (_ 1) 
j2jýlj Z2 (Z2 + 1) (C2) 7r)v, m 2 

Results for X2 - X1 = Zi + Z2, (a2CIC2 
- al) = 0: 

We must now consider the case when X2 - X, = Z, + Z2 :5 Z2 but (a2C1C2 - al) = 0. 

This gives us three more distinct cases to consider. 
Let us note that, since k< Z2 = (X2 - Xj) - ZI, for the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) we need 

only consider our result in Case (i). 

0 Z2 - Zl `5 0: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

Case (i) 

Case (3.1.2) 

(P- 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) (P-1) Z2(ý2+1) 
-Z2 2 (_J)fE=IIZ2(Z2-zl)(a2s 7r)v, m dec, (n, 0277.0, n2) (-al, 7r)z2 . 

(-l) 
m V, M 

Z2 Lo 11 
(a, /a2,7r), i; I ZI Z2 

,m 
(-l) 2 

0 O<Z2-ZI<Z2: 

0<k< (X2 - XI) (X2 
- Xi): 5 k< Z2 

Ii (ik) Case (i) 
, 72tT(ik) 

Case (3.1.1) 1 Case (3.1.2) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) (P-1) ZI( +1) 
-Z2 dec, (nia2770, n2) --= 

(-l) yn 2 (-al, 7r)z2 m 
ý21 

(a2,70 &,, m VM 
Z2( t72 +1) 11 +1) Z2 ie2PI 

2 
'8; 

-Pl Z2 Z (Fj 

(a, /a2) 7r)vm 2 
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00< Z2 - Zl Z2 
i 

ZI : ": 0: 

0<k< Z2 

Case (i) 
Case (3.1.1) 

(P-1) Z2(z2+1) Z2 
2 (-al, 7r)Z2 . (a2 , Ir) VM dec, (nla277.0, n2) ` (-l) m VM 

('o I Z2(Z2+1) 0- Z J)' 2-1 2 J)( 2VU (al/a2v7r)v, 2m i; I" Z2 

Resultsfor X2-XI=Zl+Z2, (a2ClC2-al)00: 

Once again, since k< Z2 = (X2 
- Xj) - Z1, for the integral Ijý) (ik) we shall only need to 

consider Case (i). 

Let us remind ourselves that whenever (a2C1C2 - al) 54 0 we have defined, 

(a2ClC2 - al) := 7r-ff h for some H>0 and where Ih1, = 1. 

As with the previous section we shall begin by considering the three distinct cases depend- 

ing on the value of Z2 - ZI. Then, in each of these cases, we shall have to further consider 

the value of the exponent H. 

* Z2-Zl'50: 

In this case we shall have Z2 - Zj :5k for all 0 :5k< Z2. Therefore, depending on the 

value of the integer H>0, results for the integrals 12(6)(ik) are given in Case (3.3). 

H=O: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

IjTý7(ik) Case (i) 
7 Tý ((i 0 12' k) Case (3.3.1) 

(P-1) Z2(z2+1) 

dec,, (nla2? 7O, n2) (-a 1,7r) 
Z2 

. (h/C2 , 
7r) V, M Vm 

'-I Z2(Z2+1) -1 Z2 (alC2/h, 7r)z2 
(-J)Le-21ý 3 

J/, M 
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1<H<Z2: 

0: 5 k< Z2 
-H 

Z2 
- H: 5 k< Z2 

'Tutz x Ii , NO Case (i) 
IF762 k Case (3.3.1) Case (3.3.2) 

(P-1) Z2( +1) 
7r) dec, (nia277, P, n2) m 22 (-al, 7r)z2 

. (h/C21 II-Z2 
V, m VM 

-H)H(_l) 
(P-1) H(H+I) (pm') (Zi 

m2 (a2 7r) V, M 

(aIC2/h, 7r)z2 V, M (h/a2C2,7r) H 
V, M 

Z2 (Z2 + 1) 
(-J) 21 (-1)1227-lZ2 (_J) 2r (_J) 2)- 

Z111. 

Z2<H<Zl: 

0: 5 k< Z2 

115 k Case (i) 
, 2(CF(ik) Case (3.3.2) 

(P- 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) (P- 1) (ZI - Z2) Z2 (p 
7r)-Z2 21) 

z2 (z2+') (a2, dec, (nja277, P, n2)ý(-l) (-a,, 7r)Z2 1) mm2 1/, M V, M 

1 ZI Z2 (a1/a2,7r), Z, 2. 

Z, <H: 

0: 5 k< Z2 
71 ( FZk Case (i) 

12' (ik) Case (3.3.3) 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) V) (Z2 1 

dec, (nia277, P, n2) : 
V, M mm2 VM -- (-l) 

m2 (-al, 7r) 
Z2 (p 

-ZI) Z2 (P-') z2 (z2+' 
(a2,7r)-Z2 

2 Z01 (al/a217r)v, 
m 

(-J)liý2ZIZ2. I 
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0 O<Z2-Zl<Z2: 

For the integrals I2(ý) Ok) we can no longer just consider the case Z2 - ZI :5k. That is, for 

this case we shall have 

k<Z2-Z, for 0: 5k<Z2-Z, and Z2-ZI: 5k for Z2-Zl: 5k<Z2, 

so we must consider the results of both Cases (3.2) and (3.3). Once again, for the results 
in Case (3.3) we must consider the four possible values of the integer H >- 0. 

H=O: 

0: 5 k< Z2 - Z, I Z2 - Z1: 5 k< Z2 

m Il[ (ik) Case (i) 
ITT(ik) Case (3.2.1) 1 Case (3.3.1) 

(P- 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) 

dec, (n 1 a277V), n2) (-a I, 7r)Z2 . (h/C2,70 -(Z2-ZI) 
V, M V, M 

(h/C2 
i 7r)-(Z2-(Z2-Zi)) v, m 

2 
Z2(z2+1) Z2. (aIC2/h, 7r)z 

(- 1) 
1827711 

2 V, m 

1<H<Zi: 

0: 5k<Z2-Z, I Z2-ZI: 5k<Z2-H Z2-H: 5k<Z2 
c- Ti. N T Ijý (i 0 

- 
Cme (i) 

TtF 
1ý (ik) 2 Case (3.2.1) Case (3.3.1) Case (3.3.2) 

`( 
(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) 

(-a,, 7r)z . 
(h/C2 

, 70 dec, (nia2777P, n2) m22 
-(Z2-ZI) 

v, 7n V, M 

7r)H-Z2+(Z2-ZI) . 
(_j)(0-1)(Zj-II)H(_j)Q'-') E'L-+-Il (a2 

, 70 (h/C21 
vm mm2 -H 

(aIC2/h, 7r)Z2 (h/a2 C2,7r) 
H 

V, M VM 
Z2 (Z2 + 1) (- 1) 

ýP- ,-II ý22FI ; rllZ2 Zi H 
212 

le2 
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H= Z, 

O< k< Z2-Zl I Z2 
- Z, <k< Z2 

Il(ý) (ik) Case (i) 
12ý) (ik) Case (3.2.1) Case (3.3.2) 

(P - 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) 

dec, (njCe2? 7, P, n2) m2 (-a,, 7r) 
vz 

2. (hIC2,7r)-(Z2-ZI) 
'm V, M 

pm 
2 

ZI ( 1) z'(z'+') (a2,7T),,. 

(aIC2/h, 7r)Z2 (h/a2C2,70ZI 

(P- 1) Z1 (Zl + 1) 1) Z2(ý2+1) (-J)ýýZ2 (-J) 2r 
(P2TT 

2 2r 2 

ZI<H: 

0<k< Z2-ZI I Z2 - Zi !ýk< Z2 

1(ý) (ik) Case (i) 
T1 (ik) 
2 Case (3.2.2) Case (3.3-3) 

(P- 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) 

dec, (njCf277,0, n2) m2 (-al, 7r) 
z2. (a2,7r) -(Z2-ZI) 
V, M V, M 

pm 
2 7r)(Z2-Zl)-Z2 

( 1) zl(z'+I) (a2/, 
V, M 

(P-1) Z2(Z2+1) (P- 1) (P- 1) Z1 (ZI + 1) 
2 2r 21' 2 (al/a21 7r)vZ, 
m 

(-l) 27 2 _1) 
Z2 ( 
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0 O<Z2-Zl: --Z2: 

This is the simplest case since the above condition requires that Zj = 0. Therefore we 

always have k< Z2 - Z, and we may restrict our attention to the results of Case (3.2) 

with Z, replaced by 0. Therefore this case will provide us with a further two possible 

results. 

H=O: 

O< k< Z2 

IJM (ik) Case (i) 
I 

F(ik) 
2' Case (3.2.1) 

(P- 1) Z2 (+ 1) 

dec, (nia277, P, n2) m 
; 
22 (-al, 7r)z 2. (h/C2,7r) -Z2 

V, M 1/, M 

Lp I Z2(E2+1) iL 11 Z2 (alC2/h, 7r)z2 (-J) ýr 
1/, M 

22 

H>O: 

0: 5 k< Z2 
IjFý TO 

Case (i) 
-F ((i 0 , 2'ýT k) 

- Case (3.2.2) 

(P- 1) Z2 (Z2 + 1) 
-Z2 dec,, (nja277, P, n2) -"-: ' (-l) 2 (-al, 7r)z2 . (a2,70 V, M v, rn 

I Z2(Z2+1) 
( 

11 Z2 (al/a277r)Z2 -W2 
; 

V, M 
( 

Finally, in order to prove the original statement of the theorem it simply remains for us 

to tidy up these results and simplify the vaxious conditions. Having done so we eventually 
find the concise version of these results given on page 129. That is, by going through each 

result we see that it is indeed consistent with those given in the theorem. 
13 

To conclude this chapter we use the results given in the previous theorem to immedi- 

ately deduce the following corollary. 
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Corollary 5 Let nj := nl, 2(7r-Zlcl), n2 := nl, 2(7r-z2C2) EN with Z2 >0 and 770 EM 

be as previously defined. Then the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

OZJ < 0: 

decý, 1 7r-Z1C1 
)(0 

-1 ), (1 
r-Z2C2 

»= 

dec, (r7, p, n2) 
«0 

11001 

eo: ý- Z1 : 

dec, 1 ir-zi� 
)(0 

-1 1 7r-Z2C2 
))= 

(C1,7r)-2Z2 «0 11 0)1(0 1 v, m - 
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Chapter 6 

Calculation of dec, on N 

6.1 Introduction 

Once again we begin by letting k,, be a local field with valuation v and a fixed uniformizing 

element 7r in D, the ring of integers. 

As we saw in the first chapter our choices of the sets ýý and A determine a Borel 

subgroup of GL,, (k,, ) whose unipotent radical we denote by N. It is known that the group 
N is generated by, 

N =< ni, j(x) :xEk, (ij) EA>, 

where, for every (ij) E (D+ and each XEk,, we define the matrix 

ni, j (x) = I� + x. eij, 

and ei, j is the elementary matrix with a1 in the (i, j)th position and O's elsewhere. 

Throughout this chapter we shall be concerned with calculating the cocycle dec" on 
the space NxN. Since we shall eventually find that Matsumoto's cocycle is trivial on this 

space, in the later chapters, we will in fact be able to show that the cocycle dec, splits on 
NxN. Using the results found in this chapter we shall be able to go some way to finding 

that splitting. 
Before we begin, for each 1<i<j :5n, let us define the matrices 

nij := ni, j(7r-Z"jCi, j) EN such that Icijl, = 1. 

6.2 The cocycle dec, on N 

To be more precise, in this chapter we shall be considering the value of dec, (n, ni, j) where 

nEN is any matrix and nij EN is as described above. In this section we shall consider 
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two simple theorems which shall later help us with our calculations. We shall then discuss 

the general method we shall use to complete these calculations. 

Theorem 6.2.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. For any matrices 

91 s 92 E GLn (k, ) and for each nij EN with Zjj <0 the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec, (ni, jgl, 92) = dec, (gl, 92). 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Whenever Zjj <0 the matrix nij satisfies, 

nij := ni, j(7r-Z"JCij) =- In (mod 7r). 

Therefore, by Lemma 1.4.4, we have f nij =f and our result follows immediately. 

Theorem 6.2.2 Let k,, be a local field with valuation v. For any matrix gE GL" (k, ) and 
for each nij EN with Zij :50 the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

dec, (g, ni, j) = 1. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Since we have Zi, j: 5 0 we find that nij := nj, j(7r-z', Jcjj) E 
Using this fact our result follows by Theorem 1.4.1. 

13 
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6.2.1 Our Method of Calculation for dec, (g, ni, j) 

Once again, it remains for us to find some way of calculating dec, (9, nij) when Zij > 0. 

This is done by expanding on the ideas in the previous chapter. 

Once again we define the set II to be a set of representatives for D, /7rD, including 0. 

We are then able to dissect the space JDI into disjoint sets A(i,... 1izi, j-1) 
defined such 

that, 

iZi, 
j - 1+... +7ril +i. nf 7rZ4, JXJ+7rZ"J Xi E i)v, Vi DV uu 

izi, j-lErl ioErI 
in 

UU A(iot... liz4, j-l). 
izi, j-lErl ioErI 

If we now define, 

f (gX)f (CX)dX 
fA(io.... 

lizid-1) 

and 1(0 (i f (gX)f (ýX)dX, 2 01 ,*, I zzi, j-l 

then, using this dissection we may write, 

I(o =EE 
(II(t)(io, 

..., 
izi, 

j-, 
) - 2(t)('07 ... ) 

izi, 
j - 1)) 

izi,, -I, Erl ioEII 

Since we once again find, 

iý = ii = 

we axe again able to deduce that, 

2(ý) 
(01 

... 10) -20. 

Finally, since throughout the course of this chapter we shall see that the integrals 
(0 (0 we shall once again Ijý) (0) 

17 01 ik, -, 
izi, 

j - 1) and 12 
7-70iiki. )izj, j-j) 

dependonlyonik, 

make the notation simpler by defining, 

., 
O)iki., iZi, 

j-l) and I(ý)(ik) 2 

being careful to remember that we are in fact considering a set of similar integrals. 
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Using this new notation and (f) we find that 

Zi, j-l 
I(o =E(E,,, 

E1: Il(ý) (ik)) 

k=0 izj, j-jErl ik+iErI ikEll\O 

Zi, j -I Zi, j -1 
E 1: Il ) (ik) -E1: I2(t)(4) 

k=O ikEll\O k=O ikErI\O 

the integral I(ý) satisfies, 

Zj'j-I 
I2ý) (ik) 

k=O 

(izj, 

j-jErI ij, +jErI ikErI\O 

(mod m). 

Therefore, throughout this chapter we shall again be looking for the integrals Il(ON) 

and 12(t)(ik) with ik strictly non-zero. Then, using Lemma 2.0.5 and the fact that f is 
fundamental, we will be able to use to reconstruct the expression, 

i. 1-1 I k=O FlikEn\o 1(ý)(ik) ý-Zzi, 
j-l ZikErl\0'2V)(ik). dec, (g, nij (7r-Z"J Ci, j)) 

H ýEz 11 k=O 

CEAm CE/Im 

As with the previous chapter, when considering the integrals Ij(ý) (ik) and 12(ý) (ik) we 
shall continue to use Lemmas 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 to ignore terms independent Of ik and only 

consider the terms independent of ý modulo 2. With respect to this we shall again abuse 
the notation with regard to the equals sign. 

6.3 dec, on N in GL,, (k, ) 

In this section we shall concentrate on calculating dec,, (nij, ni, j) where the matrix 
nij ENc GL, (k, ) is as previously described. This important result will eventually allow 
us to describe the splitting of the cocycle dec, on each of the generators nij of N. 

Theorem 6.3.1 Let k, be a local field with valuation v. Then for each, 

nij := ni, j(7r-Z"Jci, j) EN with Zjj > 0) 

the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 
Zi, j( 1'1+1) -1 -2) (n r-I 2"1 

iL- I- Zi'l 

V, M 22- 1) dec,, (ni, j, nij) = (ci, j/2,7r)Zi'j 
(-J) "I (j-1)( 

2 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

As we stated in the previous section we shall calculate the value of the cocycle by first 

calculating the integrals I( ký)(ik) and I(ý)(ik), 12 
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The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Having made the substitutions, 

Xj ai 7rZ"J Xj + 7rZ"J -I iZi, 
j -1+.. .+ 7r 

k ik =ý dxj ii 17rzi, J j, dxj -= dxj (mod m), 

we are able to write, 
XI Zxi 

xi +Ir-Zi, j ei, j (Irli. j Xj +... +Irk ik) ei, 
f Zi, J x 

dX 
ID, 

1 (irzi, IXJ... +irkik) e(ir i'... +irlik) 
m 

z7. z;, ý 
f (Ci, jik). 

ffiýXj,... ýXj,... ý7r k ik.... 
) 
ýXn )T )dX. 

n 

We shall calculate this expression by splitting the space over which we are integrating 

with respect to each of the variables xi in turn. This will enable us to break the integral 
into parts we can solve. 

That is, 

%( 
, 
ýXn)T Ijý) (ik) f (Cij ik) 

fon 
f ((ýXj, ýXj,... 

, 
ý7rkiks 

... 
)dX 

f (Ci, jik) f ((ýXj,... 
, 

ýXn )T )dX 
IxIEJD., 

\wk+10v v 

+f (Ci, jik) 
Ik+ID 

n-I 
f ((ýXZ ý7r k ik, 

---i 
ýXn )T )dX 

t, 

lot, 

f(Ci, jik) 

fxiED&, 

\7rA'+lD&, 

f((ýXl,... ýX'j )dX 

+f (Cijik) 
f7rk+1 

D,, 

fX2EJDP\7rk+10m fon-2 
f ((ýX2Y ýX. 

")T )dX 
m 

+f (Ci, jik) 
f((, 

k+lo,, )2 

jon-2 
f ((ýX3 

7 ... , 
ý7r k iki 

... i 
ýXn )T )dX 

&I 

repeating this procedure we eventually find: 

j-1 
f (Ci, jik) 

Ef ((ýX,,... 
, ýX'j )dX 

1=1 

ý fXjED,, 

\7rh+'0j, 
vI 

k f (Ci, jik) f((ý7r ik, ýXn)T)dX. 4 

91 
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Using the fact that the function f is fundamental this is found to be, 

I (k 
1ý) 

(ik) f (Ci, jik) + L(ý)(ik)) 

where the integral L(ON) is defined to be, 

f (Ci, jik) 
, -j+i 

f ((ýw k ikq 
- 

ýXn )T )dX. fo" 

In order to calculate the integral L(ON) we must now peel off the remaining variables 

xt where f>j and further split this into parts we can solve. That is, 

L(O (ik) f (Ci, jik) 
I 

... i ýxn)')dX 
, 0,, _J_l 

f ((ýXj+i 
k, fxj+jEOv\7rkOv 

m 

+f (Ci, jik) f ((ý7rkiki ýXj+21 'ýXn)T)dX 

f(Ci, jik) 

f0v fxj+jEO&, 

\7rk0&, 

fD'v'-J-l 
f((ýXj+lj 

... i 
ýXn )T )dX 

+ f(Cijik) 
fo,, f7 

rk0,, 

fXj+2EDP\WhDv fon-J-2 
f((ýXJ+2s 

... t 
ýXn )T )dX 

+ f(Ci, 
jik) 

f((ý7rk iks ýXj+31 
---, 

ýXn)T )dX 
Du 

J(7r 

ko,, )2 

fDn-J-2 

If we repeat this procedure we eventually find, 
n-j 

L(ý) (ik) " f(Ci, jik) 
Eýk, 

J(1rkD,, 

)1-1 

1j+jEO., 

\7rkO,, 

fon-J-1 
f((Xj+l$ 

... i 
ýXn )T )dX 

1=1 &I 

+f (ci, jik)f (N) dX. 

Again by using the fact that f is fundamental we are able to conclude that, 

f (Ci, jik) 
(pk - 1) 

(n - j) +f (Ci, jik)f (Cik)- 
m 

Finally, we have found that the integral Ij(ý) (ik) satisfies, 

Ijý) (ik) "f (Cij ik) 
mU- 

1) +f (Cijik) 
m 

(n - j) +f (Ci, jik)f (Vk)- 

Since the previous calculation will be required throughout this chapter we shall state 

this result as a lemma. 

Lemma 6.3.1 
jth position 

K(ý)(ik) f(ci, jik) f((ýXj,., ý7r k ik CXn )T )dX, lot, 

(P k+l (pk 
f (Ci, jik) (i - 1) +f (Ci, jik) - (n - j) +f (Cij ik) f (VO 

- mm 
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The Integrals 12(ý)(ik) 

In order to calculate the integrals I2(ý)(ik) we shall require the substitutions, 

Xi Xi + 7r-zi, jci j (7rZi, j Xj + IrZij -I iZi, 
j _1+. 

+ 7rk ik) xj 7rZ', Jxj ++ 7r 
k ik 

=ý dX i) p-zi, J dX dX (mod m). 

Having employed these substitutions we find that the integral 12(ý)(ik) satisfies, 

XI CX1 

xj+21r- Zi. jCi, j(... +7rkik)) 
zi. j ci, j (, Zi, j j +... +7r"ik) C(xi+2ir- 

12 ) Ok) ý 
Ion 

f 
(7rzi, Jxj'.. +7rhik) 

f 

C(7rZi, J. Tj 
. 

... 
+7ritik) 

dX, 

from which we may immediately deduce, 

f(2cj, jik)f(ýCi, jik)- 

Results for dec, (nij, nij) 

Having calculated both the integrals 11(ý)(ik) and I2(ý)(ik) we are finally able to combine 

the results found in the previous two sections and evaluate the cocycle dec,. That is, 

Zi, j-1 Zj, j-l 
dec, (nij, ni, j) = 11 11 ýFii, I 

rj rj ý-Eik'2(')(4) 

k=O CEAý k=O tEjum 

(P-1) (j-l) Ez"1-1(k+l) )(10-)(n-j)EZ4, J- I (k) ( 110 m k=O m k=O 
CE14. CEAn 

Zi, j-l Zj, j-l 
11 rj CEjA; f(cj, jik)f(Cik) 11 11 ý-rjf(2cj, jik)f(Ccj, jiA; ) 

k=O CE14, n k=O CEAm 

which, using Lemma 2.0.5, is found to be 

(p 11 (j-1) Zj, l (eý') (n-j) Zi, I(Ei 1-1) (ci, j, 7r) 
Z"'. (2,7r) z 

m 2i' mPi, 
j 

= (-l) 
V, M &,, m 

j; U Zi, l(z"'-1)(n-j) (ci, j/2,7r)vz, i7'n' (-W'2L; FUzi'i(E2i'l+')(j-l) -1). 
("02 

20 

which completes the proof of our theorem. 
(i 
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6.4 dec, on N in GL3(k, ) 

In this section we shall turn our attention towards finding some specific results for the 

cocycle dec, when restricted to N in GL3(k, ). Before we begin let us remind ourselves 
that in GL3(k, ) we have defined the matrices, 

7r-ZI, 2CI, 2 0 ), 
nl, 3 

0 7r-Z'13CI, 3 
nl, 2 :=( 01 10010 

001001 

100 n2,3 01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 I 
001 

Using these matrices it is easily shown that in GL3 the general matrix nEN may be 

written as, 

1 7r-ZI, 2 C1,2 7r- 
ZI, 3 CI, 3 

n: = 01 7r-Z2,3 C2,3 
00 

01 7r-Z2,3 C2,3 0 

100 

000 

n2,3nl, 3nl, 2- 

7r-ZI, 3C1,3 )(1 
7r-Z"2CI, 2 

001 
00 

Furthermore the matrices nij also satisfy, 

nl, 2ni 
1 7r-Z"2 CI, 2 7r-ZI, 3 CI, 3 

nl, 3nl, 2 ,3010 001 

10 7r- 
z3 

:3 
n2,3nl, 3 -Z 

)= 

nl, 3n2,3 0 7r 

12: 

3 C2 3 

cl 

1 7r-ZI, 2Cl, 2 0 
n2,3nl, 2 01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 

001 

1 7r-ZI, 2 C1.2 7r-(ZI, 2+Z2,3) CI, 2C2,3 
nl, 2n2,3 01 7r-Z2,3 C2,3 

001 

In this section we shall concentrate on calculating the following results: 

dec,, (n2,3, n 1,3), dec, (n 1,3, nl, 2) , 
dec, (n2,3, nl, 2), decv(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2)- 
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Let us for a moment assume that the cocycle dec,, does indeed split on N. Then, 

considering the relations for the matrices nij given above, these four results will enable 
us to completely describe this splitting for GL3(k, ). Once we have this splitting we shall 
then be able to recover dec,, (ni, n2) for any nj, n2 EN in GL3 (k, ). 

In order to find these results we shall require the dissection of JD3 described in the V 
section 6.2.1 when n=3. Then, as with the previous chapter, we shall once again 

concentrate on finding the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and I2(ý)(ik) with ik strictly non-zero. 

Theorem 6.4.1 For each, 

1 
n2,3 0 

0 

the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

010 jr-ZI, 3CI, 3 
E 7r-Z2,3C2,3 nl, 3 010 

01001 

0 ZI, 3 i 
Z2,3 '5 0: 

dec, (n2,3, nl, 3) 1 

00< Z1,3 < Z2,3 : 

7r)VZI, 3 dec, (n2,3, nl, 3) (Cl, 3) 'M 

00< Z2,3: 5 Z1,3 : 

dec,, (n2,3, nl, 3) -': -- 
(C2,3s7T)V, 2m3- Z 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

In order to prove this theorem we shall once again begin by calculating the integrals 

Ij(ý)(ik) and I2(ý)(ik) in each of the possible cases which arise. Using these calculations we 

shall then be able to construct results for the cocycle dec, 

Before we begin this proof, by Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we may already assume that 

if either Z2,3 < 07 ZI, 3 <0 we have, 

dec,, (n2,3, nl, 3) : -- 1- 

Therefore, for the remainder of this proof we shall assume Z2,3 ý: 0 and ZI, 3 > 0- 
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The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Since ZI, 3 >0 we are free to use the dissection given in Section 6.2.1. Therefore, employing 
the substitutions, 

Zl 3 ZI 3-l' k 
X3 7r ' X3 + 7r ' ZZ1,3-1 ++ 7r ik =t- dX3 11 17r ZI, 3 J, dX3 =- dX3 (mod m), 

we are able to write, 
21 )f( (I, f( T2+7r-Z2,3 C2,3 (7rZl, 3 X3+... +7rkik) C-T2 dX. 

03 (7rZI, 3 ZIA 
v X3.. -+7rkik) 

C(7r X3... +7rh 

In order to calculate this integral we shall have to consider two possible distinct cases 
depending on the value of k. 

Case (1) :k< Z2,3: 

Whenever k< Z2,3 this integral becomes, 

k )T Ijý) (ik) f (C2,3ik) 
103 

MýXl, ýX2, ý7r ik )dX. 

t. 
By Lemma 6.3.1 on page 151 we see that, by taking i=2, j=n=3, we immediately 

find 
Il(ý)(ik) " f(C2,3WAN)i 

and therefore, whenever k< Z2,3, we have 

(C2,3) 7r)v, m 

Case (2) :k> Z2,3 : 

Let us now consider the case when k ý: Z2,3- We should be aware that this case is only a 

possibility when we have Z2,3 < Z1,3- Unlike the previous case we shall have to return to 

equation (6.1) and calculate, 

XI x' f 
(X2+7r'4-Z2,3C2 

, 3ik+--- f 

ttýX% 

) 
dX. 

f03 

7rkih 7rki v 

To solve this we shall split the space over which we are integrating into six parts and 
then calculate the integral over each separately. 
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After some consideration we eventually find, 

Ijý)(ik) 
IV,, 10, 

\7rh-Z2,30ý 

LL, 

f ((Xli X2))f (ý(Xl 
I X2))dX (1) 

" 
JD,, 

\7rh-Z2,3+IjD,, 

f7rk-Z2,3jD,, fo, 

f (xl)f (ýxj)dX (2) 

XI 
+ X2+7rk-Z2,3 C2,3ik+--- f(ýX2)dX (3) 

f, 

k-Z2,3+10,, 

f7rAI-Z2,3g),, 

\7rk-Z2,3+Ig),, 

Jý% 
f( 

7rkik 

"f (C2,3ik) I 
k-Z2,3+Ij)m\7rk+Ig),, 

f7rk-Z2,3+ID,, fo, 
f (ý (X 17 X2)) d(x 1, X2) dX3 (4) 

"f (C2,3ik) 
f7rk+ID,, f, 

-Z2,3+ID,, \7rk+lo,, 

fo,, 
f (ýX2)dX (5) 

ff 
(C2,3ik)f (Vk)dX (6). 

r 
" 

f7r 

"+1D,, 

f1r 

g) 

We shall now discuss this expression term by term. 
Since we have chosen the function f such that fjý =0 we immediately find that 

integrals (1) and (2) are trivial. For (4) and (5) we notice that neither of these have 

any dependence on ý. Therefore, using Lemma 5.2.3, we need only consider these terms 

modulo 2 in the case that m=2. So, assuming m= 2' and using the fact that f is 
fundamental, (4) and (5) are found to be congruent modulo m and independent of ý. Since 

there are two of them their sum must in fact be congruent to zero modulo 2 and we may 
assume that the terms cancel. 

So we are simply left with the integrals (3) and (6). That is, 

L(ý)(ik) + f(C2,3ik)f(Vk)- 

where the integral L(ON) is defined to be, 
XI 

X2+7r 
A- Z2,3 

C2,3ik+- f (CX2)dX. L(ý) (ik) Z2, 
f, 

k-Z2,3+1ý%, 

fk-Z2,3j),, 

\7rh-Z2,3+1D,, 

f.,, 
f 

7rksh 

To calculate this we shall once again split this up into various integrals that we can 
solve. Firstly, having performed a simple change of variables this expression becomes, 

f( (X2+C2,3ik)+7rC2,3iklr+lll +... +7rZI, 3 -kC2,3X3 f (ýX2)dX 
f0p fD,, 

\7rD,, rL 7rZ2,3ik 

ff 
(X2 + C2,3ik)f (ýX2)dX 

f 

f fD,, \7rD,, 

10 

" 
(X2+C2.3ik); tO(7r) 

WX I 
+ff( (X2+C2,3ik)+7rC2.3ik+l+---+7r ZI, 3-k C2,3X3 f (ýX2)dX 

0f 7rZ2,3 ik 
(X2+C2,3ik)M0(7r) 

(ik) + L2(ý) (ik) respectively. 2 
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Using Lemma 5.5.1 the first integral L(, ý)(ik) is found to satisfy, 

1: L(, ý) (ik) ": 
(P - 1) 

ikErl\O 
M 

For the second integral we must use the substitution, 

X2 60 -C2,3ik + 7rX2 =: > dX2 10 17rl, dX2 =- dX2 (mod m), 

which allows us to write, 
(f( 

7r 

WX I 

L(ý) (ik) f W-C2,3ik)) lr(X2 +C2,3 ik+ I )+... +7rZI, 3 -k C2,3X3) dX. 2 
)03 

Z2,3 ik 
v 

Finally, by making the change of variable 

'172 10 X2 - C2,3ik+l ----- 7r 
ZI, 3-k-1 C2,3X3) dX i dX (mod m), 

and using the calculation in Lemma 6.3.1 we are able to write, 

L(ý) (ik) ýf (ý(-C2,3ik)) f ((7rX 
1,7rX2 , 7r 

Z2,3 ik )T) dX 
2 

103 

`f (ik)f W-C2,3ik))- 

We are now in a position to conclude that, 

(P 
Ijý) (ik) -f 

(C2,3ik) f (N) +m+f (ik) f C2,3 ik)) - 

Therefore, using Lemma 2.0.5, whenever k 
-ýý* 

Z2,3 we find 

m (C2,3i7r)v, 
m-(-l)(p 

I (-C2,3,7r),,,. 

CEAm 
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The Integrals I2(ý) (ik) 

In order to calculate the integrals I2(ý)(ik) we again use the dissection given in Section 

6.2.1. For this integral we employ the substitutions, 

Xj ý-ý XI + 7r- 
ZI, 3 C1,3 (7rZI, 3 X3 + 7rZI, 3 -1'Zl, 

3-1 
+ 

... 
+ 7rk ik) XV 1 7rZ', 3 X3 ++ 7rk ik 

=ý- dX 01 p-ZI, 3dX =- dX (mod m). 

Using these we find, 
-ZI, 3 CI, 3 (7rZI, 3 X3+---+Irkik) -ZI, 3 Cl 3 (... +7rkih)) 

f 

(XI+7r 

-Z2,3 Z1.3 f 

(t(XI+7r 

12 ) (ik) X2+7r C2,3 (7r X3+---+Irkik) tX*2' dX, 
L&I 

(7rZI, 3 X3+... +7rkik) t(7rZI, 3 X3+. -, 
+7rkik) 

which clearly splits into the following two cases, 
If (CI, 3ik)f *1,34) 

-*= 0 ZI, 3 ý: Z2,3 

f (C2,3ik)f *1,34) ZI, 3 < Z2,3 
- 

Using these results together with Lemma 2.0.5 we are able to conclude that, 

Z2,3: 5 Z1,3: Z2,3 > ZI, 3: 

ýEik -12 9) ýE4h -12 
(4)(ih) 

: -- (CI, 
3/C2,3,7r),, M- 

2 

ýEjlm CEJAm 

Considering the calculations of the integrals Ijý) (ik) and I2(ý) (ik) given in the previous 
two sections we shall have three distinct cases when evaluating, 

ZI, 3-1 

dec, (n2,3, nl, 3) 
( 

ZI, 3-1 
H 2(() rl 

k=O CEJAn k=O (EAm 

Results for 0< Z1,3 < Z2,3 : 

ZI, 3 Z1,3 
dec, (n2,3, n 1,3) : -- (C2,3 

, 7r) Vm . 
(CI, 3 /C2,3,7r) 

Vm 

ZI, 3 (Cl, 
3,70 Vm - 

Results for 0< Z1,3 : -- Z2,3 : 

ZI, 3 dec, (n2,3, n 1,3) ý (C2,3 
, 7r) V, m 

Z2,3 

since Z1,3 ý Z2,3- (C2,3 
, 70 V, m 
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Results for 0: 5 Z2,3 < Z1,3: 

For this last result we must split the product over k of the integrals I(ý)(ik). Therefore in 

this case we find, 

ZI, 3-1 

dec, (n2,3, nl, 3) 
rj rl 

k=O MAm 

Z2,3-1 ZI, 3-1 
11 

. 
ri 

k=O k=Z2,3 

ZI 3-1 fl ri ik I2(C)(ik) 

k=O ýEju,,, 

II 0(jj, )rjZI, 3-1 II 

k=O tE/An 

Z2 3 (C2,3 
, 70 V,; ii - 

Finally, putting these three cases together, we do indeed find the results as stated in 

the theorem. 
13 

Theorem 6.4.2 For each, 

10 7r-ZI, 3CI, 3 
nl, 3 010 

001 

the cocycle dec, satisfies, 

0 Z1P39 Z1)2 <0: 

1 7r-ZI, 2Cl, 2 0 

nl, 2 010) EN, 
001 

dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) ý1 

*0< Z1,3 < Z1,2: 

ZI 3 dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) " 
(Cl, 3,7r) ;ý 

00< ZI, 2: 5 Z1,3: 

7r) 
ZI 2 dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) " (C1,29 27- 

ZI, 2 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Using Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, whenever either Z1,3 <0 or ZI, 2 :50, the cocycle 

satisfies 
dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) " 1- 

Therefore, for the remainder of this proof let us assume that Z1,3 ý! 0 and Z1,2 > 0- 
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The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Since we are assuming that ZI, 2 >0 we are able to use the substitutions, 

ZI, 2 ZI, 2 -I'ZI, 
2-1 

++ 7rk I 17rZl, 2 X2 7r X2 + 7r 'ik dX2 i 1,, dX2 dX2 (mod m). 

Using these we are able to write, 

xl+7r-ZI, 3Cl, 3X3 )f( 
Z1.2 

cx, 
k iA; ) Ijý)(ik) f( 

(7rZI, 2X2... +7rkiA; ) t(7r X2-., +Ir dX 
f03 

CX3 X3 

f (CI, 3X3)f 
ýx XI+Cl, 3X3 
7rk dX +f CirkiA, dX 

D" 

f liA; 

_3 
0,, ý7rZI, 3D 7rZI, 3 ZI, 3 CX3 X3 

f 

C7r 

X1 

X3 

=: L(, ý) (ik) + L2(ý) (ik) defined respectively. (6.2) 

where, for the integral L(ý) (ik) we have already used the change of variable, -273 60 7rZ', 3 2 X3- 

In order to calculate the integrals L(, ý)(ik) and L2(ý)(ik) we shall have to split this into 

two possible cases depending on the value of k. 

Case (1) k ýý ZI, 3: 

Let us note that this case is only possible when Z1,3 < Z1,2. Assuming this is so, for the 

integral L(, ý)(ik)t we find 

f(Cl, 3X3)f 
txl dX. 

k, L, 

Z 1,3 0( 
CX3 

) 

Since this integral has no dependence on ik, by Lemma 5.2.2, we need consider it no further 

and may simply disregard it. 

Let us now consider the integral L(ý) (ik) 
- In order to calculate this we shall begin by 2 

splitting the space over which we are integrating into two parts depending on the first 

variable xj. We shall then calculate each of these integrals separately. That is, 
(XI+C1.3X3 

XI 
Z1,3 

) dX 
\lrk+ljDý, 

ljD2 
f 

ZI, 3 

f 
(Elrý 

X3 
ir x3 

+f 
(XI+Cl, 3X3 )f 

47rhik 

k+II 
... +irkik ZI, 3 

) dx 
IJD2 

ir 
irz1,3 x3 

X3 

L(ý) (ik) + L(4) (ik) 
- 34 

We begin by considering L(ý)(ik) and once again splitting the space over which we are 3 
integrating. If we again neglect the terms independent Of ik and use the fact that f is 
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fundamental then this integral becomes, 

XI+CI. 3X3 L3(ý)(ik) 
fo., 1, 

A; -Zl, 30,, 
f( 

7rk ik 
)f (ýxj)dX 

f (ik) 
fo,, 

\7rZI, 3+10,, 

fo,, f7rk-ZI, 

3o,, nB(- ol 
7r-(k+l)) 

f (ýxj)dX 
C1,3 

f Ok) 
(f 

(ýxj)dX J7rk-ZI, 
3f)&, \7rk+ID,, 

fo,, f7rk-ZI, 

3D,, 

(7rZI, 3+1 

f (ik) 
m 

Let us now consider the integral L(ý)(ik). Having neglected the terms independent Of ik 4 

this integral becomes, 

(0 Xl+c L (ik) f (VO f ký, 
3X3 ) dX 4 

fk+lol, fo,, fk-ZI, 

30,, 7r tic 

f (VO f (Cl, 3X3)dX +f (ik)f (N) dX 
jk+20, fD,, f7rk-ZI, 

30,, \7rk+IIDM 

frk+lolo 

(7rZI, 3+1 
f (ik) 

m 

In conclusion, whenever k> Z1,3, we have found that the integral Ij(ý)(ik) satisfies, 

Ii(ý) (ik) -- 2f (ik) 
(7rZ1,3+1 - 1) 

= 0. 

That is, since these expressions have no dependence on ý, by Lemma 5.2.3, we need only 

consider them modulo 2. Therefore we have found that, 

Im 

tE/Am 

Case (2) k< Z1,3: 

Returning to equation (6.2), whenever ZI, 3 > k, we must once again calculate 

Ijý) (ik) L(, ý) (ik) + L2(ý) (ik) 
- 

We begin by considering the integral L(Iý)(ik). To calculate this we shall once again split 
the integral and ignore the terms independent Of ik. Then, using the fact that f is 
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fundamental, we shall have 

CXJ 
f(CI, 3X3)f C7r'iA; dX 

fD, fo,, fD,. 

\7r ZI, 3 CX3 

) 

f (Vk) 
Zk+loo 

f (Cl, 3X3)dX 

f (Cik) 
(7rZI, 3-k 

m 

For the second integral L(ý)(ik)i we begin by splitting with respect to the first variable xj. 2 

Then we find, 

XI +Cl. 3-T3 f( eXi L (24) (i k 
103 

f( 
Ir ki 

k ýIrkik 

) 
dX 

C ký, 
3X3 )f (exi)dX 

ff zk 
= 

lv"\7rk+'D. 

" 

lDý, lob, 
f 

(x'+ 

+f (Zik) 
1f 

(C1,3X3)dX 
1, 

k+I 

+f (ik)f (Zik) dX, 

where clearly this last integral is trivial since fjý = 0. For the first integral we must 

again consider the space over which this expression will have some dependence on ik- 

That is, 

L(ý)(ik) ---: f 
(ik) f (ýxj)dX 2 

fD,, 

\7rk+'D,, +Irk+IJD, 
C1,3 

+f (Vk) 
1,10 

f (CI, 
3X3)dX 

=f (ik) 
(7rk+l - 1) 

+f (Vk) 
(7rk+l _ 1) 

_ 0, 

since these expressions have no dependence on ý and, by Lemma 5.2.3, need only be 

considered modulo 2. 

So, whenever k< Z1,31 we have found that the integral Ijý)(ik) satisfies, 

(7rZ1.3-k 
Ijý) (ik) - L(IC) (ik) 

--` 
f (VO 

m 

Therefore we have found, 

(ZI, 3 -k). 
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The Integrals I2(t)(ik) 

In order to calculate these integrals we shall require the substitutions, 

X1 Xj + 7r-Z' 2 C1,2 (7r ZI, 2 X2 + 7r 
Z1,2 -1'ZI, 

2-1 + 
... 

+ 7rk ik) X21 1 7r 
ZI, 2 X2 + 

.. - 
+7r k ik 

=ý, dX =) p-ZI, 2dX =- dX (mod m). 

Using these we are able to write, 

xl+7r-Zl, 2CI, 2(7rZI, 2X2+-. 
-+Irkik)+7r-ZI, 

3CI, 3X3 f( 
C(Xj+jr-ZI, 2CI, 2(,, -+7r%)) I2C) (ik) 

f03 
f 

(7rZI, 2 X2+---+7rkik) Or ZI, 2X2+---+lrkik) dX 

X3 CX3 

xl+7r-ZI, 2CI, 2(IrZI, 2X2+... +7rkik)+7r-Zl, 3CI, 3X3 
f (ýCI, 2ik) 

f03 
f 

(7rZI, 2X2+-,, +7rkik) dX. (6.3) 
v 

X3 

Considering this expression we shall begin by looking at two distinct cases. 

Case (1) k< ZI, 2 - Z1,3: 

Let us begin by noting that this case is only possible when Z1,2 > ZI, 3. Assuming this is 

so, whenever k< Z1,2 - Z1,3, equation (6.3) simply becomes, 

I2ý) (ik) ý-- f (Cl, 2ik)f (ýCl, 2ik) ---= 01 since fjý = 0. 

Case (2) k >- Z1,2 - Z1,3: 

For the second of the two cases, when k> ZI, 2 - Z1,3, we shall have a little more work to 

do. Equation (6.3) now becomes, 

124) (ik) : -- f (ZC1,2ik) f (C1,3-T3)CIX 

X, +7r-Z1,2C1,2 (. +7rk ik)+7r- ZI, 3 CI, 3X3 
+f (ZC1,2ik) f( (7rZ"2X2+... +7rkik) dX 

,3 i)" £)" 
�k-(Z1,2-Z1,3)�, \, k-(Z1,2 ZI, 3)+lom 

+f (C1,2ik)f (eC1,2ik) dX 

f (ZC1,2ik) 
(P, - (Z1,2-Z1,3) 

+ 
m 

where the first integral in this expression was calculated using the fact that f is funda- 

mental and the third term is trivial since fjý = 0. 
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Therefore it remains only to consider the second integral which we shall refer to as 
L(ON). Making the appropriate change of vaxiable this becomes, 

L(O (ik) f (ýCI, 2ik) 
1 

f( 
7rk-ZI, 2(CI, 3X3+CI, 2ik)+---+(XI+CI, 2X2) 

7r1c ik dX 

f (ýCl, 2ik) 

1, 
0 

If 

IrA; -(ZI, 2-ZI, 3)X3 

(Cl, 3X3+CI, 2ik)+--, +7rZI, 2-'(XI+CI, 2X2) 
7rZI, 2jj, 

7rZI, 3 X3 

dX. 

If we make the substitution x, iI X1 - C1,2X2, dX s) dX and then split the integral 
into two parts we find, 

L(ý) (ik) 
---: 

f *1,24) f (Cl, 3X3 + Cl, 2ik)dX 
jo 

" 

10, JJD,, 

\7rD,, 
CI, 3: r3+CI, 2ik$0(7r) 

f (eC1,2ik) 
(c1,3X3+CI, 2ik)+... +ir Z1,2-k 

x, 
) 

dX 
7rZ1,2ih 
irZ1,3X3 

Cl, 3X3+CI, 2iký-O(lr) 

=. L(, ý)(ik) 

where, by Lemma 5.5.2, the first integral in this expression is found to satisfy 

E L(, ý) (ik) 

ikErI\O 

In order to calculate the second integral we must first make the substitution, 

-1. X3 -Cl, 2Cl, 32k + 7rX3, dX dX (mod m), 

and then use the change of variables, 

- 7rZI, 2-k-lC-lX,, Cl, 2Cl, 3 ... 1,3 X30 IX3 lik+l Xi 11 xil 

=: >. dX ý--4 dX (mod m). 

Carrying out each of these in turn we find, 

7r(CI, 3X3 +CI, 2 ik+ 1) +-- -+7r 
ZI, 2-kX, ) 

L(ý) (ik) f (ýCI, 
2ik) f 7rZI, 2j, ý 

dX 
2 

f03 

7rZI, 3 (-CI, 2C1,3 14) T, 3 
7rCI, 3X3 

f (ýCl, 2ik) f 7rZ', 2ik dX. 
f03 

ZI, 3 
-7r T. 3 k Cl, 2CI, I' 

In order to solve this integral we shall now have to further split this into two cases de- 

pending on which of the exponents Z1,2 and Z1,3 is smallest. 
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Let us suppose that Z1,2 :5 Z1,3. Then the integral L(ý) (ik) satisfies, 2 

7rCl, 3. T3 ) 
L(ý) (ik) f (ýCI, 2ik) f 

(7rZI, 

2ik dX 2 

f03 

91 

f (ýCI, 
2ik) 

fo,, 

\7rZI, 20,, 

f (CI, 
3-T3)dX +f (ik)f *1,24) 

17rZI, 

20,, 

dX 

f (CC1,2ik) 
m+f 

(ik)f (CC1,2ik)- 

Now let us suppose that ZI, 3 < ZI, 2. Then the integral L(ý)(ik) satisfies, 2 

IrCI, 3X3 
L2(ý) (ik) f (ýCl, 

2ik) 
f( 

-irZI, 3 I'k 
) 

dX 
f03 

CI, 2CTI, 3 

(ýCI, 2ik) 
ffo,, 

\7rZI, 30, 
f (CI, 3X3)dX +f (-Cl, 2CTl, 3ik)f 

*1,24) 
fZI, 

30,, 
dX 

f (CC1,2ik) 
(pZI, 3 - 1) 

+f (-CI, 2CTI, 31ik)f 
(CCI, 2ik)- 

m 

Finally, putting all of our results for the integral 12(4) (ik) together we have found, 

(pk-(ZI, 2-ZI, 3) - 1) 
MC1,24) 

m+ 
L(, ý)(ik) + L2(ý)(ik)- 

Therefore, whenever Z1,2 - Z1,3 :ýk the integral I2(ý) (ik) satisfies, 

ZI, 2 5 Z1,3 

-12 
mmm -(Cl, 21 7r)vm 

tEPin 

(k+ 1) 'o-2 
1Z1,3 

(CI, 
2t'7r)vm. 

(-I) 2 . 
(-J)'( )7- 

Z1,3 < Z1,2: 

a 
ýF, jh -12 

)(4) 
(_1)(P-1)(k-(ZI, 2-ZI, 3)). (-J)(2iý-1) 

. 
(-J)(O'MI)Z1,3 11 

m -(-CI, 3t 7r)v, m 

fE/Am 

7r) M. 
k. (CI, 

3i V, -J)ip 
ip-2 

Considering the results given in sections I, when calculating W(ik) and I2(C)(ik), 

ZI, 2-1 

dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) 

ZI, 2-1 
Zik 2 

k=O CEAm k=O CEA", 

it shall be sufficient for us to consider just three distinct cases. 
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Results for 0< Z1,3 < ZI, 2 : 
ZI, 3-1 ZI 2-1 

dec,, (nl, 3, nl, 2) " 
11 11 ft 

11 ý- 
Eik (ik) 

k=O CEUn k=Zl, 2-ZI, 3 CE/Am 

ZI, 3(ZI, 3-1) 
_, 

)JL I ZI, 3(jI, 3+1) 
=2 )Z (CI, 

3,7r v, 
Im 

ZI, 3 (CI, 3 , 70 Vm 

Results for 0< ZI, 2: 5 Z1,3 

ZI, 2(LI. 2-1) ZI, 2Z1,3(-J) 22 dec, (n 1,3, n 1,2) 
1227,1 

la- IZI, 
2ZI, 3( 

ZI, 2(LI. 2+1) 
. 
(-J) ;r 

7r)ZI, 2 1227-1 
2 (CI, 

2t V, M 

2; 
ZI, 2 1,2 (Cl, 

2,7r)vZ,. 

Results for 0< ZI, 2 5 Z1,3 : 
ZI, 2-1 ZI, 2-1 

dec,, (nl, 3, n1,2) ý 
rj II 

k=O CEpn k=o tEjAm 

As we had hoped, these results are indeed consistent with those stated in the theorem 

and our proof is complete. 
13 

Theorem 6.4.3 For each, 

10 
-zo 

1 7r-ZI, 2CI, 2 0)c 
n2,3 01 7r 2,3 C2,3 nl, 2 : -"-2 

(010 
Ns 

(001001 

the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

0 Z1,29 Z2,3 <0: 

dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) =1 

00< ZI, 2 < Z2,3 : 

-ZI, 2 u ZI, 2(E 2+1) 
dec,, (n2,3, n 1,2) ý-- (C2,3 

, 70 v, m 
(- 1) 

ieL; 
r' 21' 

00< Z2,3: 5 Z1,2 : 

Je2 1). Z2,3 (Z2,3 
r -ZI 2 or 

ZI, 2Z2,3 2 dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) ---: 
(C2,3t7r)vm' (-1)22 1 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Once again, using Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, whenever Z2,3 <0 or ZI, 2 :50 we are able 
to deduce that, 

dec,, (n2,3, nl, 2) : ---- 
1- 

Therefore, for the remainder of this proof we may assume Z2,3 ý: 0 and Z1,2 > 0- 

The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Since Z1,2 >0 we may again use the dissection given in Section 6.2.1. Having made the 

substitution, 

X2 a) 7r 
ZI, 2 X2 + 7r 

ZI, 2 -1'ZI, 
2-1 

+... + 7rk ik =: ý, dX21 i 
17rZI, 2 1,, dX2 a dX2 (mod m), 

we are able to write, 

%( f( (7rZI, 2 
XI 4x 

X2+---+7r; ik)+7r-Z2,3 C2,3-T3 
f dX. 

f03 

X3 
v)( 

4X3 

Since we are assuming that Z2,3 >0 for this integral we need only consider one case. 
To begin we shall split the integral with respect to the third variable X3 as follows: 

X1 
7rki dX C2,3X3 

f() 
fo, fD,. fo,, 

\7rk+Z2,30,, 

f( 
7r-Z2,3 

tX3 

XI 

rkiA; 
) dX +f 

((7rZl'2X2+---+7rkik 

)+7r-Z2,3 C2,3X3 
f 

fD,, fD,, fk+Z2,3j), 

\7rA; +Z2,3+1D,, X3 7rki 

XI txl dX. + 
fo, L, f7rk+Z2,3+10,, 

f( 
7rkik 

f 
(twkik ) 

Since the last term is trivial, as fjý = 0, we need only consider the first two integrals. 
For the first term we split the space over which we are integrating and keep only 

the part which depends on ik. For the second integral we make the change of variable 
k+Z2,3 

X3 ý-+ 7r X3. Having done this the integral Ijý)(ik) becomes, 

X1 (ik) ýf (VO 
fk+li),, JD,, Zko,, 

\7rk+Z2,30 

f( 
jr- 

Z2.3 
C2,3X3 

) 
dX 

xi 
7rk(C2,3X3+ik)+... +7rZI, 2 X2) f ýX'jk) dX ,k 

+ 
f.,, 

\7rD,, 

f 

7rk+Z2.3X3 
7rki 

(pZ2,3 
- f (Vk) -+ L(ý) (ik), 

m 

where the first integral was calculated using the fact that f is fundamental and we have 
defined the second integral to be L(O(ik)- 
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By once again splitting the space over which we are integrating and keeping only the 

term which depends on ik we find that L(ON) satisfies, 

XI 0)(4) f( 7rh(C2,3X3+ik)+,,, 

)f 

(Vk)dX, 
lk+IjDv fO., JD,, 

\7rD,, 7rh+Z2,3 X3 

substituting xl ý--* ir k+l xl this becomes, 

(C2,3X3+ik)+-- 7rZI 2 -hX2 
)f 

(N)dX 
Z2,3 

fo"\, 

D" 

f 

7r 

'rX+X3 

f (VO f (C2,3X3 + ik)dX 

(C2,3X3+ik)00(7r) 

WX 
+f (N) f (C2,3X3+ik)+... +7rZI, 2-kX2 dX 

JO,, JO., fD,, 

\7rD,, 

( 

7rZ2,3X3 
(C2,3X3+ik)M0(7r) 

=: L(1ý)(ik)+L2(6)(ik), defined respectively. 

Using Lemma 5.5.2 the integral L(, ý)(ik) is found to satisfy, 

E L(, ý) (ik) 

ikEII\O 

In order to calculate L(ý)(ik) we must first make the substitution, 2 

ý1 
, 3ik + 7rX3, dX ii dX (mod m), X3 aI- C2,3 

and then use the change of variables, 
1ik+1 7rZI, 2-k-1 C-I dX ý--, dX (mod m). X3 ý-4 X3 - q, 3 2,3X2i X2 ý-4 X2s 

Carrying out each of these in turn we find, 

7rl I 

L(ý) (ik) `f (VO f 7r(C2,3 X3 +i k +I) +- - -+7r 
ZI. 2-kX2 dX 2 

f03 

-IrZ2,3CýIjM 
&I 

(3 

XI 
f (N) f C2,3X3 dX 

fD3 

-7rZ2,3-IC- 
V 

2,3 

-C2,3ik)f (N) by Lemma 6.3.1. 
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Finally, by assembling all of our results we are able to conclude that the integrals 

I k( 1ý) (ik) satisfy, 

(p (p - 1) 1 lj(ý) (ik)- ý, 3ik)f 
(VO 

m 
(Z2,3) +m+f (-C2,3 

ikErI\O 

and therefore, 
I(C)(i, t) 

1 22)7y, 11 Z2,3 
Cl 

1,7r)Vm 11 Z, 
3 

ZEIlm 

(-1)22'; 'llZ2,3 (Cýl, 7r),, 
.3 

The Integrals I2(ý)(ik) 

To solve these integrals we use the substitutions, 

X, --ý X, + jr-ZI, 2 CI, 2(ir 
ZI, 2 X2 + 7rZI, 2 -1'ZI, 

2-1 +... + 7rk ik) X2 60 7rZI, 2 X2 +---+ 7r 
k ik 

=>, dX F---+ p-ZI, 2 dX =- dX (mod m), 

which allow us to write, 
xI +7r-ZI, 2 CI, 2 (-,, +7rkik) 

I2(ý)(ik) f( 
(7rZI, 2X2+, 

.. +7rkik)+7r-Z2,3C2,3x3 

) 
MC1,2ik)dX 

jD3 X3 

7r'-ZI, 2CI, 2ik AýCl, 
2ik) 

f03 
f( 

7r-Z2,3C2,3X3 
dX. 

V X3 

This integral will split into two cases depending on the value of k. For each of these we 
calculate, 

k< Z1,2 - Z2,3: 

124) (ik) ýf (C1,2ik)f (ZC1,2ik) :' 03 

k> Z1,2 - Z2,3: 

I2ý) (ik) : -"4 
f (ýCl, 2ik) f (C2,3X3)dX 

+f (CI, 2ik)f *1,24) dX 

f (ýCl, 
2ik) 

(p k-(ZI, 2-Z2,3) 

m 
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Finally we are able to conclude that the integrals 12(ý)(ik) satisfy, 

k< Z1,2 - Z2,3: 

11 ýF'ik -, 2(C)(ik) 

CEAm 

k> Z1,2 - Z2,3: 

11 ýEik -44)(ik) 

CEAm 

When we consider the possible results for the cocycle dec, we find that we shall again 
have three distinct cases. 

Results for 0< Z1,2 < Z2,3 : 

ZI, 2-1 ZI, 2-1 
%( 2 dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) 

Il rl I rl 11 C riA, 
2 
() (i 

k=O tE/I,. k=O Murn 
(P-I)ZI, 

2Z2,3 -1 
ZI, 2. (_l)(P-1) 1,2(ZI, 2+Z2,3)(-J) 

(p-1) Zl. 2(ZI , 2-1) 
m 

(c2,,, 7r) V, m nZm2 

-ZI, 2 2a ZI, 2(LI2+1) 
(C2,3 

, 70 V, m 
(- 1) ; 41 

2' 

Results for 0< Z2,3 :5 Z1,2 : 

Z1,2-1 

dec,, (n2,3, nl, 2) 
rj rj 4 

IE I( )(ik) 
'k 1 

ZI, 2-1 
11 

11 
11 ý- 

E'k 
24 

k=O CEIL-m k=O CEIIn 
ZI, 2-1 

rl 11 lk 1 

ZI, 2-1 
11 rl rik 

2 
(ik) 

k=O CE/Im k=ZI, 2-Z2,3+1 4EAm 

(P-1 )Z 
2Z2,3 -1 ZI, 2. ( 

(P-1) Z2.3(Z72,3-1) 
MII (C2,3,7r)l, 

', M _1) m 

-Zl 2 (-J) 2ý Z2,3 (L2,3 - 1) ; ýZl, 
2Z2,3 2 (C2,3,7r)VM' I 

Results for 0 : -- Z2,3 < ZI, 2 : 

ZI, 2-1 

dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) = 
11 11 ýrih I, ") (io 

ZI, 2-1 
ri - Eik "' (ik) 11 

k=O tEprrt k=O ýEpm 

Which completes the proof of our theorem. 13 
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Theorem 6.4.4 Let us define the mat7ices nij EN by, 

nij = ni, j(7r-z4, Jci, j) E N, for each 1 :5i<j :53. 

Then we find that the cocycle dec,, satisfies, 

OZ1,2 "', 0 
dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, n1,2) =1 

'I Z2,3 <0 dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) = dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) results on page 159 

OZ1,3 <0 dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) = dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) results on page 166. 

Now let us suppose that the exponents satisfy Z1,3j Z2,3 ý: 0 and ZI, 2 > 0- If we define, 

C2,3Cl, 2C-l 
1) 

= 7r E e, 
,3 

for some EEV: 0 and where either e=0 or Ie1,, = 1, we find that the cocycle dec,, 

satisfies, 

9 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 <0< Z2,3: 5 Z1,2 : 

LL I- Z2,3 (Z2,3 - 1) ZI, 2 (-J) ýrIZ2.3ZI, 2(-j)22-)rl' dec, (n2,3nl, 
3, nl, 2) : -- (C2,3,7r)vm 

0 Zl)3 - Z2,3 <0< Z1,2 < Z2,3 : 

7r)-ZI, 2 (_j)iaýrlIZI, 2(ZI, 2+1) dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) ` (C2,3i 
t/, M 2 

0 0: 5 Z1,3 - Z2,35 Z1,3 < Z1,2: 

I (_ 1) jef 1 -1) dec, (n2,3n, 7r)-(ZI, 2+Z2,3) (C 7r) 
ZI, 3 '22:; lZ2,3ZI, 

2 7U 
Z2,3 (;?, 3 

, 3, n 1,2) ý (C2,3 
s V, m 1,3 1 V, m 

(-l) 

00< Z1,2 < Z1,3 - Z2,3 5 ZI, 3 : 

7r) 
ZI 2 ZI, 2 dec, (n2,3nl, 3, ni 

(-J) 2 
lp- I 

, 
2) " (Cl, 

21 I` 

00 `5 Z1,3 - Z2,3 < Z1,2: 5 Z1,3 : 

7r)(ZI, 
3-Z2,3)-ZI, 2 )ZI 2, Z2,3ZI, 3 .I dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) : -- (C2,3i 

V, M 
(CI, 3/C2,3,7r v,; ý (- 1) 

LL27'1 

Z112(Zl2+1) Je-11 ZI 3(ZI, 3+1) (2 -1)- 
(-J) 2r 2 

Z2.3 (Z2.3 
22q 

00< Z1,2 " ZI, 3 - Z2,3 !ý ZI, 3 : 

E: 5 Z2,3 : 

1 ZI, 2 1,2 (_J)ýp-j4Z1,2( 2-11Z1,2E -1)1 24 dec, (n2,3n1,3, n1,2) --"2 
(C1,2 

e 7r)V, m (e, ir) v, m 
oE>Z2,3 or e=O: 

Z1,2 (-1)122orl'ZI, 3(-J)Le-ý7"'ZI, 3ZI. 2. dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) : -- (Cl, 3,7r)vm 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 
Using Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 the first three results quickly follow. Therefore, for 

the remainder of this proof we shall assume that ZI, 3, Z2,3 ý: 0 and ZI, 2 >0 and calculate 

the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and 12(ý)(ik)- 

The Integrals Ij(ý)(ik) 

Having employed the substitutions relating to the dissection with respect to nl, 2 we are 

able to write, 
M xl+7r-ZI, 3CI, 3X3 

ýXA%) 

(ik) 
fD3 

f 
((IrZ"2X2+-+7rkik)+7r-Z2,3 

C2,3X3 
f( ý(*+w dX. 

I 

V X3 CX3 

In order to calculate this integral we shall once again need to split this into many 
different cases depending on the value of the exponents Zjj and the integer k. By doing 

this we shall also be able to use some of the previous work from this chapter. 

Case (1) ZI, 3 < Z2,3: 

To begin with we shall consider the case when Z1,3 < Z2,3. Now, although it is not strictly 
true, in this case we shall almost have 

xl+7r-zl, 3CI, 3X3 TI 

(7rZI, 2X2+-+7rkiA; )+7r-Z2 , 3C2,3X3 
f (7rZI, 2X2 +. +7rkih)+7r-Z2,3C2,3X3 

X3 X3 

However, if this statement were true we would have found that this integral I1(4)(ik) Was 
identical to the integral Ijý)(ik) given in the calculation of dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) on page 167. 

This gives us the idea to go back to that calculation and see what changes the addition of 
the term(7r-Z', 3 C1,3X3) makes. Then, although these calculations are not identical they 

should still be very similar. 

So, having replaced xj with xj + 7r-zl, 3 CI, 3X3 we find that when following through the 

calculation on page 167, by simply employing the substitution 

X, + 7r(Z2,3-Z1,3)- 
1C1,3x3 

ý-+ Xl 

at the point "(0)" in that calculation, we are in fact able to eliminate the difference. 
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Therefore, in the case that Z1,3 < Z2,3 we do indeed find that the integral Ij(ý) (ik) iS 

the same as that given in the calculation of dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) on page 167. That is, 

(p - 1) (p - 1) 1 Il(ý) (ik) 
m 

(Z2,3) +m+1: f (-C2ý, 
3ik)f 

(N) 

ikEII\O ikEn\O 

and therefore, 

ýEjA; I(4)(ik) 
=(-I 

)Z2,3(-J) (P-1) 
(-C-1 

(pm 
m 2,3,7r)v, m 

(C-1 (- 1) 
Liz 

2,3$7r)v, m 2; -" 
Z2,3 

Case (2) ZI, 3 ý! Z2,3: 

Now let us suppose that Z1,3 ý! Z2,3 . In this case we find that the integral Ij(ý) (ik) satisfies, 
CX' 

II(C) (ik) : -- ZI, 3 0,, 
f (CI, 3X3)f 

tX3 
dX 

fD,, fV, fO,, 

\7r 
C7rkik 

XI+CI, 3X3 
(7rZI, 2X2+. +7rkik)+, rZI, 3-Z2,3C2,3X3 + 

103 
f 

ZI, 3 V 7r X3 

L(IC) (ik) + L2(C) (4), defined respectively. 

CX, having used cwkih dX 
1 7rZI, 3 C7rZI, 3X3 

) 

X3 A X3 

The integral L(, ý)(ik) 

First of all we shall consider the integral L(, ý)(ik). Referring back to page 160 we see 
that this integral L(, ý)(iA, ) is identical to the integral found on pages 160 and 161 in the 

calculation of dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2). That is, 

k> Z1,3: 
L(, ý)(ik) 

ý0 since this integral has no dependence on ik 

k< Z1,3 
Ljý) (ik) f (N) 

(7rZI, 3-k 

m 

The integral L(ý)(ik) 2 

Let us now consider the integral L(ý) (4). To begin with we shall split this into two cases 2 

depending on which of k and Z1,3 - Z2,3 ý: 0 is greatest. 
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L(ý)(ik) for 0: 5 k< Z1,3 - Z2,3: 
2 

Let us suppose that 0 :5k< Z1,3 - Z2,3 :5 Z1,3. Then we have, 

XI+CI, 3X3 xi+Cl 

7rWi3kX3 (. +7r k ik)+irzl, 3-Z2,3 C2,3X3 f((. + 

7rZI, 3 X3 7rZI, 3X3 

This allows us to deduce that L(ý)(ik) is identical to the integral given in the calculation 2 

of dec, (nl, 3, n1,2) on page 161. Referring back to that result we once again find that, 

L(ý) (ik) 
--: ' 

f (ik) 
(7rk+l - 1) 

+f (Zik) 
(7rk+l 

- 1) 
= 2 

L(ý)(ik) for 0: 5 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 < k: 2 

Whenever we have 0 :5 Z1,3 - Z2,3 :5k the integral L(ý) (ik) satisfies, 2 

x I+ I' 3X3 
L(C)(ik) f 

(. 

+7rA; iA; ZIC, 3-Z2,3 
CX1 

2 
+7r C2,3 X3 f( 

C7rZI, 3 X3 

) 
dX 

fO., 

\7rk+'Ozo Jo! rD ? rZI, 3 X3 

XI+CI, 3X3 
+f( 7rk ik 

A; +ID" 
. 
+7rkik + 7rZI, 3-Z2.3 C2,3X3 f(C! 

ZI, 3X3 

) 
dX 

I fo 

" 

fo 

" 7rZI. 3 X3 

L(C) (ik) + L(C) (ik) defined respectively. 34 

Let us begin by considering the integral L(ý)(ik). By once again splitting this integral 3 

and neglecting the term independent Of ik we find, 

Lff f(. +7rhiA; 

X'+C"3X3 
(ý)(ik) 

+ 7rZI, 3-Z2.3 C2,3X3 
)f 

(ýxj)dX 3 
7rZI, 3 X3 

'CýV\, rh+10V tý 11 Ir 
A; - (ZI, 3 ý Z2,3) 0, ý \, rA; ' 

(ZI, 3 ý Z2,3) + 11),, 

xi+C 
ký, 

3X3 f (ýxj)dX + 
IjD,, 

\7rk+lo,, 

4,,, 17, 

A'-(ZI, 3-Z2,3)+10,, 

f( 
7r Sk 

Mj(ý) (ik) + M2(ý) (ik) defined respectively. 

For the integral M2'ý)(ik)o using Lemma 5.2.2 and considering when the integral may 
depend on iki we simply find 

42(C)(4)" 
ik-(ZI, 

3-Z2,3)+Io" 

fý f. 
f (ik)f (Cxl)dX 

w \, rA; +Ios, 106, - I/CI, 3+IrA; +'Oll 

(pz, 3-Z2.3 
f (ik) 

m 
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For the integral Mi(ý) (ik) we begin by making the substitution X3 ii 7rk-(Zl, 3 -Z2.3) X3- 
Then, having split the integral with respect to the variable xj and neglected the part of 
the integral independent Of iki we have 

MIM 
7r-(ZI, 3-Z2,3)(. Tl +CI, 3-T3 

(ik) ý 
fO 

\7rD,, 

fD,, fD,, 

\7rD, 
f (C2,3X3+ik)+--- f (ýxj)dX. 

v 7rZ2,3X3 

However, this integral will only be dependent on ik when X1 + C1,3X3 E 7r(Zl, 3-Z2,3)+IJ)V. 

Therefore we make the substitution, 

X1 l1 -CI, 3X3 +7r (ZI, 3-Z2.3)+lxl 

after which our integral becomes, 

7rXI 
(C2,3X3+ik)+--- Mjý)(ik) 

7rJf( 7rZ2,3 X3 

)f (V-Cl, 3X3))dX 

f (C2,3X3 + ik)f (-ýC1,3X3)dX 

(C2,3X3+ik)90(7r) 

7rxj 
+f( (C2,3-3+ik)+--- f W-CI, 3X3))dX 

10,, f0m fD,, 

\7rD,, 7rZ2,3 X3 
(C2,3X3+ik)MO(Ir) 

M3(ý) (ik) + M4(ý) (ik) defined respectively. 

By Lemma 5.5.1 the first of these integrals 43(ý) (ik) is found to satisfy, 

M3(ý) (ik) 
(p 

m 
f(C2,3X3)f(-ýC1,3X3)- 

ikEn\O X3EII\O 

The second integral M4'ý) (ik) requires us to first make the substitution, 

1 XV I -C2ý, 3ik + 7rX3, 

followed by the change of variable, 

- C2,3 -... - 7rZI, 2-k- 1C-IX2- X3 X3 lik+1 
2,3 

Having done this we are then able to conclude that, 

f( 7rC2,3X3 

jc 
Z 2,3 -21 -lik)dX M4ý)(ik) '4-- f (ýCl, 3C2,3 

03 -W C2,3 k 
V 

=f(-C2-, 31ik)MC1,3C-lik) byLemma6.3.1. 2,3 
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Therefore we have found that whenever 0 :5 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 :5k the integral L(4) (ik) 3 

satisfies, 
L(ý) (ik) 

-": - 
M3(ý) (ik) + M4ý) (ik) + M2 ) (ik) 

3 

Let us now return to the calculation of the integral L(ý)(ik) given by, 4 

XI+Cl 3X3 
Z1,; C7rkik 

L 
4(C)(ik) . +7rhik + 7r 3- Z2,3 C2,3 X3 f(C 

7rZI, 3X3 

) 
dX. 

I, 

k+lov 

L" f. 

" 

( 

7rZI, 3X3 

Since this integral will further depend on which of k and Z1,3 is greatest we must again 

split this case into two. In each of the cases we calculate, 

k ýý'Zl, 3 

L(ý)(ik) "f (7TZI, 3 X3)f (Vk)dX +f (ik)f (N dX 
4f 

k+lo,, 

ff 

7r Ov w 

(pZI, 3+1 
`f (N) 

m 

k <Zl, 3 

L4(ý) (ik) "fIff (7rZI, 3 XW (Vk)dX +f (ik)f (N)f 
fI 

dX 

w JD, 

f (N) 
(Plý+l - 

m 

Having calculated all of the possible values of L(, ý)(ik) and L2(ý)(ik) we find that we 

shall have three possible distinct cases for the integral 11(ý)(ik). They are as follows: 

Case (2.1): 0 :5k< Z1,3 - Z2,3 :5 Z1,3 

In this case we found that the integral L(ý)(ik) was trivial. Therefore we simply have, 2 

(p - 1) Ijý)(ik) L(, ý)(ik) 

m 
(Zl, 3 - 

ikErI\O ikEII\O 

from which we may deduce, 
11 ýEijc Il c )(ik) 

CE. Um 
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Case (2.2): 0 `5 , ZI, 3 - Z2,3 :5k< Z1,3 

For this case neither of the integrals L(, ý)(ik) or L2(4)(ik) are trivial. Using the results we 
found in this section we now have, 

Ijý) (ik) L(, ý) (ik) + M3ý) (ik) + M4ý) (ik) + M24) (ik) + L(4) (ik) 

ikEll\O ikEII\O 
4 

(P 

m 

1) 
(Zl, 3 - k) + 

(pm 
f (C2,3X3)f (-ýCI, 3X3) 

23ErI\O 

+E f(-q, 
31ik)f(CC1,3Cý, 31ik) + 

(P (P 
- 

ikErl\O 
3m 

(Zl, 3 - 
Z2,3) +m (k + 

Therefore, whenever 0 :5 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 :5k< ZI, 3 the integral Ij(ý) (ik) satisfies, 

2r- 
ilý2 (-C1,3/C2,3,7r)v, 

m(-CI, 31t 7r)vm 
tEpm 

(ZI. 3-Z2,3) 
dl(k+l) 

= -1 
,, M 

(-J)'2jP'Z2,3. (C2,3,70 

Case (2.3): 0 :5 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 :5 ZI, 3 <k 

Using our previous results for this case we find, 

Ilý)(ik)---: 1: M3ý)(ik)+M44)(ik)+M24)(ik)+L4(4)(ik) 

ikErI\O ikErI\0 

- 

(P-1) Zf (C2,3X3)f (-ZC1,3X3) 
m 

X3ErI\0 

-lik) + 
(p 

(Zl, 3 - Z2,3) + 
(p 

(Zl, 3 + 1)i -lik)f (CCI, 3C2,3 f (-C2,3 
mm 

ikErl\O 

which allows us to deduce that, 
(ý)(ik) 

: -- (-J)IE2 11 rl L)r-l (-Cl, 3/C2,3s7r)v, m(-Cl, 3,7r)v, m 

. 
(- 1) 

Lei; " (ZI, 3 -Z2,3) (- 1) 
L'ýp (ZI, 3 + 

(C-1 -1 
2,3,70 ,, M 

(-j)'22)-r'Z2.3. 
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Remark: 

Before we move on let us first note that we may further simplify our results for I1(4)(ik) 

into just two cases. This is done by noticing that in Cases (1), (2.2) and (2.3) we shall 

always have Z1,3 - Z2,3: 5 k, and that Case (2.1) is the only one to have k< ZI, 3 - Z2,3- 

Therefore, having re-named these Cases (1*) and (2*) respectively, we simply find 

*Case (1*) : ZI, 3 - Z2,3 
-< 

k 

(C-1,7r),,, 
M 

(-J) 2- 
2,3 25rl'Z2,3. 

CEA. 

*Case (2*) :k< Z1,3 - Z2,3 

][I ýEij, Il(ý) ('k) (ZI, 3 -k). 

tEA, n 

The Integrals I2(ý)(ik) 

Having made use of the substitutions relating to the dissection with respect to nl, 2 we are 

able to write, 

I 
(C) (iý 

xl+ir-ZI, 2CI, 2(7rZl, 2X2+... +7rkik)+7r-ZI, 3CI, 3X3 ) 

2' 

JD3 
f 

(7rZI, 2X2+-,, +7rkik)+7r-Z2,3C2,3X3 f (CC1,2ik) dX. 
X3 

We shall begin this calculation by first considering the two cases Z1,3 < Z2,3 and 

Z1,3 ý: Z2,3. By doing this we may concentrate on the similarities between this result and 

the previous results for I2ý) Ok) in the calculations of dec, (n2,3, n 1,2) and dec,, (n 1,3, n 1,2) - 

Case (1) ZI, 3 < Z2,3: 

We shall begin by considering the case when Z1,3 < Z2,3. Here, unlike with the previous 
integral Ij(ý)(ik)i we do in fact find that the function f simply satisfies, 

XI+7r-ZI, 2 CI, 2(. +7rA; iA, )+7r- ZI, 3 CI, 3-X3 xl+7r-ZI, 2 CI, 2(, +7rhik) 

(7rZI, 2 +... +7rkik)+7r-Z2,3 Ix 
ZI, 2 X2 +- 

- . 
+7rh i0 +7r C2,3X3 X2 C2,3 3 (ir - Z2,3 

X3 

)( 

X3 

Therefore, in the case that Z1,3 < Z2,3 we find that the integral I(ý) (ik) is identical to the 2 
integral I2(ý) (ik) given in the calculation of dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) on page 169. 
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Therefore the integral I2(ý)(ik) satisfies, 

Case (1.1): k< Z1,2 - Z2,3 

ýZik -IT(ik) 

CEAm 

Case (1.2): k> ZI, 2 - Z2,3 

-IT010 = (-1)1212; 11(ZI, 
2+Z2,3)(-J)Leý, 

Uk. 
ýrik 21 

tEjum 

Case (2) Z1,3 ý: Z2,3 : 

Let us now suppose that Z1,3 ý! Z2,3- Unfortunately in this case we do not always find, 

xi+7r-zl, 2 CI, 2 (. +7rkiA; )+7r-ZI, 3 CI. 3X3 Xl+lr-ZI, 2 CI, 2 (. +IrA; iA; )+7r-Z1.3 CI, 3X3 f( 
(irZI, 2 X2 +... +7r k i1c) +7r' Z2,3, (7rZI, 2 X2+---+7rkik) 

X3 

)( 

X3 

However, if this statement were true, we would have found that this integral I2(ý)(ik) 

was identical to that given in the calculation of dec, (n 1,3, n 1,2) on page 163. Therefore we 

shall once again return to that calculation and see what changes the addition of the term 
(7r-Z2,3 C2,3X3) makes. 

Case (2.1) k< ZI, 2 - Z1,3: 

Whenever k< Z1,2 - ZI, 3 we do indeed find, 

XI+7r-ZI, 2 CI, 2 (. +Irk ik)+7r-Z1,3 CI, 3X3 Xl+lr-ZI, 2 CI, 2 (. +7rkik)+7r-Z1,3 CI, 3X3 
f( 

(7rZI, 2 X2 +... +7rkjk)+7r-Z2,3 C2,3 X3 (7rZI, 2X2+... +7rkik) 
X3 

)( 

X3 

Therefore, the integral I2(t)(ik) is indeed identical to that given in the calculation of 
dec, (nl, 3, n1,2) on page 163. Referring to our previous result we are able to write, 

Case (2.2) k> ZI, 2 - ZI, 3: 

Let us now consider the case when k> ZI, 2 - ZI, 3. Following through the calculation for 
12(ý)(ik) on page 163, we see that the additional term 7r-Z2,3 C2,3-'ý3 will have no effect until 
we reach the integral L(ý)(ik). That is, we are still able to write 2 

_ 1) 
leýr 11(k-(ZI. 

2-Z1,3))(_J)1'ýý. fT ýEjk -L(()(ik). fT ýEik -, 2(()('k) =(2 

tElim CE/Im (6.4) 
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However, returning to the point (4) on page 164, we see that for this case the integral 
L(ý)(ik) is now given by, 2 

7rCl, 3-T3 
lik+... f *1,24) f 7rZI, 2ik-7r(ZI, 3 - Z2,3) 

C2,3CI, 2CI-, 3 dXj 2 

f03 

- lik 
v( -7rZI, 

3 Cl, 2Cl, 3 (6-5) 

and will no longer just depend on which of Z1,2 and Z1,3 is greatest. 
Instead this integral will now depend on the values Of Z1,2 and (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) 

- In the case 
that Z1,2 V1,3 - Z2,3) the integral will further depend on the constant (1 - -1). C2,3Cl, 2Cl, 3 
Therefore, we shall once again split this into the following cases. 

Case (2.2.1) ZI, 2 < (ZI, 3 - Z2,3): 

Whenever we have Z1,2 < (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) the integral L(ý)(ik) is identical to that given on 2 

page 164 in the case when Z1,2 < ZI, 3. Referring to that result we may conclude that, 

L(ý) Ok) : -- f (CCI, 2ik) +f OW (CC1,2ik)- 
2m 

Thus, using equation (6.4), whenever we have ZI, 2 < (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) the integral 12(ý)(ik) 

satisfies, 

Z1,2 < (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) 

ZI, 2 "2 (CI, 
2 , 70 v, m 

tEpm 

I1 -1 82rl 
-J)L2, 

IZI, 
3 ; (k+l). ( 21- (CI, 2 , 70 Vm 

Case (2.2.2) ZI, 2 > (Zl, 3 - Z2,3): 

For this case we simply note that the calculation of L(ý)(ik) is essentially the same as for 2 

the previous case. Therefore, by exchanging the constants 

Z1,2 ý-' (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) and ik m1 -C2,3CI, 2CTI, 31iks 

for the terms within the integral and using our previous result, we are immediately able 
to conclude that 

(p (ZI. 3-Z2.3) - 1) 
1 L2(C) (ik) : -- f (CCI, 2ik) 

m+f 
(-C2,3Cl, 2CTI, 3ik)f 

(ýCI, 2ik)- 
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Therefore, using equation (6.4), for this case we find 

Z1,2 > (Zl, 3 - Z2,3) 

; 411(k-(ZI, 2-ZI, 3)). (-J)'8: 2; rl. (_J) 2; -Z2,3) (Zl, 3 
(ý)(ik) 

= (-1)22 rj ýZik -12 
-(-CI, 3/C2,3i 7r)vm 

tEym 

L; rll 
(k-(ZI, 

2-Z2,3)) 
-1)22 - 

(CI, 3 /C2,3 
, 7r) vm - 

Case (2.2.3) Z1,2 (Zl, 3 - Z2,3): 

For this case we must now go back to equation (6.5) and consider the terms which have 

been discarded. By considering the full expression, when Z1,2 ý= (ZI, 3 - Z2,3), we find that 

the integral L(ý)(ik) satisfies, 2 
CI, 3X3 

f 
(Ir=1,2ýk- I 

ý2 +, +7rZI. 2' ' ij, )-ir(ZI, 3 ' Z2,3)ý 142,3 
C1,2 CT, 31 'A, +w(ZI, 3 ýZ2,3)e2'3 W3 

L2(ý) (ik) f *1,24) 
-jr(ZI, 3-Z2,3) ZI, 2-'c I 

f03 

(c2,3 01,2 CT, 31'k +I - -" 2,3C-j, 3(zI+C1.2z2)) 
Z1.3-1 -Iih -ir CI, 2CI, 3 

C1,3X3 
-I e(ik+7rik+, +... +7rZI, 2-k+1 (C- I ZI, 2 f 7rZI, 2+E 

,, 
MI+X2))+7r C2,3X3 f(ýA, 2ik) 

jj: 

)3 ZI, 3-1 lim 
dX, 

fV( -ir CI, 2CI, 3 

where we have defined, 
C2,3Cl, 2C- 

1) 
7r 

E 
e, 1,3 

for some EEV: 0 and where either e=0 or Ie1. Now this integral L(2ý)(ik) Will 

clearly depend on the values of E and e. 

Suppose e=0: 

In this case we simply find, 
CI, 3X3 

7rZI, 2C2,3X3 dX L(ý) (ik) f (ýCl, 
2ik) f 

lik 2 

103 
( 

-, rZI, 3-ICI, 2CI, 3 

CI, 3X3 f(ýCI, 2ik) f 
(-IrZI. 

3-ICI, 2CT, 
lik dX 

f03 

3 
&I 

Splitting the integral up and calculating each of the parts we have, 

---'4 
f (ýCl, 2ik) 

m+f 
(-C1,2CTI, 

331ik)f 
(ýCI, 2ik)- 

Finally we are able to deduce that, 

-(ZI. 2-ZI, 3)) 
1,3 

tEllm 

k. (Cl, 317r)v,, rn-(-J)i22 -1)'(22 
ZI, 2. 
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Suppose e 34 0: 

Here we find that the integral L(ý) (ik) satisfies, 2 

L(2ý) (ik) "f *1,24) f 

CI, 3X3 

rZ1,2+E- 
'e(ik+7rik+1 +... +7rZ1,2 -4+1 (X I ))+7rZ1,2 C2,3X3) dX 

lik 
-IrZI, 

3-ICI, 2C-I. 3 

f(ýCI, 2ik) 

C1,323 

7rZI, 2+E- leik, 

-1 -1 IrZI, 3 CI, 2Cl, 3 A: 

) 
dX. 

Clearly this integral will split into two cases depending on which of, 

ZI, 2 +E= ZI, 3 - (Z2,3 
- E) and Z1,3 

is greatest. In each case, by splitting the integral and calculating the parts, we immediately 

find, 

E< Z2,3: (p (ZI, 2+E) - 1) 
L(ý) (ik) :"f (ýCI, 2ik) -+f (eik)f *1,2ik)- 

2m 

(ZI, 2+E) ýEik 2 
o(Cl, 2/e, 7r)v, 7n 

tEpm 

, rl(k+l) rl'(ZI, 3+E) (- 1) 1) 
1L 

(Cl, 2/e, 7r), 221 

oE> Z2,3: 

(pZI, 3 - 1) 1 L2(ý) (ik) f (ýCI, 2ik) 
m+f 

(-Cl, 2CTI, 3ik)f 
(ýCl, 2ik)- 

ik 2 2; 
ri L22 

. 
(-J)ý ZI, 3 C1,3 , 70 Y, m 

CEJU, n 

7r) M. 
(CI, 

3v V. 
1) e2 

-j)'ej; 
l'Z,, 

2. 

By looking at the results given above we see that when ZI, 2 ý-- (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) we in fact 

have only two cases. These are, 

Case (2.2.3.1): E< Z2,31 Case (2.2.3.2): E> Z2,3 or e=0 
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Remark: 

Before we continue let us note that we have now seen seven distinct results for the integrals 

12(ý) (ik). To clarify, the various cases are as follows: 

(1): Zl, 3 < Z2,3 

(2): Zl, 3 ý! Z2,3 

(1.1): k < ZI, 2 - Z2,3 

(1.2): ZI, 2 - Z2,3 <k 

(2.1): k < Z1,2 - ZI, 3 

(2.2.1): Zl, 2 < (ZI, 3 - Z2,3) 

(2.2.2): (Zl, 3 Z2,3) < Z1.2 

(2.2): Zl, 2 - Z1,3 <k 

(2.2.3): ZI, 2 
(Zl, 3 - Z2,3) 

Results for the cocycle dec, (n2,3n,, 3, nl, 2) 

(2.2.3.1): E < Z2,3 

(2.2.3.2): E > Z2,3- 

We are now able to go back to our results for the integrals Ij(ý)(ik) and I2ý)(ik) and put 

them together to prove the statement of our theorem. After considering the various cases 

which present themselves we see that we are able to conclude this proof by looking at 

seven distinct cases. They are as follows: 

Results for ZI, 3 - Z2,3 <0< Z2,3: 5 Z1,2 : 
ZI, 3 -1 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) 
ri II C Eilc 

2 

k=O CE/Lin k=O Mtm 
ZI, 2-1 (ZI, 2-Z2,3) ZI, 2-1 

11 (1*). ]1 (1.1) 11 (1.2) 
k=O k=O k=(ZI, 2-Z2,3+1) 

Z2,3ZI, 2(C-1,7r)ZI, 2 
2,3 LI'm 12 

-ZI, 2 
-j)"! 

ýll'Z2,3ZI, 2 2 (C2,3 
, 70 v, m 
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Results for Z1,3 - Z2,3 <0< ZI, 2 < Z2,3 : 

dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) = 

ZI, 2-1 ZI, 2-1 
11 (1*). rl (1.2) 
k=O k=O 

ZI. 2( E" 2+1) 
-1 7r)ZI, 

2 -rl 2 Z2.3 12-2 
rl) 

Z 2-5 
'Z' (P2 

2,3 Zl, 2 (C 
2,37 vtm ' 

2' 

-ZI 2 
Qý; 

Ill 
Z112(ZI 

, 2+1) 
(C2,3,7r)v, 

m' 
(-l) 22 

Resultsfor 0: 5Zl, 3-Z2,3: 5Zl, 3<ZI, 2: 

(ZI, 3-Z2,3-1) Z1.2-1 (ZI, 2-ZI, 3)-l Z1,2-1 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) 
11 (2*) rI (1*). Il (2.1) rI (2.2.2) 
k=O k=(ZI, 3-Z2,3) k=O k=(ZI, 2-ZI, 3) 

11 ZI, 3(Zl, 3+1) -1 Z2.3 (j2,3 - 1) 
(-J)(P-I)Z2,3(ZI, 2+Zl, 3)(-1)1221=" 2 

ý21 
2 

ZI, 2-(ZI. 3-Z2,3) 
2r K, 

3,70 

-1 - Zl, 3(ZI, 3+1) '82, 
-F'Z I, 3Z2,3 (-J)'(225-r1l 2 7r)ZI, 

3 (C2ý, 
331C1,3 i Vm 

Z2,3 - 1) 
-(ZI, 2+Z2,3)(C ZI, 3 (-J)L22:; rllZ2,3ZI, 2 1) 

jeý 11 Z2,3 
(C2,3,7r)v, 

m 1,3 , 70 Vm 

Results for 0 '5 Z1,3 - Z2,3 < ZI, 2: 5 Z1,3 : 
(Zl, 3-Z2,3-1) ZI, 2-1 ZI, 2-1 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) rI (2*) Il (1*). rj (2.2.2) 
k=O k=(ZI, 3-Z2,3) k=O 

ZI, 3( Z2.3(L2,3-1) 
-(ZI, 3-Z2,3) 

orl 7r)Zl, 
2 Z2,3(ZI, 2+ZI, 3)(ýj)lE2: F' (C- 1 E2' 

2 2 2,3 V, M 

Zl, 2 Z2,3 
ZI, 2(LI, 2+1) Z1,2 

-1) 
"2L; 

rll 2 (C2-1 C1,3,7r) 1/, m 3 

7r)(ZI, 3-Z2,3)-2ZI, 2 I (C2,3) 
V, M 

(Cl, 3 , 70 vZm2 

2 
-1 

Zl, 2(Zl, 2+1)(_, 
)Ji! L: ýIIZI, 3(ZI, 3+1)( 11 Z2.3 (Z2,3 - 1) 

2dZ2,3ZI, 3(-j)'e2P1' 2222 
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Results for 0< ZI, 2 < Z1,3 Z2,3 :5 Z1,3 : 

ZI, 2-1 Z1.2-1 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) 
rj (2*). rj (2.2.1) 

k=O k=O 
1 .1 Z1,2(E1.2-1) 

(-l)'82: 
PZI, 

3ZI, 2(-l)122: r' 2 

ZI. 2(11,2+1) (Cl l2j; "ZI, 
2Zl, 3 (-1)4" 7 )ZI, 2 

,21 
7r v, m 

7r)VZI, 2 (CI, 2) 'M 

Results for 0< Z1,2 : -- Z1,3 - Z2,3 :5 ZI, 3 : 

oE < Z2,3: 

ZI, 2-1 ZI, 2 -1 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) 
Il (2*). rj (2.2.3.1) 
k=O k=O 

-II Zl, 2(El. 2-1) 
(_J)'e2-jr-'ZI, 3ZI, 2(-j)22o-rL 2 

-1 ZI, 2(LI IZI, 
2(ZI, 3+E)( : ýll 

21.2+1) 
122 

7r)ZI, 2 (cl, 2/e, V, M 

ZI 2 -ZI 2 (Cl, 
2 170 V, iý (e, 7r) v,,,, ' 

oE > Z2,3 or e=O: 
ZI, 2-1 ZI, 2 -1 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2)= 11 (2*). rl (2.2.3.2) 
k=O k=O 

ZI, 2(jl, 2-1). ZI, 2( Z" 2+1) Z1.2 
2 -1 (CI, 3 , 70 Vm 

Z1,2 (-J)Kez. 
IIZI, 

3(-1)10-2); 
"ZI, 

3ZI, 2. (CI, 
3 , 70 Vm 2F 

Comparing these results to those stated in the theorem we sce that our proof is finally 

complete. 
13 

Before we conclude this chapter we should point out that in our latter work we shall 
in fact be proving that the cocycle dec,, splits on the subgroup NC GL, (kt, ). This allows 

us to deduce the following: 
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Theorem 6.4.5 If there exists a cochain ON which splits the cocycle dec,, on the subgroup 
Nc GLn(k, ) then the cocycle dec, must satisfy, 

dec, (n 1, n2) --= 
0(nl)O(n2) 0(n2)'O(ni) 

= dec,, (n2, ni), 0(ni n2) V)(n2 ni) 

for any matrices nl, n2 EN which commute. 
Fu7thermore, since we have 

0 7r- 
z1 

3 cl 
:3 

,3 
ni, 3. n2,3 n2,3.711,3 '( 0' 1 7r-Z2 C2 3 

00 

7r-Z1,2 CI, 2 7r-Z1,3C1,3 
) 

n1,2. n1,3 `( 0' 10= ni, 3. n1,2, 
001 

the cocycle dec, will satisfy, 

dec, (nl, 3, n2,3) = 
dec, (n2,3, nl, 3) 

dec,, (nl, 3, nl, 2) = dec, (nl, 2, nl, 3). 
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Chapter 7 

The cocycle 
07n on GLn(k, ) 

7.1 Introduction 

As with the previous chapters we begin by letting k,, be a local field with valuation v and 
a fixed uniformizing element 7r in J% the ring of integers. 

In this chapter we shall return to the construction of the metaplectic 2-cocyclc 

an E Z2 (GLn(k,, ), M,,, ), as described in section 1.3 on page 15. Using results given in the 

work of Banks, Levy and Sepanski [1] we shall be able to explicitly describe the cocycle 
un in much the same way as we have for dec,,. Throughout this chapter all notation will 
be as previously described unless stated. 

7.2 Defining the cocycle a,, on GL,,, 

Let us recall that in Section 1.3 we had seen an explicit 2-cocycle O'SL E Z2(SL,, +l(k,, ), y,, ) 

representing the cohomology class in H2(SL,, +, (k, ), p,, ) of the extension ft,, +1 (k,, ). This 

cocycle was defined by, 

USL (91192) : -- 
SSL,, +l 

(9l)-5SL,, 
+l 

(92) 
for all 911 92 E SL,, + I (k, ). 

SSLn+l (9192) 

Then, by considering the embedding z: GL,, (k, ) -+ SL,, +I(k,, ) given by, 

90 
ga b 

(0 

det(g)-1) 9 

we were eventually able to define the cocycle an E Z2(GLn(k,, ), It,,, ) by, 

O'n (911 92) O'SLn+ I 
(Z (91) 

j2 
(92)). (det (gi), det (. 92)) v-, ml - 
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As we have seen, this cocycle an E Z2 (GL,, (k,, ), p,, ) corresponds to, 

1 --+ m', ) j��ý ---+ GL�(k-, ) --+ 1, 

the metaplectic cover of GL,, (k, ) by p,,. 

Ebrthermore, having defined the cocycle, Banks, Levy and Sepanski (Theorem 7, [1]) 

were able to prove the following result: 

Theorem 1 The 2-cocycle an is the unique element of Z2(GL-n(k, ), pn) satisfying, 

u� (a, ß�) = fl (, ri (aj, rj (ß�» -' v, m 
i<j 

for all a, fln ETC GL,, (k, ), (7.1) 

o" (a,,?? ) =1 

0'071072) ý1 

for all a,, E T, 77 E OR, (7.2) 

for all 771,772 E 99 (7.3) 

such that 1(771772) = 1(771) + I(W), 

un (77, an) rj (an) 
i 7-i (an)) -' for all an E T, 77 E DR, (7.4) 

V, m 
4; E4, + 
17(-; )<O 

an (n, g) = an (g, n) =1 

O'n(nlgl, 92n2) ` O'n(glig2) 

an (g, n, 92) = an (gi, n92) 

0n(wc, nc(x)wc) = (X, X)u, m 

a, (w.;, w,; ) = (- 1, - 1) "m =1 

for all nEN, 9E GLn(k,, ), (7.5) 

for all ni E N, gi E CL,, (k,, ), (7-6) 

for all nEN, 9It92 E GLn(k, ), (7-7) 

for all 4; E A, xEk, x, (7.8) 

in all cases under consideration. (7.9) 

For the remainder of this chapter we shall concentrate on reformulating these state- 
ments into the notation we have used when calculating the cocycle dec,,. We shall also, 
where appropriate, extend these general statements to more specific results for GL. (k,, ). 
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7.3 Explicit formulae for the cocycle u,, 

We begin this section by recalling that we have defined, 

rl 
CE/Im 

Once again, this will allow us to calculate the cases when m is odd and m is even simul- 
taneously. 

We shall now turn our attention towards finding explicit formulae to describe the 

cocycle a,, on GL,, (k,, ). We shall begin by simply reformulating the statements given in 

the previous theorem. 

Lemma 5 For any diagonal matrices an, On ETc GLn (k,, ) the cocycle an satisfies, 

O'n (Cin 
7 
On) (7-i (an),, rj (On)) -1 V, M 

i<j 

(7rx4 ai I 7ryj bj) 
V, M 

i<j 
rl 

i<j 

where (-l) is trivial whenever m is odd. 

Lemma 6 For each diagonal matrix an ET cGLn(k,, ) and each 77.,, 771112 EM the 

cocycle an satisfies, 

(i) cn(an, 7lwi) =1 

0, whenever l(wlw-*)=I(wl)+I(wg) n(77WI177W2) '1 

(iii) o,,, (wc, w,, ) =1 whenever w,; = 77,, E0 

and finally, 

(iv) O'n (77wi 
i Cen) 

rl (--rj(an)s7-i(an))v-, 
mI 

4; Elý+ 
17-1 (0 <0 

(-7rxJaj, 7rx'ai)-1 
H 

V, M 
4; E41(wi) 

rl (-1)4UXI(-l)"OPXIXI(aixlaýX1,7r),, 
m. 

qE4, (wj) 

where (-1) is trivial whenever m is odd. 
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Finally, by simply restating (7.5), (7.6) and (7.7) from Theorem 1, for Nc GLn(kj, ) 

we also have: 

Lemma 7 For each nj, n2 E N, 91 o 92 E GLn (k,, ) the cocycle an satisfies, 

o, n(nl, gl) = un(gi, nl) =1 

O'n(nlgl, 92n2) : -- Orn(gltg2) 

o, n(glnl, 92) O'n(gi, nlg2)- 

Let us now return to the results given in Theorem 1 and see what else we may deduce. 
Before we do this however, let us first recall the following notation: 

Since the group W is generated by the simple reflections {8,; : 4; E A} each wE TV 

may be expressed as a minimal product, 

with Ck = (ik 
o ik + 1) E A, 

called a reduced expression for w where I(w) t is defined to be the length of w. The set 
0 is defined to be, 

9A = 177W W,;, w,,: wE W} 

where, w= sq, ... sq, is some reduced expression for wEW. Let us recall that the map 

w ý-+ 77,, is independent of this representation of w as a product of 1(w) simple reflections. 
In Section 4.6 we saw that 77,,, = c,,,, w where, if w=s,;, ... s,;, is some reduced expression 

for w, the diagonal matrix ew E TZ is given by, 

ew 

Corollary 6 For each a,,, On ETC GL,, (k,, ) and each 77.. E 9A the cocycle a,, satisfies, 

an (a,,,,, 6n77,,, ) = an (an) 
i8n) - 

PROOF: 

By simply applying the cocycle rule we have, 

ýI(a,, 
(a,, 0,77. ) ý 

a,, (a, fi,, Iý an (on 
, 77W )) 

=(7n(cenifl,, ) by equation (i) of Lemma 6.1: 1 
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Corollary 7 For any 71,,, we E 9A the cocycle a,, satisfies, 

O'n (77,, We) =1- 

PROOF: 

Firstly let us recall that w, = 77,,,. If l(ws.. y = 1(w) + 1(se) our result simply follows 

from equation (ii) of Lemma 6. Therefore for the remainder of this proof we shall assume 
that, 

1(ws, ) 54 l(w) + I(S, ) 

I(ws,. ) = I(W) -1 by Lemmas 3 and 4. (7.10) 

Now let 77,,, = w., ... w,;, EM where w= sq, ... s., is some reduced expression 
for wEW with 1(w) = f. Then, in order to prove this statement, we shall proceed by 

induction on the length I(w). 

We begin by considering the case when I(w) = 1. Then we have 77,, w,,. 
Now, by (7.10) we must have, 

1 (S,; ý SO =1 (S-; ý )-I=0=1 (1). 
Therefore, -ýj =c and by equation (iii) of Lemma 6 we do indeed find, 

an (77w) We) : -- an (We i We) ýý 1- 

Having shown that our result is true when I (w) =1 let us now assume that it is also true 

for any 77,,,, such that 1(w) <t-1. 

Now, let us suppose that 77,,, is defined as above with I(w) = f. Now, once again by 

(7.10) we must have, 
l(ws1) = 1(w)-i =¬-i. 

Therefore we are free to define t7v := ws, where t7v = s, \, ... s, \, -, 
is some reduced expression 

for 0. Furthermore, we now have 

ws, =w and l(i7vs, ) = l(o) + l(s, j) 
77w ': - vs, ---: 77a0s, 77@we- 77a 

So, using the cocycle rule we have, 

an (77w) We) = O'n (770 
-we, we) = 

Un (770, We We) O'n (we, we) 
= 

a- (770, 
-T) a, (We, we) 

O'n (77, D, We) O'n (77fv, We) 
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where IE TZ is some diagonal matrix with entries ±1. 

However, for each term we now find, 

O'n(77, -,, I)=l by equation (iv), Lemma 6. 

Sn (w, w, ) =1 by equation (iii), Lemma 6. 

an(i7, D, w, )=l by our inductive hypothesis as 1(0) = tj - 1. 

Therefore, in conclusion, we do indeed find that for any 771L, E0 the cocycle a,, satisfies, 

an (77w) We) ý-- 1- 

0 

Corollary 8 For any 77W, I 17W2 EM the cocycle un satisfies, 

O'n(qWl I 77W2) =" 

PROOF: 

Let us define, 

77wi =-- W-a ... WC11,77W2 = WC I,, * W612 9R, 

where wi = s,;, . .. s,;,, and W2 = S61 "* S612 are reduced expressions for wi, W2 E W- 

Having seen, in the previous Corollary 7, that our result is true whenever we have 

I(W2) =1 let us now assume that, 

O'n (? 7wi i ? 7w) 11 

for any 77,, such that I(w) :54-1 and proceed by induction. 

Let 77W2 be defined as above with 1(W2) 12. Then, using the cocycle rule we have, 

O'n (77WI 
I 77W2 or n(77WI I WC1 WC2 ... WC12 

all (77WI 
I WC I 77W3 where W3 :' 'SC2 S612 

= 
Un('7W1WEI917W3)Un('7WIýWEI). 

Un (w£ 
1) 17W3) 

We shall now deal with each of these terms in turn. To begin we find, 

O'n (77.1, w,, ) =1 by Corollary 7, 

O'n(wci,? 7W3)=1 by equation (ii), Lemma 6. 
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Therefore, only one term remains. 

Firstly let us suppose that, 1(wis,, ) = I(wj) + I(s,, ). Then, 

77w, We, ---: 77w, 778,1 ý 77w, Be, 9 

and, using our inductive hypothesis, we are able to write 

ý707WIWCIIW3) -: -: O'n(? 7wls., 177W3) ý 1$ 

since I(W3) " t2 - 1- 

Now let us suppose that I(wjs, j 54 I(wj) + I(s, j. 

As we saw in the Remark on page 89, for each wEW we may write 17, = eww where 

ew E TZ is a diagonal matrix with entries ±1. Therefore, for any 17., i7ID E DR such that 

I (wfv-) 01 (w) +1 (0), we have 

l7w ? 7fv = fww fi, -iv = CýFo - Mv 

w Zfofw, z - fwr, (Wiv) = CýErfwr, - ? 7wrv 

= Two 
- 77wo- 

where Twfv E TZ is some diagonal matrix with entries ±1. So, by using the cocycle rule, 
for the final term in (7.11) we now have, 

an (77WI WCI I 77W3) O'n (107w 
i 77W3)1 where w: = wls,, 

O'n(-Tw, 77w77w3)0'n(f7w, 77w3) 

O'n Vw, 77w) 

O'n 
(1w, 'WW377WW3) 

O'n (77w) WO 

(7n (1w, 77w) 

an (-Tw 
7 -Tw w3)an(? 7wv? 7W3), byCorollary6. (7.12) 
an (-Tw 

i 77w) 

However, since we have 

an (-TW117WW3) =1 by Lemma 6, 

a,, 77,,,, ) =1 by equation (i), Lemma 6, 

0"'(77111177113) =1 by our inductive hypothesis as I(W3) :56- ls 

equation (7.12) is indeed trivial, Therefore we have been able to prove that, for any 

'IWI I 77W2 E M, the cocycle a,, satisfies 

O'n(77wiv77W2) ' as required. -'ý 11 
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Corollary 9 For each an, fln ETC GLn (k,, ) and each 77,,,,, 77. ý E0 the cocycle an 
must satisfy, 

O'n (anWi) PnW2) ý-- an (an77wi On) ? 7w2) -On 
(anl7wi) On) 

` O'n (an Wl, 3n77WI 
9 77W2) -On 

(an 
I 77wl On)an (77w, 

I 
fln) 

ý O'n(ctn w'Pn,? Iw,? 7w, )-O',,, (antwli3n)O'n(? 7witiOn)- 

Furthermore, whenever we have 

I (Wl W2) ýI (Wl) +I (W2) 
s 

our previous results enable us to write, 

an (a,, 77,,,,, Pn? 7,,,, ) O'n (an ", 3n, 77,, ý,, ý). an (an 
twl On)O'n (? lwj s Pn) - 

` O'n(aniw', 3n)O'n(? 7wjv, 8n) 

rl (- 1) 
'82ý l'x'y-i(j)(a, -Y'l(J)bý, ' 7r)v, m wl U) 

i<j 

Y'Y'(býJb; y', ir)v, m. 

Let us recall that we had defined Mz CM to be the subgroup of monomials generated 
by the elements, 

jwc: 4; = (i, i + 1) E A}. 

Now, using the previous corollary we are further able to deduce the following: 

Corollary 10 For each wl, W2 E Mz, we find that the cocycle a,, satisfies, 

an(WlsW2): -- 1- 

PROOF: 
Considering the way in which we have defined the set DR it should be clear that, for 

each W1 i W2 E Mz, we have 

wl : -- wl; l Wl; rl """ -Tt? 7wl and W2 : -- Wq ... W4; 
12 " ": 1277W2 

where, for A=1,2, we have wx = sc, ... E TV and . 7, \ E TZ is trivial whenever 
I (w, \) = r, \. 
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Now, using the previous corollary together with Lemmas 5 and 6, we find 

O'n(-Tl? 7wl)-T277W2) " O'n(-Tl WI-T2)77WI77W2)-O'n(-Tliw'-T2)0'n(? 7wlPI2) 

: -- an(. Tl W-T2177Wl? 7w2)* (7.13) 

However, as we saw in the proof of Corollary 8, we have 

77Wll7W2 =: 'TWIW277WIW2 ý -TOW31 

where W3 ---: WIW2 and 13 is trivial whenever l(WlW2): 
--- 

I(WO + I(W2)- 

Therefore, by letting I= 11 '112 E TZ and once again using the cocycle rule, equation 
(7.13) becomes 

an (Wl 
i W2) " O'n (-Tl ? 7wl) -7277W2) 

377W3) 

an(l7T3s? 7W3)an(-TsT3) 

an (131 77W3 ) 

by Lemmas 5 and 6. 

7.4 Kubota's Cocycle O'k- 

13 

It has been shown by Banks, Levy and Sepanski [11 that a,, is the unique cocycle satisfying 
the relations given in Theorem 1. Then by verifying that ak, the cocycle previously 
discovered by T. Kubota [5) [61, also satisfies these relations they were able to show that 
O'k ---'4 U2 - 

Let us recall that Kubota has defined his cocycle O'k by , 

where, 

X(9192) X(9192) 
O'k (91192) 

X(91) I X(92) det(gl) 

x(g) =xab)=Icc0 
( (c 

d) dc0 

for all gj, 92 E SL2(k, ). 
We shall now confirm that ak " 0'2 on SL2 by verifying the relations for O'k- 
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Using the definition of the function X as given above, for each Ce2,02 ET in SL2(kv) 

and for 77,, E 9N, we are able to show that the cocycle O'k satisfies, 

(X (a2., 82) /X (a2) 
iX 

(a2., 32) /x (02) det (a2)) O'k (a2 
082) `4 

(7rX2+y2a2b2/7r X2 
a2,7r 

X2+Y2 
a2b2/7ry2b2 7rX' 

+x2a 
1 a2) v-, ml 

i)-i (7ry2b2,7r-xla-l 

,m 
1) *(2i; llxlyl (aTy2b2xl, 7r),, m, 1 

O'k(77w) 77w) ý- (X(-I2)/X(77w)t X(-I2)/X(? 7w))v, m =1 

O'k(a2? 77w) = (X(a2.77,,, )/x(a2)i X(a2.77w)/x(77,, ) det(a2))v-, 
ml 

/7rX2 a2 , 7rx2 a2 17rXI +X2 
aI a2) (7rX2 a2 

-XI a-')-' 7r I t/, M 

O'k(77,,,, a2) (X(? 7,,,. a2)/X(77w))X(77.. a2)/X(a2))V-, lm 

xi X1 X2 -1 7r al/l, 7r al/7r a2)vm 

(7rxlal, 7rX'-X2aa-1 )-l 
2 vm 

2 IIX'(-J)ie2 12 
2; 
4 iý'XIX2(ax 

a-xl, 7r),,,,,, 12 

1 
-P2? 7w)/x(P2i7 .. 

) det(a2 w))P, m O'k(a0w) POO = (x(a2? 7w-, 3277w)/X(a277w)i x(77,,, a277w 77 ;, m 
= (-7r X2+yl 

a2bi/7rx2a2, -7r 
X2+yla2bi/7ry2b27rX' +X2ala2)1-/, 

m' 

= (-7rylbl, 
-7r-x'+y'-y2a-lbib-')-l 12V, m 

Y2b-yl, 7r),, m = (-J)" 2=;,! 
'(X'+Y'2'). 

(-l) 2 YI+YIY2+ylxl(al-ylblxl, 7r),,, m(bl 2 

` O'k(a2 Wý32,77w77w)-Uk(Cf2pwP2)0'k(77WI02)I as required. 

By simply considering the function X given in the definition of Kubota's cocycle and 

calculating for general matrices nj, n2 E N, 91192 E SL2 (k,, ) we also find that the cocycle 

O'k satisfies, 

ak(ni, gi) = ak(glini) =1 

Uk (nlgl, 92n2) : -- O'k (91192) 

ak (gl n 1,92) " ak (91, n 192) - 

Finally, by simply checking these formulae with those given in Lemmas 5,6 and 7 we 
do indeed find that the cocycle a2, when restricted to SL2(k, ), is precisely the cocycle O'k 
first discovered by Kubota. 
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Chapter 8 

The splitting of the quotient dec, 
an 

8.1 Introduction 

Let k, be a local field with valuation v and a fixed uniformizing element 7r E Op. 
In the previous chapters we have considered two distinct cocycles dec, and a,, in 

Z2(GLn(k, ), y,,, ) corresponding to metaplectic, covers of GLn(k, ). Now, as we saw in 
Section 1.1.1, these two cocycles give us two realisations of the local metaplectic cover, 

gdec,, 

ga, 
ý 

By realising each of these metaplectic groups as the set of pairs GL,, (k, ) x p,,, such that, 

gdec� ý-- «gi (9) (9 (gg', ZZ' dec� (g, g'») 
Co,. = «-qtZ) := (99'tZZ'G'n(9,9'»)t 

we have, 
ISL.! gdec,, 

i given by, (g, ý) 

where the map 0 clearly satisfies, 
dec, 

O'n 
Therefore, by studying the splitting of the quotient of the cocycles an and dec" on SLn, 

in this chapter we shall be able to calculate explicit formulae for the function 0 and thus 
find this isomorphism. 

Furthermore, by slightly changing the definition of the cocycle a,, given in Section 7.2, 

on page 187, we axe able to show that when the number of roots of unity in P" is odd the 
isomorphism given above extends to the whole of GL,, (k, ). When the number of roots of 

unity in p,,, is even this is no longer the case. 
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Commutators 

If, d E Z2(G, tiln) is any 2-cocycle corresponding to the central extension, 

ls )Oa oGfi il, 

then, for any abelian subgroup TCG, we define the commutator of V to be the function, 

[-, -], ý :TxTioP,,, 

such that [t 11 t2 IV": t9(tl) t2) 
t1i t2 E T. 

V(t21 tl) 7 

It is easily shown that is bilinear, skew symmetric and depends only on [0], the 

cohomology class of 0 

Let us now suppose that the cocYcle t9 splits on the subgroup TCG. Then, there 

exists some cochain n such that V= i9n. Therefore, for each tl 9 t2 E T, we find 

[tl) t2110 = 
19(tlit2) K(tl)K(t2) 

* 
K(t2-tl) 

t9(t2) tl) K(tl -t2) K(t2)K(tl) 

= 
K(t2-tl) 

1, since T C: G is abelian. r-(tl -t2) 

Therefore any cocycle which splits on an abelian subgroup T C: G will have a trivial 

commutator on T. 

8.1.2 Homomorphisms 

The local field k,, 

Since m and 7r have been taken to be coprime we have, 

k, xl(k, x)"' 5-'-4 Z/mOpm, given by, 7rxa ý--+ (X (mod m), (a, 7r),,, m). 

Therefore, when considering the set Hom(k, ', we find 

Hom(k, ', p .. ) S--- Hom(k, '/(k, ')', p,, ) ý-'-'Hom(Z/m E) p,,,, tt,, ) Lý ji,, E) Z/M, 

and any homomorphism k,, X ý-+ p.. must be of the form, 

xA 7r ai) ýX(a, 7r)v, ml 

for suitable ýEp.. and AE Z/m. 
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Torus 

Let us now consider the set Hom. (T, p,, ) where T is the torus of diagonal matrices in 
GL,, (k, ). Clearly, since we have T kx x ... x k,, x = (Dn 1 k,, x, we must have 

Hom(T, p,,, ) Hom(E)'Ik, ', p,, ) cal Hom(k, ', 

Therefore it follows that any homomorphism T ý--+ IL,, must be of the form, 

a,, = diag(7rX'al,... 7rXn )A, x 
7r)An an Cxl(al, 7r ... 

ýn n (a 
vm) *1 V, M ný 

for suitable , ýn E pn and A,,... An E Z/M. 

Monomials 

In this section we shall consider the set of homomorphisms from M, the monomials in 
CL,, (k, ), to the group tz,, of roots of unity. Here we shall consider the two cases when m 
is odd and m is even separately. 

Suppose m is odd: 
In this case it can be shown that, 

k,, ' E) &IA, given by, m=a,, 77.. i1 (det(a,, ), sign (w)). 

Therefore, since sign(w) = ±1, in this case we find that 

Hom (M, pm) ýý Hom (MIM', pm)'-: -x Hom (k,, ', 

So, when m is odd, any homomorphism M ý-+ pm must be of the form, 

7r)A Mý Cen77w 11 CXI+"*+Xn (a, 
... ant v, ml 

for suitable ýEI. L,, and AE Z/m and where det(ce,, ) = 7rxIaj ... 7rxna,,. 

Suppose m is even: 
In the work which follows we shall see that when m is even we need only consider 

the quotient of the cocycles dec,, and a,, on SL,, (k,, ). Therefore, in this section, we shall 
consider homomorphisms from the monomials Mc SL,, (k,, ) to the group 1121". 

on=2: In this case it can be shown that, 

a2 02 )) 
kxl(k, X)2 ED S21A2 M/Ml = M/(( 

0 a- 

=: ý- Hom(M, p,, )ýý-ýHom(k,, x/(k,, X)2(DC2, pm) 
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and any homomorphism M ý--* p.. must be of the form, 

m wxa 0 17" 1)XA, (a, 7r)A 2 sign(W)A3, 0 lr-xa v, 2 

for some A 1, A2, A3 E {O, 1} - 

on> 3: 
Here we simply find that, 

M/M"= S,, IA,,, given by, m=a,, 77,, sign(w) 

=ý- Hom(M, p,, )ý: --Hom(M/M', p,,, )ý'--4Hom(S,, /A,,, p,, ). 

Therefore, when n>3, any homornorphism M o-+ p,,, is found to satisfy, 

m=a,, 77,,, ý--+ sign(W)A, for some A=0,1. 

The group N 

As we have seen before, when n=2 we find that N2 = ((Ol *1)) E SL2(k, ) is abelian. 
Therefore we have, 

Hom(N2, p,, ) Hom(k, p,,, ) G-'-Hom(kv /m kv,, um) = 1. 

Now, it can also be shown that when n>3 we have, 

10* 
.o 

(0 
1»ESL�(k, 

). 

Therefore we find that, 

HOM(Nn, ttm) Hom(Nn/Nn, Jim) 
Hom((Dn -1 k,, jim) HOM(k, /m k,, tt,. )n-1 I 

So, in conclusion we have found that, for any n and with m odd or even, the group N 

satisfies, 
Hom(N, tt,, ) = 1. 

The groups GL,, (k,, ) and SL,, (k, ) 

For GL,, (k, ) we find, 

Hom(GL,, (k, ), Hom(GL,, (k, )/GL,, (k, )', pm) 
Hom(GL. (k,, )/SL,, (k,, ), jim) Gýý Hom(kt, ', pm). 
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Therefore, once again we find that any homomorphism GL,, (k, ) must be of the 
form, 

,y ý9(g' 7r)A, M, v 

for some ýE ji,,, and AE Z/m and where det(7) = 7r9g. 

For SL,, (k, ) we simply find, 

Hom(SLn(k,, ), M,,, ) 

8.2 Defining the cocycle Dec'. 

Let us begin by considering the quotient of the two cocycles dec, and a,, when restricted 
to the abelian subgroup TC GL,, (k,, ) of diagonal matrices. Using Theorem 2.4.1 and 
Lemma 5, for each an, fln E T, we have 

Y. io 

dec, (an, On) ---: 

rj7j(aji, 7r),,, nrjj,, ý3(-J) 2; 
lly, 

4XJ 
- 07n(an, gn) 

Un rj,,,, 
j 

(- 1) 
ip 
2v'XiYJ (a -yjb'y', 7r),, m i31 

n 
ll(-1)182ý-ll(x'YJ+Yixl)ll(a, rJbýX1,7r),,,, Il(aiyl, 7r),,,, -i9, rn(ctnifln) 
i<j i<j i=l 

-1 rj(-J)IE2, 
)r'(XIYJ+Ylxl) 11(arJ, 

7r),,,,, n 
II(b2-x', 07n(Ctni On)- 

i<j i: 5j i<j 

Calculating the commutator of the quotient decv /an on the abelian subgroup 
T C: GL,, (k, ) we now find, 

, -I y rjj, 
cj(-l)-'ýo2P(xiyJ+YiXJ) 

rli<j(ai I, 
7r),,,, n 

rli'<I(b7xl, 7r),,,,, 
an i 

On ] 
decL, ý 

-1 
7r) In 

lln an rji<j(-l)"02'ý(Y'XJ+Xlyj)rji: 5j(b? 
ýj, 

v- (a7y', 7r),, n i<j 
(JJ b7xJ, 7r),, 

= (det(a,, ), det(, 8,, )),,,,,. 

Therefore, if we restrict to SL,, (k, ), we do indeed find that this commutator is trivial. 

Let us now consider the case when m, the number of roots of unity in p,,,, is odd. In 

this case we notice that we may write, 
1/2 

(det(a,, ), det(o,, )),,. -= 
(det(a,, ), det(, 6,, ))vm 

(8.2) 
(o ))-1/2' (det(an), det n VM 
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which gives us the idea to return to the definition of the cocycle a,, E Z2(GL,, (k, ), 11,, ) 

given in Section 7.2 on page 187. There we had defined, 

O'n(gl? 92) ý O'SL,, +l 
(1(91), Z(92)). (det(gi), det(92))v-, 

ml- 

Considering equation (8.2) we now define a new 2-cocycle a, *, by, 

-1/2 O'n*(gltg2) " O'SLn+1(2(91)i2(92)). (det(gl), det(92))V, 
m 

1/2 
= Un (91192). (det (gl), det (92)) 

v, m - 

Then, when m is odd, the cocycle a* E Z2 n (GL,, (k, ), p,,, ) is well defined and corre- 
sponds to the metaplectic extension, 

1 jim ý 0�. ---+ GL�(k, ) ) 1. 

If we restrict to SL,,, (k, ) it should be clear that this extension is identical to the extension 

corresponding to a,,. 
Whenever m is even there is an obvious problem with this definition. That is, we shall 

1/2 have no way of making sense of the term (det (gl), det (92)) v, m . In order to get round this, 

whenever we are dealing with the case that m is even, we shall restrict to SL,, (k,, ). Then 

we simply have, 

n 
*(gltg2)ISLn(k, ) : -- O'n(gltg2)) 

is again well defined. 

Remark: 

So far in this thesis we have been able to consider the cases when m is odd and even 
simultaneously. Since we would like to continue doing so, for the remainder of this thesis, 

we shall restrict our attention to SL, (k, ) whenever m= 2r is even. With this in mind, 
let us now define the notation, 

GLn(k, ) 
G, = 

ISLn(k, 

) 
whenever m is odd. 

whenever m is even. 

Definition: 

We define the cocycle Dec' on G,, with values in p,, by, V 
dec, 

= 
dec, (gl, 92) Dec. (gi, 92) = ýT (91 

s 92) 
0'n*(gljg2) n 

for all gj, 92 E Gv. 
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As stated in the previous remark, from this point on it is understood that whenever 

m is even we shall only consider the cocycle Dec. on SL,, (k,, ). Then any terms involving 

determinants will be trivial and we shall have, 

Dec'(gl, 92)ISL,, ---: 
decv 

(91192) 
v O'n 

for all gj, 92 E SL, (k, ) = G, - 

For the remainder of this chapter we shall concern ourselves with finding the splitting 

of this cocycle Dec. on G.. That is, we shall find the functionO satisfying, 

Dec', (gl, 92) 
0(91)V)(92) 

7P(9192) 

and corresponding to the isomorphisms, 

ewhen m is odd: 
ga, *, IGLngdecm 

given by, (g, ý) m? (g, ýO (g)) 
- 

gio 92 E Gv 

when m is even: 
ga, *, " gan SL. lgdec,, s 

8.3 The splitting of Dec' on the Torus in G, v 
In this section we shall find all possible splittings of the cocycle Dec' on the torus T of 
diagonal matrices. 

Theorem 8.3.1 The cocycle Dec. splits on the torus TC GL, over p, A cochain which 

spits the cocycle Dec' on T is given by, V 
n E'IX112 7 j- ikT(an) ý--'rn(an) (-1)22, rllxixJ(ajx', 7r)vm . 

Il(aj, 
7r)v-, m 

0; Ee+ i=l (8.4) 

where -rn is the function described in Chapter 3. 

Let us be clear that, in equation (8.4), when m is odd it is understood that (-1) 

and when m is even it is understood that det(an) = 1- 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

, -- By simply calculating, for each an, on ETCG,,, we find that the cocycle Dec. ' 

satisfies, 
dec, (an, fln) 

= 
dec, (an, on) 

-1/2 Dec' (an, On) =. (det (an), det(ftn)) 
or* (an, On) a, (an,, 3, ) VM 

n 
2' (xiyj+YixJ)fl�, 

j(arJ, 7r)��, jl�j(b2-xi 0, rn (an) ßn) 
- 
Ili<j (-1) ! 

27P11 
3 7r)v, m. 

-r Z" X-12 
'n 

. 
][In (bi j=' 7r) 

vm (ai jý' Yj12 
, 7r)v, m i=l 

97-n(an), On)-Ili<j(-l)iei; "(Xiyj+yixj) 

. 
][In Ej'ý= i Yj - Ej'ý= I Yj /2 Ei-I XJ+En 

i=i 
(a. 7r),, m. (b7 J=j j., Xj12 

, 7r)v, M 

xi Y, Yi Xj aTn(an03n)-jjje 1+ 
,j 

. 
][In Ei-I y +En Ei-I XJ+En - j=l j j=l Yj12 J=l j=l Xj12 (a. 7r),,, n. 

(b 7r)V, M 

I Orn (ant 
i3n) H4; 

E(D+ 
(-1) L22: ý'll(x4yJ+YiXJ) 

7r)v, mjln I 

En Y, /2 n : pn Y. J=l 3 jml X112 TLE(D+ (aý it (ai 7r) v'm*110ý+ 
(b, -. X, 

7r) vm (b, 17r)v, m 

IPT(an)OTPO 
OT(an, 3n) 

So, when m is both odd and even, a cochain which splits Dec' on TCG, is given by, 

, OT(an) = rn(an) - 
rj XIXJ(ajxi, 

7r)v, m. 
(a, - Xj /2 

7r 
H )V, 

Mi 
4; E'D+ i=l 

which completes the proof of our theorem. 

Remark: 

13 

Let us be clear that, although we have found a splitting of Dec' on T, the cochain ? PT is 

not unique. However, considering the fact that, 

Dec' (a,,, fln) = 
OT (an) OT (On) 

V V)T(anfln) 

we see that any other splitting on T must be obtained by multiplying OT with some 
homomorphism Ti& jin. As we have seen, in Section 8.1.2, any such homomorphism 

must be of the form, 

O(an) -= ý, Xl(aj, 
7r)A, ... 

ýnxn(aný 7r)A V, M V, M) 

for suitable ý, r, E p,, and Aj,... An E Z/m. 
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Corollary 11 Any cochain ýT which splits the cocycle Dec' on the torus TCG,, must 

satisfy, 

V)T(an) : -- OT(an)Aan)) 

where ipT is as above and 0 is some homomorphism in Hom(T, pn). 

8.4 The splitting of Dec. on the Monornials in G, 

In this section we shall find all possible splittings of the cocycle Dec' on the monornials. 
That is, we shall find all functions ým which satisfy, 

Dec'(ml, M2) ý 
V)M(MI)V)M(M2) 

v ýM(MlM2) 

for each mi, M2 EMCG,. 

By assuming it is understood that (-1) =1 when m is odd and det(a") =1 when m 
is even we have been able to deal with both cases simultaneously. In order to keep doing 

so we shall first need to re-define the function sign. That is, from this point on, we define 

the function sign: Wa )p,, by, 

sign(w) rj where (-l) =1 when m is odd. 
CE147n 

This simply allows us to say that the function sign is defined as usual when m is even 
but is trivial whenever the number of roots of unity in p,,, is odd. 

Let us also be clear that, having found a cochain ? PM which splits the cocycle Dec' on 
MEG,,, any other possible cochain will be of the form, 

? PM(M) 

where v: Mi)p,,, is some homomorphism satisfying, 

v(an77w 

jv(det(an)) 
some ýp E Hom(k, x, when m is odd 

sign(w)' some AE 10,11, when m is even. 

Before we move on we shall first require one more result concerning products over root 
spaces. 4 
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Lemma 8.4.1 Let us define the function x(i, j) :T ý-+ p,,, by, 

= (aýj, 7r) (2) X (i, j) = 
(- 1) 

i8217FIl Xi, 

(1) X(i'j) 
then, in both cases (1) and (2), we find 

Vi Viý 3) (8.5) 
x(W-1 (i), W-1 W) x(j, i) (ij)E4P+ (ij)Elý(W) 

PROOF: 
By simply calculating we do indeed find, 

Vi 
,i) 

rl(i,, 
)E,, + X( 'Ii) 

w1 -1(j -1(')IW-'(j)) WIw rl(ij)E4, 
+ X(W 

= 

Il(i, 
j)EID+ X(" i) 

ri 
x(i, j) (W(i), W(j»Elb+ 

rl(ij)E4ý+ X(', i) 

H Vi, A [I Vi, A 
(i, j)E4'+: (W(i), W(j))E, D+ (i, j)El, -: (W(i), W(j))EIý+ 

rl(ij)Elý+ X("j) 

rl(i, 
j)E4, +\4ý(W)X(', j) 11(j, 

i)ET, (W)X('J) 

= 

Il(i, 
j)Elb(W) X(') i) 

rl(j, 
i)EID(W) X(" A 

li Vi, A 
(i, j)EIP(w) 

X(j, i) 

which completes the proof of our lemma. 

13 

This result shall be important in various calculations throughout the remaining proofs 
in this section. 

Theorem 8.4.1 Any cochain ým which splits the cocycle Dec' over MEG, must satisfy, V 

Al (77W )= Sign(W)A for some AE 10,1}, 

where sign is trivial whenever m is odd. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Let us recall that we have defined the set Mz = (w,, : 4; E A) C M. Then, any matrix 
wE Mz may be written as, 

W: -- W4; 1 ... Wcr = -177w, 

where w= sq, ... sc, EW and IE TZ is trivial whenever I(w) 

Using Theorem 1.4.1 and Corollary 10 we find that, 

dec, (wl, W2) -: -- an (Wl 
9 W2) -: - 1- 

We also know that det(w) =1 for each wE Mz. Therefore, for each wl, W2 E Mz we find, 

Dec, '(Wl, W2) =' 
dec, (wl, W2) 
O'n (W1 

t W2) 

and therefore any cochain which splits the cocycle must satisfy, 

ýMMW2): 
-- 

ýM(Wl)ýM(W2)- 

So, when we restrict to the subgroup Mz CM we find that any possible cochain ým must 

also be a homomorphism. Now, since 

MZ/Mz' Sn/Ant given by, w= li7,, A& sign(w) 

we find that, 
Hom(Mz, jim) 5--- Hom(S,, /An, Pm) - 

Therefore, on the subgroup Mz, any cochain ým must satisfy, 

sign(w)l 

whenever m is odd. 

whenever m is even. 

= sign(W)A for some AE 10,1}, 

for each w= 177,,, E Mz and where the function sign is defined as on page 205. 

Finally, since for each wEW we have 77.,,, E Mz, our result immediately follows. 
13 

Theorem 8.4.2 Any function ýM which splits Dec. on MCG, over p,,, satisfies, 

ýM(an17w)=ým(an)sign(w)&, AE {O, l} 

ýM (an) = ýM (wan) {X"XII(ajxl/a«ýJ, 7r)v, m, - 11 (X+XJ +X'Xj) max 

(i, j)Ee(w) 

for each an E T, 17 
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Once again we are assuming it is understood that (- 1) and sign (w) are trivial whenever 

m is odd and det(a,, ) =1 when m is even. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

We shall begin by considering statement (i). Referring to Theorem 4.6.1 and Lemma 

6 we have found that for any a,, E T, 77w E 9A the cocycles dec, and a,, satisfy, 

dec, (an, qw) = an (an 
i 77w) =1- 

Since det(77,, ) =1 we are immediately able to deduce that the cocycle Dec' satisfies, v 

D' (an 
i 77w) : -- 

decv (an, 77w) 
ec. 

O'n (an) 77w) 

and therefore, using Theorem 8.4.1, we do indeed have 

, OM(anl7w) = ? PM(an)0M(77w) = V)M(an)sign(w)A for some AE {O, 1}. 

Let us now consider statement (ii). By returning to Theorem 4.6.2 and Lemma 6 we 

see that the cocycles dec, and a,, satisfy, 

dec,, (77,., -1 11 max {Xi, Xj) an 
ie2P XJ (8.6) 

(Q)E-D(w) 

Un (77w, an) rl 1222-7- PX'XJ (a'yJajx', 7r),,,,, (8.7) 
(Q)Elý(w) 

for each a,, ET and each 77,,, E 0. 

Now, using equation (i), we must have 

IPM(? 7wan) = IPM(wan77w) : -- ýM( w an) ýM (77w) 
- 

Therefore, since det(77,,, ) = 1, we may deduce that 

ýM(an) ýM(a,, 
77,,, ) 

ýM( w an) ým(q,., an) 
Decv(77,,,, Cen) 

= 
dec,, (77,,,, an) 

Decv (an, 77w) O'n (77w, an) 

Now, by simply substituting equations (8.6) and (8.7) our proof is complete. 
13 
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Finally, it remains to find an expression for the cochains ým when restricted to the 

torus T of diagonal matrices. We know that, for any cochain ýM, the restriction ýMIT is 

a cochain which splits the cocycle Dec' on the torus T. Therefore, considering the remark 

on page 204, we must have 

IPM IT ý-- IPTA 

where OT is the cochain found in the previous section and 0E Hom (T, 

Thus we are in fact searching for all possible hornomorphisms T p,,, which 

satisfy, 
; bm(an) OT(an)-O(an) an 

such that the function ým splits the cocycle Dec' on M. v 

Theorem 8.4.3 Any homomorphism 0: T pn which extends the cochain OT to the 

monomials M must satisfy, 

xi O(an) = v(det(an))- 
(i, j)Elt+ 

where VEHom(k,, ', p,,, ). 

Therefore any cochain ým which splits the cocycle Dec'v over MEG,, must satisfy, 

ýM(an? 7w) =sign (W) A.? PT (an). w (det (cen)) 

for some homomorphism VE Hom(k, ', p,,, ) and some AE 10,1} 
- 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Since we know that ýM IT " IPTA by substituting into equation (ii) of Theorem 8.4.2 

and then substituting for the function OT as in Theorem 8.3.1, we find 

w xixj 0(an) 
= 

? PT( an) 02 1 (Xi+XJ) e2:; 
'l 

22 1 
max X' laiXJ I 

7r), vm 0( w an) IPT(an) 

ip, {X', XJI(aj 

n xw X. 
-Im 

-r,, (wan) -'(i)x--'(j)(a 
W-IM 

7r),, mrj7t=j(a,,, -i(j)j7r)vm 

ýPxixJ (a'yl, 7r),,, n 
jj'ý _En Xjl2 Tn (an) 22 

j 
(ai, 7r),,,, n 

I 
x (-1)24ý! I(Xi+Xj)(-J)IP-2,; IlXiXJ(-J)'eý; 

rlI " (X"xl) (ajxl lafJ, 7r),, m. 
(ij)E4)(w) 
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Finally, by substituting for the function -r., as given in Theorem 4.7.1 on page 92, and 
tidying the resulting expression we find that the homomorphism 0 must satisfy, 

0w= 
Il (- 1) 

ie2P (xi+xj) (ajxi /ZJ, (ax'-'(') /ajxl, 7r),, M. 
O(an) II 

W-lu) ( an) 
qElý(w) qElý+ 

Furthermore, considering the result given in case (1) of Lemma 8.4.1 we have, 

rj (ajx'1JJ, 7r),,,,, = Il (ajxl/ax'-'('), 7r)v, m. s W-1 U) 

I; E(D(W) O; E4ý+ 

Therefore we find that the quotient satisfies, 

O(a. ) I 
O(wan) 

(Q)E4ý(W) 

Finally, by using the result given in case (2) of Lemma 8.4.1, we see that we may write, 

0(a,, ) 
= O(Wan) 

(ij)E4ý(w) 

(P- 1) V. 2r "I 

= XI 
(i, j)E"D(w) (-l)ip 2ril 

xi 

2 
Xw-l(') 

xi 

4 ux 
2 W-10) 

So, any homomorphism T ý--+ p,, which extends the cochain OT must be of the 
form, 

O(Cfn) = v(an)- 11 (-1)4'IX's 
qE4P+ 

where v: T ý--+ p,,, is any homornorphism satisfying v (a,, ) = v(wa,, ). 

NB: Let us be clear that, if in Lemma 8.4.1 we had let X(ij) = (-1)1V'XJ we could 
have found, 

ý Ix 
v (a n) 

cE, P+ 

However, when m is odd we have (-l) =1 and therefore we find 0*(a,, ) = O(a,, ). 
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Let us now suppose that m is even. Then, since we are only considering matrices 
an E SLn(k, ) it is easily shown that, 

XJ 

-CE4)+ 

and once again we may deduce that 0*(a,, ) = O(a,, ). 

'Therefore, in both the cases we are considering, the homomorphisms 0 and 0* are 
identical. 

. 
Returning to the proof of our theorem, by referring to Section 8.1.2, we see that any 

homomorphism v: Ti&P,,, which satisfies v(a,, ) = v("a,, ) must be of the form, 

7r)AI 7r)A,, v(an)=ýXjl(aj, V, M ... 
ýýn(ani 

vms 

with ýj = ... = ýn E p,,, and Al Art E Z/m. 
However this allows us to write, 

V(an) = ýXl+-+Xn (a a 7r)AI = V(det(an))) I ni v, m 

where ýp is some homornorphism in Hom(k, ', p,, ). 

In conclusion we have found that the hornornorphism 0 must satisfy, 

ip- 1 O(aj = V(det(a�». Il (-1) j4xl, 
ýýEe+ 

for some VE Hom(k,, ', 

Therefore, using Theorem 8.4.2, any cochain ým which splits the cocycle Dec. over 

'M E G, must indeed satisfy, 

'OM(CtnI7w) = Sign(w)A 
1 xi 

-OT(an). V(det(an» 

for some VE Hom(k,, ', jim), AE 10,1}, which completes the proof of our theorem. 
cl 
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Definition: 

Let us define the cochain OAf which splits the cocycle Dec. on M by, 

41 X4 V)M(Cfn? 7w) O'F(an) 11 (-1)22; ' u. 

(i. j)E, D+ 

then, as on page 205, Theorem 8.4.3 tells us that any other cochain which splits Dec' does 

indeed satisfy, 

w(det(an))Om(an? 7w) 

Sign(W)A OM (anl7w) 

E Hom(k, ', when m is odd 

AE {O, 1}, when m is even. 

-To complete this section let us clarify our results by splitting into the two cases when 

m is odd and m is even. 

Corollary 12 . 
Suppose m is odd. Then, any cochain ýAf which splits the cocycle Deco, over 

ME GLn(kv) must satisfy, 

nn Ej=l Xj12 
W(det(an)) 

11 (ajx', 7r),,,, n 
II(ai, 

7r)v-, rn some VE Hom (k, 

Suppose m is even. Then, any cochain ým which splits the cocycle Dec' over 
ME SLn(kv) must satisfy, 

ý(M) Sign(W)A 
tv X. 

-7n(Cfn)- 
I (X'+X'x J) (aj ', 7r)vm, some AE {O, 1}- 

CEIý+ 

8.5 The splitting of Dec' on the group NcG, 
V 

In this section we consider the coboundary O'ON which splits the cocycle Dec' over the v 
group of upper triangular matrices NCG,,. In the cases that n=2 and n=3 we shall be 

able to completely describe this splitting on the whole of N. As we have seen the group 
N may be generated by, 

(nij(7r-zc) : 

where the matrices nij(7r-zc) are as defined in the previous chapters. 

Let us also be clear that, since we have Hom (N, /z,,, ) = 1, any cochain ON which splits 
the cocycle Dec' over the group NCG,, will be unique. v 
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Using Lemma 7 on page 190 and noting that, for cadi n6NC S"(k-,,, ) we have 

det(n) = 1, we are able to deduce the following: 

Thcorem 8.5.1 For any matrices nj, n2 E IV the cocycle Dec" sati9fics, Iv 

Dcc, '(nj, n2) ý dcc, (ni, n2)- 

Using this theorem we are able to deduce that the cocycle dec, itself splits of] 010 

group N. Therefore, by Ending this splitting we shall also be able to find inoro results 

concerning the copycle dec,. 

Theorem 8.5.2 Let us define 2ij = maxfZijt 01 thený the unique cochain Ox Which 

splits the cocycle Dec' on the group N C: Gv satisfies, v 
(Z +Z) 1) 

_J) flý 9 -zi, J cij» (Ci, 
j, 7r) 

Zi'j ON (ni, 
j 

(7r 
vm 

for each generator ni, j(7r-zi, Jci, j) E N. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 
In order to prove this theorem we note that, 

ni, j(7r-Z"JCi, j) = ni, j(7r-zi, lci, j/2). ni, j(7r-zi, lci, j/2). 

Then, using Theorem 8.5.1, we have 

'ON (nij (7r-zi, J ci, jl2))ON (nij (7r-z', Jci, j/2)) = Decl(nj, j(7r-Z"Jcjj /2), ni, j (7r-z', Jci, j/2)) ON (nij (7r-zi, j ci, j)) v 

= dec, (ni, j(7r-ZilJci, j/2)lnij(7r-z', Jcij/2)). 

Using Theorem 6.3.1 on page 149 we see that we have calculated this to be, 

ON (nij (7r-zi, J ci, j /2) )2 (z + 1) zi 
ON (nij (7r-zi, j ci, j)) 

(8.8) 

Now, since we know that Hom(N, p,,, ) = 1, if we can find a function ON Which Satisfics 
equation (8.8) then this is indeed the unique cochain which splits the cocycle Ded on N. 

v 
Let us now consider the specific case when m=2. Here we find that equation (8.8) 

simply becomes, 

'ON(ni, j(7r-zi, J cij)) = (Ci, j, 7r),,, m 
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Since this must in fact be the unique cochain which splits Dec' on N over u2 we check to 

see if this result generalizes to any m. Then, we do indeed find that, 

Zijcijl2) (n-j))2 
IPN(nij(7r- )2 ((cij/2,7r) 1) 

iPN(njj(x-Zijcjj)) P Zi (n 
Z"(Z" 

(Cij, 7r)Z" 
LE257ý 1( 

2"+1)(j-1)(-J)IP-21; 
" 

VM 

(Z- . +I) 
(Cij/4,7r)&Z,, 

m' 
(-1)"12P U-')(-J)ý2217' 

as required. 
13 

Now, using the previous theorenis we are able to deduce the following: 

Corollary 13 For any matrices nEN and nij := nij (7r-zCj cij) EN with Zjj :ý0 the 

unique cochain ON satisfies, 

ON(n)ON(ni, j) = dec,, (n, nij(r-zidcij)) ON(n nij) 

=:,. ON(n nij) =; 5N(n)ON(njj) =, ON(n). 

PROOF: 

The proof of this follows immediately from Theorems 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. 
13 

8.5.1 The splitting on N2 

In this section we shall calculate the cochain ON which splits the cocycle Dec' over the 

group of upper triangular matrices N2 C G, 9 CL2(k-, ). Since Hom(N2, ji,, ) =1 the 

cochain tpN wiH be unique. 

Corollary 14 Vie unique cochain Ov which splits the cocycle Dec' on the group N2 c G,, 

21,2( (P-1) 1,2(ZI, 2+1) 
I ir-ZI. 2CI. 2 (CI, 

2t7r)&,, m -1) 2r 2 VN 

((0 

1 

-_ PROOF: The proof of this statement follours immediately from Theorem 8.5.2. 
13 
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Remark: 

Using Theorem 14 it is a simple exercise to confirm that, as in Corollary 4, the cocycle 
dec, does indeed satisfy, 

,_ O(nj)iP(n2) dec,, (nj, n2) = Dec. (nj, n2) - 0(nin2) 

with this being a far more convenient way of expressing the result. 

8.5.2 The splitting on N3 

In this section we shall calculate the cochain ON which splits the cocycle Dec' over the v 
group of upper triangular matrices N3 C Gv g GL3(k, ). Once again, since we have 

Hom(N3, p,, ) = 1, the cochain ON will be unique. 

We shall once again use the notation given in Chapter 6 and define, 

7r-ZI, 2 C1,2 0), 

nl, 3 :: -- 
(10 jr-ZI, 3C1,3 

nl, 2 
( 

01 100101 
00100 

100 
n2,3 01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 

001)- 

Then, having defined the matrices n1,2, n2,3, nl, 3 E N, the general matrix nEN may be 

written as, 
1 7r-Zl, 2 CI, 2 7r-ZI. 3 CI, 3 

n: = 01 7r-Z2,3 C2,3 n2,3nl, 3nl, 2. 
(001 

Furthermore, the matrices nij also satisfy 
I 7r-ZI, 2CI, 2 jr-ZI, 3 C1,3 

nl, 2nl, 3 010 nl, 3nl, 2 

001 

1 7r-Z', 3 CI, 3 

n2,3nl, 3 01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 nl, 3n2,3 
001 

1 ir-ZI, 2CI, 2 0 7r-ZI, 2Cl, 2 7r-(ZI, 2+Z2,3)CI, 2C2,3 
n2,3nl, 2 01 7r- Z2,3 C2,3 nl, 2n2,3 01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 

001001 
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Corollary 15 The unique cochain ON which splits the cocycle Dec' on the group N3 C G, 

satisfies, 

I 7r-ZI, 2C,, 2 0 21,2 1 21,2 
ON 

010 
ON (nl, 

2) 
(Cl, 

2 i 7r)v, m 
001 

10 lr-ZI, 3 C1.3 21,3 

'ON 010 IPN(nl, 3) 
(Cl, 

3,7r)v, m 
001 

10 

jr-z 

0 22,3 

'ON 01 23 C2,3 
ON(n2,3) (C2,3 

i 7r) m, m 
001 

PROOF: 

The proof of this statement follows immediately from Theorem 8.5.2. 
13 

Theorem 8.5.3 The unique cochain ON which splits the cocycle Dec' on the group 91 
N3 C G,, satisfies, 

Z2 3 
10 ir-ZI, 3CI, 3)) 

= 

ON (n2,3) = (C2,3 
, 70 v, ý Z1,3 < Z2,3 

ON 01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 
001 

ZI, 3 V)N(nl, 3) = (CI, 3t7r)v, m 
Z2,3 :5 Z1,3 

m 

Z1.2 lar, 

I lr-ZI, 2CI, 2 7r-Zl, 3CI, 3 
ON(nl, 2) = (Cl, 2)7r)vm 21 

2"2 ZI, 3 < Zl, 2 
ON 01 

00 ZI, 3 

IV)N(nl, 

3) = (Cl, 317r)v, m 
Z1,2: 5 ZI, 3- 

FuTthermore, we also find 

Z1,2 :50 or Z2,3 <0: 

I ir-ZI, 2CI, 2 0 
ON 

(( 

01 7r-Z2,3 C2,3 
V)N(n2,3)'ON(nl, 2) 

001 

0< Z2,31 ZI, 2 
ZI, 2 

1 ir-ZI, 2CI, 2 0 
V)N(n2,3)V)N(nl, 2) (C2,3t7r)vm 

ON 
01 7r-Z2,3C2,3 

(p-1) minfZI, 2, Z2,3}(minfZI, 2iZ2,3}+2ZI, 2-1) 

((001X 

(-J) 2T' 2 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

By referring to Theorems 6.4.1,6.4.2 and 6.4.3 given in Chapter 6 we see that, by 

using the "hat" notation, the cocycle dec, satisfies, 
21,3 

dec, (n2,3, nl, 3) 

(CI, 3 70 Vm 
22,3 

(C2,3 7r) V, m 

7r)21,3 
dec, (nl, 3, nl, 2) 

(CI, 3, V, M 
21,2 

(Cl, 2,7r)v, m 

1 

""m -1) 
Lo 

22 (C2,3 
, 70 - 

ZI, 2 ZI, 2(ZI, 2+1) dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) 

-ZI, 2 Zl, 2 Z2,3 Z2.3 (Z2,3 - 1) 
(C2,3) 7r)vm 2 

Now, since we know that, 

Z1,3 < Z2,3 

Z2,3 :5 Z1,3 

ZI, 3 < Z1,2 

ZI, 2: 5 Z1,3- 

ZI, 2 :50 or Z2,3 :50 

0< Z1,2 < Z2,3 

0< Z2,3 :5 ZI, 2- 

0(nin2) -- 
0(nl)V)(n2) 
dec, (ni, n2)1 

using the results given in Theorem 15 together with the previous results for dec, our 
original statement quickly follows. 

13 

Finally in order to complete this section we shall consider the cochain 'ON when applied 
to the general matrix, 

I jr-ZI, 2 CI, 2 7r- 
ZI, 3 CI, 3 

ý 

n: = 01 7r-Z2,3 C2,3 n2,3nl, 3nl, 2. 

(001 
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Theorem 8.5.4 Let us define the matrix n := n2,3nl, 3nl, 2 EN as above. Let us also 
define, 

C2,3CI, 2C- 
1) 7r E 

e, 1,3 

for some EE VýO and where either e=0 or Ie1. 

Then, the unique cochain ON which splits the cocycle Dec' on the group N3 C G" 

satisfies, 

" ZI, 2 '5 0 
'ON(n) = ON(n2,3nl, 3) 

" Z2,3 <0 
IPN(n) = V)N(nl, 3nl, 2) 

40 ZI, 3 <0 ON(n) = V)N(n2,3nl, 2) 

OZ1,3 < MaX{Z2,3 , 
ZI, 2} : 

ON(n) V)N(n2,3nl, 2) 

OZ1,3 ý: MaX{Z2,3 , 
ZI, 2} : 

OZ1,2 < Z1,3 - Z2,3 : 

ON (n) :- ON (nl, 3) 

OZI, 2 > Z1,3 - Z2,3 : 

2ZI 2-ZI 3 -ZI 2 ON (n) " ON (n2,3) ON (n 1,3)'ON (n 1,2) (C2,3 
, 70 VM' ' (Cl, 317r)vm' 

ZI, 2( 2+1)(_l)jL-1 ZI, 3(jl, 3+1) Z2,3 (Z2,3 - 1) Z2,3 ZI, 3 
'EL; 

r (-') 
L21 

22 

OZI, 2 = ZI, 3 - Z2,3 : 

e=O or E>Z2,3: 

-ZI, 2 ON (n) : -- ON (n 
1,3) ON (n 

1,2) 
(CI, 

3,70 Vm 

E< Z2,3: 

z" (-1)22, -rl-'ZI, 2E ON (n) : -- ON (n 1,3) (e, 7r) vm 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

In order to prove this theorem we must return to the results given in Theorem 6.4.4 

on page 171. Using what we have learnt about the coboundaxy ON in the preceeding 
theorems we are now able to re-write these results. 
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In the case that at least one of the Zij <0 we find, 
OZI, 2: 5 0: 

dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) : -- 1 

OZ2,3 < 0: 
dec, (n2,3nl, 3, n1,2) = dec, (nl, 3, n1,2) = 7PN(nl, 3)IPN(nl, 2)ON(nl, 3nl, 2)-I 

*Z1,3 <0: dec, (n2,3n1,3, n1,2) = dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) = ON(n2,3)7PN(nl, 2)V)N(n2,3nl, 2)-I- 

Moving onto the cases when Z1,3, Z2,3 ý: 0 and Z1,2 >0 and defining, 

-1) = 7rE C2,3CI, 2Cl, 3 e for some EE Z2ý0 with e=0 or Ie 

we are once again able to re-write the results given in Theorem 6.4.4 in terms of the 

cochain ON. That is, 

0 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 <0< Z2,3j Z1,2 : 

dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) -"-= dec, (n2,3, nl, 2) = ? PN(n2,3)7PN(nl, 2)IPN(n2,3nl, 2)-l 

*0< Z1,3 - Z2,3 < Z1,3 < Z1,2 : 

dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) : -- dec, (n2,3, nl, 2).? PN(n2,3)-lV)N(nl, 3) = 'ON(nl, 3)ON(nl, 2)V)N(n2,3nl, 2) 

00< Z1,2 < ZI, 3 - Z2,3 :5 ZI, 3 

decv(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) = ? PN(nl, 2) 

00< Z1,3 - Z2,3 < Zl, 2 :5 Z1,3 

ZI 3-2ZI 2Z1,2 dec, (n2,3 n 1,3, n 1,2) : -- *ON (n2,3) -1 (C2,3 
, 70 (Cl, 3s7r)v, m 

ZI, 3(11 L- L- 

_l)jg; 

U ZI, 2(EI, 2+1) 
-, 

3+1) 02 1 Z2,3 ZI, 3 22 
1271 

of' 3 
:: 11 

21 
L22-fl 

*0< ZI, 2 : -- Z1,3 - Z2,3: 5 Z1,3 : 

oe=O or E>Z2,3: 

dec,, (n2,3ni 
ZI, 2 -11 

, 3, n 1,2) : -- (Cl, 3 , 7r) ,, M 
(-J)'22:,; 'Zl, 

3(-1)122: PZl, 
3ZI, 2 

E< Z2,3: 

ZI, 2 (-J)la7llZI, 2E. dec, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) ` ? PN(nl, 2) (e, 7r)v-, m 2r 

Finally, since we know that the unique cochain which splits Dec' over N satisfies, v 
ON(n2,3nl, 3nl, 2) -': -- ON(n2,3nl, 3)7PN(nl, 2) decv(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2)-l 

7PN(n2,3)'ON(nl, 2)dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2)-l ZI, 3<Z2,3 

7PN(nl, 3)V)N(nl, 2)dec,, (n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2)-l Z2,3: 5ZI, 3i 
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putting our results together we are able to conclude that, 
OZ1,2 '5 0: 

? PN(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) ` V)N(n2,3nl, 3) 

OZ2,3 <0: 
7PN(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) " ? PN(n2,3nl, 3)7PN(nl, 3)-17PN(nl, 3nl, 2) = ? PN(nl, 3nl, 2) 

OZI, 3 < 0: 
-IV -: -- ; 

bN(n2,3ni 7PN(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) V)N(n2,3nl, 3)ON(n2,3) )N(n2,3nl, 2) 2)- 

OZ1,3-Z2,3<0<Z2,3, ZI, 2 and 0: 5ZI, 3-Z2,3.5ZI, 3<Zl, 2: 

IPN(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) ý IPN(n2,3nl, 2) 

*0< Z1,2 < Z1,3 - Z2,3 < Z1,3 : 

IPN(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) V)N(nl, 3)t 

00 '5 ZI, 3 - Z2,3 < ZI, 2: 5 ZI, 3 : 

7PN(n2,3nl 7r)2ZI. 2-ZI, 3(C 7r)-ZI, 2 
, 3, n 1,2) " ON (n2,3); bN (n 1,3) ON (n 1,2) (C2,3 

i V, M 1,3 V, M 
12- ZI, 2(ZI, 2+1) 

( -11 ZI. 3(ZI, 3+1) : ýIj 
Z2.3 (Z2.3 - 1) 

(-J)ý0-2: 
P'Z2,3ZI, 

3(-J) 25PU 2- 1) 
19 

- 
IP2 

22 

00< Z1,2 " Z1,3 - Z2,3 !5 Z1,3 : 

oE>Z2,3 or e=O: 
-ZI, 2 ( W. -Il Z 1,3 Z 1.2 IPN(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) ---: ? PN(nl, 3)V)N(nl, 2) (Cl, 3,7r) "'m - 1) 

12j; 4 ZI, 3 (- 1) 
Lý 

E< Z2,3: 

7r)Zl 2 25--rl' Z 1,2 E 
'ON(n2,3nl, 3, nl, 2) = V), V (nl, 3) (e, (- 1) 21 

which concludes the proof of our theorem. 
13 

In order to complete this section we shall consider just one further result. This is found 
immediately as a corollary to the previous theorem. 

Corollary 16 The unique cochain ON which splits the cocycle Dec' on the group N3 C G&, 

satisfies, 

OZ1,2 <0 or Z2,3 < 0: 

ON(nl, 2n2,3) ý-- V)N(n2,3nl, 2) : -- ON(n2,3)V)N(nl, 2) 

OZI, 2 ý! 0 and Z2,3 : ý' 0: 

7r) 
Z2,3 Z2,3 le: 11 Z2,3 ZI, 2 IPN(nl, 2n2,3) V)N(n2,3)7PN(nl, 2) 

(Cl, 
2o VM 2ý 
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8.6 The splitting of Dec' on the full group G, v 
In this section we shall discuss the full splitting of the cocycle Dec' on G,. We know that 
there exists a cochain 0 which satisfies, 

Dec' (gi, 92) : -- 

000002) 

? P(9192) 

for each gj, 92 E 
Since we have also seen that, 

Hom(GL,, (k, ), = Hom(kv X, t1m), Hom (SLn (kv), Itm) = 1, 

when m is even this cochain will be unique and when m is odd any two cochains will differ 
by a homomorphism gl) ýp(det(g)) for some VE Hom(k, ', ti,, ). 

It shall now be convenient for us to look at the two cases, when m is odd and even, 
separately. 

8.6.1 The splitting on GL,,, (k, ) when m is odd 

In this chapter we have found all possible splittings of the cocycle Dec' on both the v 
subgroups M and N in GL,, (k, ). That is, we have found all possible cochains ým and 
ON which split the cocycle Dec' such that, v 

Dec' Im= Oým and Dec' IN = OON 
- v I/ 

The cochains ým and ON have been found to satisfy, 
2ij 

'ON (ni, j) = (ci, j, 7r) vm I 
n- E'ý I Xj12 

v(det(m)) 11 (a)-y', 7r),,,, 11(ai, 7r)v, m 

,; EýD+ i=l 

V(det(m))Om(m) as on page 212 

=: OM10(m), 
for some VE Hom(k, ', lt,, ) and where 2ij = max{Zi, j, 0}. 

Finally, since we have Hom(GL,,, (k, ), p,,, ) = Hom(k, x, p,, ) we may conclude this 

section by noting the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.6.1 Any cochain 0 which splits the cocycle Dec' on all of GL,, (k, ) must 

satisfy, 

'OIM = V)", and '01N = V)Ni m 

for some ýO E Hom(k,, ', It,, ) - 
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8.6.2 The splitting on SL,, (k, ) when m is even 

In the case that m is even we have found that any two cochains ým and ON which split 
the cocycle Dec' on SL,, (k, ) such that, 

Dec' Im = aým and Dec' IN = a7PNi 
vv 

must satisfy, 

OM(i7w) = sign(W)A, AE f0,1}. 

sign(W)A., rn (a (X'+X'XJ)(ajX', 
7r),,, m n)- 

=: sign(W)A., OM(M) as on page 212 

zi 
_, )ie, -l 2,1+1) 22 

-1)(n ON (ni, j) = (Ci, j, 7r), 
2,, inj (- 1)(5411 

2i, j ( (j-1) ( rl 
2" 1 (Z"J 

However, in this case we have Hom(SL,,, (k,. ), p,,, ) = 1. Therefore when we restrict to 
SL,, (k, ) the cochain ?p will be unique. This means that we must have either, 

V51M = ? PM or V)jm = sign(w) V)M. 

In order to discover which of these two cochains is correct we must use the function 

'ON- Since we know that Hom(N, p,,, ) =1 the cochain 'ON) unlike 0M, must be unique. 
Therefore we must indeed have, 

V)IN: -- IPN- 

Now, if we restrict to SL2(k, ), we see that we are able to write, 

0 -1) =(1 
1) (0 -1) (1 1) (0 -1) (1 1). (1 

00110011001 Extending this to SL,, (k,, ) we see that, for any w,; = 77,, where 4; EA and sc is some simple 

reflection, we find 

Wç = nc(1). wç. nc(1). wc. nç(1) 

O(w,, ) = O(nw,; nwn), 

where n: =n,, (1). 
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Finally, let us be clear that we already know that the cochains satisfy, 

and 

Therefore, using Theorems 1.4.1,8.5.2 and Lemmas 6,7 we are finally able to deduce that 
the unique cochain V) satisfies, 

, O(wc) =, O(n(wcnw,; )n) 

= 0(n(w,; nw,; ))V)N(n) an(n(w,; nw,; ), n) 
dec, (n(w,; nwq), n) 

= 0(n(w,; nw,, )) by 1.4.1,8.5.2,7 

= ON(n)o(w,; nw,; ) 
O'n (n, w,; nwc) 

dec, (n, wqnw,; ) 

O(w,, nwc) by 1.4.1,7,8.5.2 

an (w,; n, w. ) 
dec,, (w,; n, w,; ) 

=, O(w, n) (_l)A by 1.4.1,7,6 

=ON(n)(-j)AýM(Wj an(w,;, n) 
dec, (w,;, n) 

V)N(n)((_l)A)2 by 1.4.1,7 

=1 by 8.5.2 . 

Finally, we shall state our conclusions in the following theorem: 

Theorem 8.6.2 The cochain 0 which splits the cocycle Dec' on SL,, (k, ) over A2r V 
satisfies, 

? PIM =? Pm and OIN = V)Ni 
f 

where the cochain ipm is given by, 

ý 11 xi ;r xi xixj 
, Om (an? 7w) = Om (an) = 7-n (an) 11 (- 1) 

ý2 I(+ )(aj 
7r)l/, M* 

4; E4, + 
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Chapter 9 

The cochain 0 on GL2 and SL2 

9.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we shall calculate a cochain ?P corresponding to the splitting of the cocycle 
Dec. on G, over ji,, where, 

Gv = 
IGLn(k,, ) 

SLn(k,, ) 
whenever m is odd, 

whenever m is even. 

As we saw in the previous chapter, when m is even, any cochain'O which splits the cocycle 

will be unique. However, when m is odd, we find that 0 is not unique and any other 

cochain ?P which splits the cocycle over GL, (k,, ) must satisfy, 

=, O(g) V(det(g)), 

for some ýp E Hom(k,, ', p,, ). 

Throughout this chapter we shall assume it is understood that, when m is odd (-1) 

and the function "sign" are trivial, while if m is even we have det(a,, ) = 1. 

In the case that n= 21 by explicitly describing this cochain, 0, we shall be able to find 
the isomorphism between the two metaplectic covers of G, 

Ga2* Gm 9dec,, given by, (g, (g, ý, o (g)) 
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Using the Bruhat decomposition we have seen that for any matrix gEG,, we may 
write, 

( 
7r"lgl ir"12912) 

7rn2lg2l Irn292 

jnja2 
whenever 921 : -- 0 

nia2? 7wn2 whenever 9210 0- 

Therefore, in this chapter we shall calculate all possible values for, 

, O(nia2) and ? P(nja2T7,,, n2). 

9.2 The function 0 

In the previous chapter, for any dimension n, we found all possible cochains ýM and ON 

which split the cocycle Dec' on both the monomials and the subgroup of upper triangular 

matrices in G,,. 

As we saw in Section 8.6, any cochain 0 which splits the cocycle Dec' on all of G,, 

satisfies, 

0"' WE Hom(k,, ', m is odd m 
Om m is even. 

V)IN: -- V)N- 

Definition: 

For the remainder of this work, when we refer to the cochain '0, we shall in fact be 

considering the function V) which satisfies, 

101 
='OM whenever m is odd m 

Om whenever m is even. 

Let us now return to the results given in the previous chapter and summarise for the 

case that n=2. Using Theorem 8.4.3 and Corollary 14 we are immediately able to deduce 

the following: 
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Lemma 9.2.1 . 
For each Mý CQ77w EM the cochainO which splits the cocycle Dec' over G,, satisfies, V 

-r2(a2) 
ý8 ll(XI+XIX2) 

I 7r) 
(XI+X2)12 (aX , 7r) ..... (ala2, 2 VM 

(axl, 7r),,,,,, (ala2,7r)-(XI+X2)/2 when m is odd, 2 Vm 

iI XIOXII-1) X1 eilý-l 
5. (a-, 7r)v, m when m is even. 

For any n= nl, 2(7r-Zc) EN the cochain 0 which splits the cocycle Dec' over 
G,, C GL2(k,, ) satisfies, 

jp- i ;, a 
' 
2(z+l) 

0 
(C, 7r)Zm (-l) 2 ON(n) = ON(( 1 

P, 

where 2= maxjZ, 0}. 

Using Lemma 7 on page 190 and noting that det(n) = 1, we are now able to extend 
our work from the previous chapter and deduce the following: 

Theorem 9.2.1 For any matrix gEG, and for each nEN the cocycle Dec' satisfies, v 

Dec' (g, n) = dec,, (g, n), Dec' (n, g) = dec,, (n, g). I/ v 

Therefore, if n := nl, 2(7r-zc) EN is any mat7ix with Z 
-< 

0, the cochain ip must satisfy, 

0 (g) 0 (n) 
dec, (g, nl, 2(7r-zc)) by Theorem 5.2.1 

V)(gn) 

O(g ni, j) V)(g)O(n) = O(g) by Lemma 9.2.1. 

9.3 The full splitting on GL2(k, ) or SL2(k, ) 

In this section we shall use the results given in Chapter 5 to explicitly describe the cochain 
,0 on the whole of G, in the case that n=2. 

Throughout this section we shall once again employ the notation, 

ni := nl, 2(7r-Zlcl), n2: = nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) 

and then, considering the Bruhat decomposition described earlier, calculate all possible 
values for, 

V)(nia2) and V)(njCe277,,, n2)- 
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Let us also note that since the terms " (- 1)" are only to be considered in the case when 
m is even we shall, from this point on, only consider these terms for SL2(k, ). By this I 

mean that when considering the exponents of (-1) we shall always let Ce2 E SL2(k,, ) such 
that X2 = 

Theorem 9.3.1 For each n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2C2) EN and each a2 ETCG,, the cochain ?P 

which splits the cocycle Dec' satisfies, v 

e Z2: 5 0 or 0< Z2 < (Xi - X2,2Xj) : 

7P(a2n2) " 

9 Z2 >0 and (XI - X2,2Xj) < Z2: 

z 2 
, O(a2n2)=, O(a2)? P(n2) . (al/a2, lr),,. 

where ±1 = max{Xl, 0}. 

PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Since we know that the function V) must satisfy, 

V)(a2n2) ý 7P(Ce2)7P(n2) dec, (Ck2, n2)-l , 

the proof of our statement follows directly from the results given in Theorem 5.3.1 on page 
99. 

0 

Corollary 17 Let us define nj := nl, 2(7r-zlcl) EN then, for each 
a2 ETCG, we may write 

nia2 = nl, 2(7r-Z'Cl)a2 

= a2nl, 2(7r-((Xl -X2)+Zl)a2Cl/al) = Ct2Trl- 

Therefore, using the previous theorem, the cochain V) must also satisfy, 

o ZI <0 or Z, :g (X2 
- X� -2X1) : 

? P(nia2) = ? P(a2) 

9 Zi ýý 0 and (X2 - X� -2X1) < Z, : 
(CI, 7r)(XI-X2) (-J)le2; 11 (XI +, kl) 0(nia2) = ? P(nj)? P(a2) 

V, M 

where X, = max{Xl, 0}. 
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Corollary 18 Since, by Theorem 9.2.1, we must have, 

dec, (nj, a2) 
O(nl)V)(a2) 

V)(nia2) 

the pmvious corollary allows us to calculate, 

*ZI<O or 0: 5ZI: 5(X2-X,, -2X, ): 

. (e - dec, (ni, a2) = ? P(ni) = (cl, 7r)21 V, M 

(X2 - X1, -2Xl) <0< Zi or 0< (X2 - XI, -2Xl) < Z, 

dec, (n (X2 -x 
iLrI (XI 

Ce2) " (CI) 7r)&,, m 

where ±1 = maxfXl, 01 and 21 = max{Zl, 0}. 

Remark: 
For eadi ni := nl, 2(7r-zlcl), n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) EN and each a2 ETCG, we may 

write, 
? P(nl02n2) " V)(Ce2n'ln2) 

----: IP(Ce2n2), 

where, 
I n2 = nl, 2(7r-((xl-x2)+Zl)a2Cl/a, + 7r-Z2C2)- 

By going through the vaxious possibilities for nj and n2, and therefore n2, we may 

calculate this expression using Theorem 9.3.1. However, since no new understanding of 
the cochain is gained we shall omit these results. 

It is worth pointing out that had we calculated V)(nia2n2) we would have indeed found 
that Theorems 9.3.1 and 5.5.2 are consistent giving us, 

V)(nia2n2) = V)(a2)V)(n') dec, (a2, n')-l 22 

= ? P(nlCf2)0(n2) dec, (nlC12, n2)-l = 0(nia2n2)- 

Theorem 9.3.2 Let 771v E 9A where W : -- S(1,2) E W, Then, for each a2 E G, and each 
n2 := nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) E N, the cochain V) which splits the cocycle Dec' on G,, satisfies, v 

* Z2: 5 0 or 0< Z2: 5 (X2 
- X1, -2Xl) : 

7P(Cf2? 7,, n2) : -- 7P(a2) 

4o 0< Z2 and (X2 - X1, -2XI) < Z2: 

11 Q-r 
7P(0277.,,, n2) ? P(a2)7P(n2) 

. 
(a2/al, 7r), 

ý, 2.. 
V, M 

where Xi = max{Xi, 0}. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 

Since we know that the function ?p must satisfy, 

0(a277,,, n2) : -- OM (a277w)V)N (n2) dec,, (a277w, n2) -19 

the proof of our statement follows directly from the results given in Theorem 5.4.1 on page 
104. 

The following results determine 0 on the open Bruhat cell in GL2(k,, ) or SL2(k,, ). 

Corollary 19 Let 77w E 9A where W -": S(1,2) E W. Then, for each 

n2 := nl, 2(7r-z2 C2) EN the cochain 0 must satisfy, 

V)(77,,, n2) = ? P(n2). (9.1) 

Furthermore, we find that the cochain ?p also satisfies, 

, O(i7,, n2? 7w) = V)(n2)- 

PROOF: 

The first part is a simple consequence of Theorem 9.3.2. For the second statement we 

use Lemmas 7,6 and Theorem 4.2.1 to calculate, 

0(77,, )n277,,, 
) ; b(77 .. n2) OM (? 7,,, ) Dec. (77,, n2,77w) 

0(? 7,, n2) 
0'2(77. n2t 77w) 

decv (? 7w n2 i 77w) 

= 0(77,,, n2). 

Our result then follows from equation (9.1) and Theorem 9.3.2. 
13 
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Theorem 9.3.3 Having defined the mat7ices, 

ni := nl, 2(7r-"cl), n2 := nl, 2(7r-z2C2) 

we let, 
(a2ClC2 - a, ) := 7rH 

for some H>0 and where either h=0 or Ih1,, = 1. 
Then, for a2 ETCG,, and 77w E M, the cochain 0 satisfies, 

OZ1 <0jZ2 <0: 

, O(nla277wn2) ý O(a2) 

0Z1 ý: 0eZ2 50: 

, O(nia277,,, n2) = V)(nla277w) = ? P(nla2) 

OZ1 <OA >O: 

V)(nia277,,, n2) = ? P(a277,,,, n2)- 

Furthermore, if we define kl = max{Xl, 0} and Zm = max{Zl, Z2}, then whenever 

we have both ZI, Z2 ý: 0 the cochain V) satisfies, 

00 '5 Zl + Z2 < (X2 
- X1, -2Xl) : 

, O(n, Ci2? 7,,, n2) ý ; b(a2) 

O(X2-Xl, -2Xl): 50<ZI+Z2 or 0: 5(X2-Xl, -2Xl)<Z, +Z2: 
(Cl, 7r) 

2Z2 - (X2 -XI) 
I .1 'ýI) 0(nia277,, n2) = O(nl)O(a2)0(n2) (a2/al, 7r), ý, 2m 

ie2: 
FI(Xl+' 

V, M VM(-l) 

9 (X2 - X1, -2Xl) = Zi + Z2: 

oh=O or H>min{ZI, Z21: 

ZM Z2 
2 , O(nia2? 7.,,, n2) = O(nj); b(02)0(n2) (cl, 7r)-Zl (a2/al, 7r)Z2 (-l)' 2' 

zu(; 6 LEL 

V, M 1/, M 

h 54 0, H< min{Zl, Z2}: 

? P(n, 02? 7wn2) = ? P(nj)? P(Cf2)0(n2) 
. 
(cj, 7r)ýZ'(a2/aj, V, M 7r)Z2 (h/a2C2, V, M 7r)Z2-H VM 

I Zi( +1) ;, Il Z2(ý2-1) 1221P ý21 fe2 
221 

E14=U 
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PROOF OF THEOREM: 
By using what we already know about the function 0 we are able to write, 

0(nja2? 7w)? P(n2) 
0(nja2? 7wn2) dec,, (njCf2? 7w, n2) 

? P(nja2)7P(? Iw) 0(n2) 
Dec'(nja2s 77w) ' dec,, (njCe277w, n2) 

0(nja2)0(n2) 
dec, (n I a2 77w, n2) 

0(nj); b(a2)0(n2) 
decv(ni, a2) decv(njC(2? jw, n2) 

However, we have already calculated the values of both dec,, (nl, a2) and dcc, (nj(k2tj,, ',? 12) 
in Corollary 18 and Theorem 5.6.2. Therefore, by substituting a2 E SL2 for the expolients 
of (-1) and then summarising, the proof of our statement quickly follows. 

0 

Corollary 20 Having defined the matrices, 

nl: =nl, 2(7r-Zlcl), n2: =nl, 2(7r-Z2 C2) 

we finý d that the cochain o satisfies, 

9 Zj or Z2 < 0: 

V)(nl77. n2) = 

'0 Zl + Z2 > 0: 

2Z3 0(ni, q,, n2) = ; b(nl)? P(n2) . (cl, 7r),, M. 
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9.4 General formulae for 0 

So far in this chapter we have found the cochain 7P, which splits the cocycle Dec' on either V 
GL2(k, ) or SL2(k,, ), depending on whether m is odd or even. However, as we have seen, 
this cochain also completely determines the isomorphism, 

! ga2* ý" JG,, 9dec,, 
s given by, (g, (g, ý, o (g)) 

between the two metaplectic covers of G,,. Considering this isomorphism we would like to 

be able to be able to find O(g) for any gEG,,. 
Using the Bruhat decomposition we know that any matrix, 

7rvllgl 7r'412912 
E Gv, 7rn2lg2l jr'12.92 

) 

may be written as, 

0 921 :0: 

7, nl 10 ir-(n2-nI2)912/-q2 0 n2 7r 92 

) 

0 9210 0: 

(1 
7r-(n2l-nl 

)91/921 (7r(nl +n2-n2l)9192/921-7rnl2 912) 00 -1 7r-(n2l-n2)92/921 
010 7rn2lg2l 1001 

Since we have already calculated both the values of, 

0(nia2) and V)(nia2? 7,,, n2), 

by simply re-arranging our results and substituting the constants, 

ci, ai i1 gi, Xi, Zi i) ni, 

we should be able to write down general formulae for the cochain 0 on all of GL2(k, ) or 
SL2(k,, ), depending on whether m is odd or even. Since the dependence on m will clearly 
effect the constants involved we shall, for the remainder of this thesis, consider the two 
cases sepaxately. 
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9.4.1 ip on GL2(k,, ) over p,,, where m is odd 

The case when g= nlCt2 

Here we shall consider all possible matrices gE GL2(k, ) such that, 

irnIgl 7rn12g12 )=1 
�-(n2-nI2)-q12/, 2 iryllgl 0 

0 7rn292 0 7rn292 

)' 

Using our previous work in this chapter we may summarise our results as follows: 

Results for 912 ý-- 0: 

In this case we simply find, 

irlIgl 0 
�)-(nl+n2)/2 Ir 92 

)) 
ý-- (* 

9 7r) n' (, l. 2, IP( 
(0 

n2 v, m v, m 

Results for 912 0 0: 

For this case we shall have two possibilities. These are, 

9 n2 < n12: 

�nl� �"12912 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 . o« 
() �n2,2 

)) 
-'-": 

(92,7r)n�1. (9192, 
v, m 

n2: a n12: 

Irnlgl Irn'2912 (92 
9 7r)min{nl, n121 (912t 7r)(max{nl, n12}-n12) (9021 Ir)-(nl+n2)/2 o« 

0 Irn2g2 

)) 
vm vm v, m 

The case when g= nla2? 7 .. n2 

In this section we shall consider all possible matrices g where 921 54 0. That is, we shall 
consider matrices, 

701191,7r'112912 
7r"2192 ? r? &292 

) 

= 
(I 

7r-(n2l-"1)91/921 (7r(n I +n2 -n2l),, 92/921 _7rnl2gl2) 00-1)(17, -(n2l -"2), 2/, 2, 
0 7rn2lg2l 

)(1001 

= nia277,,, n2- 

Before we begin, let us first consider the cochain V) when applied to the matrices 
a2 , 77., ni, n2 which make up the Bruhat decomposition. 
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Let us begin by considering the value of the cochain V) on the matrix, 

02 " 

In order to solve this we mu; 

Case (1) 

Case (2) 

Case (3) 

Case (4) 

Case (5) 

Case (6) 

Case (7) 

(7r(nl +n2 -n2l), 9,92/, 2, -7rn12912) 0 
0 7, n2l. 21 

st consider the following cases: 

91 v 
92 0 01 912 : -- 0 

91) 92 s 912 34 0, ni + n2 - n2l < n12 

91 ý-- 92 '--: Ov 912 340 

91: --01 
. 
921912540 

92 : -- 0) 911912 00 

91 t 92) 912 96 0, n, + n2 - n2l > n12 

glig2)912340, nj+n2-n2l=nl2, 
In fact these seven distinct cases give us just three results for 7P(Ct2). These are found to 
be, 

Case (1), Case (2) : 
(g2l, 7r)(nl+n2-n2l) 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 tp(g(C'2)) = 1/, M 

(9192 
1 mm 

0 Case (3), Case (4), Case (5), Case (6) : 
7r) n 12 7r)-(nl2+n2l)/2 0(g(*2)) (921, 

pm(912921,1/, M 

0 Case (7) : 
O(g (g2l , 7r)nl2 ((glg2 

- IqI2921), 
7r)-(ni+n2)/2 (02)) 1/, M 1/, M 

As we saw in Lemma 9.2.1 the cochain 0 which splits the cocycle Dec' on GL,, (k, ) 

satisfies, 
'0(77w) = OM(77-) = 1. 

Finally, considering the value of the cochain ip on the upper triangular matrices, 

nj :=n, - (n2l-nl)gl n2 := nl, 2 
(7r-(n2l -n2) 92/921) EN, ,2 

(7r /921), 

we find that, 

�)max{ 
(n21-ni) 

, 01 (91/921t 
vm 

�)maxi 
(n21-n2) 

, 01 «n2) 
-' 

(92/-q219 
v, m 

We are now able to consider the cochain 7P applied to any matrix gE GLn(k, ) over 

where m is odd. In order to do this we shall once again need to split our results into 

the various different cases depending on the value of 9E GLn(k, ). 
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Results for 91 : -- 92 -` 07 912 54 0: 

In this case we simply find, 

V ý( 
(0 

7rn12912 
7rn2lg2l 0)) 

0(9(Ck2)) 

7r)nl2 7r)-(nl2+n2l)/2 (9219 
Vm 

(9129211 
VM 

Results for q2 " 01 
. 
91) 912 34 0: 

For this case we have, 

,)(( 7rnlgl jrn12912 
7p 

((1 7r-(n2l -nj )91/921 -7rn12912 0)). 

jrn21921 001)(0 7rn21921 

Therefore, using Corollary 17, we are able to find, 

nj > min{nl2, n2l}: 
7rnlgl 7rn12912 7r)nl2 7r)-(nl2+n2l)/2 

7, n2l 92,1) 
(921) 

v, m 
(9129211 

V, M 

nl: 5min{nl2, n2l}: 
7, nig, 7, nl2g, 2 

7r)nl (gl, 7r)(nl2-nj) )-(nl2+n2l)/2. lp 7, n2192,0 
(921, 

VM V, M 
(912921,7r 

v, m 

Results for 91 ---: 01 92 1 912 0 0: 

For this case we have, 

, 0(( 0 7r"12912 -7r"12912 0)(0 -1 )(1 7r-(n2l -n2 )92/921) 

7rn21921 7rn2g2 0 7rn2lg2l 1001 

If we now refer to Theorem 9.3.2 on page 228, we find that we have, 

n2ýýmin{n12, n21}: 

1p( 
(0 n12,12 )) 

�)n12 7r)-(n12+n2l)/2 
irn21-q21 1, n292 ý (921 

t vm 
(91221 

s v, m 

n2<min{n12, n21}: 

'o« 
0 Irn'2912 )) 

7r)n12 7r) 
(n21 -n2) )-(n12+n2l)/2 

�n21,2, �n2,2 ' (9217 
vm 

(92/912 
9 vm 

(912921 
, Ir vm 

Remark: 
The two cases remaining axe 912 ---: Os 921gl 34 0 and 912,92,91 34 0. However, we axe 

able to calculate these together since, when 912 ý 0, we shall have, 

nj .1 lnl2 9,2 
0 7rn2 gj 

1 7r-(n2l -nj )91/921 7r 
(n 1 +112 - n2l) ,. 2 /921 00 

-1 7, -(n2l-n2)92/92, 
010 7rn2lg2l 1001 
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Therefore, when calculating the cochain ip we simply find, 

0(9)1912ýO --ý 0(09127W, 
nl+n2-n2l<nl2* 

Results for 912 ý'- 0) g2, gi 00 and 912 1 92 1910 
0: 

n2l < ni, n2: 

In this case we shall have, 

lP(9(niCt2i?,,, n2)) 
0(9(Ct2))l 

(ir(nl+n2-n2l)9192/921 -7rnl2. ql2) 0 
0 7, n2192, 

Using the formulae we discovered earlier we are therefore able to write, 

* 912 '4-- 0 or 912 0 0, ni + n2 - n2l < n12 : 

)(nl+n2-n2l) 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 0(g(nICt2t7ýn2)) 
-"": 

(92li7r 
v, m 

(91921 
V, M 

0912 340, nl+n2-n21 > n12 * 

7r)nl2 )-(nl2+n2l)/2 '0(9(njCl2i7. n2)) : -- (921) 
pm(91292li7r vm 

0 -q12 34 0, ni + n2 - n21 = n12 : 

. 7r)nl2 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 ? P(9(niCX2i7. 
n2)) = (9211 

/, m((9192 - 912921)s V, M 

nl: 5 n2l < n2: 

In this case we have, 

0(9(-ICt2)) 

lp 
((I 

7r-(n2l -ni). 91/921 (7r(nl+n2-n2l)9192/921-7rnl2gl2 
no 010 ir 21921 

Once again using our results from Corollary 17 we are able to find, 

912 0 or 912 54 0, nj + n2 - n2l < n12 : 

= (gl, 7r)(n2-n2l) 7r)nl 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 0(9(njCt2? 
7. n2)) VM 

(921) 
v, m(91921 VM 

0 q12 54 0, nl + n2 - n21 > n12 : 

= (,,, 7, )(nl2-min(ni, nl2 7, )min{nl, nl2) 7r)-(nl2+n2l)/2 0(9(njCl277wn2)) 
VM 

))(9217 
V, M 

(9129211 
VM 

0 -q12 34 0, nl + n2 - n21 = n12 : 

= (gl, 7r)(nl2-ni) 7r)nl 7r)-(nl+n2)/2. 0(9(nlCt277. 
n2)) VM 

(9211 
1/, m((9192 - 912921)t Vm 
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n2: 5 n2l < ni: 

In this case we have, 

lk(g(niCk2i7�, n2» 
lb(9(C92i7. n2» 

0(( (7, (nl +n2 -n21), 1.2/. q21 ýWn12912) 0 7r-(n21-n2)92/921 
0 jr1121921 

)(10 (0 

1 

Using the results given in Theorem 9.3.2 we are now able to write, 

912 =0 or 912 0 0, ni + n2 - n2l < n12 : 

0(9(njCl277wn2)) = (921,7r)nl (gl, 7r)(n2-n2l) (91921 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 V, M VM V, M 

0 912 :h0, ni + n2 - n21 > n12: 

o n12 < n2 : 
n12 7r), -(nl2+n2l)/2 IP(9(nia277. n2)) 

(921170 
vm 

(912921 
t ". m 

o n12 > n2 : 

)(n2l-n2) )-(nl2+n2l)/2 ? P(g(nICL2? 
7. n2)) 

(92li7r)nv, lm2(92/912i7r 
vm 

(912921,7r 
v, m 

0 912 :A0, ni + n2 - n21 = n12 - 

n12 7r)(n2l-n2) 7P(9(nlCt277. n2)) : -- (92li7r)v, 
m(92) V, M 

7r)(n2-n2l) )-(nl2+n2l)/2 ((9192/921 
- 912)1 V, M 

((9l 92 - 912921), 7r Vm 

ni, n2: 5 n2l: 

In this case we must consider the full expression for the matrix g. That is, 

1 �-(n21 -nl), 1/-, 21 (�(nl+n2-n21)�92/, 21 -�n12�2) 00 -1 )(1 jr-(n21-t'2)92/921 0 (g) 01 
�n21,2, 

)(1001 

Using the results given in Theorem 9.3.3 the cochain 0 satisfies, 

912 0 or 912 54 0, ni + n2 - n2l < n12 : 

7r), n, l (gl, 7r)(n2-n2l) 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 0(9(nIQ277. 
n2)) 

(921, 
m V, M 

(91921 
VM 

0912: ýO, nl+n2-n21>n12. 

7r)nl2 7r)-(nl2+n2l)/2 ? P(9(nja2? 
7. n2)) -, ý (9211 

v, M(912921? V, M 

0 912 7ý 0, ni + n2 - n21 = n12: 

n12 7r) 
(n2l -n2) ? P(g(nlQ277. 

n2)) = (92li7r)v, 
m(912) 1/, M 

7r)(n2-n2l) 7r)-(nl+n2)/2 ((9192/921 - 912)1 VM 
((9192 - 912921)v Vm 
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9.4.2 ip on GL2(k,, ) over p,,, where m is even 

In the final section of this chapter we shall look specifically at what happens when m, the 

number of roots of unity in y, is even. So, we shall now consider the unique cochain 

which splits the cocycle Dec' on the whole of SL2(k, ). v 
Although we may no longer neglect the terms including (-1) we are able to simplify 

our equations since our general matrix gE SL2(k,, ) with det(g) = 1. Therefore, in this 

case, we are able to use the extra condition, 

det(g) = 7r(ni+n2 )9192 
_ 7r(nl2+n2l )912921 

= 1. 

Results for g= nja2 

Here we shall consider all possible matrices g such that, 

irtllgl 7r'112912 I 7r-(n2-nl2)912/92 7rnl g, 0 
0 7, n2.2 

I 

)= (o 

0 7t-nlg- 

Using our previous work in this chapter, we may summarise our results as, 

The cases when 'P(9(nlCk2)) 7- 0(9(Ck2)): 

Case (1) 912 0 

Case (2) 912 0, min{nl, n2} < n12- 

In each of these cases we simply find, 

0(9(1111, )) = 0(9(CI2)) 

(gl, 7r)-ni( 
(p-1) nl(lnll-l) 

V, M 
1) "& 2 

The case when V)(g(,, IC1277,,, n2)) : -- V)(9(niQ2)): 

Case (3) 912340, nl2: 5min{nl, n2}. 

In this case we use Corollary 17 to calculate, 

, -I n12 2 2-1) 
(gl, r)-nl2 7r) 

(nj -nl2) 02-p-I n1n 12 21 V)(g(nIQ2)) :-7V, M 
(912, 

VM -J)Q 
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Results for g= nla2t7.,,, n2 

We now consider all matrices gE SL2(k, ) which satisfy, 
7r"IgI wf'12912 

g 
jr1t21921 7rl&292 

) 

(1 
7r-('t21-N)gj/g 7r-n2l gý, 

' I 7r-(n2l-1&2)92/921 21) 21 0-1) 0 
0 7rn21921 10 

(0 

Before we begin this section let us once again consider how the cochain 0 behaves on 

each of the matrices which make up the Bruhat decomposition for the general matrix in 

SLn(kp)- 

Considering the value of the cochain 0 on the matrix, 
7r-n2l gýjl 0 

a2 ý(0 21 
7rn2lg2l 

we simply find that, 
P n2l (I n -1) 

7r)-n2l 2211 0(9(Q2)) : -- (9211 
VM 

As we saw in Lemma 9.2.1 the unique cochain 0 which splits the cocycle Dec' on 
SL,, (k,, ) satisfies, 

V)(77, ) = V)M(? 7w) = 1- 

If we now consider the value of the cochain 0 on the upper triangular matrices, 

ni := nl, 2(7r- 
(n2l -nl) 91/921), n2: = nl, 2 (7r-(n2l-n2 )92/921) 

E N, 

we find that, 
(p-1) maxf(n2l-ni), O}((n2l-nl)+ll 

(n2l-nl) 0 (-J) 2r 2 (91 /921,7r) 
vm, max 

( 

(p-11 maxf(n2l-n2), O}((n2l-n2)+I) 
max( (n2l -n2) 0 (n2) 5r 2 (92 /921 

, 7r) v, m 

We shall now concentrate on finding the value of the cochain V) when applied to any 
general matrix gE SLn(k, ) over p,, where m is even. 

The cases when o(g(,,, 
ct2,7. n2)) 

0(9(Ct2)): 

Case (1) 91 92 "0 

Case (2) 91 01 92 00 and n2l < n2 

Case (3) 91540) 92=0 and n2l <nl 
Case (4) glt9200 and n2l<nl, n2, 
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In each of these four cases we simply find, 

21 -'1n2j(jn211-1) 7r-"21g 10 
-n2l 

I 
1P(9(njCk2i7. n2)) =- V)( 

(0 

7rn21921 
(921 

, 70 vm 
(- 1)"e257- 2 

The cases when 'P(g(nlCk2,7,, 
n2)) = '0(. q(nlCk2)): 

Case (5) 910 Ot 92 -= 0 and n, :5 n2l 

Case (6) 91,9200 and nl: 5n2l<n2, 

In each of these cases, using the results given in Corollary 17, we find 

1 7r-(n2l-nl) jr-n2l g-1 0 91/921 21 7P(9(njQ2i7wn2)) : '- 7P( 
(0 

1)(0 jrn21921 

)) 

-1 -I (g1'7r)-(n21+ni) 7r)ni 
=ýUn2ln1(_j) 

2, F 
V'm 

(9211 
v, m 

2-2 2- 1n 

The cases when 'P(9('llCk2? 7. n2)) 
0(9(Ck2i7. 

n2)): 

Case (7) 91 Ot 92 34 0 and n2 :5 n2l 

Case (8) 91,92560 and n2: 5n2l<nl. 

For these cases we have, 

7r-n2l g-1 00 -1 )(1 7r-(n2l-n2)g2/921 7P(9(niCt277. n2)) = 0( 
(0 

21 
7rn2lg2l 

)(1001 

Therefore, using the results given in Theorem 9.3.2, we find 

9 -n2 :ý n2l : 

- n2l("21-1) 
7r) -n2l 

'L51" 
- IP(g(a277 

.. n2)) :- (9211 
mm 22 

-n2 > n2l: 

)= (g2l, 7r)-n2 7r)(n2l-n2)(_l)LO 
1 .1 112(112-1) 0(9(Q2t7. 

n2) v, m 
(92 

1 V, M 
; ýn2j 

n2 
le2: 

Fl 2 

The case when V)(g) = 

Case (9) 
. 91,, q234O and ni, n2: 5n2l- 

In this case we must consider the full expression, 
1 jr-(n2l-nl) 7r-n2l 9ý11 -n2)92/, 2, 91/921 21 

00 
-1 1 7r-(n2l 0(9(njCk277. 

n2)) 
0( 

(0 

1)(0 7rn21921 

)(1001 
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Using the results given in Theorem 9.3.3 we find that the cochain ;b satisfies, 

en, +n2 
22 11 n2l (n2l 

-n2l Tr 2 ; b(nia277,,, n2) : -- (921)7r)v, m 

on, +n2 
)(n2l-n2)(g, 7r)(n2l-nj-2n2) 7r)(nl+n2-n2l) V)(nia277,, n2) (92,7r 

V, M 
(9211 

Vm 
- 11 "21 (n2l + 1) ni (ni -1) "2 : ýln2l(nj+n2)(-j)22, -T- - 1) 

jpj; j 2-1) LO-2 
22 J)'(221-rlll 2 

eni +n2 : -- 0: 

0 912 -*--'-- 
0 or 912 34 0, n12 > min{nl, n2} : 

7r)(n2l+nl) 7r)nl (21 n21nj ( 5-" 2 V)(nia277,, n2) : -- (921 
v, m 

(9211 
v, m - 1) 

iL, -rl 
_, )JE2 llni(inil+l) 

o 912 34 0, n12: 5 min{nl, n2} : 

7r)(nl2+n2l) 7r)nl (g, 2,7r)(ni-nl2) ? P(nla2? 7,,, n2) = (92, 
VM 

(9211 
VM VM 

.(i1 
; 11 1112 (nýj 2 

_ 1) eýyrl (ni +nj n 12 +nj n2 1) 
'825P 

2 
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